OUR MISSION

To exceed your expectations and gain your trust.

Medical Electronics, Inc. aims to establish lifelong accounts with all of our clients. We’d like to grow alongside the professionals we serve. We realize that the only way to accomplish our mission is by upholding honesty and an enthusiasm for what we do. Lifelong accounts are only achieved by always going the extra mile, and by going out of our way to ensure that we meet your specific needs.

*We simply give it our all!*
What sets the MR4 laser apart from the competition? A lot.

We offer a world class laser therapy product with great ROI

Globally, The MR4® with LaserStim™ and TARGET™ (Treatment Area Recognition and Guidance Enhanced Technology) treats a vast number of conditions.

Features:
- More power than most Class IV lasers with a higher degree of safety
- Insurance reimbursement
- Combines laser therapy and e-stim for faster pain relief and healing

Multi Radiance Medical
It’s a bright new world™

©Multi Radiance Medical Inc. All rights reserved, US and international patents pending.
PRODUCTIVITY & RELIABILITY

RICH-MAR ADVANTAGES

- **Therapy-Hammer:** Exclusive 2 in 1 2cm & 5cm Applicator 1 & 3 MHz Ultrasound Patented Technology
- **AutoSound:** Rich-Mar’s patented Hands-Free Autosound is the most effective ultrasound on the market today
- **Laser Compatible:** Rich-Mar products are designed with versatility in mind, units can be ordered with the Laser option
- **Light Cluster:** Rich-Mar products are designed with versatility in mind, units can be ordered with the Light Cluster option
- **Programmable Presets:** TheraTouch provides you with, (One Touch) Preset control, no menu scrolling necessary.
- **Independent Stim:** Rich-Mar’s design allows you the ability to perform any waveform on any channel including Hi-Volt

Call 305-994-9294 for more information and prices.
EXILIS™
RESHAPE YOUR BODY

◊ The only RF system delivering the power of high frequency with total control
◊ An elegantly designed system for both Face & Body needs
◊ Treatment takes less than 5 minutes with measurable results after only two visits

Breakthrough technology makes EXILIS™ one of the safest and most effective body contouring devices available.

◊ EFC™ Energy Flow Control automated system to ensure uniform tissue heating.

◊ Safety thermometer and cooling built into the handpiece. The thermal zone is controlled automatically with virtually no pain or no risk of over treatment.

No disposables: EXILIS™ concept makes expensive treatment tips obsolete.

Call Toll Free: 1-866-285-1656
www.exilis.com | info@btlnet.com
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

Medical Electronics, Inc. will MATCH any competitor’s lowest advertised price. Lowest price guarantee applies to identical products and equipment and requires printed proof of competitor’s name, item make, manufacturer model number and offer expiration date. Price matching is only valid on retail price of item, and excludes shipping/handling charges. Guarantee is not valid on competitor liquidation, close-outs, misprints, or auctions.

COME AND VISIT OUR HUGE SHOWROOM!!!

COMPLETE SET-UPS ARE OUR SPECIALTY.
FREE FACILITY PLANNING.
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*Export only.
The Winner Series has evolved into this revolutionary electrotherapy/phototherapy device. With the Applicator Plug and Play (APP) concept, you have the flexibility to create a custom Ultrasound/Stim or Ultrasound/Stim/Laser Hybrid.

We have combined a modern compact design with the Rugged, Reliable Rich-Mar Electronics, which has been used by clinicians all over the world for 40 years.

The base unit comes with 2 or 4 channels of Tru-Stim (5 waveforms) and the programming to accommodate all of Rich-Mar's ultrasound applicators, including the patented Hands-Free AutoSound applicator.

With this base unit, you can also utilize the Ultrasound/Laser Hybrid by adding the Laser module and Emitter and/or Hands-Free AutoPrism now or when your budget permits.

**ACCESSORY CRADLE**
Integrated into the Unit
This convenient applicator holder is integrated into the back of the unit. Plus all cables can be stored in the hide-away cubby area in the back.

**INTEGRATED CART**
Designed as a Workstation
The best way to keep your clinic organized is to keep everything in its place. With the Rich-Mar StoreMore Cart you have a place for everything. Cart includes four large see-thru storage pods that can accommodate all of the things related to your treatment, including electrodes, lead wires, patient files, treatment guides and more. Store the unsightly extra cables from the applicators in the hide-away cubby inside the back of the cart.

**TRU-STIM**
*All Products Made in the U.S.A.

| 5 WAVEFORMS |
| 2 or 4 channels |
| 4 independent channels of stim with five waveforms |
| Quadrupolar IFC, Pre-Mod IFC, Hi-Volt, Russian and Micro. |

**ULTRASOUND APPLICATORS**

**HANDS-FREE AUTOSOUND**

**Superior Ultrasound**
Our patented AutoSound is the only unattended ultrasound available. It eliminates the possibility of human error by providing perfect perpendicular placement, gel pad coupling agent, and four independent ultrasonic diaphragms programmed to fire in optimum sequence.

**THERAPY HAMMER**

**Universal 2cm & 5cm Applicators**
Rich-Mar has achieved another exclusive by combining both common applicator sizes in one single rugged design able to utilize 1 or 3 MHz ultrasound technology.

**5CM APPLICATOR**

**Standard Applicator**
The common size for most therapeutic applications. Able to utilize 1 or 3 MHz ultrasound technology.

**10CM APPLICATOR**

**Oversized Applicator**
For those times when you need to treat larger areas, you can use the 10cm applicator which has 4 times the surface area of a 5cm head. Able to utilize 1 or 3 MHz ultrasound technology.

**LASER**

**LASER MODULE**
Required for Light/Laser Emitter
This module has two ports for laser/light emitters. Both ports operate either laser or light. Any combination of laser and light is possible and can operate independently. You can order this module pre-installed, or you can easily install later.

**HANDS-FREE AUTOPRISM**

**Superior Light Therapy**
AutoPrism is equipped with super luminous diode (SLD) clusters that provide energy with a combination of predominantly infrared (870 nm) and visible red (633nm) diodes. AutoPrism provides an even distribution of light energy over the entire area, allowing unattended treatments. The provided protocol manual determines the treatment parameters and anatomical locations.

**LASERPRISM**

**MedX Technology**
This laser provides a total of 200 mW of power with three GaAlAs laser diodes and a visible guide light. All of the operational controls are on the emitter. The laser delivers one Joule every 5 seconds. The preset settings are 8, 14, and 18 Joules. The provided protocol manual determines the treatment parameters and anatomical locations.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>410-010</td>
<td>Winner CM2 EVO - 2 Channel Combo (Base Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410-012</td>
<td>Winner CM4 EVO - 4 Channel Combo (Base Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410-040</td>
<td>StoreMore Cart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT489</td>
<td>Autosound Ultrasound Applicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410-115</td>
<td>Therapy Hammer 2cm/5cm (2 in 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410-160</td>
<td>5cm Applicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410-176</td>
<td>10cm Applicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410-060</td>
<td>Laser Module (Required for Laser/Light Applicators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600-123</td>
<td>AutoPrism Applicator (500-mW / 870nm SLD/LED Cluster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500-031</td>
<td>Laser Emitter (200-mW / 785nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410-012H</td>
<td>Hybrid (Includes: 4ch Unit, Cart, Therapy Hammer, LaserPrism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410-012PH</td>
<td>Pro-Hybrid (Includes: Unit, Cart, Therapy Hammer, Autosound, LaserPrism, AutoPrism)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**RICH-MAR® THERASOUND SERIES ULTRASOUND UNITS**

**EVO PLUG N PLAY**
Customize your unit with any option now or add them later

The Therasound series has evolved into this revolutionary therapeutic ultrasound. With the Applicator Plug and Play (APP) concept, you have the flexibility to create a custom Ultrasound or Ultrasound/Laser Hybrid.

We have combined a modern compact design with the Rugged, Reliable Rich-Mar Electronics, which has been used by clinicians all over the world for 40 years.

The Base unit comes with the programming to accommodate all of Rich-Mar’s ultrasound applicators, including the patented Hands-Free AutoSound applicator.

With this base unit, you can also utilize the Ultrasound/Laser Hybrid by adding the Laser module and Emitter and/or Hands-Free AutoPrism now or when your budget permits.

**INTEGRATED CART**
**Designed as a Workstation**
The best way to keep your clinic organized is to keep everything in its place. With the Rich-Mar StoreMore Cart you have a place for everything. Cart is available with four large see thru storage pods that can accommodate all of the things related to your treatment, including electrodes, lead wires, patient files, treatment guides and more. Store the unsightly extra cables from the applicators in the hide-away cubby inside the back of the cart.

**ULTRASONIC APPLICATORS**

**HANDS-FREE AUTOSOUND**

**Superior Ultrasound**
Our patented AutoSound is the only unattended ultrasound available. It eliminates the possibility of human error by providing perfect perpendicular placement, gel pad coupling agent, and four independent ultrasonic diaphragms programmed to fire in optimum sequence.

**THERAPY HAMMER**

**Universal 2cm & 5cm Applicator**
Rich-Mar has achieved another exclusive by combining both common applicator sizes in one single rugged design. Able to utilize 1 or 3 MHz ultrasound technology.

**5CM APPLICATOR**
**Standard Applicator**
The common size for most therapeutic applications. Able to utilize 1 or 3 MHz ultrasound technology.

**10CM APPLICATOR**
**Oversized Applicator**
For those times when you need to treat larger areas, you can use the 10cm applicator which has 4 times the surface area of a 5cm head. Able to utilize 1 or 3 MHz ultrasound technology.

**LASER**

**Laser Module**
**Required for Light/Laser Emitter**
This module has two ports for laser/light emitters. Both ports operate either laser or light. Any combination of laser and light is possible and can operate independently. You can order this module pre-installed, or you can easily install it later.

**HANDS-FREE AUTOPRISM**

**Superior Light Therapy**
AutoPrism is equipped with super luminous diode (SLD) clusters that provide energy with a combination of predominantly infrared (870 nm) and visible red (633nm) diodes. AutoPrism provides an even distribution of light energy over the entire area, allowing unattended treatments. The provided protocol manual determines the treatment parameters and anatomical locations.

**LASERPRISM EMMITTER**

**MedX Technology**
This laser provides a total of 200 mW of power with three GaAlAs laser diodes and a visible guide light. All of the operational controls are on the emitter. The laser delivers one Joule every 5 seconds. The preset settings are 8, 14, and 18 Joules. The provided protocol manual determines the treatment parameters and anatomical locations.

---

**Part Number**
**Description**

410-020  Therasound EVO (Base Unit)
410-040  StoreMore Cart
P7489    Autosound Ultrasound Applicator
410-115  Therapy Hammer 2cm/5cm (2 in 1)
410-160  5cm Applicator
410-176  10cm Applicator
410-050  Therasound Laser Module (Required for Laser/Light Applicators)
600-123  AutoPrism Applicator (500-mW / 870nm SLD/LED Cluster)
500-031  Laser Emitter (200-mW / 785nm)
410-020H Hybrid (Includes: Unit, Cart, Therapy Hammer, LaserPrism)
410-020PH Pro-Hybrid (Includes: Unit, Cart, Therapy Hammer, LaserPrism, Autoprism, Autosound)
**AUTOSOUND 9.6-RL COMBO EMS/US/LASER/LIGHT THERAPY**

The new Autosound 9.6 Combo is the top-of-the-line Rich-Mar unit. It is the most powerful and productive electrotherapy device on the market today. It combines the features of the Theratouch 7.7 with the versatility and innovation of an Autosound 7.6 on an ergonomic and vanguardist design. The “Autosound Applicator” permits the application of both superficial and deep ultrasound protocols at the same site and at the same time. It is a unique feature of the Rich-Mar autosound line. The patented “Therapy Hammer” allows you to do underwater ultrasound treatments and to treat hard to reach and small areas. The four channel multi-waveform, multi-timer programmable EMS device adds productivity to this unit. The Autosound 9.6 uses Rich-Mar up-to-date know-how, technology and American craftsmanship to deliver an impressive electrotherapy solution.

5-1-400-021RL

**THERATOUCH 7.7-RL COMBO EMS/LASER/LIGHT THERAPY**

Built-in waveforms:

- Quadpolar Classic Interferential
- Premodulated Bipolar Interferential
- Monophasic (Hi Volt) (Old Pulsed Galvanic)
- Biphasic (Old Faradic)
- Russian
- Microcurrent

5-1-400-011RL - Theratouch 7.7-RL Combo/LASER combination
4-1-400-012RL - Theratouch 4.7-RL EMS/LASER combination (not shown)

**THERATOUCH 7.7 COMBO EMS/US**

Built-in waveforms:

- Quadpolar Classic Interferential
- Premodulated Bipolar Interferential
- Monophasic (Hi Volt) (Old Pulsed Galvanic)
- Biphasic (Old Faradic)
- Russian
- Microcurrent

Ultrasound frequencies of 1 & 3 MHz on the patented “Therapy Hammer” soundhead with 2cm² and 5cm² crystals. The Theratouch 7.7 Combo unit basically combines a Theratouch 4.7 stimulator and a Therasound 3.5 ultrasound. You have the easy touchscreen operation combined with four independent stimulation channels and the “Therapy Hammer” soundhead providing 1 & 3 MHz ultrasound. A truly flexible piece of therapy equipment, the Theratouch 7.7 allows for up to five different sites to be treated at once. Also, its upgradable design has made the device actually improve with age. You can set up treatment protocols that can be used at the touch of a button.

5-1-400-011 - Theratouch 7.7 Combo Unit
4-1-400-012 - Theratouch 4.7 EMS Unit (not shown)
AutoSound’s patented design offers many benefits to help improve therapeutic outcomes:

- Easy, hands-free use
- Exact concentration of therapy
- Even application in treatment area
- Application at optimum speed
- Trouble-free, always-correct coupling agent
- Ensures perpendicular application
- Combo therapy with stimulation available
- Unique 1MHz or 3 MHz sweep feature

Call 305-994-9294 for more information and prices.
**AUTOSOUND 9.6 COMBO EMS/US**

The new Autosound 9.6 Combo is the top-of-the-line Rich-Mar unit. It is the most powerful and productive electrotherapy device on the market today. It combines the features of the Theratouch 7.7 with the versatility and innovation of an Autosound 7.6 on an ergonomic and vanguardist design. The “Autosound Applicator” permits the application of both superficial and deep ultrasound protocols at the same site and at the same time. It is a unique feature of the Rich-Mar autosound line. The patented “Therapy Hammer” allows you to do underwater ultrasound treatments and to treat hard to reach and small areas. The four channel multi-waveform, multi-timer programmable EMS device adds productivity to this unit. The Autosound 9.6 uses Rich-Mar up-to-date know-how, technology and American craftsmanship to deliver an impressive electrotherapy solution.

5-1-400-021

---

**THERASOUND EVO AUTOSOUND**

(Replaces Autosound 5.6 Ultrasound)

A patented, hands-free ultrasound that can be applied to the patient! The AutoSound uses a patented design to actually move the ultrasound field via multiple crystals in a single microprocessor-controlled applicator that mimics human movement. This patented device will change the way ultrasound is used in therapeutic settings. No longer will ultrasound require that you manually apply and move the transducer.

The AutoSound is not to be confused with the antiquated stationary device that has a 65cm² soundhead, only 50% pulsed setting and a maximum output of 0.1 W/cm²! The AutoSound is a fully-functioning, therapeutic ultrasound with a 2.0 W/cm² output capability allowing for both non-thermal and thermal treatments.

The AutoSound actually applies ultrasound more effectively than manual application because it takes operator error out of the equation. Plus, the AutoSound is made by Rich-Mar, the leader in therapeutic ultrasound for over 30 years, so you know it’s a safe and quality made device.

3-1-410-020

---

**WINNER EVO AUTOSOUND**

(Replaces Autosound 7.6 EMS/Ultrasound)

The AutoSound 7.6 Combo is the best new innovation in modalities. This two-channel stimulator allows for stim only treatment, hands-free combination treatments, or concurrent stimulation and hands-free ultrasound treatments.

Its unique and patented design allows you to treat longer, thus maximizing therapy to the patient, while freeing up huge amounts of time for you and your staff. And that leads to happier patients and staff.

5-1-410-012  4CH;  5-1-410-010  2CH

*ALL PRODUCTS MADE IN THE U.S.A.*
Magnetotherapy

Hydrotherapy

Electrotherapy and Ultrasound

LASER Therapy

*Export only.

BTL 5000 SERIES LASER, EMS, EMS/US COMBO, LASER/EMS COMBO, AND LASER/US/EMS COMBO

BTL Electrotherapy
- One touch user presets
- 5.7” Color Touchscreen
- 4 independent stim channels
- Extended waveforms (including Interferential)
- One touch user presets
- Graphics Library and Therapy Guide
- 4 / 2 independent treatment timers
- Nerve-block technique, targeting feature & more

BTL Combo
- COMBO EMS/1 & 3 Mhz US
- One touch user presets
- 5.7” Color Touchscreen
- Independent stim channels
- Extended waveforms (including Interferential)
- Nerve block technique & targeting feature included
- Ultrasound up to 2 W/cm² with 1 & 3 MHz. Illuminated contact control. 5cm²/1cm² EZ swap technology
- Visual Feedback: Illuminated soundhead provides visual feedback on patient contact

BTL-Combo
- COMBO EMS/1 & 3 Mhz US
- One touch user presets
- 5.7” Color Touchscreen
- Independent stim channels
- Extended waveforms (including Interferential)
- Nerve block technique & targeting feature included
- Ultrasound up to 2 W/cm² with 1 & 3 MHz. Illuminated contact control. 5cm²/1cm² EZ swap technology
- Visual Feedback: Illuminated soundhead provides visual feedback on patient contact

BTL-Sono
- Multifrequency
- 5.7” color touch screen
- Continuous and pulse mode 10-150 Hz
- Duty cycle 6.25%, 12.5%, 25%, 50%, 100%
- Standard head: 5cm²; 1&3 MHz sound head applicator
- Optional head: 1cm; 1&3 MHz sound head applicator
- Graphics Library & Clinical Protocols
- Visual Feedback: Illuminated soundhead provides visual feedback on patient contact
- Unique ability! Can be used by two therapists at the same time by using one soundhead each with the same or different protocol

BTL-Combimax
- COMBO EMS/1 & 3 Mhz US AND LASER
- Color Touchscreen • Independent stim channels
- Multiple waveforms (including Interferential)
- The newest pain management technology
  - 10,000 Hz Interferential for Nerve Block Technique
  - J-Waveform (very similar to the H-Wave)
- One touch user presets
- Illuminated lead wires help to easily distinguish between channels.
- Graphics Library and Treatment Protocols
- Unqiue dual-wavelength applicator concept (830 nm & 685 nm) for deep tissue and wound care
- BTL’s laser cluster with built-in cooling keeps balance between maximum power & safe energy flux. This allows for quicker delivery of more photons.
- No more complicated Joules per area / treatment time calculations - BTL’s software will do the math
- Unrivaled power and large spot size of laser cluster probe for fast treatment times
- 1 MHz & 3 MHz frequency available in each sound head
- Visual contact check on illuminated sound heads
- Treatment will be automatically paused to eliminate crystal burnout
- Pulsed and continuous therapy operation (10%, 20%, 50% and 100% duty cycle)
- Waterproof heads for underwater use
- Visual Feedback: Illuminated soundhead provides visual feedback on patient contact

5-525840SL2K 4ch ems + us + 2000 mw LASER cluster
5-525820SL2K 2ch ems + us + 2000 mw LASER cluster
5-525840SL4 4ch ems + us + 400 mw LASER probe
5-525820SL4 2ch ems + us + 400 mw LASER probe
Option:
60-52P5700.001 1 & 3 MHz 1 cm² soundhead

5-525840S 4 CH combo
5-525820S 2 CH combo
Option:
60-52P5700.001 1 & 3 MHz 1 cm² soundhead

2,000 mW cluster
BTL 4000 SERIES LASER, EMS, ULTRASOUND, AND EMS/ULTRASOUND COMBO

**BTL 4820S**
TOPLINE COMBO
2CH EMS/1 & 3 Mhz US

- Standard Internal Battery
- 4.3” Color Touchscreen
- 2 independent stim channels
- Multiple waveforms (including Interferential, premod, biphasic, hi-volt, russian and others)
- Multifrequency system and multifrequency heads
- Continuous and pulse mode 10-150 Hz
- Duty cycle 6.25%, 12.5%, 25%, 50%, 100%
- Graphics Library and Clinical Protocols

5-524820S

**BTL 4620 TOPLINE EMS**
2CH EMS

- Standard Internal Battery
- 4.3” Color Touchscreen
- 2 independent stim channels
- Multiple waveforms (including Interferential, premod, biphasic, hi-volt, russian and others)
- Graphics Library and Clinical Protocols

4-524620T

**THERAPY Trolley**

Designer European electrotherapy cart will fit the BTL 4000 line, the BTL 5000 line, the ActiPulse shockwave, the BTL Lymphatic drainage devices and the BTL Vac.

16-52P5002.009

Optional hands-free LASER cluster holder:
38-52L445.056 articulated arm

**BTL Vac**

- Vacuum unit for BTL electrotherapy only
- Vacuum unit for electrotherapy application by means of suction cup electrodes
- 2 independent channels
- Continuous and pulse mode
- 4 pre-defined programs for pulsation
- Pulse frequency: 15, 30, 45 and 60 pulses per minute
- Quiet and easy operation
- Includes: 2x interface cable for electrotherapy, 4x patient cable, 4x rubber cup electrode - diameter 65mm, sponges, cleaning needle and power cord

56-52PVAC.001

**5 CM² SOUND HEAD, 1 & 3 MHZ**

BNR 5:1 maximum
60-52P5700.001

**1 CM² SOUND HEAD, 1 & 3 MHZ**

BNR 5:1 maximum
60-52P5700.002

*Export only.*
Accelerated Pain Relief and Healing

A revolutionary clinical application for the treatment of pain and injuries.

Deeper tissue penetration—maximum photonic density.

25 to 50 Watts of Super Pulsed Laser Power.
More power than most class IV lasers.

TERRAQUANT®
Smarter Technology. Smarter Choice™

I find the TerraQuant® laser devices a very valuable tool in decreasing inflammation before or after a workout, practice, or game. Maintaining healthy joints is critical for enduring a long pro season.

Allan Houston,
New York Knicks, NBA

The TerraQuant® Super Pulsed Laser is the best physical therapy tool since the McKenzie method!

Vince Giardina, PT, MPT, RD, CLS

Within a week I was experiencing results daily that I might have experienced monthly with other laser brand. Don’t let fancy marketing brainwash you into believing you have to spend a fortune to get the job done. If you are looking to step into the next millenium of healing, you need to experience TerraQuant®.

Dr. Aaron Russak, DC

Multi Radiance Medical
It’s a bright new world™
©Multi Radiance Medical Inc., All rights reserved.
US and international patents pending.
YOU ARE **APPROVED**

**COMPLETE FACILITIES • UPGRADES • DIGITAL X-RAYS • PACS SYSTEMS**
**DECOMPRESSION TABLES • ADJUSTING TABLES • COLD LASERS**

WE FINANCE 100% OF YOUR EQUIPMENT COSTS. **OTHERS DON’T.**

WE GIVE YOU A FIXED PAYMENT AND FLEXIBLE TERMS SO THAT BUDGETING AND FORECASTING BECOMES EASIER FOR YOU. **OTHERS DON’T.**

WE ALLOW YOU TO INCLUDE INTANGIBLE COSTS LIKE DELIVERY, INSTALLATION AND TRAINING IN THE LOAN. **OTHERS DON’T.**

WE ALLOW YOU TO KEEP YOUR LINES OF CREDIT INTACT FOR DAY TO DAY BUSINESS EXPENSES, UNFORESEEN CONTINGENCIES, OR TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SOME UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES. **OTHERS DON’T.**

---

**Top Group**
Capital Corporation, LLC
10995 US Highway One, Suite 10
Hobe Sound, FL 33455

**T:** 772-546-7190 or 1-866-546-7190  
**F:** 772-546-7187  
www.TopGroupCapital.com
MR4 AND TERRAQUANT WITH LASERSTIM

MR4 LASERSTIM™

Multi Radiance Technology™ is the first of its kind to combine the entire range of the therapeutic light spectrum and deliver therapeutic energy in a synergistic manner. The syncing of the therapeutic wavelengths creates an optimal environment that reinforces the effects of the individual wavelengths to create the world’s most advanced pain relieving modality.

Super pulsed laser, pulsed broadband infrared SLDs, pulsed red light, static magnetic field and electrical stimulation are obtained from the LaserStim™ Emitter. The MR4 also includes the patented LaserSweep technology. The MR4 excels where most laser devices fall short. It delivers higher peak power yet is safe without the risk of thermal damage found with class IV lasers.

The MR4 LaserStim™ package includes:
- MR4™ Control Unit
- LaserStim™ Emitter (25,000mW)
- 2-pair of laser goggles
- Soft Sided Case
- Protocol Manual
- 2 year limited warranty
Additional 3 Year Limited Warranty-Optional

LaserStim Emitter

The first of its kind, the new LaserStim™ is a hybrid probe that provides both light therapy and electrical stimulation. The FDA approved LaserStim™ combination probe can provide simultaneous or independent light and electrical stimulation applications for superior clinical applications and outcomes. Based on the SE25 emitter, the single super pulsed diode produces 25 W of peak power as well as incorporating Red LEDs, Infrared emitting diodes and the static magnetic field.

TerraQuant® LASERSTIM™

TerraQuant® laser therapy provides pain relief and healing through this FDA cleared modality. Multi Radiance Medical incorporates multiple therapeutic radiances into one device that work synergistically. These include:
- Super pulsed laser
- Pulsed broadband infrared SLDs
- Pulsed red light
- Static magnetic field
- Electrical stimulation

The TerraQuant Super Pulsed Laser provides deeper tissue penetration with maximum photonic density. With 25,000 to 50,000mW of power, this FDA-cleared device has more power than most class IV lasers with the safety of class II.

Successful double blind clinical trials

Numerous randomized double blind clinical trials have showed efficacy of the TerraQuant® on various health conditions. An 88% positive effect was demonstrated in studies done on the efficacy of the TerraQuant® in relieving pain caused by arthritis of small and medium joints. The clinical study involved 140 participants. There are dozens of additional clinical studies and papers available for your review at multiradiance.com.

In addition to specific studies on the TerraQuant®, over 4,000 studies have been conducted worldwide to validate the effectiveness of laser therapy.

How to apply the treatment:

Use laserlight mode and continuous stimulation simultaneously or individually. Stainless steel electrodes are located on the surface of an emitter!
**ELECTRICAL STIMULATORS**

**BLOOMEX CLINICAL 2CH EMS**
- Desktop EMS With Timer
- 2 Channel Unit
- WaveForm Type: Bi-phasic, Mono-phasic
- Modes: Continuous, Reciprocal, Interrupted
- Compatible for Combination Therapy

4-220006
60-230004  AC Adapter

**BLOOMEX CLINICAL 4CH EMS**
- Clinical EMS With Timer
- 4 Channel Unit
- WaveForm Type: Bi-phasic, Mono-phasic
- Modes: Continuous, Reciprocal, Interrupted
- Compatible for Combination Therapy

4-220002
60-230004  AC Adapter

**MYOTRAIN V 4CH EMS**
- Desktop EMS With Timer
- 4 Channel Unit
- WaveForm Type: Medium Frequency
- Modes: Continuous, Surge, Reciprocal
- Compatible for Combination Therapy

4-3MTV

**BLOOMEX CLINICAL 10CH EMS**
- Clinical EMS With Timer
- 10 Channel Unit
- WaveForm Type: Bi-phasic, Mono-phasic
- Modes: Continuous, Reciprocal, Interrupted, Alternate
- Compatible for Combination Therapy

4-220001
60-230004  AC Adapter

**NEURO-TRAIN III**
- Desktop EMS With Timer
- Clinical 2 Channel Unit
- Programmable Patient Setups (up to 700)
- Waveforms: Interferential, Pre-Mod, Medium Frequency (Russian), Biphasic, Tri-Heterodyne (new technology)

4-3NTIII

**PENCIL ELECTRODE SET FOR ATTENDED EMS**
The Pencil Electrode is used for attended stimulation procedures where pin-point control is required. It comes in its own carry case with four stainless steel tips. The Pencil Electrode has an On /Off switch so that stimulation can be turned on and off. It requires a banana type connector to be plugged into the electrode cable set. It is compatible with all Mettler stimulators. Banana adaptor is also available (see pg.26).

60-42023

**METTLER SYS*STIM 208A**
The Sys*Stim 208 is a two channel, low-volt stimulator with Surge, Pulse and Tens modes. It has easy-to-operate knobs that control stimulation intensity and frequency, a digital timer and a remote patient cut-off switch. It is a small, portable stimulator with a clinical appearance.

2 year warranty on machine.
4-4ME208

*SEE ELECTRODES ON PAGES 23 & 24.*
**GV 350 HIGH VOLT STIMULATOR**

**Home health use.**
- Size: 2.75” x 4.5” x 1.5” (6.9cm x 11cm x 3.8cm)
- Weight: 8.1oz (229 grams)
- Channels: 2 active outputs, 1 dispersive return
- Waveform: Twin Peak monophasic (HVPS)
- Pulse Rate (adj.): 1 - 100 Hz
- Pulse Width: Interpulse intervals of 100 microseconds, 5 microseconds at 50% of peak voltage
- Polarity Switch: Positive and Negative of active electrodes
- Stimulation: Continuous or Alternating (alt. between channel one and channel two over five second intervals)
- Timer: 15, 30, 60 minutes
- Output Voltage: 0 - 350 volts adjustable
- Intensity (adj.): 0 - 700 mA peak
- Power Supply: 4 AA Batteries Optional Wall Adaptor
- Output parameters are across a 500 ohm resistance.

6-27GV350

---

**GALVANIC POINT STIMULATOR**

**DC Point Stimulator and Faradic EMS.**
- Used in the evaluation and treatment of muscle dysfunction caused by peripheral and C.N.S. disorders.
- Most commonly used for preventing or retarding disuse atrophy, relaxing muscle spasms and muscle re-education.
- Because of the small size and the light weight, it’s especially useful in bedside and in-home treatments.
- Pulse Rate: 80Hz (faradic EMS)
- Pulse Width: 250 µs
- Includes one 9V battery, lead wires, 2 electrodes and 1 dispersive electrode.

6-110EMS-2C

---

**EMS 2000 STIMULATOR**

**Home health use.**
- Size: 3.9” x 2.75” x 1”
- Weight: 4.6 oz. (132 grams)
- Channels: Dual
- Waveform: Symmetrical biphasic square
- Pulse Rate (adj.): 1 to 80Hz
- Pulse Width: 300 µs
- Stimulation Modes: Cycled, constant and reciprocation
- Approvals: UL/CSA
- On Ramp: 0-8 seconds
- Off Ramp: 2 seconds (preset)
- On Time: 1-60 seconds
- Off Time: 1-60 seconds
- Output Current: Intensity (adj.) 0-98 mA
- Includes one 9V battery, lead wires and 4 sample electrodes.

6-27EMS2000

---

**BIOSTIM INF INTERFERENTIAL**

**Home health use.**

The BioStim INF has three pre-programmed sweeps: 1-10 Hz, used for Edema Reduction, 80-150 Hz used for Pain Relief and 1-150 Hz for total treatment to allow for easy set up. The device offers bipolar stimulation using two electrodes where the interferential stimulation is already “mixed” or Full Interferential stimulation with the use of four electrodes. Operates with four AA batteries or the BioStim Wall Adapter.

6-27INF

---

**BIOSIM NMS PLUS**

**Home health use.**

The digital technology of this N.M.E.S unit utilizes micro processing to provide accurate stimulation. It is one of the most powerful portable E-Stim units on the market and with 120mA amplitude and a 400 micro second pulse width, this N.M.E.S. unit is ideal for muscle rehabilitation. The BioStim NMS+ has two waveforms, symmetrical biphasic and asymmetrical biphasic; allowing the clinician to choose the type of electro-stimulation they prefer in order to provide the greatest therapeutic benefit. A timer feature allows for timed treatment. The 5 preset therapies and 3 programmable modes make the unit easy to use without compromising flexibility.

6-27NMSPLUS

---

**TWIN STIM PLUS**

- Channels: 4 CH, isolated between channels
- Pulse Amplitude: Adjustable, 0-80 mA peak into 500 ohm load each channel.
- Voltage: 40 Volts peak to peak on 500 ohms load
- Pulse Rate: Adjustable, from 1 to 120 Hz
- Pulse Width: Adjustable, from 50 to 300 microseconds
- Wave Form: Symmetrical biphasic square wave
- 3 EMS Modes: Constant, Synchronous, Alternate
- 3 TENS Modes: Burst, Normal, Modulation
- Timer: Adjustable, from 1 to 60 minutes.

6-156TSP

---

Doctors, did you know that a steady stream of income can be created once you sell a TENS unit to your patients by selling disposable electrodes for the unit?

SEE ELECTRODES ON PAGES 23 & 24.
**Quadstar Elite**

**Interferential + NMS + TENS**

**Home Health Use.**

It's compact size and user-friendly programming features make the QuadStar® Elite’s design unique among Electro-Therapy Devices. The device has an easy-to-read LCD screen and a digital keypad. Simple to understand instructions guide the user through nine pre-programmed protocols and four types of waveforms: Symmetrical Biphasic Square Wave; Asymmetrical Biphasic Square Wave; Sine Wave; and Monophasic High-Volt, Twin Peak. The user can sequence two or more modalities for complete treatment.

The device has a patient lock system that, when activated, prevents the patient from changing any of the set parameters. When the Patient Lock System is turned off, a patient compliance meter is displayed showing how long the device was used. A timer allows the patient to use the device for a specified period of time.

This device comes with all accessories, an internal rechargeable Nicad battery pack and wall adaptor.

**Channels:** (4) for INF, NMS, and TENS (2) Active (red) & (1) Dispersive (black) for High Voltage

**Electrodes/Leadwires:** (4) Lead Wires - Style L00013MC (2) GV0014R (red single wires) and (1) GV0014B (Black single wire)

**Waveform:** Pulsed galvanic twin peak monophasic delivered in pairs

**Channels:** 2 active outputs

**Output Voltage:** 0 - 350 volts adjustable

**Output Current:** 0 - 700 mA peak, Adjustable

**Pulse Width:** Inter pulse intervals of 100 (µS) fixed

**Pulse Rate:** 1 - 120 Hz, adjustable

**Modes:** Constant Stimulation

Alternating Stimulation

Cycled Stimulation

**Polarity Switch:** Positive/Negative polarity of active electrodes (A1 & A2)

6-27QUADELITE

---

**Quadstar II**

**Interferential + NMS + TENS**

**Home Health Use.**

This powerful machine can do 3 modalities (interferential, NMS, and TENS), therefore, it is very useful for the Home Care Therapist.

- NMS: Constant, Cycled, Reciprocating
- TENS: Constant, Burst, Modulation
- INTF: Constant, Sweep1-3, Premodulated
- Size: 6.30” x 2.75” x 1.25” (160mm x 70mm x 32mm)
- Weight: 11.4 oz (323 grams)
- Channels: 4
- Patient Compliance Meter
- Programmable Sequencing
- 9 Pre-Programmed Therapy Protocols
- Power Supply: 4 AA Batteries or wall adapter 6-27QUADI

---

**ProM-710 TENS/EMS Combo**

**Home Health Use.**

**EMS:**

- Three (3) Function Mode: Synchronous, Constant, Alternating
- Pulse: Amplitude and Rate Adjustable
- Timer: 15, 30, 45, 60 minutes and continuous
- Cycle On/Off: Adjustable
- Wave Form: Asymmetrical

**TENS:**

- Seven (7) Function Mode:
  - Burst (B): Width Fully Adjustable
  - Continuous Mode (N): Pulse Rate, Pulse Width and Intensity Fully Adjustable
  - Modulated width (M): Pulse Width is Automatically Varied
  - Modulated Rate (MR): Pulse Rate Decreases 50% from Setting Value
  - Modulated Rate and Width (MRW): Alternating Modulated Width and Modulated Rate
  - Strength-Duration and Rate Modulation (SDR): Alternating Modulated Intensity and Pulse Width
  - Strength-Duration Width Modification (SDW): Alternating Modulated Intensity and Pulse Width
  - Patient Compliance Counter
  - Patient Lock System
  - System Includes:
    - Stimulator, Lead Wires
    - 4 Self-Adhesive Reuseable Electrodes
    - 9 Volt Battery, Instruction Booklet
    - Hard Plastic Carrying case

**System Includes:**

- Stimulator, Lead Wires
- 4 Self-Adhesive Reuseable Electrodes
- 9 Volt Battery, Instruction Booklet
- Hard Plastic Carrying case

6-114PROM710
BIOSTIM M7

Home health use.
- Size: 3.25” x 2.25” x 1 5/8”
  (82 mm x 70 mm x 45 mm)
- Weight: 8 oz (266 grams)
- Channels: Dual
- Waveform: Asymmetrical rectangular biphasic
- Pulse Rate (adj.): 1 - 200 Hz
- Pulse Width (adj.): 10 - 250 µs
- Stimulation Modes: Continuous, Rate Modulation, Width Modulation, Rate/Width Modulation, SD1, SD2, Cycled Burst
- Output Voltage: 49 Volts peak to peak
- Intensity (adj.): 0-98 mA
- Power Supply: 4 AA Batteries
- Made in the U.S.A.

6-27M7

BIOSTIM PLUS

Home health use.
- Size: 3.9” x 2.75” x 1”
  (9.90 cm x 6.98 cm x 2.54 cm)
- Weight: 4.9 oz (132 grams)
- Channels: 2
- Waveform: Asymmetrical, biphasic square-wave
- Intensity: Continuously adjustable from 0-98 mA peak
- Frequency: 1 - 150 Hz (Hertz or pps)
- Impulse Width: 10 - 250 microseconds (µs) adjustable
- Modes: Continuous, Burst1, Burst2, Cycled Burst, PR/PW Modulation
- Made in the U.S.A.

6-27BSP

MAXTENS 2000 (DIGITAL)

Home health use.
- Size: 3.9” x 2.75” x 1”
  (9.90 cm x 6.98 cm x 2.54 cm)
- Weight: 4.6 oz (132 grams)
- Channels: Dual
- Waveform: Asymmetrical rectangular biphasic
- Pulse Rate (adj.): 2 - 150 Hz
- Pulse Width (adj.): 50 - 250 µs
- Stimulation Modes: Continuous, Width Modulation, Burst
- Output Voltage (adj): 0 - 40 V peak to peak
- Intensity (adj): 0-80 mA
- Power Supply: 9 Volt Battery
- Made in the U.S.A.

6-27BM2000SC soft case
6-27BM2000HC hard case

MAXTENS 1000 (3 MODE w/TIMER)

Home health use.
- Size: 3.75” x 2.25” x 1.25”
  (9.5 cm x 6.3 cm x 3.2 cm)
- Weight: 8 oz (226 grams)
- Channels: Dual
- Waveform: Asymmetrical rectangular biphasic
- Pulse Rate (adj.): 1 - 150 Hz
- Pulse Width (adj.): 10 - 250 µs
- Stimulation Modes: Continuous, Width Modulation, Burst, Cycled Burst
- Output Voltage: 49 Volts peak to peak
- Intensity (adj.): 0-98 mA
- Power Supply: 4 AA Batteries
- Made in the U.S.A.

6-27BSLX

SEE PATIENT CABLES ON PAGES 23 & 24.
ECONOMY POLY CART
- 150 lb. Capacity
- Overall size: 16 x 20 x 29 in.
- Shelf size: 16 x 20 in.
 16-11UC320; 16-11UC320D w/drawer

METAL EASY ACCESS WIDE ELECTROTHERAPY CART
This 3 shelf cart features a baked enamel finish for easy cleaning and years of long-lasting beauty. It is made of a durable steel, but still remains very lightweight. Available in white only. Assembly Required, Easy to assemble. Size 63cmx50cmx80cm (25”x19.6”x31.5”).

PARAFFIN CART
- Polished stainless steel construction
- Gray poly drawer, 4” deep
- Ball-bearing drawer slides
- Lower shelf offset for foot unit
- 31” W x 16” D x 19” H
- Drawer: 15” x 15” x 4”
16-11PC21D

SINGLE CABINET CART
- Good as a small hydrocollator or electrotherapy cart
- Key protected cabinet
- Therapist personal locker or safe storage for supplies
- 21” W x 16” D x 30” H
- 300 lb. capacity
- Welded stainless construction
16-17MCC321

2 SHELF UTILITY CART
The wooden 2 shelf cart is made of solid wood treated by black or walnut color. Environmentally friendly lacquer and lead free. Ties in with surrounding furnishings and colors. It will be able to hold all your necessary tools as well as essential oils and lotions in one convenient place, the bearing nylon wheels will provide long lasting usage. Easy to assemble. Could also be used as a paraffin cart. 23.6”/60cm X15.8”/40 cmX20.5”/52cm
16-MSC25W walnut; 16-MSC25B black

LASER CART
- Lightweight, durable and easy to use
- Perfect for all TerraQuant and MR4 Laser Systems
- Prepped for hands-free armature installation (not included)
16-136LCART

3 SHELF SS CART W/HANDLE
These stainless steel utility carts are constructed from heavy-duty, polished stainless steel welded together. All shelves feature thick, 22-gauge steel shelves with double-thick 16-gauge legs. 360° rotating casters standard on all models. Holds up to 300 lbs.
16-8UCH1
16-8UCA1 w/o handle

BLACK POLY CART
- Integral safety push handle and cord wrap
- 4” ball bearing casters, two with locking brake
- Optional 3 outlet, 15’ surge suppressing electric assembly, UL & CSA listed. Mounts in handle; molded cord wraps around table leg and swings out for easy access
- Assembly required - Lifetime warranty. Molded shelves and legs won’t stain, scratch, dent or rust
- Dimensions = 34”H x 24”W x 18”D
- 17 3/4” between bottom and middle shelves
- 6 1/4” between middle and top shelves
- Available in Black only
16-29LP34B
16-29LP34BP with power strip and 10 foot cord

DESIGNER ELECTROTHERAPY CART
This cart has an innovative design that allows you to store two electrotherapy devices for easy access. Cart is 30” high and comes with two shelves that measure 18” wide x 16.75” deep. 16-7DEC

2 SHELF SS CART
- Overall size: 16 x 21 x 30 in. H
- Stainless Steel Construction
- A must for small Hydrocollators
- 300 lb. capacity
16-11MC221
Adhesive Electrodes

**MEDITRODE PLATINUM FOAM STICKY ELECTRODE**

- High Quality Carbon Film for uniform current distribution eliminates edge-biting & hot-spots
- Dual layer gel: eliminates gel separation and increases number of applications
- Foam backing to withstand hot pack applications
- Higher patient compliance & comfort
- Molded socket 3.5” lead wire

25-124F2020 2” x 2” 4/pkg 10pks/case
25-124F2040 2” x 3.5” 4/pkg 10pks/case

**RICH-MAR® SUPERSTIM SELF-ADHESIVE ELECTRODES**

Rich-Mar offers three styles of electrodes. The premium BlueStim for the most comfortable and gentle stimulation available, the SuperStim for great day-to-day use, and the ultra-affordable MultiStim. Available in 1.75” x 1.75”, 2” Round (SuperStim only), and 1.75” x 3.75”.

SuperStim
25-1-899 Cloth 2” x 2” 4/pkg 10pks/case
25-1-898 Foam 2” x 2”

25-1-889 Cloth 2” x 3.5” 4/pkg 10pks/case
25-1-888 Foam 2” x 3.5”

Not all electrodes are created equal!

Over 35 years of electrotherapy experience has given us the insight to create the ultimate electrode. We have developed a new line of electrodes that incorporates the best of all existing technologies. The RICH-MAR® SilverMatrix® provides a more uniform electrical current distribution over the electrode surface. In addition, we have developed a proprietary bonding and moisture barrier layer called LEADSTAY®. This eliminates delamination when applying moist heat therapy, and provides the highest lead wire pull strength in the industry. These electrodes have a well-known reputation in the industry due to its high conductivity (the most suitable for interferential current users), extensive durability and the least expensive U.S.-produced electrodes in its category.
Over 35 years of electrotherapy experience has given us the insight to create the ultimate electrode. We have developed a new line of electrodes that incorporates the best of all existing technologies. In addition, we have developed a proprietary bonding and moisture barrier called LEADSTAY®. This eliminates delamination when applying moist heat therapy, and provides the highest lead wire pull strength in the industry. These electrodes have a well-known reputation due to its extensive durability as well as being the least expensive U.S.-produced electrodes in the market.

RICH-MAR® SUPERSTIM
AND MULTISTIM SELF-ADHESIVE ELECTRODES

Rich-Mar offers three styles of electrodes. The premium BlueStim for the most comfortable and gentle stimulation available, the SuperStim for great day to day use, and the ultra-affordable MultiStim. Available in 1.75” x 1.75”, 2” Round (SuperStim only), and 1.75” x 3.75”.

MultiStim
25-1-863  Cloth 1.25” round  4/pkg  10pkgs/case
25-1-877  Cloth 2” x 2”  4/pkg  10pkgs/case
25-1-878  Foam 2” x 2”
25-1-879  Cloth 2” x 3.5”  4/pkg  10pkgs/case
25-1-880  Foam 2” x 3.5”

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE FOR SPECIAL ORDER.
**Budget Solutions**

**COMBO 1CH US/50**

Single channel 2 pad stimulator; tetanize, variable pulsation and ramped surge modes, intensity reset circuit. Patient treatment stop switch. Combination therapy with 1MHz, 10cm² ultrasound.

5-5US50

**COMBO 2CH US/54**

Dual channel 4 pad stimulator; tetanize, variable pulsation, ramped surge modes, reciprocal modes and intensity reset circuit. Patient treatment stop switch. Combination therapy with 1MHz, 10cm² ultrasound.

5-5US54

**Economy 4 CH BIPHASIC ELECTRICAL MUSCLE STIMULATOR**

- Can be combined with the Richmar Therasound Ultrasound Series for EMS/Ultrasound combo
- Four isolated channels; 3 Modes: Synchronous, Constant, Alternation
- Pulse Amplitude: Adjustable 0-100mA peak into 500 ohm load each channel, constant current
- Pulse Rate: 1Hz-160Hz (adjustable) 1Hz/step
- Pulse Width: 300us fixed
- Wave Form: Asymmetrical Bi-Phasic Square
- Pulse Timer: 15,30,45,60 minute or selectable
- On Ramp: Adjustable 1-8 seconds, 1sec/step
- Cycle On Time: Adjustable 1-30 seconds, 1sec/step
- Cycle Off Time: Adjustable 1-30 seconds, 1sec/step
- Power Source: 9-Volt Battery or AC Adapter

4-156DQ8104

**Economy 4 CH INTERFERENCEAL ELECTRICAL MUSCLE STIMULATOR**

- Can be combined with the Richmar Therasound Ultrasound Series for EMS/Ultrasound combo
- Four isolated channels; Pulse intensity: Adjustable 0-70mA peak into 500 ohm load each channel, constant current
- Carrier Frequency: 4000Hz Fixed (CH1 and CH3)
- Modulating Frequency: 4004-4160Hz Adjustable (CH2 and CH4)
- Modes: Constant Mode: 4-160bps, Adjustable; Auto Sweep: 80–145 bps, 4–45 bps, 4–Set bps; Frequency Shift: 1/1 abruptly shift, 6/6 abruptly shift, 6/6 ramped, 10/10 abruptly shift, 10/10 ramped
- Sweep Time: 15 seconds • Pulse Duration: 125us maximum
- Frequency Shift Percentage: Frequency shifts from 30% below set frequency to 60% above and return to 30% below set
- Interference Pulse Freq: 4–160 bps, Adjustable 4/bps/step • Power Source: AC Adapter
- Wave Form: Symmetrical balanced Sine wave • Patient Compliance Meter: Shows the treatment times
- Patient Lock: Prevents the patient from changing any of the set parameters by the physician/therapist

4-156DQ8216

**Pencil Electrode Set for Attended EMS**

The Pencil Electrode is used for attended stimulation procedures where pin-point control is required. It comes in its own carry case with four stainless steel tips. The Pencil Electrode has an On/Off switch so that stimulation can be turned on and off. It requires a banana type connector to be plugged into the electrode cable set. It is compatible with all Mettler stimulators. Banana adaptor is also available (see pg.28).

60-42023
FDA COMPLIANT PATIENT CABLES


- 60-69W4772IVRR red
- 60-69W4772VBB black

Generic right angle 3-pin plug with .080 pin leads. Six feet long. Compatible with Mettler Electronics, Bloomex International and all machines previously converted to 3-pin DIN. Where right angle is convenient.

- 60-69W7472IVRR red
- 60-69W7472VBB black

Generic straight 3-pin plug with .080 pin leads. Six feet long. Compatible with all machines previously converted to 3-pin DIN. Where straight plug is convenient.

- 60-69W7572IVRR red
- 60-69W7572VBB black

Generic straight 3-pin plug with .080 pin leads. Six feet long. Compatible with all machines previously converted to 3-pin DIN. Where straight plug is convenient.

- 60-69W6572IVRR red
- 60-69W6572VBB black

Straight stereo phone plug with .080 pin leads. Compatible with Excel and Dynatronics units manufactured after May 9, 2000. (Non-conductive tip)

- 60-69W6572IVRR red
- 60-69W6572VBB black

If you cannot find your cable here, our qualified service department will custom-build it for you. Export only.
DOCTORS AND THERAPISTS
HAVE YOU CHECKED YOUR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT LATELY?
IS YOUR EQUIPMENT FDA, NFPA AND IEC COMPLIANT?

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS, INC. OFFERS CALIBRATION AND
ELECTRIC SAFETY ANALYSIS. WE ALSO CARRY COMPLETE KITS
TO UPGRADE YOUR ELECTROTHERAPY MACHINES
TO BE FDA COMPLIANT.

IN-HOUSE PERSONNEL BOARD-CERTIFIED
BY THE UNITED STATES AND INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATION COMMISSION OF CLINICAL ENGINEERING
AND BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY.

$$$ WE WANT YOU TO GET PAID BY THE INSURANCE COMPANIES AND MEDICARE/MEDICAID. $$$

BTL 4000/5000 patient cable.
60-52P56.1

BTL 4000/5000 leads.
60-52P56.3 light grey

BTL 4000/5000 leads.
60-52P56.4 dark grey

BTL 4000/5000 leads. Special 120 length.
60-6917412 black

Suction cup electrode - 30mm for BTL Vac
60-52PVAC.53

Suction cup electrode - 60mm for BTL Vac
60-52P012.6

Suction cup electrode - 90mm for BTL Vac
60-52P012.5

Patient cable for BTL Vac, grey cable. Fits most of the electrotherapy vacuum units in the market today.
60-52PVAC.50

Carry bag for portable Topline
60-52P40.5

Sponge for electrode for BTL Vac
60-52PVAC.52 30 mm
60-52P012.7 90 mm

BTL 4000/5000 leads.
Upgrade module* Electrotherapy Plus for BTL-5000 electrotherapy includes: electrodiagnostics, additional currents.
60-52P50.4

Holder for point electrode for BTL-4000/5000
60-52P56.13

Ball point attachment
A. 60-52P56.14 2mm diameter
B. 60-52P56.15 6mm diameter

*Export only.
**Electrotherapy/Ultrasound/Autosound**

**FDA COMPLIANT ELECTRODES, ADAPTORS & ACCESSORIES**

### Mettler Electronics Patient Cables and Adaptors

- **Bifurcation cable set.** Includes 2 cables (red and black) with female pin receptacle and pin termination. 60-4246

- **Patient cable for Sys-Stim 206, 208, 208A, 226 and 294 and Sonicator Plus 930, 992 and 994.** 60-4164

### Amrex Patient Cables and Adaptors

- **Single patient cable banana to banana.**
  - 60-527-112B black
  - 60-527-112R red

- **Dual coil retractable used with MS 322 low volt muscle stimulator.**
  - 60-52721202

### Richmar Patient Cables and Adaptors

- **Reusable carbon electrodes.**
  - 60-230058 3” banana red
  - 60-230057 3” banana black
  - 60-230055 3” pin red
  - 60-230054 3” pin black
  - 60-230054B 4” banana red
  - 60-230053B 4” pin black
  - 60-230053 4” banana black
  - 60-230054B 4” pin red
  - 60-230053B 4” pin black
  - 60-230061 2” pin black
  - 60-230062 2” pin red
  - 60-230050 8” x 10” pin dispersive

- **Banana to Banana adaptor.**
  - 60-240028R red
  - 60-240028B black

### Patient Cables for Sys-Stim® Stim 206, 208, 208A, 226 and 294 and Sonicator Plus 930, 992 and 994.

- **60-4164**

### Bifurcation cable set. Includes 2 cables (red and black) with female pin receptacle and pin termination. 60-4246

### Lead wire for combo application. 60-69W7372

### Pin to Banana adaptor. 60-240016R red 60-240016B black

### Banana to Pin adaptor. 60-240022R red 60-240022B black

### Mandela Electronics Patient Cables and Adaptors

- **Rich-Mar double shielded banana plugs with .080 pin leads.** PVC medical grade. Fits all Winner and Autosound electrotherapy equipment as well as the Theramini and Theratouch line manufactured after May 9, 2000 or previously converted to shielded banana. 60-1LC1719 red

- **Rich-Mar double shielded banana plugs with .080 pin leads.** PVC medical grade. Fits all Winner and Autosound electrotherapy equipment as well as the Theramini and Theratouch line manufactured after May 9, 2000 or previously converted to shielded banana. 60-1LC1718 white

### Power Cord, 10’, AWG18/3, SJT, GRY, UL/CSA, Hospital Grade (Green Dot). Fits all Winner and Autosound Rich-Mar units. Also Amrex, Mettler, LSI and others. 60-126265412

### Solderless pin and banana plug. 60-1275280129 red pin 60-1275280128 black pin 60-1275280302 red banana 60-1275280149 black banana

### Blue sponges for carbon electrodes. 60-240034 4” round 60-240033 3” round 60-240032 8” x 10”

### Sponge inserts. 60-924SPONGE 4” x 4” 60-923SPONGE 3” x 3” 60-922SPONGE 2” x 2”

### Molded rubber pads with inner stainless steel plates and sponge fillers. 60-42002 4” x 4” 60-42000 2” x 2”

---

*Ph: 305-994-9294 • Fax: 305-994-9295 • www.meditronics.net • email: infome@meditronics.net*
INTELECT® TRANSPORT

ULTRASOUND

- Fully functional 1 and 3.3 MHz frequencies
- Ten user-defined memory positions for User Protocols
- Pulsed and continuous therapy operation (10%, 20%, 50% and 100%)
- Beam Nonuniformity Ratio (BNR) 5:1 maximum
- 110V or battery powered
- Unit uniquely designed for tabletop, wall mount, or mobile use
- Ergonomically designed sound head applicators in variety of sizes (1 cm², 2 cm², 5 cm² and 10 cm²)
- All sound head applicators are interchangeable due to Electronic Signature™ residing on all transducers
- Head warming feature on all sound head applicators

INTELECT® TRANSPORT

ELECTROTHERAPY

- 2 channels of electrical stimulation output
- Ten user-defined memory positions for User Protocols
- 110V or battery-powered option
- Independent intensity and parameter controls for each channel
- 4 standard waveforms on board: Interferential, Premod, Russian and High Volt
- Logical control system and a large easy to read graphical LCD display
- Unit uniquely designed for tabletop, wall mount, or mobile use

INTELECT® TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

All Legend XT™ Systems include:
- Five Patient Data Cards
- Two rolls Nylatex wrap (2.5” x 24”) patient interrupt switch
- Two black and two red 3” round rubber carbon electrodes (4 Channel Systems contain four of each color)
- One pack Dura-Stick II 2.75” round electrodes (4 Channel Systems contain 2 packs)
- User manual
- Combination Systems also come with 5cm Ultrasound Applicator and 9 oz. bottle Conductor Ultrasound Gel.

- Waveforms including Interferential, Russian, Biphasic, High Volt, Microcurrent and Premodulated
- Built-in patient data card documentation system that records patient modality and pain profile information
- The ability to save user-defined protocols
- Optional 2-channel module, which can convert a 2-channel system to a 4-channel system

INTELECT® LEGEND XT

SOUND HEAD APPLICATORS

- 5 cm² Round Electrodes
- 2 cm² Round Electrodes
- 1 cm² Round Electrodes

INTELECT® TRANSPORT

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Nylatex® Wrap (2.5” x 24”)
Red Rubber Carbon 3” Electrodes (2x)
Black Rubber Carbon 3” (8 cm) Electrodes (2x)

INTELECT® TRANSPORT

COMBO INTLECT® TRANSPORT

This unit combines the features of both the Transport Electrotherapy and Ultrasound units shown above.

Standard Accessories:
- 5 cm² Round Head Applicator
- Conductor™ Ultrasound Gel - 8.5 oz (250 ml) Bottle (1x)
- Electrotherapy Leadwire - Channel 1
- Electrotherapy Leadwire - Channel 2
- DURA-STICK® II 2.75” Round Electrodes (4x)

Optional Accessories:
- Nylatex® Wrap (2.5” x 24”)
- Red Rubber Carbon 3” Electrodes (2x)
- Black Rubber Carbon 3” Electrodes (2x)
- Intelect® Legend XT/Transport® Battery Pack
- Vectra® Genisys/Intelect® Transport® Battery Pack
- Intelect® Legend XT - Therapy System Cart

INTELECT® TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

- EMS, Chattanooga Intelect Legend XT (2 ch, 4 pads)
- EMS, Chattanooga Intelect Legend XT (4 ch, 8 pads)
- COMBO EMS/US, Legend XT (2 ch, 4 pads)
- COMBO EMS/US, Legend XT (4 ch, 8 pads)
- EMS, Legend XT (2 ch, 4 pads) w/cart
- EMS, Legend XT (4 ch, 8 pads) w/cart
- COMBO EMS/US, Legend XT (2 ch, 4 pads) w/cart
- COMBO EMS/US, Legend XT (4 ch, 8 pads) w/cart
- Cart, Intelect Legend XT
- Battery Module, Intelect Legend XT
- Patient Data Cards for Int. Legend XT (25/pack)
- Patient Data Management System, Int. Legend XT
- Soundhead 1 cm²
- Soundhead 2 cm²
- Soundhead 5 cm²
- Soundhead 10 cm²
- Electrotherapy Leadwire - Channel 1
- Electrotherapy Leadwire - Channel 2
- Electrotherapy Leadwire - Channel 3
- Electrotherapy Leadwire - Channel 4
**CHATTANOOGA PRODUCTS**

**INTELECT® LEGEND COMBO EMS/US**
- Four Waveforms (Interferential, Premodulated, High Volt and Russian)
- Ergonomic applicators
- Electronic Signature™
- 1 and 3.3 MHz
- 10%, 20%, 50% and Continuous Duty Cycle

5-6INTCBK  2CH; 5-67550K  4CH

**INTELECT® LEGEND US**
- Dual frequency ultrasound (1 and 3.3 MHz) features 5 cm² sound head which offers 10%, 20%, 50% and Continuous Duty Cycle selections and head warming
- Optional 2 cm² and 10 cm² soundheads
- ETL listed and cETL listed

3-6INT001K

**INTELECT® LEGEND STIMULATOR**
- Four Waveforms (Interferential, Premodulated, High Volt and Russian)
- LCD Display
- 1-2-Go Software

4-6INT002  2CH; 4-67560  4CH

**HIGH VOLT PROBE KIT**
The High Volt Probe Kit includes a light-weight High Volt Probe and two sponge covered applicator tips (15mm and 8mm).

60-679977

**DURA-STICK HIGH VOLT ACCESSORY KIT**
Includes 5” x 8” dispersive pad and two 2” round self-adhesive electrodes.

25-642068

Includes 5” x 8” dispersive pad and two 12” alligator clip connectors.

25-642070

Packaging: 10 Kits per Case

**INTELECT® D-HVP DIGITAL HIGH VOLT PORTABLE STIMULATOR**
- Single channel.
- Accurate one-touch digital programming access.
- Total of 20 custom and standard presets.
- Unique pause feature.
- Ergonomic case design.

4-67570

**STABILIZER UNIT**
The STABILIZER Pressure Biofeedback is a simple device used to provide feedback to ensure quality, and precision in exercise performance and testing. The STABILIZER monitors the position of the low back and provides feedback to the health professional and patient when the abdominal muscles are not actively or effectively protecting the spine.

77-69296
MR4® LASERSTIM™

A true innovation! The LaserStim™ is a hybrid probe providing both light therapy and electrical stimulation. This FDA approved device provides superior outcomes. It is based on the SE25 emitter, with a single diode producing 25W of peak super pulsed power, while incorporating red LEDs, infrared emitting diodes and a static magnetic field.

38-151-MR4  MR4 Control Unit
38-151-MRLST  MR4 LaserStim Emitter

MR4® ULTRA PACKAGE

The MR4 ULTRA package includes the LaserStim™ emitter and the LS50 emitter. The LS50 LaserShower emitter greatly enhances an MR4 system, incorporating 4 to 6 super pulsed GaAs diodes. The LaserStim™ provides both light therapy and electrical stimulation. The MR4 ULTRA is ideal for stimulating better systematic effects as well as treating the spine and large muscle groups.

38-151-MR4  MR4 Control Unit
38-151-MRLST  MR4 LaserStim Emitter
38-151-MRLS50R  MR4 Laser Shower

ACUPUNCTURE & TRIGGER POINTS PROBES

These probes allow you to treat smaller areas, cavities, wound healing and target acupuncture points on the ear and body, expanding the versatility, efficacy and value of the MR4 and TerraQuant® laser.

38-151ACUPRO

HANDS FREE THERAPY ARMATURE

These easy-to-use tools allow for unattended treatment. They easily attach to any cart (optional C clamp needed) or directly to the MultiRadiance laser cart. This hands free therapy arm is designed to hold the LS50 head.

38-151-LUXOARMS

MULTI RADIANCE SAFETY EYEWEAR

Lightweight, convenient and comfortable for the patient or the therapist.

38-151TQG  Face Treatment Goggles (not shown)

LASER PATIENT MARKETING BROCHURES FOR WAITING ROOM

These brochures may be helpful to spread the word as you introduce laser therapy to your patients.

38-151-TQPATBRO
TerraQuant® LaserStim™

The first of its kind, the new LaserStim™ is a hybrid probe that provides both LASER therapy and electrical stimulation. The FDA approved LaserStim™ combination probe can provide simultaneous or independent light and electrical stimulation applications for superior clinical applications and outcomes. Based on the SE25 emitter, the single super pulsed diode produces 25W of peak power as well as incorporating Red LEDs, Infrared emitting diodes and the static magnetic field.

- TerraQuant Control Unit
- LaserStim Emitter (25,000mW)
- Two pair of laser goggles
- Soft Carrying Case
- Operating Manual and Users Guide
- Treatment Protocol Manual

TerraQuant® Pro

Comprehensive package with everything you need, right out of the box, to start treating patients. This system includes the SE25 standard emitter. The ability to attach probes to the SE25 makes this emitter extremely versatile. This super pulsed laser system produces 25W of peak laser power. Upgradable to LS50 package.

- TerraQuant Control Unit
- LaserStim Emitter (25,000mW)
- TQ LS 50 (50,000mW)
- Two pair of laser goggles
- Soft Carrying Case
- Operating Manual and Users Guide
- Treatment Protocol Manual

TerraQuant® LS50

The Laser Shower is a must have for the clinician who desires the most technologically advanced equipment. The laser Shower LS50 emitter has a higher photonic density saturation, shorter treatment times and the ability to treat a broader coverage area with more power.

- TerraQuant Control Unit
- LaserStim Emitter (25,000mW)
- TQ LS 50 (50,000mW)
- Two pair of laser goggles
- Soft Carrying Case
- Operating Manual and Users Guide
- Treatment Protocol Manual

TQ Solo™ Portable

TQ Solo™ is an FDA cleared, pain-relieving, battery operated device. This compact portable device gives you the power to relieve both chronic and acute pain. Administering effective light therapy is simple with three preset frequencies and an easy to use pain-relieving guide. 15,000mW of Super Pulsed Laser Power.

- Lightweight, durable and easy to use
- Perfect for all TerraQuant and MR4 Laser Systems
- Prepped for hands-free armature installation

Laser Cart

- Lightweight, durable and easy to use
- Perfect for all TerraQuant and MR4 Laser Systems
- Prepped for hands-free armature installation
- 38-136-LCART without arm
- 38-151-LCARTX with single arm
- 38-151-LUXOARM LX Armature w/holder
- 38-151-CCLAMP LX Armature C Clamp

Ultra Package

ULTRA package includes the new Laser-Stim™ accessory and the LS50 emitter completes any TerraQuant® system. Incorporating four (4) super pulsed GaAs diodes, the 20cm² area can cover 5 times more area than the standard SE25 emitter. This emitter is ideal for stimulating greater systemic effects and treating the spine or large muscle groups.

- TerraQuant Control Unit
- LaserStim Emitter (25,000mW)
- TQ LS 50 (50,000mW)
- Two pair of laser goggles
- Soft Carrying Case
- Operating Manual and Users Guide
- Treatment Protocol Manual
Cold Laser Laser/Phototherapy

COLD LASER

LASER/SHOCKWAVE CART

• Non-marking deluxe wheels with brakes on front wheels
• 3 shelves
16-9810-1639-01

BTL 4110 TOP LINE LASER

• Standard Internal Battery
• 4.3” Color Touchscreen
• Graphics Library and Clinical Protocols
• Base unit contains two ports for simultaneous attachment of probes. The therapist can switch between probes depending on the treatment protocol.

38-52-P4110.503 Laser Control Unit
38-52-L448.010 400 mW/ 830 nm infrared single LASER probe

Optional:
38-52-L445.002 2,000 mW/ 830 nm infrared LASER cluster head (4x500 mW)
38-52-L448.020 50 mW/ 685 nm R pointer (edema and wound care)

THERAPY TROLLEY

Designer European electrotherapy cart will fit the BTL 4000 line, the BTL 5000 line, the ActiPulse shockwave and the BTL Lymphatic drainage devices.

16-52P5002.009
Optional hands-free cluster holder: 38-52L445.056 articulated arm

BTL 5110 LASER
2,000 mW/ 830 nm

• One touch user presets
• Touch Screen Operation
• Graphics Library
• Treatment Protocols
• Modular Construction can be expanded to Ultrasound and Electric Stimulator

38-52-5110 Laser Control Unit
38-52L445.002 2000 mW/ 830 nm IR LASER cluster
25 cm² spotsize (deep tissue)

Options:
38-52L448.010 400 mW/ 830 nm IR pointer (deep tissue)
38-52L448.020 50 mW/ 685 nm R pointer (edema and wound care)

400 mW single diode
**Laser/Phototherapy**

**Combinations**

**AUTOSOUND/EMS/US/LASER/SLD THERAPY COMBO AND EMS/US/LASER COMBO**

---

**AUTOSOUND 9.6 COMBO EMS/US/LASER/LIGHT THERAPY**

The new Autosound 9.6 Combo is the top-of-the-line Rich-Mar unit. It is the most powerful and productive electrotherapy device on the market today. It combines the features of the Theratouch 7.7 with the versatility and innovation of the Autosound 7.6 on an ergonomic and vanguardist design. The “Autosound Applicator” permits the application of both superficial and deep ultrasound protocols at the same site and at the same time. It is a unique feature of the Rich-Mar Autosound line. The patented “Therapy Hammer” allows you to do underwater ultrasound treatments and to treat hard to reach and small areas. The four channel multi-waveform, multi-timer programmable EMS device adds productivity to this unit. The Autosound 9.6 uses Rich-Mar up-to-date know-how, technology and American craftsmanship to deliver an impressive electrotherapy solution. 5-1-400-021RL

---

**BTL 5840SL/5820SL COMBO EMS/1 & 3 Mhz US AND LASER, CombiMAX**

- Color Touchscreen • Independent stim channels
- Multiple waveforms (including **Interferential**)
- The newest pain management technology
  - 10,000 Hz Interferential for Nerve Block Technique
  - J-Waveform (very similar to the H-Wave)
- One touch user presets
- Illuminated lead wires help to easily distinguish between channels.
- Graphics Library and Treatment Protocols
- Unique dual-wavelength applicator concept
  (830 nm & 685 nm) for deep tissue and wound care
- BTL’s laser cluster with built-in cooling keeps balance between maximum power & safe energy flux. Allows for quicker delivery of more photons.
- No more complicated Joules per area / treatment time calculations - BTL’s software will do the math.
- Unrivaled power and large spot size of laser cluster probe for fast treatment times.
- 1 MHz & 3 MHz frequency available in each sound head
- Visual contact check on illuminated sound heads
- **Illuminated soundhead will blink to signalize insufficient contact**
- Pulsed and continuous therapy operation
- Waterproof heads for underwater use
  - 5-52-5840SL2K 4ch ems + us + 2000 mw LASER cluster
  - 5-52-5820SL2K 2ch ems + us + 2000 mw LASER cluster
  - 5-52-5840SL4 4ch ems + us + 400 mw LASER probe
  - 5-52-5820SL4 2ch ems + us + 400 mw LASER probe

---

**THERATOUCH 7.7-RL COMBO EMS/LASER/LIGHT THERAPY**

Built-in waveforms:
- Quadpolar Classic Interferential
- Premodulated Bipolar Interferential
- Monophasic (Hi Volt) (Old Pulsed Galvanic)
- Biphasic (Old Faradic)
- Russian
- Microcurrent

5-1-400-011RL - Theratouch 7.7-RL Combo/LASER combination
4-1-400-012RL - Theratouch 4.7-RL EMS/LASER combination (not shown)

---

**WINNER EVO HYBRID EMS/US/LASER/LIGHT**

Built-in waveforms:
- Quadpolar Interferential • Pre Mod/Bipolar Interferential
- Russian/Medium Frequency • Hi Volt/Monophasic • Microcurrent
- The most treatment flexibility with four independent channels
  - of stimulation for multiple sites or patients as well as ultrasound with the dual head **Therapy Hammer** Transducer. Powerful ultrasound capabilities with 1 & 3 MHz available from either the 2cm² or 5cm² soundhead - plus no additional heads to buy or store. Unique easy or advanced profiles allow you to pre-set four or twenty different treatments depending on what your facility needs.

5-1-400-005RL

---
### Cold Laser & SLD

**RICHMAR LASER AND SLD COMBO**

The LASERPRISM Pro-2100 treatment system is powered by a compact LASERPRISM Pro-2100 console. The console is easy to operate with the option of using the preset guides which automatically calculate and display treatment times or the manual mode referring to the Richmar Treatment Manual. The LASERPRISM Pro-2100 provides a total of 200 mW of power (class IIIb), 785nm wavelength, and has a blue visible guide LED. The large area SLD clusters are superluminous diode arrays providing a total of 500 mW of energy each, with a combination of predominantly infrared (870nm) and also some visible red (633nm) diodes.

**RICHMAR LASERPRISM PORTABLE LASER**

The unit is ergonomically designed and delivers one joule every five seconds and is focused for deeper tissue penetration; three laser cluster configuration treats larger areas than a single diode laser. The MedX portable laser has three infrared laser diodes (200mW total power), 785nm wavelength, plus a visible red guide LED. The unit is lightweight with a built in rechargeable nickel metal hydride battery. 38-1LPPORTABLE

**RICHMAR AUTOPRISM LIGHT THERAPY SYSTEM 500 mW**

This unit has been developed to offer a home care choice to patients while maintaining careful outcome evaluation by the programming clinician, allowing the monitoring of patient treatment usage and outcomes. SLD cluster provides a total of 500mW of power.

**RICHMAR AUTO Prism LIGHT THERAPY SYSTEM 600 mW**

The AutoPrism uses 880nm infrared wavelength coupled with some of the visible red 670nm wavelength to output over 600 mW. Provides a 17cm² treatment area but can still deliver 1J/cm² in only 30 seconds. Typical dosage runs from 1J/cm² to 10J/cm². 38-1UN0246

### MOBILE DIGITAL X-RAY SOLUTIONS!

Are you running a mobile diagnostic company?

**MEDICAL ELECTRONICS, INC. CAN HELP YOU OVERCOME THE DIGITAL DIVIDE!**

**DO AWAY WITH FILM-BASED X-RAY EXPENSES & INCONVENIENCES!**

Medical Electronics, Inc. can customize these solutions for a mobile diagnostic company by installing the system inside a vehicle and providing the necessary hardware/software for the proper functioning of the system. Also, setting up wireless phone transmission of the image to a remote Dicom device, (with a HIPAA compliant format), facilitates image delivery and sharing.

Digital Portable Solutions in a van.

Full X-Ray room mobile solutions.
Pro Sport Package
GET BACK IN THE GAME FASTER

Home  Conduct in-clinic treatments with the MR4™

Away  In the field with the TQ Solo™ portable laser

Minimize time away from the sport

Gain efficiency with the simultaneous use of up to 3 emitters with the MR4™

"I find the Multi Radiance Medical laser devices a very valuable tool in decreasing inflammation before or after a workout, practice, or game. Maintaining healthy joints is critical for enduring a long pro season."

Allan Houston, New York Knicks, NBA

Accelerated healing to get back in the game

www.meditronics.net  305-994-9294
Specialty Lasers

Laser/Phototherapy

MR4 SPORT PACKAGE AND INTERLASE
Used by These Sporting Organizations and Teams at Moment of Printing

New Orleans Saints
Atlanta Falcons
Cleveland Browns
Detroit Lions
Kansas City Chiefs
University of Michigan
University of Notre Dame
Dallas Mavericks
New York Knicks
San Jose Sharks
Los Angeles Kings
Dallas Stars
Chicago Blackhawks
Detroit Red Wings
Calgary Flames
Vancouver Canucks
Nashville Predators
Atlanta Thrashers
Columbus Blue Jackets
CSKA Russian Hockey Team
Washington Nationals
Kansas City Royals
United States Olympic Team
Canadian Olympic Team
DC United
FC Dallas
Colorado Rapids
French National Soccer Team
Russian National Soccer Team

PRO SPORT PACKAGE
The Ultimate Pro Experience

MR4™ unit with LaserStim™ & Laser Shower provides treatments in training room. 25,000 - 50,000 mW of Super Pulsed Laser Power. LaserStim™ emitter is an interactive neurostimulation device that helps identify probably areas of treatment. LaserShower provides 50,000mW of optimal power to treat large muscle groups.

Features TARGET™ Technology, Treatment Area Recognition and Guidance Enhanced Technology.

TQ Solo™ Portable Laser
On-field treatment solution. 15,000mW of Super Pulsed Laser power. Lasts up to 18 hours on a single charge.

38-151-SPORT

INTERLASE®
The InterLASE unit is based on a BTL 5000 hardware, but it is specially programmed to perform high energy density low level LASER therapy (LLLT) using a LASER cluster of 2000 mW and deep penetration electrical stimulation (10 KHz true interferential).

The LASER application in synergy with the 10 KHz true interferential electric stimulation will bring physiological change on the tissue permitting the stimulation to go even deeper than its own waveform design and frequency would accomplish by itself.

38-52-INTERLASE2 2 Channel
38-52-INTERLASE4 4 Channel
LASER ASSISTED ACOUSTIC WAVE AND NNM

BTL 5000 ACOUSTIC WAVE THERAPY WITH LASER CLUSTER*

The most powerful and versatile acoustic wave solution with 8.4” color touch screen. Using this combination unit will produce unique results. Applying cold LASER prevents and/or reduces the inflammation, bruising and pain that results from shockwave therapy as well as accelerates healing.

58-52-AWPTLS2K

NO NEEDLE MESOTHERAPY*

No-Needle Mesotherapy™ (NNM™) is a modern alternative to traditional injection mesotherapy method. NNM™ uses pulses of electrical energy specially designed to relieve the congested tissue. The NNM™ treatment is based on a new technique called Aquaphoresis™, which uses laser technology and specialized electrical waveforms to help reactivate specific physiological processes in tissue that contribute to the formation of cellulite. These processes include microcirculation, lymph drainage and enhanced blood flow.

The Aquaphoresis™ process is based on the synergic effect of:
• Laser stimulation
• Effect of active substances in deep tissue
• Muscle toning & stimulation
• Lymphatic stimulation

59-52-NNM

Protocol: Buttock, age: 38 years, cellulite stage: 2 --> 1

Before Treatment After 5 Treatments

*Export only.
ActiPulse
NON-INVASIVE ALTERNATIVE TO SURGERY

dramatic pain relief
long lasting results

Elbow pain
Heel pain
Shoulder pain
Trigger points
Achilles tendon pain
and more

PROVEN THERAPY BASED ON HIGH-ENERGY SOUND WAVES

BTL is among the five largest manufacturers of physical therapy and cardiology products in the world. BTL has over 18 years of experience in the design and manufacture of medical equipment. While working closely with physicians from around the globe, we have kept one goal in mind: to create products that help patients do things which they never thought were possible.

The ActiPulse is listed with the US FDA as class I device, regulation number 890.5660.
**Acoustic Wave Therapy**

**Extracorporeal Acoustic Wave Therapy**

Main fields of application:
- Orthopaedics
- Rehabilitation
- Sport medicine
- Pain Clinics

Benefits for the doctor:
- Fast and effective treatment
- Wide range of applications
- Scientifically proven results
- Fast return on investment

**ActiPulse**

**Powerful & Portable**

- Pressure up to 5 bars
- Frequency up to 15Hz
- Easily transported: Only 15 lbs. including the built-in compressor
- Ergonomic applicator: Ergonomy designed by users
- Easy-to-use by any therapist: Therapeutic encyclopedia with color anatomical images & User-defined therapies for experienced users
- Touch operation: Intuitive operation with color touch screen (5.7”)

58-52-ACTIPULSE
58-52-ACTICART

The benefits of cold LASER therapy application immediately after shockwave treatment as a complement for better results are well documented.
Choose to do diathermy the way you want in your practice. With either continuous or pulsed modes, you can provide the gentle warming effects of this modality to your patients. You can also choose from two different modes of application - deep penetration with inductive coil diathermy or shallower penetration with capacitive electrodes. Weighing only fifteen pounds, the basic AutoTherm 390 can be easily carried between treatment rooms when the soft-rubber pads are being used. Or it can be mounted to the optional cart to provide a solid platform for the drum electrode. Only Mettler Electronics offers you this kind of versatility in a shortwave diathermy.

**SHORTWAVE DIATHERMY GRAMOTHERM 390**

- Touch-and-go treatment via user interface
- Full-color LCD screen
- Full-color graphics library of anatomical images and pathologies
- Applicator placement images
- Adjustable treatment timer
- Automatic resonance tuning
- Two output channels
- 360° swivel rotation of touch-screen interface
- Robust, multi-jointed, pivoting electrode arm
- Patient safety switch
- 200 User-defined protocol storage slots
- Patient Documentation of treatment sessions, pre and post treatment patient pain scales, pain mapping and pain types all captured on Patient Data Cards

**SHORTWAVE DIATHERMY SWD100**

29-4ME390
29-4ME391
w/cart & coil applicator

**PARAMED PARAFFIN SYSTEM**

**QUALITY AND WARRANTY**
Heat from paraffin helps relieve pain and stiffness in affected joints and stimulates blood circulation to the affected area. The penetrating warmth relaxes muscles making paraffin treatments useful before exercise, massage or other physical therapy.

A. Paraffin Kit
Includes paraffin warmer with 6 lbs. of white paraffin. This skillfully designed bath offers an adjustable high precision electronic thermostat with a quick meltdown feature. Other features include built-in handles for easy transport, a convenient transparent lid, a detachable cord and a safety thermostat. The kit also includes the cleansing spray and a collagen thermo-lotion to apply before the paraffin treatment. One case of 100 plastic protector bags for no-mess disposal of the paraffin, and terry cloth mitten, bootie, elbow wrap to prolong the therapeutic heat generated by the paraffin treatments are also included.

15-10M700

A. Paraffin Bath
Paraffin warmer with 6 lbs. of white paraffin. 15-10M300

B. Para Clean Wax Remover 8 oz.
15-62049

C. Paraffin Cart
- Polished stainless steel construction
- Gray poly drawer, 4” deep
- Ball-bearing drawer slides
- Lower shelf offset for foot unit
- 31” W x 16” D x 19” H
- Drawer: 15” x 15” x 4”
16-11PC21D

D. Paraffin Warmer Thermometer
15-68PT

2 SHELF PARAFFIN CART
The wooden 2 shelf cart is made of solid wood treated by black or walnut color. Environmentally friendly lacquer and lead free. Ties in with surrounding furnishings and colors. It will be able to hold all of your necessary tools as well as essential oils and lotions in one convenient place. The bearing nylon wheels provide long lasting usage. Easy to assemble. Could also be used as a paraffin cart. 23.6” x 60cm x 15.8” x 40 cm x 20.5” / 52cm 16-MSC25B walnut 16-MSC25B black (not shown)

STAINLESS STEEL HOSPITAL GRADE PARAFFIN BATHS
E. Paratherapy Warmer with 6 lbs. of white paraffin 15-8PT6S
F. Paratherapy Warmer with 18 lbs. of white paraffin 15-8PT18S
These units are designed to provide heat therapy efficiently, comfortably and safely. Both units use hospital grade power cords for added safety.

G. Compact Professional Paraffin Bath
12” x 6” x 6” • 6 lbs. of wax • Stainless steel construction.
15-111PB107/ 16-111PB222 Optional Stand w/ wheels
H. Large Professional Paraffin Bath
29” x 15” x 13.75” • 50 lbs. of wax • Stand w/ wheels
15-111PB105

I. Medium Professional Paraffin Bath
18.5” x 10” x 13.5” • 22 lbs. of wax. • Stand w/ wheels
15-111PB104
Both large and medium professional paraffin baths have heated drains for increased flow and easier paraffin removal, and also include a bi-metal test thermometer recessed in the mahogany mouldings.
PARAFFIN HEAT SYSTEM

This Paraffin Heat System provides soothing moist heat. The intense moisture from the Paraffin wax also nourishes and conditions the skin.
- Can be used on hands, feet, or elbows
- Thermostat controls temperature of paraffin wax for safe use
- Holds up to 6 lbs of wax

Each system includes:
- Paraffin Heat System Warmer
- Paraffin Mitt
- Paraffin Foot Bootie
- 50 plastic hand and foot liners
- User Instructions

INFRARED PAIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

This Infrared lamp is effective when deep heating of body tissue is desired. Beneficial effects include decreased joint stiffness, increased vasodilation, muscle spasm relief and reduced pain from ligamentous sprains and strains. It works by increasing the local circulation of blood, lymph and the activity of the nervous system.
- Reduces pain in joints, muscles, bones
- Relaxes muscle armoring and spasms
- Improves microcirculation
- Includes remote control
- 250W infrared bulb
- Timer and intensity control

39-17IR3000

PARAFFIN UNITS, INFRARED LAMPS AND IONTOPHORESIS

ACUPUNCTURIST FAR INFRARED LAMP

This Far Infrared Mineral Technology Energizer Lamp features a unique, oversized black round plate clay-coated with a mineral formation of 33 essential elements. When activated by a heating plate from underneath, the mineral plate emits penetrating far-infrared energy ranging from 2 to 25 microns in wavelength, and 28 to 34 mw/sq.cm in intensity.

39-42G01

INFRARED HEAT SYSTEM

This Infrared lamp is effective when deep heating of body tissue is desired. Beneficial effects include decreased joint stiffness, increased vasodilation, muscle spasm relief and reduced pain from ligamentous sprains and strains. It works by increasing the local circulation of blood, lymph and the activity of the nervous system.
- Reduces pain in joints, muscles, bones
- Relaxes muscle armoring and spasms
- Improves microcirculation
- Includes remote control
- 250W infrared bulb
- Timer and intensity control

39-17IR3000

PHORESOR II IONTOPHORESIS SYSTEM

Please remember to order the IontoPlus electrode kit.
- Fully programmable
- Dose Range: 0–80 mA-minutes
- Current Range: 0–4.0 mA
- Constantly displays dose delivered, remaining treatment time, and current setting
- Includes twin lead wires with snap connectors, two 9-volt batteries, carrying case and instruction guide

40-105PM180

IONTOPHORESIS ELECTRODES KIT

Each box contains 1 instruction manual and 12 individually wrapped treatment kits.
- Greater adhesive area eliminates pad movement
- Unique Silver-Silver Chloride conductor (superior to carbon)
- No buffering or gelling agents that can impede drug transfer
- Synthetic Gel offers better adhesion than Karaya.
- Synthetic Buffering provides consistent pH balancing
- No water needed to activate the adhesive

40-7201395 Small (1.5cc/3.0mA)  40-7201396 Medium (2.5cc/4.0mA)  40-7201398 Large (4.0cc/4.0mA)
MAGNETOTHERAPY

BTL 5000 MAGNET

- Unique FMF Technology TM (Focused Magnetic Field) – high-powered magnetic field focused to the therapy area with no side-effect on the personnel
- Modern therapy with proven effects on pain and anti-inflammatory control and acceleration of healing
- On-line encyclopaedia with pre-set protocols based on years of medical research
- Recommended applications for different medical fields (rehabilitation, dermatology, gynaecology, ENT, sports medicine, etc.)
- Touch screen for comfortable operation
- 2 or 4 output channels, 128 mT maximum pulse induction
  - 2CH  55-525920MAGNET
  - 4CH  55-525940MAGNET

BTL 4000 MAGNET TOPLINE

The BTL-4920 Magnet Topline and Professional is an advanced magnetotherapy device offering a wide selection of therapeutic programmes for physical therapy and other medical fields. The variability of therapy parameters offers flexible options for magnetotherapy specialists. In addition, the BTL-4000 Magnet Topline units feature 4.3" color touch screen for comfortable operation and color therapeutic encyclopaedia.

Features and benefits of the BTL-4920 Magnet Topline and Professional:
- Pulsed Magnetic Field (PMF), rectangular, triangular, sinusoidal, exponential and continual
- Combination of pulsed and static magnetic field with adjustable ratio (for acute and anti-inflammatory therapies)
- Modulation of pulses: burst, sinusoidal surge, trapezoidal surge, symmetric surge
- User-defined magnetic pulse series
- Built-in magnetotherapy protocols
- Focused Magnetic Field (FMF) Technology™
- Pulse frequency 0–160 Hz
- Comfortable and lightweight applicators
- Random frequency (Wave swing)
- 2 output channels, 128 mT maximum pulse induction
  - 55-524920MAGNET

STANDARD MAGNETIC APPLICATOR

FOCUSED MAGNETIC FIELD TECHNOLOGY APPLICATOR

DISC APPLICATORS

- Disc - for local applications 55-5259D
- Double disc - for two-side applications 55-52592D
- Multi disc - for multi applications (pelvic, abdominal, extremity longitudinal application etc.) 55-5259MD

LINEAR APPLICATOR

For spine and other longitudinal applications. 55-525900PAD

MAGNETOTHERAPY TABLE

The BTL-1900 Magnet couch has been designed for comfortable application of magnetotherapy for both the patient and therapist. Even patients with low mobility can be treated easily and comfortably.
- Magnetotherapy couch with sliding solenoid ø 70 cm
- Easy and comfortable solenoid positioning
- Unique FMF (Focused Magnetic Filed) Technology™
- High powered magnetic field focused to the therapy area with no side-effects to personnel
- Table shipped unassembled for low freight cost 55-521900.70

Solenoid Applicators

- Big Solenoid ø 60 cm – for spine and hips applications 55-525900.60
- Small Solenoid ø 30cm – for extremities applications 55-525900.30

*Export only.

This modality has not been approved by the FDA, however, its extensively used in Europe, Canada and other parts of the world.
Hot Pack Units

THERMALATOR™
12 PACK HEATING UNIT
32”H x 24”L x 16”W • T12M
Includes 12 standard packs. Full double wall insulation conserves electricity while reducing operating costs. 7-8T12M

ALL THERMALATOR™ HEATING UNITS FEATURE:
• Stainless steel polished to a satin finish
• Thermostatically controlled water temperature
• 3” swivel-type rubber casters for silent, friction-free movement of mobile units; locking capability
• Snap off thermal protector to prevent overheating
• Hospital grade power cord
• UL listed and cUL listed

HYDROCOLLATOR®
24 PACK HEATING UNIT
33”H x 34.88”L x 20”W • M4
Includes 24 standard packs. Full double wall insulation conserves electricity. 7-62502

HYDROCOLLATOR®
12 PACK HEATING UNIT
33.5”H x 26.5”L x 15.6”W • M2
Includes 12 standard packs. Full double wall insulation conserves electricity. 7-62402

ALL HYDROCOLLATOR HEATING UNITS FEATURE:
• High-quality stainless steel
• Thermostatically controlled water temperature
• 3” swivel-type rubber casters for silent, friction-free movement of mobile units
• Easy maintenance and simple to fill and drain. No plumbing required.
• UL listed and CSA listed

HYDROCOLLATOR®
8 PACK HEATING UNIT
33”L x 21”W x 16”H.
Includes 8 standard packs. Full double wall insulation conserves electricity. Mobile unit for easy rolling helps with unit maintenance. 7-62302

HYDROCOLLATOR®
6 PACK HEATING UNIT
32”H x 18”L x 16”W • T8M
Includes 8 standard packs. Full double wall insulation conserves electricity. Mobile unit for easy rolling helps with unit maintenance. 7-8T8M

THERMALATOR™
6 PACK HEATING UNIT
21”H x 12.5”L x 15”W • T6S
Includes 2 ozv., 1 neck and 3 std. size HotPacs. 7-8T6S

SEE SMALL HOT-PACK UNIT CART ON PAGE 22.

See Hydrocollator Cleaners on Page 58.

THERMALATOR™
4 PACK HEATING UNIT
15”H x 8”L x 10”W • T4S
Includes 4 standard packs. 7-8T4S

THERMALATOR™
8 PACK HEATING UNIT
32”H x 18”L x 16”W • T8M
Includes 6 standard packs. Mobile unit for easy rolling helps with unit maintenance. 7-8T8M

HYDROCOLLATOR®
6 PACK HEATING UNIT
15”L x 12”W x 21”H • E2
Includes 2 ozv., 1 neck and 3 std. size HotPacs. 7-62802

HYDROCOLLATOR®
4 PACK HEATING UNIT
10”L x 8”W x 15”H • E1
Includes 4 standard packs. 7-62102
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**VITALWRAP, HOT PACKS, COVERS AND ACCESSORIES**

**BRAND NAME TERRY COVERS**

A. Standard Size  
CHATTANOOGA: 71-61118 All Terry; 71-61102 Foam  
WHITEHALL: 71-8ATC4 All Terry; 71-8FTC4 Foam

B. Oversize  
CHATTANOOGA: 71-61126 All Terry; 71-61124 Foam  
WHITEHALL: 71-8ATC6 All Terry; 71-8FTC6 Foam

C. Neck Contour  
CHATTANOOGA: 71-61104 All Terry; 71-61120 Foam  
WHITEHALL: 71-8ATC2 All Terry; 71-8FTC2 Foam

**HOT PACK COVER DRYING RACK**

6 hooks ● Stainless steel  
7-HPCDR6

3 hooks ● Stainless steel  
7-HPCDR3

**BRAND NAME HOT PACKS**

A. Standard Pack - 10"x12"  
CHATTANOOGA: 71-61006; WHITEHALL: 71-8TST1

B. Neck Contour - 24" long  
CHATTANOOGA: 71-61002; WHITEHALL: 71-8TCV1

C. Oversize - 15"x24"  
CHATTANOOGA: 71-61004; WHITEHALL: 71-8TOV1

D. Knee/Shoulder - 10"x20"  
CHATTANOOGA: 71-61012; WHITEHALL: 71-8TKS1

E. 10"x18" (25 cm x 46 cm)  
CHATTANOOGA: 71-61008; WHITEHALL: 71-8TSL1

F. 10"x24" (25 cm x 61 cm)  
CHATTANOOGA: 71-61010; WHITEHALL: 71-8TSL2

**THERATHERM DIGITAL MOIST HEAT PACKS**

Theratherm comes with a digital hand control allowing the operator to program treatment temperature, treatment time, and on/off.  
7"x15" 71-61030  
14"x14" 71-61031  
14"x27" 71-61032

**VITALWRAP SYSTEM**

The VitalWrap System consists of three components: a control unit, a tubing set, and a thermal fabric wrap. The control unit, which includes a fluid reservoir, manages the temperature of water used by the system to supply heat or cold to the fabric wrap attached to the body. By pumping the water through a heat-exchanging bladder inside the wrap, the control unit warms or cools the water to match the proper temperature setting, delivering precise and safe thermal therapy.  
54-125002

- A. Ankle 54-125398
- B. Back 54-125388
- C. Wrist 54-125394
- D. Cervical 54-125122
- E. Shoulder Medium 54-125119
- F. Shoulder Large (not shown) 54-125395
- G. Knee Large (not shown) 54-125392
- H. Knee Medium (not shown) 54-125397
- I. Elbow (not shown) 54-125255
- J. Dual Hand (not shown) 54-125396
- K. 6 x6 standard (not shown) 54-125001
- L. 8 X72 standard (not shown) 54-125118
COLD PACK UNITS, COLD PACKS AND ACCESSORIES

STAINLESS STEEL HOSPITAL GRADE COLD PACK UNIT C5

- Closed-cell foam insulation
- Drain valve for easy cleaning and defrosting
- Stainless steel, welded construction
- Heavy-duty compressor
- 3” (8 cm) swivel-type rubber casters for silent, friction-free movement of mobile units
- UL listed (120 volts)
- Dimensions: 33”H x 27”L x 15.5”W

7-63102

CHIROPRACTICALLY YOURS FlexiPAC

Remind your patients of the Chiropractor. Take-home cold and hot pack. Microwaveable, reusable, non-toxic, and always stays flexible.

7-64032

COLD PACK Unit Thermometer

7-67CPT

RECOVERYWRAP SYSTEM

Cryotherapy - the application of cold - is commonly used in the treatment of pain and injury. It has typically been administered via ice packs or gel packs, held to the affected area. The RecoveryWrap System improves on such methods by delivering both cold and comfort with ease and flexibility. The device is fully portable and compatible with any of the thermal wraps in the VitalWear line. And the rechargeable battery pack means patients can get the benefits of cryotherapy whenever and wherever they need it - at home, at work, or on the go.

7-23404

BRAND NAME REUSABLE COLD COMPRESS

A. Standard Size - 11”x14”
   CHATTANOOGA: 71-61552
   WHITEHALL: 71-8IST1

B. Oversize - 11”x21”
   CHATTANOOGA: 71-61512
   WHITEHALL: 71-8IOV1

C. Neck Contour - 23” long
   CHATTANOOGA: 71-61554
   WHITEHALL: 71-8ICV1

D. Halfsize - 7.5”x11”
   CHATTANOOGA: 71-61506
   WHITEHALL: 71-8IF1

GLACIER FREEZE™ COLD PACK UNIT

34”H x 22”W x 24”D • GF12
- Available with and without stand
- Individual storage racks for twelve standard cold packs
- Includes thermometer and adjustable temperature thermostat
- Temperature range from 2°F to 32°F or -20°C to 0°C

7-8GF12 UNIT
7-8GF1S12 UNIT w/stand
7-8GF1S1 Stand

ECONOMY COLD PACK UNIT

- 33.78”H x 19.65”W x 21.14”D
- Gross Weight: 64 lbs.
- Defrost Water Drain
- Adjustable Thermostat
- Easy-to-Clean Interior
- Rollers For Easy Movement
- Fits in Narrow Spaces
- Removable Storage Basket
- White Finish • 2.2 CuFt capacity
- Manual Defrost Type for Low Energy Consumption
- Includes 6 Cold Packs (2 standard, 2 neck & 2 half size)

7-161215M

SENSAFLEX™ PACKS

A. Small Size - 6”x10” 71-61542
B. Large size - 10”x13” 71-61543
C. Neck Contour - 6”x20” 71-61544
D. Tri-Sectional - 8.5”x16” 71-61545
E. Facial Mask - 6.5”x15” 71-61546

Uniquely designed combination hot or cold compresses with very comfortable fabric. The compresses are microwaveable for heat therapy or can be chilled in the freezer for cold therapy. The fabric is gentle on the skin, frost-free, durable and washable. The unique FlexiGel is non-toxic, contours to most parts of the body and will not crystallize. Available in 5 sizes for treatment of any part of the body. One year warranty.

7-64029
7-64020

FLEXIPAC

A. 8”x14” 71-64029
B. 5”x10” 71-64020

Take-home cold and hot pack. Microwaveable, reusable, non-toxic, and always stays flexible.

7-161215M

RecoveryWrap System

Cryotherapy - the application of cold - is commonly used in the treatment of pain and injury. It has typically been administered via ice packs or gel packs, held to the affected area. The RecoveryWrap System improves on such methods by delivering both cold and comfort with ease and flexibility. The device is fully portable and compatible with any of the thermal wraps in the VitalWear line. And the rechargeable battery pack means patients can get the benefits of cryotherapy whenever and wherever they need it - at home, at work, or on the go.

7-23404
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CONTRAST BATH/FLUIDOTHERAPY/THERMOTHERAPY

< IMMERSION CONTRAST BATH

- Digital temperature control for the hot water tank
- Overheating protection
- 24 liter capacity for the hot water bath
- 20 liter capacity for the cold water bath
- Ice/Cold packs are needed to keep the temperature on the cold water tank
- Water outlet for drainage of used water
- Use standard whirlpool disinfection protocols and supplies
- Outside dimensions: 13 in. x 21.25 in. x 11.5 in.
- Robust cart with break wheels optional

54-52CB
54-52CBCAR...
Hydrotherapy/Whirlpool Modalities

EXTREMITY WHIRLPOOLS

- 49-8E22M Mobile 22 Gal. (28”x15”x18”) shown
- 49-8E22S Stationary 22 Gal. (28”x15”x18”)
- 49-8E27M (28”x15”x21”) 27 Gal.
- 49-8E27S (28”x15”x21”) 27 Gal.
- 49-8E45M (32”x15”x25”) 45 Gal.
- 49-8E45SS (32”x15”x25”) 45 Gal.
- 49-8E45M-DS (32”x15”x25”) 45 Gal.

Most Whitehall whirlpools include the following features:
- Powerful 1/2 horsepower turbine motor, UL & CSA approved, is standard on all whirlpool models.
- Stainless steel, (heavy gage, type 304) construction.
- Reinforced stainless steel tank rims.
- Seamless coved bottoms that minimize bacterial build-up.
- Anti-rattle retainer for thermometer.
- Dual scale (Fahrenheit and Celsius) thermometer with adjustable calibration.
- Mobile or stationary designs available. • All stationary whirlpools need plumbing.

LO-BOY WHIRLPOOLS

- 49-8L75M Mobile 75 Gal. (52”x24”x28”)
- 49-8L75S Stationary 75 Gal. (52”x24”x28”)
- 49-8L90S Stationary 90 Gal. (60”x24”x28”)
- 49-8L105S Stationary 105 Gal. (66”x24”x28”)
- 49-8SB100M Mobile/Slantback 100 Gal. (76”x40”x21”)
- 49-8SB100S Stationary/Slantback 100 Gal. (76”x40”x21”)

HI-BOY/SPORT/FULL BODY WHIRLPOOLS

- 49-8H60M Mobile 60 Gal. (36”x20”x28”)
- 49-8H60S Stationary 60 Gal. (36”x20”x28”)
- 49-8H75M Mobile 75 Gal. (42”x20”x28”)
- 49-8H75S Stationary 75 Gal. (42”x20”x28”)
- 49-8H90S Stationary 90 Gal. (48”x20”x28”)
- 49-8H105S Stationary 105 Gal. (48”x24”x28”)
- 49-8S85M Mobile/Sport 85 Gal. (48”x20”x25”)
- 49-8S90M Mobile/Sport 90 Gal. (46”x24”x25”)
- 49-8S110M Mobile/Sport 110 Gal. (56”x24”x25”)
- 49-8F260S Full Body 260 Gal. (95”x41”x22”)
- 49-8F300S Full Body 300 Gal. (89”x50”x22”)
- 49-8F270S Full Body 270 Gal. (93”x64”x22”)
- Small Hubbard Tank
- 49-8F425S Full Body 425 Gal. (106”x77”x22”) Hubbard Tank

The Standard in Therapy Products

Whitehall Manufacturing products are built to last! Our complete line of quality whirlpools and Thermalaors are constructed of heavy-gage stainless steel and feature rounded seamless coved bottoms that minimize bacterial build-up. But best of all…they’re competitively priced. The choice is yours.
Hydrotherapy/Whirlpool Modalities

HYDROTHERAPY

HydrOtHERaPy cHairs
• Designed for use with leg and hip tanks to facilitate treatment of the lower extremities.
• Safety belts and wheels with brakes are standard.
49-267700 whirlpool chair (adjustable height)
49-267702 lo-boy whirlpool chair

Li’l CHAMP WHIRLPOOL
Li’l Champ is a compact whirlpool tank designed for hand-therapy and podiatry use. The tank is welded and polished with a seamless coved bottom and a drain for complete water evacuation. Li’l Champ can be used on table-tops or floors. An adjustable speed turbine provides strong therapeutic flow. A GFCI cord is provided.
49-8AW606 23.25 x 13.75 x 19.25 4.5 Gal.
49-8AW607 23.25 x 13.75 x 19.25 4.5 Gal. w/separate drain pump

PODIATRY WHIRLPOOLS/HYDROLIFT
49-8P10M Mobile 10 Gal. (22”x13”x12”) 49-8P10MH w/handle 10 Gal. (22”x13”x12”)
49-8P10MU w/undercarriage (22”x13”x12”) 49-8P15M Mobile 15 Gal. (25”x13”x15”)
49-8P15MH w/handle 15 Gal. (25”x13”x15”) 49-8P22M Mobile 22 Gal. (28”x15”x18”)
49-HYL10M Mobile 10 Gal. (22”x13”x12”) 49-HYL15M Mobile 15 Gal. (25”x13”x15”)
49-HYL22M Mobile 22 Gal. (28”x15”x18”)

WHIRLPOOL ACCESSORIES
49-8ARS Arm Rest Support
49-8AS Adjustable Suspension Seat

OVERHEAD ELECTRIC HOIST
For full body immersion tanks. 49-80EH

DISINFECTING SHOWER/MIXING UNIT
Disinfecting Shower/Mixing Units are used in conjunction with Full Body Immersion Tanks. It comes complete with Mixing Valve. Some Options Available:
• Patient Shower • Enviro-glaze colors
• Quick Disconnect Connections • Stainless Steel Filler Hose
49-8DU1 Wall Mounted Unit
49-8DU2 Pedestal Unit

THERMOPLASTIC SPLINT PANS
A. SP-1501
• Accommodates splinting sheets up to 24” x 18” (610 mm x 457 mm)
• Hinged and insulated stainless steel lid opens completely or to one side only
B. SP-1502
• Compact design makes the SP-1502 universally ideal for clinical use
• Accommodates sheets up to 19”x 11”(483 mm x 278 mm)
49-8SP1501 SP-1501; 49-8SP1502 SP-1502
49-8SP1501-SLD Same as SP-1501 but with slider lid instead

WHIZZER® HARD SURFACE DISINFECTANT
This concentrated, whirlpool germicidal detergent and deodorant is effective against a broad spectrum of pathogenic bacteria, fungi and viruses. 34-63-230201

THERMOSTATIC MIXING VALVE
49-8MXT

PORTABLE WHIRLPOOL
It can accommodate up to 12” of water depth on any tub. A non-removable GFI is provided on the power cord. 9-111AW601
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SIDMAR COMFORTWAVE HYDROTHERAPY TABLE (PATIENT HOME USE)

- Electrical Requirements: 110 volt, 11 amp
- Capable of producing up to 17 lbs. of pressure
- Massage Pressure: Adjustable from 12 to 17 lbs.
- Heater: Heating Pad with Electronic Thermostat (Adjustable from 70 to 107 F)
- Timer: 30 Minute Twist Timer with Automatic Shut-off
- Radiator: No
- Jets: 3 Stainless Steel Jets Designed for Years of Reliable Service
- Dimensions: 73” L x 23” W x 23” H
- Table Weight: 118 lbs. without water, 301 lbs. with water
- Water Mattress: 36” L x 17” W, 22 Gallon Capacity
- Massage Area: 36” L x 10” W
- Frame: Steel Frame with Upholstered Side Panels

65-15COMFORT; 27-15LEGROLL  leg-roll

SIDMAR PROFESSIONAL HYDROTHERAPY TABLE (CLINIC USE)

- Electrical Requirements: 110 volt, 14 amp
- Pump Size: 11/2 hp Jacuzzi Stingray
- Massage Pressure: Adjustable from 12lbs. to 17lbs.
- Heater: Heating Pad with Electronic Thermostat (Adjustable from 70 to 107 F)
- Timer: 30 Minute Twist Timer with Automatic Shut-off
- Radiator: Yes. Keeps the water from overheating during prolonged use, ensuring that every user experiences the same temperature.
- Jets: 3 Stainless Steel Jets Designed for Years of Reliable Service
- Dimensions: 73” L x 23” W x 23” H
- Table Weight: 132 lbs. without water, 315 lbs. with water
- Water Mattress: 36” L x 17” W, 22 Gallon Capacity
- Massage Area: 36” L x 10” W
- Frame: Steel Frame with Upholstered Side Panels

65-15MTVS; 27-15LEGROLL  leg-roll

SIDMAR REJUVAWAVE HYDROTHERAPY TABLE (SPA USE)

- Electrical Requirement: 110 volt, 16 amp
- Pump: Custom Leeson/Aqua-Flo pump capable of a range of 2 to 20 lbs. of pressure
- Massage Pressure: Adjustable from a gentle 2lbs. to an invigorating 20 lbs. The RejuvaWave features a gentle increase of pressure as the massage starts and a slow decrease as the session ends making for a more relaxing massage experience.
- Heater: Heating Pad with Electronic Thermostat (Adjustable from 70 to 107 F)
- Timer: 30 Minute Twist Timer with Automatic Shut-off
- Radiator: Yes. Keeps the water from overheating during prolonged use, ensuring that every user experiences the same temperature.
- Jets: 3 Stainless Steel Jets Designed for Years of Reliable Service
- Dimensions: 73” L x 23” W x 23” H
- Table Weight: 150 lbs. without water, 333 lbs. with water
- Water Mattress: 36” L x 17” W, 21 Gallon Capacity
- Massage Area: 36” L x 10” W
- Frame: Steel Frame with Upholstered Side Panels

65-15REJUVAnet
TX TRACTION UNIT

- Easy to operate
- Digital Touch Screen Interface
- Intermittent, Static and Cyclic traction programs
- User-defined Hold, Rest and Treatment times
- Real-time digital treatment tracking
- Built-in safety features
  - Patient Interrupt Switch
  - Cervical maximum poundage warning
  - Audible signal at the end of treatment and if Patient Interrupt Switch is activated
- Traction tension parameters 0-200 lbs.
- Progressive and Regressive settings
- Store up to 10 user protocols
- Store up to 14 patient treatment sessions on Patient Data Card
- Patient Pain Mapping

17-64759

MOBILE TRACTION STAND

- Fully adjustable
- Allows the TX Traction device to be used with most tables
- Traction unit sold separately

17-63600

TTET-200 TRACTION TABLE

- Friction-free gliding lumbar section
- 400 lb lifting capacity
- Adjustable height range between 19˝ to 38˝
- Traction unit sold separately

17-66870

ADP-400 TRACTION TABLE

- 400 lb lifting capacity
- Adjustable height range between 21.5˝ to 41.5˝
- Turret mounted traction pedestal
- Friction-free gliding lumbar section
- Traction unit sold separately
- Shown with optional foot control
- Table dimensions: 28˝ x 76˝ x 30˝

17-6ADP400

TRITON DTS ADVANCED TRACTION PACKAGE

The Triton DTS® Traction System is a total redesign of the mechanical traction platform in a patient-friendly package. The advanced package features a newly engineered spine therapy table, state-of-the-art Triton DTS Traction Unit with treatment parameters that mimic hands-on therapy, and easy-to-use QuikWrap™ belting system. 1 year warranty.

Includes:
- Triton DTS Traction Unit (not sold separately)
- TRT-600 Triton DTS Spine Therapy Table
- Saunders Cervical Traction Device • QuickWrap™ Belting System
- Stabilizer™ Pressure Biofeedback • Bolster Set

17-6TRITON

QUIKWRAP™ - DELUXE UNIVERSAL BELT SYSTEM

- Universal wrap design
- Generous size to assure no pinch points or slippage
- Hook and loop closures
- Pelvic restraint keeps traction forces right where they belong without slippage
- Anterior and posterior pullpoints of the lumbar restraint help keep the distraction forces evenly distributed to relieve pressure on the lower back structures throughout the treatment area

17-62840
Decompression and Home Traction Therapy

DECOMPRESSION AND HOME TRACTION UNITS

EUROTECH DOC DECOMPRESSION TABLE - E9011

Take your Chiropractic practice to the next level with Eurotech’s DOC Decompression Table. The unique design of the new DOC table utilizes a state-of-the-art digital command center for specific vertebral targeting, separate lumbar and cervical decompression programming and continuous readout and graphing of treatment protocols. In addition, the digital command center also controls table elevation and rear flexion all at the push of a button.

17-134E9011

INFLATABLE CERVICAL DEVICE

This device should be used under the supervision/instruction of a healthcare practitioner. Physicians use this device for Headaches, Neck Pain, Tight Muscles, Joint Pain, Disc Pressure, Nerve Programming, etc.

Easy to Operate - Squeeze Bulb to Inflate

17-156PN-R Regular (16 and less)  
17-156PN-L Large (17 - 20 Neck Size)  
17-156PN-XL X-large (20 - 23 Neck Size)

LOW NOISE OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR

- Is one of the quietest on the market - low level of noise at under 45 dBA
- Provides consistent, high oxygen purity levels and delivers the most accurate oxygen flow at all flow rates
- Reaches 90% O₂ Purity the fastest when compared to leading oxygen concentrators
- Weight: 33 lbs.

82-285B180

82-285B180S with O₂ sensor

SALTER-STYLE ADULT NASAL OXYGEN CATHETER W/ 7FT TUBING

Clear, lightweight nasal cannula with unique, one-piece, anatomical design. Eliminates the need for flap, which can cause irritation resulting in maximum patient comfort. Over-the-ear style ensures secure positioning, allowing complete freedom of movement. Provided with three-channel safety tubing or smooth bore tubing in various lengths. Latex-free.

201-1621103

HOME TRACTION UNITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 17-109PRONEXR</td>
<td>Pronex Pneumatic Cervical Traction Unit (Regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 17-109PRONEXL</td>
<td>Pronex Pneumatic Cervical Traction Unit (Large)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 17-119NECKPRO</td>
<td>Neck Pro Therapeutic Cervical Traction Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 17-64390</td>
<td>Overdoor Traction Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 17-21993</td>
<td>Cervical Traction System 3 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 17-21995</td>
<td>Cervical Traction System 5 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E 17-108101099</td>
<td>Lumbar HomeTrac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 17-108100399</td>
<td>Saunders Cervical Traction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G 17-1631001</td>
<td>Neck Posture Pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 17-1634100</td>
<td>Lumbar Posture Pump</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OptiFlex3® KNEE CPM

The OptiFlex CPM for the knee has broken the barrier of old technology. The sleek design is not only visually appealing but also therapeutically functional. The ultra-wide carriage design is engineered to accommodate the typical knee replacement patient as well as athletic, bariatric and pediatric patients. The OptiFlex incorporates several patented innovations that enhance patient comfort, compliance and outcome.

The Progressive ROM feature eliminates the need for time consuming adjustments that interrupt rehabilitation time by automatically increasing the daily ROM. The Oscillation Zone™ feature allows the patient to increase the time spent in the working ROM by replicating the benefits of active physical therapy protocols. With the Fast Back™ mode activated, the knee spends more time in the working ROM by accelerating through the non-working ROM. Pressing the Comfort Zone™ button when the patient's threshold for pain is reached allows the unit to continue working the affected limb but at a reduced flexion angle limit.

14-62090K, 14-620533 Patient Kit-OptiFlex3

ARTROMOT® S3 SHOULDER CPM

- Full range of motion capability - adduction/abduction, flexion/elevation and internal/external rotation
- Easy conversion for left and right shoulder treatment
- Fully synchronized motors and individual set-up of all treatment parameters
- Ergonomically designed for patient comfort with armrest and adjustable chair
- Lightweight - 25 kg (55 lbs)
- Folds up for transport and shipping
- Pause feature, timer, warm-up mode and patient compliance meter

14-62024; 14-620719 Patient Kit;
14-620731 Instruction CD
14-620661 Patient Data Card;
14-620664 Erasable Pen-CPM Patient Data Card

ARTROMOT® E2 ELBOW CPM

- Addresses full range of motion capabilities: Pronation/Supination and Flexion/Extension
- Fully synchronized motors allow treatment parameters to be customized
- Easy to use hand control capable of storing treatment data on memory chip card
- True physiological movements
- Anatomically correct adjustments
- Easy to transport

14-62038; 14-620723 Patient Kit
14-620661 Patient Data Card;
14-620664 Erasable Pen-CPM Patient Data Card

ARTROMOT® SP2-2M ANKLE CPM

- Addresses full ankle range of motion capabilities: Dorsi Flexion/Plantar Flexion and Inversion/Eversion
- Adjustable motors allow treatment parameters to be customized
- Unique adjustable base allows for use in bed or chair
- Patented universal Left/Right design
- Provides anatomically correct motion

14-62028; 14-620716 Patient Kit
EXTREMITY PUMP® (JOBST) SYSTEM 7000

Dimensions: 8-3/4"W x 4"H x 10-3/4"L • Weight: 5.4 pounds
Electrical: 110/120 V, 60 Hz, 15 Watts • Pressure range: 1-100 mmHg (user adjustable)
Cycle time: 90 seconds inflation / 30 seconds deflation

Pump Features
• Pre-set inflation and deflation cycle
• Ability to treat two extremities simultaneously in alternating fashion
• Color-coded pressure gauge • Adjustable pressure control • Safety alarm system
• Compact, lightweight and portable make it ideal for home use
• U.L. listed for home use • Kink-resistant tubing

Sleeve Features
• Soft nylon pile inner lining • Durable construction
• Single chambered • Machine washable • Variety of sizes available
• Longitudinal zipper for ease of application (on most sleeves)

Presssion® MULTI 6

• Use with either 3 or 6 chamber garments
• Inflates two garments simultaneously • Quick inflation rate
• Adjustable pressure with Digital Meter • Designed for easy use
• Therapy timer from 15 to 120 minutes.
• Adjustable inflation/deflation times.
• Quiet, reliable and maintenance-free cyclone pump

Presssion® MULTI 3

• Use with either uniform (single) or 3 chambered garments
• Inflates two garments simultaneously • Quick inflation rate
• Adjustable pressure with Digital Meter
• Simple pre-set inflate (35 sec) and deflate (10 sec) times
• Quiet, reliable and maintenance-free cyclone pump

We are offering a new line of Presssion® Compression Therapy systems, the Multi 6 and the Multi 3. Both are truly high performance gradient sequential compression systems at an economical price. The Multi 6 is the top of the line, offering adjustable treatment parameters and therapy time control. The economical Multi 3 is designed for home therapy or clinical use.

SEQUENTIAL Presssion® GARMENTS

Made of strong, lightweight nylon-reinforced polyurethane, these garments feature a flexi-walled inflation socket with a specially designed connector to assure secure hose retention and prevent air shutoff even if the hose is kinked or flattened.

Garment extenders are available in three sizes, 3”, 6” and 12” (8cm, 15cm and 31cm) wide for all garments.
PAIN RELIEVING PRODUCTS

SOMBRA
NATURAL PAIN RELIEVING GEL

Enriched with capsaicin, camphor and menthol with a refreshing scent of orange peel extract and witch hazel. For years Sombra has provided temporary relief for pain associated with simple backaches, arthritis, strains, bruises and sprains with its unique heating and cooling ingredients. Sombra is completely alcohol free, non-greasy, and non-staining. It is called the “miracle gel” by many.

100-22SC072  3oz. roll-on  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-22SC075  4oz. jar† Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-22SC080  8oz. jar† Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-22SC095  1 gallon

BIOFREEZE®
PAIN RELIEF THAT WORKS

Sooths a variety of everyday aches and pains, including arthritis, backache and sore muscles & joints. Instruct your patients to apply BIOFREEZE® to the painful area 4 times per day - morning, early afternoon, early evening and prior to bedtime for cool soothing relief. Immediately they’ll feel a substantial reduction in their pain.

100-19BBI03RO  3oz. roll-on  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-19BBUSAP16024  16oz. pump
100-19BBIO32  32oz. pump
100-19BBIOGAL  1 gal.
100-19BBUSAS2oz  2oz. spray
100-19BBUSAS4144  4oz. spray  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-19BBUSAS16018  16oz. spray
100-19BWIPES  24/box
100-19B4ozFOAMAP  4oz. tube w/hands-free applicator

ORTHOGEL™ COLD THERAPY PAIN RELIEF

Topical analgesic with glucosamine, MSM, aloe, vitamin E, ILEX and natural cox II inhibitors. It is for the fast temporary relief of pain. Most people begin to feel the effects and relief in approximately 5 to 25 minutes after the first application when used as directed.

100-204121  3oz. roll-on  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-204125  16oz. pump
100-204124  32oz. pump
100-204123  1 gallon
100-204122  4oz. jar  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.

CRYODERM
PAIN RELIEVING CRYOTHERAPY THAT LASTS COLDER LONGER

Fast acting, deep penetrating. Long Lasting cold sensation. Pain relief for muscle sprains, strains, stiff sore muscles, arthritis, joint pain, and more.

Natural Ingredients: MSM, Arnica, Boswellia, Eucalyptus, ILEX, Menthol, Peppermint Oil

100-134D-SPRAY4OZ  4oz. spray  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-134D-SPRAY16OZ  16oz. spray
100-134D-SPRAY32OZ  32oz. spray

THERMODERM
PAIN RELIEVING WARM THERAPY THAT LASTS WARMER LONGER

Fast acting, deep penetrating pain relieving warmth for muscle sprains, strains, sore stiff muscles, bursitis and tendonitis, arthritis and joint pain. The secret of this pain reliever is its deep penetrating, long lasting gentle warmth.

Natural Ingredients: MSM, Arnica, Boswellia, Yucca, Aloe, Vitamin E & ILEX

100-134D-TH3OZ  3oz. roll-on  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-134D-TH4OZ  4oz. lotion  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-134D-TH16OZ  16oz. lotion pump

ORTHOGEL™ COLD THERAPY PAIN RELIEF

Topical analgesic with glucosamine, MSM, aloe, vitamin E, ILEX and natural cox II inhibitors. It is for the fast temporary relief of pain. Most people begin to feel the effects and relief in approximately 5 to 25 minutes after the first application when used as directed.

100-204121  3oz. roll-on  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-204125  16oz. pump
100-204124  32oz. pump
100-204123  1 gallon
100-204122  4oz. jar  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.

CRYODERM
PAIN RELIEVING CRYOTHERAPY THAT LASTS COLDER LONGER

Fast acting, deep penetrating. Long Lasting cold sensation. Pain relief for muscle sprains, strains, stiff sore muscles, arthritis, joint pain, and more.

Natural Ingredients: MSM, Arnica, Boswellia, Eucalyptus, ILEX, Menthol, Peppermint Oil

100-134D-SPRAY4OZ  4oz. spray  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-134D-SPRAY16OZ  16oz. spray
100-134D-SPRAY32OZ  32oz. spray

THERMODERM
PAIN RELIEVING WARM THERAPY THAT LASTS WARMER Longer

Fast acting, deep penetrating pain relieving warmth for muscle sprains, strains, sore stiff muscles, bursitis and tendonitis, arthritis and joint pain. The secret of this pain reliever is its deep penetrating, long lasting gentle warmth.

Natural Ingredients: MSM, Arnica, Boswellia, Yucca, Aloe, Vitamin E & ILEX

100-134D-TH3OZ  3oz. roll-on  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-134D-TH4OZ  4oz. lotion  Sold in boxes of 12 quantities only.
100-134D-TH16OZ  16oz. lotion pump
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DISINFECTANTS AND JANITORIAL SUPPLIES

COMPLY WITH AHCA, OSHA AND THE CDC.

**Bulk Liquid Soap & Dispenser**
Accepts virtually any liquid hand soap. Large push bar meets ADA requirements.
34-1652192

**Pink Lotion Hand Soap**
Buy bulk and save! Designed to be used in most refillable lotion soap dispensing systems.
34-1651613 1 gallon

**Antimicrobial Foam Hand Soap Dispenser**
Buy bulk and save! Designed to work with foam and sanitizer.
34-1652193

**Antimicrobial Foaming Sanitizer**
Buy bulk and save! Designed to work with foam and sanitizer dispenser.
34-1652195

**Citrus II**
A. Instant Hand Sanitizing Lotion
Moisture-rich gel kills 99.99% of most common disease-causing germs on the hands in seconds.
34-36632712303 8 oz. pump

B. Hospital Germicidal Deodorizing Cleaner
No Alcohol Formula. Safe on Vinyl. Cleans, deodorizes and disinfects surfaces, equipment and non-critical instruments.
34-36633712927 22 oz. spray
34-36633712298 1 gallon

**Citrus II Germicidal Wipes**
Bleach and alcohol-free multi-purpose wipes effective as a bactericide, fungicide, virucidal, including Hepatitis B & C, HIV-1, Tuberculosis and leave a fresh citrus scent.
34-36633771985

**Hand Sanitizer Dispenser**
800 mL hand sanitizer dispenser.
34-1652194

**Hand Sanitizer with Vitamin E and Moisturizer**
Buy bulk and save! 800 mL refill for dispenser shown to the left.
34-1652196

**Foam Cups 8 Oz.**
For coffee, tea, water or any hot or cold beverage served at your clinic. Case of 1000. Sold in case quantity only.
79-13180ZCUP foam cups
79-13180ZLEAD leads
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DISINFECTANTS AND JANITORIAL SUPPLIES

WHIZZER® HARD SURFACE DISINFECTANT
For use as a disinfectant on whirlpools at athletic or healthcare facilities. This concentrated, multi-purpose germicidal detergent and deodorant is effective against a broad spectrum of pathogenic bacteria, fungi and viruses. EPA Reg. No. 6836-77-10118 34-63230201

SaniZene® HARD SURFACE DISINFECTANT
• The whirlpool disinfectant of choice
• Multipurpose germicidal detergent and deodorant cleans and disinfects in one step
• Destroys HIV-1, germs, bacteria and odor 34-8SAN

BATHROOM TISSUE DISPENSER AND LARGE ROLL REFILL
Dispenser- Jumbo roll dispenser 9”, plastic smoke color accommodates up to 4 1/2” rolls. 79-1651724
Paper refill- Larger rolls require fewer changes, helping reduce run-out and maintenance costs. Equivalent in length to five standard rolls. Minimum 20% post-consumer material; meets EPA standards Two-ply. White. 3.78” x 1000 ft. roll. 79-1651478

CENTER PULL PAPER DISPENSER & PAPER
Dispenser- is hygienic and hands-free for easy use. With no moving parts. Ideal for therapy, massage, break room and rest rooms. Mounting hardware included. 79-1651730
Paper refill- 2 ply soft, absorbent towel dispenses one-at-a-time, reducing chance of cross-contamination. Provides fast, 30-second maximum absorbency time. White. 700 feet per roll; 6 rolls per case. 79-1651476

CaviCide
Ready-to-use hospital-grade multipurpose cleansing and disinfecting. EPA approved (46781-6). CaviCide is a convenient, ready-to-use, intermediate-level surface disinfectant which is effective against TB, HBV, HCV, viruses (hydrophilic and lipophilic), bacteria (including MRSA and VRE) and fungi. It is safe for all areas of the facility including NICU and operating rooms. Compatible with most medical device material. 34-48CAV124 24 oz. spray; 34-48CAVIG 1 gallon

MEDFLO
• Reduces Cross-Contamination Caused By Touching Faucet Handles
• Easy Water Access For Arthritic & Disabled
• Eliminates Wasted Water From Faucets
• Stops Drippy Faucets • Saves Money
• Fast- Easy installation
79-130MEDFLOLR large rod
79-130MEDFLOSR small rod

Chlorazene® WHIRLPOOL ANTI SEPTIC POWDER
• Controls gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria and fungi for a non-selective, broad spectrum kill • Non-toxic that attacks bacteria, not tissue • Non-foaming to eliminate need for defoamer • Non-corrosive so it doesn’t damage stainless steel or chrome equipment • Broad pH effective range • Non-staining; simplifies cleaning of equipment by eliminating need for repeated rinsing and scrubbing • Effective against E-coli, MRSA, viruses, fungi, algae, yeasts, parasites and pseudomonas aeruginosa among others 34-8CHLO

PROTEX™ ONE-STEP LASER AND ULTRASOUND HEAD DISINFECTANT
Perfect for hospitals and institutional use. Effective in the presence of 5% serum contamination.
• Staphylocidal
• Pseudomonacidal
• Bactericidal
• Salmonellacidal
• Fungicidal
• Virucidal* EPA reg. No. 6836-152-82613 34-128SS

SANIGUARD TOTAL AREA SANITIZER ANTIMICROBIAL FOgger
• Effective against flu, MRSA, VRE, etc.
• Quickly decontaminates up to 625 sq. ft.
• 15 minutes to 99.9% efficacy
• Penetrates all nooks & crannies
• No wiping, no protective equipment, no residue
• EPA approved (FDA CFR 178-101)
• Human safe
• Fast & convenient
• Odorless 34-153550002

CIDEX® ACTIVATED DIALDEHYDE SOLUTION
• Reusable sterilizing and disinfecting solution
• For immersion of cleaned medical instruments/equipment completely in a tray with the activated solution
• Can be reused for a maximum of 14 days provided that the required conditions are met
• Sporicidal • Fungicidal • Bactericidal
• Virucidal • Tuberculocidal • Pseudomonacidal 34-482250

STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER HYDROCOLLATOR CLEANER
Polishes and protects stainless steel carts, hydrocollators, trays & sundry jar covers. Removes grease, film, watermarks, finger-marks, covers scratches, leaves a hard protective coating that preserves the surface against deterioration of any kind. 79-128SS
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ULTRASOUND COUPLING LOTIONS & GELS, GEL WARMERS, NYLATEX WRAPS, TOWELS

CONDUCTOR™ TRANSMISSION GEL
Non-greasy, non-staining and hypoallergenic gel enhances conductivity. Comes packaged with container for easy refill. 78-64238

MYOSSAGE’ LOTION
Is ideal for massage or as an ultrasound coupling agent. No menthol, hexachlorophene or polysorbates. Non-allergenic, water-soluble and greaseless. 78-64210

AUTOSOUND GEL PADS
These pads are a great alternative to messy, runny ultrasound gel. These unique solid gel pads are excellent conductors of ultrasound specifically designed to work with your Hands-Free AutoSound. This unique water-based gel eliminates the mess that ultrasound gel adds – it is also extremely easy, quick, and clean. 78-1A1976 30 pads/box

AQUAFLEX® ULTRASOUND GEL PAD
• Requires no gel, except in prolonged procedures
• Requires only gentle, even pressure
• Disposable • Cushions sensitive areas
• Hypoallergenic, bacteriostatic
• Designed for use with Hill Hands-Free Ultrasound 78-460402 6 pads/box

DISPENSER BOTTLE
8 oz. empty dispenser bottle for lotion, gel or pain-relieving product applications. 78-118oz

AQUASONIC’ CLEAR GEL
Benchmark of the industry. 5L container with dispenser. Excellent coupling agent for diagnostic and therapeutic ultrasound procedures. Non-allergenic, water-soluble and greaseless. 78-460354

CLEANSING SOLUTION FOR SOUNDHEADS
Multi-purpose spray for professional use in cleansing ultrasound transducer/probe surfaces between procedures. Will not cause transducer membrane swelling.
• Convenient clear spray dispenser
• Does not contain phenol or glutaraldehyde
• Accepted for use by manufacturers of ultrasound equipment 34-460925

SIGNA’ SPRAY ELECTRODE SOLUTION AND SKIN PREP
Highly conductive electrolyte solution for professional use only on electrotherapy and diagnostic procedures. 34-461825

SPECTRA’ 360 ELECTRODE GEL
Salt free hypoallergenic conductive gel for electrodes, professional use only. 78-461206

STAINLESS STEEL GEL WARMERS
A. Mini Lotion Warmer - Holds three 8 oz. dispensing bottles; absorbs radiated heat from hot pack units: works with both 4 and 6 packs models. 79-8SBW
B. C. & D. Electric Bottle Warmer - All bottle warmers are constructed of stainless steel and come with a front-mounted, illuminated on/off switch, 6’ grounded hospital grade power cord, thermal fuse to prevent overheating, table / wall mounting hardware, and bottles. 78-8EBW1 1 bottle; 78-8EBW2 2 bottles; 78-8EBW4 4 bottles

60 MINUTE TIMER
• Loud and long 5-second alarm bell
• Easy-to-operate mechanical pointer
• Large, easy-to-read numbers on dial 20-68TIMER

DESIGNER GEL WARMERS
• EXO-kote, exterior coating
• Cool to the touch
• Improved energy efficiency
• Temperature Limit Switch (TCO)
• Individual Heating Sleeves
• UL listed (120/220 Volt) 78-7201142 3 bottles

NYLATEX® WRAPS
Ideal for holding hot packs, cold packs, and reusable electrodes in place. Good for hundreds of uses within the therapy room. (3/pkg) 20-61202 2.5”x18” 20-61264 2.5”x24” 20-61204 2.5”x36” 20-61206 2.5”x48”

ECONOMY WHITE TERRY TOWELS
Sold by the dozen. Dimensions: 20” x 40”. It comes in handy to help with hot and cold pack applications and during massage. It comes in handy when the budget is tight. 20-73LTT4
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## PAPER PRODUCTS & PATIENT/PROFESSIONAL WEAR

### Headrest Rolls
- **8 1/2” x 225’**
  - 26-3449020: 25 rolls/case smooth APEX
  - 26-359810899: 12 rolls/case premium smooth
  - 26-359809000: 25 rolls/case smooth ENCORE®
  - 26-35980999: 25 rolls/case premium smooth

### Headrest Squares
- **Premium Smooth**
  - 26-35980881: 12” x 12” w/ slit 1000/case
  - 26-35980883: 12” x 24” w/ slit 1000/case

### Exam/Therapy Table Rolls
- 26-55517: 21” x 225’ 12 rolls/case standard
- 26-3442532: 21” x 225’ 12 rolls/case smooth APEX
- 26-35981004: 21” x 125’ 12 rolls/case crepe ENCORE®
- 26-359810891: 18” x 200’ 12 rolls/case smooth ENCORE®

### Exam/Therapy Cape 30” x 21”
- 26-3444505: 100/case tissue poly tissue blue APEX

### X-ray/Examination Gowns 30” x 42”
- **A.** 26-3444507: 50/case tissue poly tissue blue APEX
- **B.** 26-35980844: 50/case tissue poly blue APEX

### Physician’s Mask
- Surgical grade
- High filtration / Latex free
- 26-48383: blue 50/case

### Disposables

#### Medishorts™
- Durable nonwoven material provides comfort with modest coverage
- Latex-free sewn elastic waist band on shorts ensures secure fit
- Ideal for sports medicine, physical therapy, hydrotherapy and more
- Navy blue
- 26-3410000: S - M 18”-44” waist 50/case
- 26-3410001: L - XL 22”-48” waist 50/case

#### OneDee’s Patient Bikini™
- Nonwoven material offering softness and opacity for patient comfort and privacy.
- Latex-free elastic waistband for universal fit.
- Perfect for lower body plastic surgery exams and procedures.
- Used at spa, LASER, and waxing centers.
- Disposable for sanitary measures and reduced linen costs; individually wrapped.
- 26-3450587: one-size blue 100/case
- 26-3452169: one-size white 100/case

#### Drapes Sheets
- 26-359810824: 40” x 48” 2 ply ENCORE® 100/case
- 26-35918312: 40” x 90” 3 ply TIDI® 100/case

#### Pillow Cases
- 26-3447256: 21” x 30” tissue poly tissue APEX 100/case

#### Disposable Shoe Cover
- 26-48340: blue 100/case

#### Hairnet
- 21”/ 100 per box, 1,000 per case
- Lightweight, breathable, polypropylene stays cool in the workplace
- Hairnets feature an elastic opening for a secure, comfortable fit
- Great for medical laboratories and pharmaceutical applications
- Manufactured in an ISO 9002 Registered facility
- 26-48328: blue 100/case

---

**Economy Cloth Gown**

These versatile straight back gowns have a convenient tie closure at neck and mid-back. The fabric is a blend of 55% cotton/ 45% polyester. The gown features regular sleeves and a 52” sweep.

26-120MDT011148: 12/pack
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EXAM/TREATMENT ROOM, TRIAGE & LAB NECESSITIES

LIGHT-POWDERED LATEX GLOVES

- Manufactured under QSR and ISO9001:2000 QMS.
- Using FDA approved absorbable corn starch, USP grade.
- Conforms to ASTM D3578 and EN455 Standards.

34-32LPS small
34-32LPM medium
34-32LPL large

POWDER-FREE LATEX GLOVES

- Manufactured under QSR and ISO9001:2000 QMS.
- Conforms to ASTM D3578 and EN455 Standards.
- Low level of extractable proteins and chemical residue, hence lower incidences of allergic reactions.

34-32LPFS small
34-32LPFM medium
34-32LPFL large

POWDER-FREE NITRILE GLOVES

An economical latex-free alternative approved for use with chemotherapy drugs.

34-120NPFS small
34-120NPFM medium
34-120NPFL large

POWDER-FREE VINYL GLOVES

Protection at a value price.

34-120VPFS small
34-120VPFM medium
34-120VPFL large

POWDER-FREE 3G STRETCH SYNTHETIC GLOVES W/ALOE VERA

The Aloe Vera gel coating this glove naturally moisturizes and hydrates your skin which helps keep it soft and healthy.

34-120V3GPFS small
34-120V3GPFM medium
34-120V3GPFL large

Labeled Sundry Jar Set


201-283454; 201-1234020 wall holder

Plastic Sundry Jar Set

Set of five opaque Plastic Sundry Jars with Lids.

201-24T60; 201-24T88 wall holder

Wire Glove Box Holder

A simple, yet sturdy design with white enamel coated wire to accommodate most glove boxes. It can hold one box horizontally or two boxes vertically. The open design at front and top allows any identification of glove type and size, and also for easy refilling.

Dimension: 11 1/2" W x 3 1/2" D x 4" H
34-107BHWC601

Cotton-Tipped Applicators

- Cotton tipped applicator sticks and tips are manufactured to uniform length and shape.
- Highly absorbent & non-sterile

201-48362WC 1000/box

Medium Cotton Balls

2000 per bag.
201-48200220
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EXAM/TREATMENT ROOM, TRIAGE & LAB NECESSITIES

LAB COAT
- Durable, fluid-resistant spunbond LabMates® lab coats feature raglan sleeves
- Full knit cuffs
- Secure snap closures
- Three convenient pockets
- White
- Price is per case. Case of 10.
26-34254 S - M
26-34255 L - XL

DELUXE ISOLATION GOWN
- Linen-soft, opaque nonwoven gowns offer comfort and warmth
- Yellow
- 30” x 42”
- Front/back opening
- Elastic cuff
- Latex free
- Price is per case. Case of 50.
26-35960300 one-size

SAFETY GLASSES W/ CLEAR LENS
Their cutting edge style increases compliance. Wraparound design hugs the face for protection you can count on, while lightweight nylon temples adjust for a comfortable fit. Polycarbonate lens provides excellent impact resistance and UV protection. Manufactured in an ISO 9002 Registered facility. Complies with ANSI standards.
34-12111019908 clear
34-12111023854 clear

FACE MASK
For single-person use. Helps prevent the spread of germs; filters out dust and pollen. Contains no fiberglass or formaldehyde.
34-1222203

ORAL THERMOMETER PROBE COVERS FOR SURETEMP

ThermoScan® Pro Series INSTANT THERMOMETER PROBE COVERS

MANUAL REUSABLE RESUSCITATOR
Adult bag mask resuscitator w/reservoir and safety valve.
22-481432

FIRST AID KIT
Contains a balanced assortment of essential first aid supplies adequate for 25 people. Construction of heavy gauge enameled steel.
34-28179925

ECONOMY EYEWASH STATION
Includes 16-oz. bottles of sterile, bacteria-free solution that helps relieve eye irritation and flush out eye contaminants in seconds.
34-75HB530054

POCKET RESUSCITATOR
High efficiency and low resistance one-way valve minimizes the possibility of cross-contamination. 15mm O.D. connector can be attached to any standard ventilation and oxygen equipment. For use on adults, and inverted for infants/children. Ergonomically shaped mask with soft-air cushion for leak-free performance, easy grasp, and patient comfort. Disposable filter to avoid cross contamination. Elastic green strap to keep mask in-place on patient. Latex-free.
22-48MDII70150
22-171ADSAFE

CPR MICROSHEILD CLEAR MOUTH BARRIER
Mouth barrier for mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. Ultra compact. Features a thin, clear, flexible barrier and 1/3(4") slim ventilator tube with a one-way valve to prevent backflow during resuscitation.

EYESALINE EYE/FACE WASH
Sturdy, highly visible wall station mounts conveniently in hazard areas for emergency flushing. Easy to read pictorial instructions on front panel. Ready for immediate use.
34-75HB116260

FAUCET MOUNT EYEWASH
For most types of faucets. Aerated outlet heads are mounted 2 1/2” apart and angle forward.
34-75HB994105

B.A.S.K. CLEANUP KIT
For safe disposal of biohazardous spills such as blood, urine, acid among others, and shattered glass. Includes disposable elbow-length gloves, 2 grams Zorbitrol Plus absorband powder, BioScoop with scraper, Zorbilope disposable envelope, disinfecting towelette and twist ties and closure sticker. Single use.
22-48H2500

FACEMASK
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CUBICLE CURTAINS, TRACKS, HARDWARE, I.V. TRACKS, BOTTLE HOLDERS & PRIVACY SCREENS

CUSTOM CUBICLE CURTAINS

ORDERING INFORMATION

WIDTH: Distance from left to right. Order width approximately 10% wider than track distance to allow for loss of goods due to seaming of panels and side hems.

HEIGHT: Distance from ceiling to floor. Normal height distance is measured from ceiling to 12’ from the floor.

- 100% Trevira polyester for permanent flame resistant performance. The fabric meets all fire safety codes, including NFPA Test 701. Dimensionally stable, multi-purpose fabric engineered for institutional applications
- Machine washable, machine dryable to damp dry
- The track is heavy duty anodized aluminum and uses double wheeled, smooth rolling carriers.
- Nylon mesh is double stitched to curtain material. Curtains are also available with no mesh.
- Rust proof grommets are machined into top hem on 6” centers.

19-59TCH Curtains, Track & Hardware
19-59TH Track & Hardware
19-59C Curtains only
19-59SP Splicer
19-59TB Track Bracket
19-59CB Ceiling Bracket
19-59CA Carriers
19-59eXT Chain extensions

I.V. TRACK

Track IFC-1000
19-59FC1000 Sold by the foot.

Stationary I.V. Ceiling Hook
19-59FC1004

Carrier IFC-1007
19-59FC1007

BOTTLE HOLDER

Pushbutton height adjustment.
19-593000 for ceiling heights to 8.5 ft.
19-593001 for ceiling heights over 8.5 ft.

WALL MOUNTED TELESOPIC CURTAIN

Provides unobstructed privacy by telescoping out from the wall 39” to 90” and it pivots 180 degrees. The curtain is flame retardant bacteriostatic 6-mil white vinyl with brass grommets for added strength and durability. Includes wall bracket.

Overall Height: 72” (183cm)
Overall Width: 39”-90” (99-229cm)
19-59340

FOLDING SCREENS

Lightweight aluminum frame opens easily to full width without falling.
Overall Height: 69” (175cm)
Panel Width: 20” 19-12363 3 Panels
19-12364 4 Panels
19-12365 5 Panels

SINGLE PANEL WIDE SCREEN

A single 42” wide screen made of flame retardant bacteriostatic 6-mil white vinyl. It has 2” twin wheel casters and a high strength powder coated steel frame.
Overall Height: 69” (175 cm)
Overall Width: 42” (106.7cm)
Base Size: 27” (68cm) x 20’ (50cm) 19-59342

3 PANEL PRIVACY SCREEN

Features flame retardant bacteriostatic 6-mil vinyl curtains. The casters easily convert to use the included crutch tips. The panels are hinged to allow for easy storage and multiple configurations. Overall Height: 69” (175 cm)
Overall Width: 82” (208cm)
Base Size: 27” (68cm) x 20’ (50cm) 19-59313
#### SUNDRY SUPPLIES

**INSTANT COLD PACK FOR USE AFTER COSMETIC PROCEDURES**

This Instant Cold Compress temporarily relieves minor pain and swelling after cosmetic procedures performed in your office. Relief the patient of discomfort and make their visit a pleasurable experience in order to increase referrals and patient returns. It can also be used when performing cosmetics laser procedures for plastic surgery or hair removal. It is conveniently disposable with no pre-chilling required for quick, effective relief. Store in a cool, dry place. Two convenient sizes for you are available.

- 7-484X5 Small (approximately 4 x 5) 48/case
- 7-486X9 Large (approximately 6 x 9) 36/case

**GAUZE**

Gauze Pads: Made of 100% woven cotton the DUKAL Gauze Pad is individually wrapped for your convenience. This highly absorbent and versatile product will meet all market needs and applications.

- 201-481412 4 x 4 sterile 12 ply single 100/box
- 201-48604 4 x 4 yds. stretch, conforming, non-sterile roll 12/bag
- 201-486208 2 x 2 sterile 8 ply single 100/box

Gauze Sponges: Made of 100% woven cotton DUKAL offers a highly absorbent sponge which is ideal for a number of applications. Available in Sterile and Non Sterile our high quality sponges can be used for general cleaning, dressings, prepping, packing and debriding wounds.

- 201-482085 2 x 2 non-sterile 8 ply 200/box
- 201-484084 4 x 4 non-sterile 8 ply 200/box
- 201-484122 4 x 4 non-sterile 12 ply 200/box

**EAR SYRINGE**

- 201-282808

**M LASTIC® TAPE**

Lightweight, cohesive stretch tape adheres only to itself. Will not damage protective padding, special injury pads or clothing. Also used as Blood Spill Tape™ for compression on wounds to stop bleeding.

- 20-63130612 2 x 5 yds. stretched 24/case
- 20-63130613 3 x 5 yds. stretched 16/case

**TEAR-LIGHT® TAPE**

Superior adhesive with excellent conformability. Easy to tear. Easy unwind. Ideal for securing lateral knee braces, as a compression wrap or fixation bandage for padding and cold packs. Latex free.

- 20-63130622 2 x 5 yds. stretched 24/case
- 20-63130623 3 x 5 yds. stretched 16/case

**STERILE FIELD POLYLINED FENESTRATED**

18” x 26” box of 50

- 201-48697 Non-fenestrated
- 201-48696 Non-fenestrated

**STAINLESS STEEL DISPOSABLE SCALPELS W/HANDLE**

- Sterile
- 201-484411 10 individual units/box

**STAINLESS STEEL SURGICAL BLADES #15**

- Sterile
- 201-484311 100 individual packs/box

**MINOR LACERATION TRAY**

- Sterile, Rx only
- Single use, latex free
- Contains:
  - One 5” floor-grade Baumgartner (serrated jaw) needle holder
  - One 4 1/2” sharp/sharp scissors
  - One 5” metal tissue forceps
  - Two absorbent towels
  - Five 4” x 4” gauze sponges
  - One polylined sterile field
  - One polylined fenestrated drape
- 201-48-751

**STANDARD SKIN STAPLE REMOVER KIT**

Each sterile, single-use instrument is packed in a sealed plastic tray with an easy to open peel back lid.

- One 3” x 3” gauze sponge
- One stainless steel skin staple remover
- 201-48770 12/pack
FOOT STOOLS

A. This Chrome Steel Footstool has a “No tip - No Slip” design made possible by the rubber ribbed top over chrome steel platform and the 1” chromed steel legs with crutch tips. 19-12122

B. This Chrome Steel Footstool has a “No Tip - No Slip” design made possible by the rubber ribbed top over chrome steel platform and the 1” chromed steel legs with crutch tips. This model adds a handle for extra patient stability. 19-12123

ECONOMY OVERBED PATIENT TABLE

- Height infinitely adjusts 14”
- Swivel casters provide smooth-rolling action
- Walnut, wood-grain laminated 31” top on 3/4” particle-board core with plastic edge molding
- Chrome plated “H” base and column for aesthetics and durability
- Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS code: E0274
- Supports up to 30 lbs. of dispersed weight.
16-34GF8905-44

ECONOMY IV POLE

- 4-leg epoxy coated steel base
- Chrome plated steel pole
- Twist lock height adjustment
- Detachable ram’s horn hooks with plastic tips
- Dual wheel casters
- Epoxy coated 4-leg base with bumper guard
42-18GF70121

HIGH FREQUENCY DESICCATOR

The Aaron 940™’s digital power control system allows you to change from low to high by simply rotating the power control knob or pushing the up/down buttons on the handpiece.
46-48AARN940
46-48AARN805 replacement tips

CAUTERY

High temperature cauteries are popular for many types of procedures including, pinpoint hemostasis, evacuation of a subungal hematoma, controlling diffuse bleeders, vasectomies, and sculpting woven grafts.
- high-temp loop tip 2200° F (1204° C)
46-48AA01

EXAM LAMP

- Chrome-plated steel base and shade.
- 3 wire 8 ft. grounded cord/plug
- Solid cast SOK-IT-GUARD® Safety Lock
- Push-through switch
- Slip proof adjustable lock
80-2916971

SINGLE PANEL WIDE SCREEN

A single 42” wide screen made of flame retardant bacteriostatic 6-mil white vinyl. It has 2” twin wheel casters and a high strength powder coated steel frame.
Overall Height: 69” (175 cm)
Overall Width: 42” (106.7cm)
Base Size: 27” (68cm) x 20” (50cm)
19-59342

3 SHELF SS CART W/HANDLE

These stainless steel utility carts are constructed from heavy-duty, polished stainless steel welded together. All shelves feature thick, 22-gauge steel shelves with double-thick 16-gauge legs. 360° rotating casters standard on all models. Hold up to 300 lbs. 16-8UCH1
16-8UCA1 w/o handle

SINGLE POST MAYO STAND

Stainless steel tray (12.5” x 19”). Chrome-plated steel base. Adjustable height (31” – 50”). Casters increase maneuverability.
16-28GF1843

NARCOTIC BOX

Narcotic Box features two high security tubular locks for regulatory compliance. Dimensions:
29.5H x 23.5W x 10.5D.
19-1323901MAW2

INFUSION RECLINER

The Lifecare Recliner features blow-molded side panels with convenient recessed grip areas and a one-section foot/legrest. It has such standard features as 5” total lock casters, non-porous blow molded tray with removable locking function and heavy gauge expanded vinyl.
1-12585
**Procedure Essentials & Disposables**

**SUNDRY FOR PROCEDURES AND OBGYN**

**ALCOHOL PUMP DISPENSER**
- Polypropylene 8 oz. capacity dispensing unit.
- Hinged cover protects fluid from contamination.
- Pump valve prevents evaporation or spillage.
34-2815331

**ALCOHOL**
Alcohol for antiseptic skin preparation prior to injection or venipuncture; 70% isopropyl alcohol
A. 34-48S0844 1 gallon
B. 34-131453917 64 oz (two 1 QT bottles)
34-481173001B alcohol prep pads 200/box (not shown)

**HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 3%**
- Topical solution
- First Aid antiseptic
- Oral debriding agent
- For treatment of minor cuts and abrasions
- For use as a gargle or rinse
A. 34-48160Z 16 oz (1 PT bottle)
B. 34-13164OZ 64 oz (two 1 QT bottles)

**REMOVING STOOL**
Features chrome steel construction with rugged 2" casters and is upholstered in heavy gauge expanded vinyl over 3" high-density foam for outstanding comfort. 19-12421

**PAP-PAK® CYTOLOGY KIT**
Pap-Pak kits contain all the components you need. Kits are easy to use and do not require sample dilution. The unobstructed slide surface allows maximum sample application and helps reduce the chance of misapplication of the specimen to the kit surface. Each kit folds to half-size to form a package for easy transport to the laboratory. 209-48-PAPPAK

**OB/GYN APPLICATORS**
- Cotton tipped
- Non-sterile
209-4837600 8 long 50/box

**POVIDONE IODINE SWABSTICKS 10%**
- Not shown.
- Antisepic germicide.
- For hospital and professional use only.
201-4810-4101 50 pouches/box 1/pouch

**PREGNANCY DETECTOR**
An Immunochromatographic dipstick test device for the qualitative detection of hCG in urine. Detection level is at 20 mU/ml. Contains individually wrapped devices in foil pouch w/desiccant Product Insert.
209-48-1HD1P25 25/box

**LUBRICATING GEL**
209-465705

**COTTON-TIPPED APPLICATORS**
- 6" length
- non-sterile
- wood stem
201-48362WC 1000/box 10 packs of 100

**TRIADINE PREP SOLUTION**
- Povidone-iodine, USP
- 10% Topical Solution
- Antiseptic/Germicide
- For hospital and professional use
- 16 oz. (473 ml)
201-48108216
LAB FURNITURE, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

ECONOMY BLOOD DRAWING CHAIR
Features two infinitely adjustable armrests, durable fiberglass seat and non-marring leveling feet. The coordinating gray formica is easy to clean and the fold-up armrest provides easy access and superior safety for the user. 42-12571

BLOOD DRAWING CHAIR WITH DRAWER
Features an infinitely adjustable armrest, durable fiberglass seat and non-marring leveling feet. The coordinating gray formica is easy to clean and the fold-up armrest provides easy access and superior safety for the user. 42-12570

DESIGNER BLOOD DRAWING CHAIR
Features two infinitely adjustable armrests, padded seat and back and non-marring leveling feet. The coordinating gray formica is easy to clean and the adjustable fold-up padded armrest provides easy access and superior safety for the user. 42-12572

ALCOHOL SWABS
Thicker and softer than some other swabs, these alcohol swabs ensure reliable site preparation for safe, hygienic injections. 201-131100 100/box 201-131300 300/case (3 boxes of 100)

GLUCOSE METER
Everything a blood glucose meter should be – fast, accurate and easy to use. A tiny 0.5 µL sample size in our GO-based test strip platform gives accurate results in as little as 7 seconds. And the auto coded meter has a 250-test memory to help you keep track of your “Vitals.” Features: Glucose Oxidase System • Alternate site testing Time and date stamp • 14 or 30-day average Plasma referenced results Package contains: meter, carrying case, user instruction manual, quick reference guide, self-testing logbook, 3V Lithium battery (installed), lancing device, 10 lancets, 10 test strips and 1 control solution. 201-60METER meter 201-60STRIPS strips 201-60LANCETS lancets

MULTISTIX GENERIC
Urine reagent strips. Measures Glucose, Bilirubin, Ketone, Specific Gravity, Blood, pH, Protein, Urobilinogen, Nitrite and Leukocytes. 201-48MULTISTIX 100 strips/box

HYDRAULIC LAB STOOL
Our Rolling Stools are adjustable in height from 19 to 27 inches, and will make your work much easier. Features include all metal rugged construction, 3.5-inch padded seat and choice of color and vinyl. 19-18STOOL 60 MINUTE TIMER
• Loud and long 5-second alarm bell • Easy-to-operate mechanical pointer • Large, easy-to-read numerals on dial 20-68TIMER

INSTRUMENT CATHETER TRAY
• Strap handle cover • 8 1/2” x 3” x 1 1/2” 201-283254

IODINE CUP
• Stainless Steel • 6 oz. 201-486G

EMESIS BASIN
• Stainless Steel 201-283231 8 long 201-283232 10 long

HEMA-SCREEN
A rapid, convenient, and non-offensive method. For detecting occult blood in the stool. Detection level of 0.6 mg Hb/gm of feces. 201-48HS100C

SPECIMEN CUPS 4 OZ
• 4 oz. plastic • Screw on cap Call for item. (20 per pack)

Ph: 305-994-9294 • Fax: 305-994-9295 • www.meditronics.net • email: infome@meditronics.net
Orthopedic Supports

**Back**

**Adjustable Back & Abdominal Support**
This revolutionary back and abdominal support uses unique cinching pull-straps for one-handed tightening. Relief from lower back pain, weakness and fatigue. Instant abdominal compression and lumbar support. Smooth comfortable plastic stays provide support to weak lower back muscles. Help maintain healthy posture and alignment. 9-6386741

**Elastic Crisscross**
All-elastic construction. Reinforced crisscross back panel provides complete compression through a full range of motion. Nine-inch (33cm) high back panel tapers to four (10cm) in front. Flexible stays prevent rolling. CorEdge finish for comfort.

**Rib Belts**
Stabilizes and supports the rib cage. Comfortable plush, two-tiered, 6˝ (15cm) high elastic body. Women’s belt contours to 4˝ (10cm) around bustline for comfort. Can wear next to skin. CorEdge finish for comfort.

**Relaxright Firm Lumbar Pillow (4” x 16” x 3”)**
This cushion supports the lower back without being bulky because this pillow is only 2” thick in the middle with 3” thickness on the sides. This gives the cushion a “winged” effect that provides support to the lumbar spine. The smaller size of this pillow leaves plenty of room in the chair for you. It’s perfect for use at home, the office or on the road. Fits any chair and is excellent for bucket seats.

**Core Slimrest & Slimback Rest**
- Slimrest:
  - Slim-profile, contoured back cushion
  - Precision-cut foam for durability and performance
- Sitback rest:
  - Promotes posture in any chair, and provides support and comfort for the lower back
  - Side-support wings ensure ultimate comfort by helping to keep the correct position

**LifeBack™ Orthotic Device**
The LifeBack™ lumbar support is an orthotic device that focuses on support and protection of the most injured lumbar spinal and disc regions, L4-L5 and L5-S1, along with the paraspinal muscles and nerve roots accompanying these regions.

Everything that you do can be preserved and protected between your patients visits with one support - the LifeBack™! Given a 100% success rate in a study by USF and OSHA, the LifeBack™ is the only one of its kind that can be worn during the acute and convalescent stages of injury. Fitting guide available.

“…while giving support, it allows your trunk (core muscles) to work and strengthen. The LifeBack can be worn following complete recovery and possibly prevent future injuries.”

-Dr. S. Hall, DO

**Mesh Back Support**
Provide your back with the ergonomic support it needs with this mesh back support. Its body conforming design decreases back strain and pain and makes sitting more comfortable. It’s an ideal solution for the car, office or at home. The mesh fabric allows comfortable air flow. Durable, lightweight and portable. Fits most chairs.

**Clavicle Splint**
Helps promote proper posture. Contoured foam sleeves covered with a stockinette for comfort. Posterior tension distribution system provides even pressure to maintain proper posture.
Neck, Wrist and Knee Supports

**UNIVERSAL CERVICAL COLLAR**
Contoured design and hook-and-loop closure provide support, and act as a gentle reminder to limit motion. One-inch-thick (2.5cm) polyfoam covered with cotton stockinette. 24” (61cm) total length, medium support.
- 9-216219 2 1/2”
- 9-216220 3”
- 9-216221 3 1/2”

**CARPAL TUNNEL WRIST STABILIZER**
Designed for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome and supporting weak or injured wrists. Helps relieve pain and swelling while maintaining full range of movement of thumb and fingers. Lightweight and comfortable for all-day wear.
- 9-63307 SM-MD
- 9-63308 LG-XLG

**COLLAR W/VINYL STRAP**
- 9-216240 2 1/2”
- 9-216242 3 1/2”

**AMBIDEXTROUS COCK-UP WRIST SPLINT**
Effective compression in an ambidextrous design. Ventilated elastic construction for cool comfort. A 4” (10cm) elastic tension strap provides superior compression. Removable, rewashable aluminum palmar spoon. Fits either hand.

**HINGED WRAPAROUND KNEE BRACE**
The ultimate brace for weak or injured knees needing maximum medial/lateral support without restricting mobility. This brace helps control subluxing patellas and aids in the treatment and relief of Chondromalacia (irritated kneecap). Wraparound design for easy on and off.
- 9-633333L Large
- 9-633333R Regular

**UNIVERSAL WRAPAROUND ELASTIC KNEE**
For weak or injured knees. Easy to fit, universal sizing. Multi-tiered, plush-lined elastic and low-pile laminated material. Contoured split-panel design prevents pinching. CorEdge finish. One size fits all.
- 9-216405

**WRAPAROUND KNEE SUPPORT W/ ADJUSTABLE STRAPS**
This lightweight support provides firm, comfortable compression and maintains full range of movement for weak, injured, or arthritic knees. Four patented straps allow for adjustable tension to provide a custom fit. The soft neoprene blend retains body heat for soothing warmth, which will help relieve pain and keep your knee flexible to avoid reinjury. Comfortable fit for all-day wear.
- 9-634531

**ELASTIC SLIP-ON WRIST BRACE**
Relief and comfort from stiffness, swelling and pain. Provides support without interfering with activities. Dual-tension elastic, one-piece design pulls over the hand for a smooth, snug fit. Fits either wrist.
- 9-216806

**UNIVERSAL CERVICAL COLLAR**
- 9-216219 2 1/2”
- 9-216220 3”
- 9-216221 3 1/2”

**.readString()**

**Ambidextrous Cock-Up Wrist Splint**
- Effective compression in an ambidextrous design.
- Ventilated elastic construction for cool comfort.
- A 4” (10cm) elastic tension strap provides superior compression.
- Removable, rewashable aluminum palmar spoon.
- Fits either hand.
- 9-21688

**EDGELASTIC WRAPAROUND ELASTIC KNEE**
- For weak or injured knees.
- Easy to fit.
- Universal sizing.
- Multi-tiered, plush-lined elastic and low-pile laminated material.
- Contoured split-panel design prevents pinching.
- CorEdge finish.
- One size fits all.
- 9-216405

**Elastic Knee Support**
- Elastic construction provides effective joint control for weak or injured knees.
- Aids stiff, swollen and painful knees.
- Ideal for sports, work, home or leisure.
- Regular version also available.
- 9-216435

**ASK FOR SIZES.**

**Neck, Wrist and Knee Supports**

**Carpal Tunnel Syndrome**
- Supporting weak or injured wrists.
- Helps relieve pain and swelling while maintaining full range of movement of thumb and fingers.
- Lightweight and comfortable for all-day wear.
- 9-63307 SM-MD
- 9-63308 LG-XLG

**Elastic Slip-On Wrist Brace**
- Relief and comfort from stiffness, swelling and pain.
- Provides support without interfering with activities.
- Dual-tension elastic, one-piece design pulls over the hand for a smooth, snug fit.
- Fits either wrist.
- 9-216806

**Universal Cervical Collar**
- Contoured design and hook-and-loop closure provide support, and act as a gentle reminder to limit motion.
- One-inch-thick (2.5cm) polyfoam covered with cotton stockinette.
- 24” (61cm) total length, medium support.
- 9-216219 2 1/2”
- 9-216220 3”
- 9-216221 3 1/2”

**Ambidextrous Cock-Up Wrist Splint**
- Effective compression in an ambidextrous design.
- Ventilated elastic construction for cool comfort.
- A 4” (10cm) elastic tension strap provides superior compression.
- Removable, rewashable aluminum palmar spoon.
- Fits either hand.
- 9-21688

**ElastoFAST Wraparound Elastic Knee Support**
- For weak or injured knees.
- Easy to fit.
- Universal sizing.
- Multi-tiered, plush-lined elastic and low-pile laminated material.
- Contoured split-panel design prevents pinching.
- CorEdge finish.
- One size fits all.
- 9-216405

**Patella Strap**
- Applies gentle pressure to patella to reduce patellar subluxation and dislocation.
- Improves patella tracking and elevation.
- 9-216447

**Universal Wraparound Elastic Knee**
- For weak or injured knees.
- Easy to fit.
- Universal sizing.
- Multi-tiered, plush-lined elastic and low-pile laminated material.
- Contoured split-panel design prevents pinching.
- CorEdge finish.
- One size fits all.
- 9-216405

**Elastic Knee Support**
- Elastic construction provides effective joint control for weak or injured knees.
- Aids stiff, swollen and painful knees.
- Ideal for sports, work, home or leisure.
- Regular version also available.
- 9-216435
PILLOWS AND WEDGE

FOOT ELEVATOR

Unique foam wedge design helps improve circulation while allowing the spinal cord to relax, easing back pain.
- Ideal for leg or foot elevation
- Removable, zipper, machine washable blue polyester/cotton cover
- 26” x 20” x 7 1/2”
27-7211810A

RELAXRIGHT CONTOUR ADULT PILLOW FOR PERFECT SIDE AND BACK SLEEPING

The contour-shaped pillow is made of temperature-sensitive memory foam that molds to your body to provide luxurious comfort and support. The antimicrobial cover is made of plush cotton velour and is resistant to allergens, dust mites, mold and mildew. U.S. Patent #7,203,983. Doctor Designed Pillow is awarded 21 Patent Claims. 27-13491002

BED WEDGE

Elevates the upper body or legs. Also helps treat the symptoms of hiatal hernia and reflux disorders. Covered with a cotton/poly blue cloud fabric. 24”x24”
27-215507  7” wedge
27-215510  10” wedge

AIR-CORE® ADJUSTABLE PILLOW

You can now reduce the time needed to adjust to a cervical pillow by giving yourself the support you need with just a squeeze of the pump. It complements treatment during the Correct stage of the Tri Care Circle™ of Health by addressing the cause of disorders, by restoring the curvature of the neck and eliminating the symptoms associated with tension headaches, pain from neck injuries and arthritis. Once in the “Maintain” stage, the unique, trapezoid-shaped center, in combination with the twin support lobes, sustains the proper curve of your neck and spine to ensure continued good health. Measures 24” x 16”.
27-21204

RELAXRIGHT CONTOUR TODDLER PILLOW FOR PERFECT SIDE AND BACK SLEEPING

(Ages 2 to 5 years) (15” x 10” x 3”)
27-13481003

CERVICAL PILLOW ROLL WHITE FOAM
27-15947000

CHIROFLOW WATERBASE PILLOW

Support your patients & your practice! Cervical support is maintained no matter where the head moves on the pillow. Water bag surrounded by fiber. Patient adds water to desired firmness level. A Cushion of super-soft, hypo-allergenic DuPont polyester fiber rests over the water layer for outstanding all-round comfort. A thermal insulator fully encases the water layer to prevent heat loss. An easy-to-fill water pouch secured to the pillow base provides gentle, responsive support all night long. Fits standard size pillow case.
27-137GL11  606

POSTURE CORRECTOR

Promotes proper posture. Inconspicuous under most clothing. White cotton canvas with two flexible stays. Shoulder straps provide a snug, comfortable fit while helping hold shoulders in a neutral position. One size fits most.
9-216232

CERVICAL SUPPORT PILLOW

- Unique square-shaped center gently cradles your head for maximum neck support.
- Supports your neck in its natural position.
- Helps relieve tension headaches, neck muscle strains and arthritis discomforts.
- Filled with cool, comfortable Corefill 100% polyester fiber.
- Durable and washable.
27-124SPR1233

ASK FOR SIZES.
**Orthopedic Supports**

**UNIVERSAL ELBOW SUPPORT**
Wraparound support helps alleviate pain due to tennis elbow (lateral epicondylitis), supinator muscle strain and tendonitis. Focuses effective, gentle pressure below the elbow while maintaining a full range of motion. Adjustable, features hook-and-loop closure and plush lining. Wear only during activity. Available in black or beige. One size fits most. 9-216506

**SHOULDER IMMOBILIZER**
Gently secures humerus and forearm to torso for shoulder immobilization. A 6” (15cm) low pile laminate body with plush elastic and adjustable straps ease application and positioning. One size fits most. 9-216231

**ELASTIC ELBOW BRACE**
For weak or injured elbows. Helps reduce chance of scuffs during sports. Gives reassuring feeling of strength. 9-216516

**FITS-ALL NEOPRENE ANKLE SUPPORT**
Ideal for sprains, strains and soft-tissue injuries. Neoprene construction with side seams for comfort. Adjustable fit. Ideal for many types of activities. One size fits most. 9-216309

**DUAL COMFORT ELBOW SUPPORT**
Now you can treat injured elbows with a comfortable elbow support combined with medically accepted cold therapy. This CorPak Elbow support can conveniently provide two aspects of the R.I.C.E. treatment regime, namely Ice and Compression. (Rest and Elevation round out the treatment). Our unique CorPak cold therapy pack conveniently attaches itself to the inside of this support, making it easy to apply. Align the pack with the elbow’s lateral epicondyle, where therapy is needed. Universal size. 9-216502

**ENVELOPE ARM SLING**
Lightweight cotton/poly fabric makes this sling comfortable, durable and easy to wear. Strap adjusts easily to ensure a proper fit. Fits either arm. Machine washable. 9-216190 9-216191 youth size

**ELASTIC PULL-ON ANKLE BRACE**
Aids stiff, swollen and painful ankles and arches. Ideal for sports, work, home and leisure. Dual-tension elastic, figure-eight construction. Provides compression and a reassuring feeling of ankle strength. 9-216321

**AIRLITE ANKLE BRACE**
Support and stabilization. Features rigid, contoured outer shells and air-adjustable bladders. Resists inversion better than taping. Medical grade, perforated brushed tricot filler allows airflow to help reduce swelling and edema. Ideal for athletic performance. Best when worn with absorbent sock and laced shoes. Universal sizing, 91/2” (24cm) tall. 9-216370

---
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**AIDS FOR DAILY LIVING**

**WALKING BELT**

These extra strong white nylon walking belts feature the following: washable pre-shrunk nylon webbing, Velcro closure, two vertical handles on the sides and one horizontal handle on the back. Excellent for assisting patients while walking or for hydro/aquatic therapy.

- **Child**: 20-5413NWB1275
- **Adult**: 20-5413NWB1250
- **X-Large**: 20-5413NWB1225

**GAIT/TRANSFER BELTS**

Designed to protect one’s back while transferring or lifting patients. Made of all-natural low-stretch 100% cotton webbing. This color-fast material will not stain clothes. Available in 4 sizes and also available in your choice of non-rust Nickel or Plastic side-release buckles.

- **Plastic buckle**:
  - 20-541353036P; 20-541353048P; 20-541353054P; 20-541353060P
- **Nickel buckle**:
  - 20-541353036N; 20-541353048N; 20-541353054N; 20-541353060N

**No item numbers indicate size.**

**HIP/KNEE EQUIPMENT KIT**

Includes four household, dressing and bathing items for clients recovering from hip and knee surgery:
- **26” or 32”-long Reacher**
- **Sock Aid with Foam Handle**
- **Plastic 16 1/4” Shoehorn**
- **Bendable Contoured 18”-handled Sponge**

**ADL RESOURCE LIBRARY**

Improve functional outcomes quickly and easily when you provide your clients with these illustrated instructions. Collection of 156 reproducible ADL information cards, two pocket sheets to organize up to 6 cards each for photo copying, and 35 fullpage instruction sheets allow the therapist to produce individual-specific programs.

**DRESS EZ DRESSING STICK**

Combines two functions in one aid - dressing stick and shoehorn. Call for item.

**STANDARD WHEELCHAIR**

Economy wheelchair with elevating legrests. Call for item.

**TRANSFER BOARDS**

Call for item.

**STANDARD TRANSPORT CHAIR**

Call for item.

**CURB AND RAMP TRAINING SET**

- Three curbs with handles can be nested and conveniently stored under ramp platform. Natural wood finish with anti-slip safety tread in ramp.
- Ramp platform 44” x 84”
- Ramp incline graduates from 3/4” to 8” high
- Curb sizes:
  - 40” x 40” x 6”
  - 36” x 36” x 4”
  - 32” x 32” x 2”

**REACHERS**

- A. EZ Reacher Call for item.
- B. Handi-Reacher Call for item.
- C. Pick-Up Reacher Call for item.

**BUTON HOOK W/ ZIPPER PULL**

The Hook answers buttoning needs, and the Zipper Pull attaches to hard-to-handle zipper tabs, making it easier to zip. Call for item.

**PATIENT AIDS**

- **A** Call for item.  
  - Dual Release Folding Walker w/wheels (adult)
- **B** Call for item.  
  - Deluxe Forearm Crutches (medium)
- **C** Call for item.  
  - Low Profile Quad Cane (small base)
- **D** Call for item.  
  - Adjustable Offset Cane
- **E** Call for item.  
  - Universal Aluminum Crutches (adult)

**MASTER TWO STEP FOOT STOOL**

- **Chrome plated handrail**
- **20” wide x 31” Long x 18” high with 9” steps**

- 19-26756-w/ handrail
- 19-26755-w/o handrail
Rehabilitation Accessories and Supplies

Lower Extremity Exercise

**ARCHXERCISER**
Relieves sore feet effectively by strengthening the intrinsic & extrinsic musculature of the foot. Treats a variety of common foot ailments including plantar fasciitis and heel spur syndrome. Useful for rehabilitating the foot & ankle after surgery, it also improves an athlete’s and dancer’s jumping performance. 20-5405FED1

**CLINIC MODEL BAPS BOARD**
This system produces controlled, calibrated, predictable stress on lower leg, ankle, and foot. It is ideal for closed kinetic chain exercise and simultaneous strength, ROM, and neuromuscular rehabilitation at multiple joints. Levels of ROM and strengthening are adjustable. Two-year limited warranty. Very helpful for early ACL & Achilles tendon rehab programs. Includes limiter, 5 ball attachments, and rack storage system, four 21/2-lb (1.1kg) weight plates, 2 weight rods, and manual. 20-106047116

**FIT DISC**
Stand on it or sit on it! Inflate to desired firmness. The Fit Disc is used to improve balance and posture, to build up back muscles and to exercise foot and leg muscles. 13” Diameter x 2-1/4” Deep. Inflates with a standard ball needle and pump! 20-4233214

**STABILITY TRAINER**
Used in exercise programs to improve motor skills and balance, particularly among the elderly, and for knee, back and ankle rehab.

Blue/Soft 20-8223304
Green/Firm 20-8223305
Blue/Soft (set of 2) 20-8223306
Green/Firm (set of 2) 20-8223307

**ROCKER & WOBBLE BOARDS**
The highest quality balance boards available. The rocker is designed for beginner/intermediate applications and the top is inlaid with a durable cork for the ultimate in skidproofing. The wobble boards are sold in 20” beginner and 16” intermediate versions. The wobbles are covered in a skid-proof navy vinyl material.

Rocker/20’ Beginner 20-5450532701
Wobbler/20’ Beginner 20-5450532702
Wobbler/16’ Interm./Adv. 20-5450532703
Balance Package (1 rocker, 2 wobble set & stand) 20-5450532705

**VESTIBULAR DISC**
The inflatable vestibular disc mimics both the movement and shape of the inflatable ball when used on any seat. Use it on the floor as a standing disc for balance training, proprioception and strengthening of the lower extremities.

20-71301038 14”
20-71301039 24”

**LEG/ANKLE EXERCISER**
The #1 choice of professional sports teams, schools, physical therapy clinics and anyone who has injured and/or weakened ankles. The Elgin™ Leg/Ankle Exerciser is the industry standard for lower leg & ankle progressive resistance exercise. The Elgin™ Exerciser is the best ankle exercise system in the industry simply because it works. Therapists prefer to work with known weights, rather than hydraulics, for measuring a patient’s success. The Elgin™ performs load-resisting inversion, evasion, dorsiflexion & plantar-flexion exercises. 14-54LE125B; 14-54LE125BK accessory package

**BOSU® BALANCE TRAINER**
The BOSU Balance Trainer has a bladder weight of 8 pounds, and a dually over-molded platform for extra strength. It has a smooth, non-skid, non-marking base. The BOSU Balance Trainer has a blue dome with logo detailing, light grey clamp and platform, and includes a foot pump. BOSU Integrated Balance Training Manual and DVD. 20-54735

**ADJUSTABLE SLANT BOARD**
The 3-Position Slant Board is the ideal platform to stretch the fascia on the bottom of your foot to relieve the pain of plantar fasciitis, and for calf stretches. 20-544595052

**PROSTRETCH® SINGLE ANKLE EXERCISER**
Maintains safe, stable alignment of the ankle joint for a consistent stretch every time. The Standard Single is made from heavy-duty rigid plastic. Standard sizes fit shoe sizes from 6–13 and Large fit shoe sizes above 14. 20-71101170

**PROSTRETCH® DUO ANKLE EXERCISER**
Maintains safe, stable alignment of the ankle joint for a consistent stretch every time. The Standard Duo is made from heavy-duty rigid plastic. Standard sizes fit shoe sizes from 6–13 and Large fit shoe sizes above 14. 20-71101173

**PROSTRETCH MOTION ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM™ COMPLETE**
Allows patients to safely add resistance while performing lower extremity stretching, strengthening, and range of motion exercises. Includes light, medium, and heavy cords. Progressive resistance system. 20-71101174
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**< SLASTIX® TONERS 4’**

The original covered tubing & patented Slastix technology makes Slastix Toners the safest, most durable and cost effective alternative to conventional exercise bands. The full length of the latex resistance tubing is covered with a nylon protective sleeve.

Slastix Toners protect the tubing from wear, nicks and cuts, UV rays, as well as from being over-stretched. If you ever “max out” the length of the band, you know it is time to go to a heavier resistance. Slastix Toners carry a 1 year home use and 6 month commercial use warranty.

- **20-81ST48VL** Purple – Very Light – 10 lbs
- **20-81ST48L** Yellow – Light – 15 lbs
- **20-81ST48M** Red – Medium – 20 lbs
- **20-81ST48H** Blue – Heavy – 25 lbs
- **20-81ST48VH** Green – Very Heavy – 35 lbs
- **20-81ST48SH** Silver – Super Heavy – 50 lbs

---

**FIT-STIK™ BODY SCULPTING SYSTEM**

Welcome to the next generation of resistance training. Build muscle strength, increase lean muscle mass and burn fat with this portable full body gym.

Welcome to the next generation of resistance training. Build muscle strength, increase lean muscle mass and burn fat with this portable full body gym. Experience for yourself why the Fit-Stik™ was voted one of the world’s best new fitness products at the SGMA Super Show in Las Vegas, NV, the largest sporting good retail expo in the world.

Includes: Slastix® Toner, Fit-Stik™, door anchor, poster & work out video.

- **4 feet:**
  - 20-81FS4M Medium; 20-81FS4H Heavy
- **6 feet:**
  - 20-81FS6M Medium; 20-81FS6H Heavy

---

**CANDO® PLYOMETRIC WEIGHTED BALLS**

The plyometric weighted balls are soft and pliable, for easy grasping with one hand or two. These flexible weights easily bounce off a wall or rebounder, allowing for single patient exercise. Use these soft weights for strength exercise, balance training and plyometrics. Each ball maintains the same constant diameter of 5” regardless of its weight. They are color coded to indicate weight.

- **Tan/1.1 lb. (0.5 kg.)**
- **Yellow/2.2 lb. (1.0 kg.)**
- **Red/3.3 lb. (1.5 kg.)**
- **Green/4.4 lb. (2.0 kg.)**
- **Blue/5.5 lb. (2.5 kg.)**
- **Black/6.6 lb. (3.0 kg.)**
- **Set of Six (1 of each color)**

---

**CANDO® HAND EXERCISE WEB**

Perform flexion, extension, opposition and supination, all with one handy exerciser. 7”

- **20-14C551368** light-Red
- **20-14C551369** medium-Green
- **20-14C551370** heavy-Blue
**Thera-Band & Exercise Putty**

- We feature 5 color-coded resistances. Begin your program with the tan or yellow and gradually increase the resistance as your hand gains strength.
- Promotes increased ROM, grip strength & dexterity.

**1 lb. containers**
- Super Soft Tan: 20-54FG010
- Soft Yellow: 20-54FG110
- Medium Soft Red: 20-54FG210
- Medium Firm Green: 20-54FG410
- Firm Blue: 20-54FG510

**5 lb. containers**
- Super Soft Tan: 20-54FG050
- Soft Yellow: 20-54FG050
- Medium Soft Red: 20-54FG250
- Medium Firm Green: 20-54FG450
- Firm Blue: 20-54FG550

---

**Medicine Ball Rack**

- Welded Steel Frame Construction
- Grey Powder-Coat Exterior
- 12" W x 12" D x 38" H • Balls not included

**Economy Rebounder Package**

- Simple design
- Package includes rebounder, set of 5 balls and wall rack

**TheraBand Exercise Ball**

Inflatable balls used to strengthen muscles, to improve posture and help prevent back pain. Each exercise ball comes with two plugs and an inflation adapter, along with the Thera-Band Exercise Ball Guide Poster detailing 24 exercises.

**TheraBand Exercise Bands and Tubing**

- Latex Bands available in 8 color-coded levels of resistance.
- Natural Rubber Tubing available in 7 color-coded levels of resistance.
- Latex-Free Bands available in 5 color-coded levels of resistance.

Proper use of these systems for resistive exercise provides both positive and negative force on the muscles, improving strength, range of motion and cooperation of muscle groups. Color-coded progressive resistance gives at-a-glance documentation of progress from one level to the next.

---

**TheraBand Hand Exerciser Ball**

Provides variable resistance training for hands, fingers and forearms, and increases dexterity.

**Economy Horizontal Storage Rack**

The universal racks can accommodate both the core and coreless 50 yd (45.7 m) bands and all 7 yd (5.5 m) bands. The universal tube rack comes with an E-Z loading mechanism to facilitate wrapping of tubing onto the dispensing spindles. Racks come with a shelf for additional convenience. The rack is stackable.

**Economy Vertical Storage Rack**

The universal racks can accommodate both the core and coreless 50 yd (45.7 m) bands and all 7 yd (5.5 m) bands. The universal tube rack comes with an E-Z loading mechanism to facilitate wrapping of tubing onto the dispensing spindles. Racks come with a shelf for additional convenience. The rack is stackable.

---
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ROLYAN’ STACKING CONES
Washable, non-toxic and impact resistant acrylic cones are 4.25” (11cm) high with 2.5” base diameter. 6 colors.
30 cones w/plastic base 20-14CA5001
30 cones w/wooden base 20-14C1498
12 replacement cones w/o base 20-14C149801

PLASTIC STACKING CONES
Textured cones provide a non-slip grip and tactile stimulation. Washable. 7” tall.
Small cone set 20-14C5153
Large cone set 20-14C515301

ULTIMATE HAND HELPER®
• Revolving paddle grips to reduce friction and provide client comfort
• Snap-on, range-limiting clips to easily grade and evaluate patient progress
• Sturdier frame for greater resistance in advanced hand strengthening programs
20-14C5276

E-Z EXER-BOARD
Provides resistive finger flexion, extension and lateral prehension, forearm supination and pronation, and wrist flexion and extension. Use 1” (2.5cm) hook strip and small object for increased resistive motion. Suction-cup base provides stability during exercise.
20-14Ca7251

EXTEND-YOUR-REACH EXERCISER
Develops upper extremity coordination, ROM and pinch strength. Wooden yardstick and 24 clothespins included.
20-14C5293

RESISTIVE HAND EXERCISERS
• Adjustable Hand Exerciser’s 5 positioning holes and 2 precisely calibrated springs provide range of resistance from 5-50 lbs.
• Deluxe Hand Exerciser combines 3 springs and 5 settings for resistance from 10-100 lbs.
• The Pro Hand Exerciser offers 5 springs and 25 tension settings for 5-150 lbs. of resistance.
20-14C5299 Adjustable; 20-14CA846-1 Deluxe; 20-14C5508-74 Pro

ADJUSTABLE HAND GRIP
Product Size:
A: Heavy 10~40KG (Spring 2.8mm)
20-155A4GH
B: Light 5~20KG (Spring 2.3mm)
20-155A4GL

25-HOLE PEGBOARD W/COLORED PEGS
Develops dexterity and eye-hand coordination with a variety of manipulative hand and upper extremity motions. 10” square lacquered pegboard. Latex free.
20-14C5328

MANIPULATION BOARD
Helps clients exercise fine motor skills and gain strength in performing common tasks. Hardware and closures typically used in the home are mounted on a 24” x 15” wooden board. Includes doorchain lock, electric outlet plate, padlock, key lock, faucet, hook & eye lock and luggage lock. Predrilled for mounting. Latex free. 20-14C5312
20-14C531201 optional holders

GRADED PEGBOARD
Features five rows of graded-height pegs, each size painted a different color. Helpful for advanced training of size and depth perception. Board, measuring 10” x 12”, has 30 pegs; the tallest size is 23/4”. 20-14C8180

ROLYAN’ BASIC ERGONOMIC HAND EXERCISER
Provides progressive resistive hand strengthening. Lightweights frame uses clips to block flexion and extension and permit custom fit for different hand sizes.
20-14C8180

E-Z EXER-BOARD
Provides resistive finger flexion, extension and lateral prehension, forearm supination and pronation, and wrist flexion and extension. Use 1” (2.5cm) hook strip and small object for increased resistive motion. Suction-cup base provides stability during exercise.
20-14C7251

E-Z EXER-BOARD
Provides resistive finger flexion, extension and lateral prehension, forearm supination and pronation, and wrist flexion and extension. Use 1” (2.5cm) hook strip and small object for increased resistive motion. Suction-cup base provides stability during exercise.
20-14C7251

HAND AND FINGER EXERCISE SYSTEM
Develops isolated finger strength, flexibility and coordination as it builds hand and forearm strength. Each finger is appropriately challenged on its own spring-loaded button. This provides a quantitative tool for evaluating progress.
20-14CA39710 set of 5 w/display
20-14CA39715 1.5 lbs.
20-14CA3973 3 lbs.
20-14CA3975 5 lbs.
20-14CA3977 7 lbs.
20-14CA3979 9 lbs.

EASY GRIP PEGBOARDS
Colorful 1.875” high (5cm) knob-shaped plastic pegs are easy to grasp and stack. Jumbo pegs provide easier manipulation. 25-hole rubber-like board (8.375” x 8.375” x 5/8”) (21 x 21 x 1cm) is durable and flexible.
20-14A85111 30 standard pegs/25-hole board

WRIST EXERCISER
Allows patients to perform flexion and extension exercises anywhere. Regular use strengthens grip and forearms. Adjustable resistance can be calibrated from 0-20 lbs.
20-14C7441
Hand and Occupational Therapy
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MANUAL ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT ACTIVITY TABLE

The 1-1/4” thick durable hardwood core is covered with a burn and scratch resistant Formica top and is finished with a vinyl bumper edge. Welded under frame provides extra support. 14 gauge steel legs measure 1-1/4” diameter, are braced to ensure stability and permit height to be adjusted from 21-29”. Finished with non-marking steel-capped swivel floor glides. Choose from Rectangular or Horseshoe Shaped models.

A. 60”W x 66”L x 29”H 21-75WQF2245WL
B. 24”W x 48”L x 29”H 21-75WQF2239AK
30”W x 60”L x 29”H 21-75WQF2241AK

SOFT CURVE GAS LIFT TABLE

- 1-1/8” laminate top with sit-close cut-out on all sides
- Gas spring assist lever for easy height adjustment
- 30” base also available with optional casters (-081).

12-247417G

SEE PAGE 85 FOR THESE TABLETOP EXERCISERS.

KANAVEL/CIRCUMDUCTOR TABLE

A hand, wrist and forearm table with graded resistance designed for a full range of muscle training for metacarpophalangeal joints and knuckles, wrist circumduction and pronation and supination of arms. A bracket supports six pulleys above the table and weights beneath for finger flexion, abduction and adduction.

- 24” wide x 36” long x 29” high. • Natural finish.
- 6 each 2 1/2 lb. weights. (1.1kg) • All metal parts electroplated.
- Wood grain laminate, scratch resistant top.
- Optional graduated weight sets for progression from lighter to heavier. Six sets of weights. Each set consists of one 1/4 lb., 1/2 lb., 1 lb. and 1 1/2 lb. weights.

14-26620
14-261621 graduated weight set w/storage bracket

ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY TABLE

Smooth, quiet and fast height adjustment at the touch of a switch. Switch is pneumatic — not electric — for greater safety. Manual override crank is also standard. Large 48” x 66” (122 x 168 cm) top accommodates six clients. UL Listed. Height: 26” - 38”. Latex free.

21-14C8859M (shown)
21-14C8859D manual crank adj. only

STALL BARS & STALL BARS BENCH

A. A versatile piece of equipment that is ideal for sports medicine clinics, gyms, schools and hospitals. Exercises to improve the range of motion in shoulders can be performed from either sitting or standing position. Sections may be combined to form as large a unit as required.

- Width 36”, height 96”.
- Natural wood finish.

14-26775

B. Bench size is 14” x 23”L x 19”H.

- Black vinyl is standard.
- Natural finish is standard.

14-263020
THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

< AIRDYNE® EVOLUTION

The Airdyne® Comp’s resistance-based braking creates zero friction and considerably less maintenance than other, more complex systems. Sealed cartridge bearings provide a smooth ride, reliability and extra-long life.

14-78ADA

< AIRDYNE® DUAL ACTION

The Airdyne Exercise Bike is simply smart. Wind resistance is exponential, so the harder you pedal, the higher the resistance becomes. This naturally provides the right workout for both a novice exerciser and an elite athlete. Available in Charcoal.

14-78ADA

< UPRIGHT BIKE

BY SportsArt

This uniquely designed upright cycle has a low profile shroud that allows easy user access and the thickly padded seat features fore and aft adjustment. One touch seat adjust makes it quickly customizable to fit any size user. An advanced electronics package and heart rate control makes this a versatile piece of equipment for a variety of healthcare facilities.

14-83520u light commercial
14-83531u commercial

< RECUMBENT BIKE

BY SportsArt

This recumbent cycle is designed to accommodate users of all shapes and sizes. Features self-generating power, and unique step-through design. Its impressive infinitely adjustable mesh seat back conforms to support the user during the entire session. The bottom seat pad also adjusts to accommodate user’s needs. A state-of-the-art dot matrix display with CardioAdvisor™ and multiple programs provides endless rehabilitation options so therapists can customize their training goals.

14-83520r light commercial;
14-83531r commercial

< 220 RECUMBENT EXERCISE BIKE

The Schwinn® 220 Recumbent Bike delivers a challenging workout in a relaxed position with increased lower back support. Its padded seat adjusts in the fore/aft positions to accommodate a variety of positions for multiple users. Unmatched quality at an entry-level price point.

14-78220

< XT20 XTRAINER

BY SportsArt

Features ultra low starting resistance. Upper body movement utilizes bidirectional resistance and independent arm ROM. Also features sculpted reclining seatback, 270° rotational handles with thumb access control. Display monitors leg/arm RPM, time, distance, METS, WATTS, calories and HR.

• The XTrainer is a total body workout machine that combines independent lower and upper body resistance, which has been proven to provide better training results than any other cardio products

• Rotational handles provide a variety of training options and include fingertip controls for both lower and upper body resistance

• State-of-the-art display features advanced programmability, heart rate control and CardioAdvisor™

• Step-through design and low-impact action make it easy for any user to enjoy the XTrainer

14-83XT20LC light commercial;
14-83XT20C commercial
Rehabilitation & Exercise Equipment

THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE AND CARDIAC REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT

PRO2

Versatility makes the PRO2 the perfect choice for rehabilitation. PRO2 users exercise from a stable, ergonomically correct seat for minimal impact to human joints. Optional high support or low cut boots and wheelchair platform allow quick conversion for even the most challenged user.

Developed by rehabilitation professionals, adaptability makes the PRO2 the choice for physical therapy or total body wellness. Its effectiveness means therapists can treat more patients in less time. And its sophisticated program options make documenting functional outcome easy. Total body conditioning means PRO2 users receive benefits beyond what may have been prescribed.

The PRO2 can be appropriate for spinal cord injury, stroke, multiple sclerosis or other conditions by providing aerobic and strengthening workouts in a wide range of work levels. Cranks turn in unison, so arms can do the work and still involve legs passively. Or, the strong side of the body can support the weak side. For orthopedic rehab, range of motion can be altered as rehabilitation progresses. 14-160PRO2

PRO1000

- Adjustable crank arm system with three settings
- Crank arms reverse for rotary rowing motion
- Vertical seat adjustment with gas assisted lift and swivel
- Bi-directional movement and resistance
- Singular lever removable seat for wheelchair access, ADA compliant
- Step-through access
- Adjustable console angle to accommodate users at all positions
- Removable two position footrests and wheelchair tie downs
- Multiple position rotational level system at two points
- Heart Rate compatible with most wireless technology
- Optional wheelchair platform

14-160PRO1000

ISO1000R/ISO7000R

Recumbent Bike

- Exclusive step-through seating makes getting on and off the machine quick and easy
- Comfortable, oversized recumbent seat offers a solid foundation that eliminates rocking and instability found on other recumbent bikes
- Resistance system - 3 phase combination generator and eddy current brake with resistance output of 5 to 2000 watts
- Professional, three-piece crank system for added durability
- User-friendly contact heart rate allows user to monitor heart rate during exercise
- No minimum pedal RPM, ideal for rehabilitation and deconditioned users
- Workload dependent or independent of pedal speed
- 3 years parts / 1 year labor warranty

14-160ISO1000R
14-160ISO7000R

PRO1 UPPER BODY ERGOMETER (UBE)

- Infinitely adjustable control head with range from 36 1/2” to 61 1/4” with gas assisted lift and locking system.
- Adjustable console angle to accommodate users at all positions.
- Allows users up to 6’ 6” to work overhead while seated.
- Vertical seat adjustment with gas assisted lift and swivel.
- Step-through access.
- Adjustable crank arm system with four settings, also reversible for rotary rowing motion.
- Bi-directional movement and resistance. • Fit-Key™ technology, optional.
- Singular lever removable seat for wheelchair access (ADA compliant), standing exercise, and for use with balance balls and standing balance accessories.
- Multiple position rotational level system at two points.
- Heart Rate compatible with most wireless technology.
- Wheelchair platform included, used for standing position also.
- Removable two-position footrests and wheelchair tie downs.
- Optional Internal/External Rotation Device.

14-160PRO1
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**Therapeutic and Cardiac Exercise**  

**Therapeutic Exercise and Cardiac Rehabilitation Equipment**
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**REX TOTAL BODY RECUMBENT ELLIPTICAL**

- Super smooth exercise movement.
- Total body exercise, the legs move in a natural orbital motion and the arms in a smooth arc.
- Optimized kinetic energy for added ease of use.
- Bi-directional resistance helps create balance between reciprocal muscle groups.
- Low profile seat back for increased core recruitment.
- Features Tele-Rail® system to create a silky smooth slowing and transition at each end of the range.
- Dual position hand grips.
- Fit-Key™ technology, optional.
- Heart Rate compatible with most wireless technology.

*14-160REX*

---

**RST7000 TOTAL BODY RECUMBENT STEPPER**

It takes the unique idea of “walk up, sit down, and get a great workout” to the next level. The large, comfortable seat makes getting on and off the RST7000 a breeze. One touch start and contact heart rate make exercising and monitoring your workout easy. The unique isokinetic resistance program, ISO-Strength, allows you to get a great cardio and strength workout in one machine.

*14-160REST7000*

---

**S7100 STEPPER**

- The S7100 is a stepper that exceeds expectation.
- Virtually silent poly-v belt drive system delivers smooth consistent motion.
- Versatile programming and multiple hand grasp positions cater to any users.
- State-of-the-art display and CardioAdvisor™ make this a lasting investment for any facility.
- Dot matrix display with multiple program options.
- Horizontal and vertical handrails accommodate a variety of hand positions.
- Self-leveling non-skid foot pedals Cordless, self-powered design.

*14-83S7100*

---

**SPORTS ART 822 ELLIPTICAL TRAINER**

The 822 elliptical trainer is an exceptional value for any light duty commercial setting. This trainer features 3 preset programs, interval training, 2 heart rate control programs and multiple feedback options. The 18”-26” electronically adjustable stride provides unique versatility that will satisfy members of all shapes and sizes. Reverse mode makes it ideal for rehabilitation and the low-impact stride is easy on joints.

*14-160E822*
**T650me MEDICAL/REHAB TREADMILL**

- ECO-POWRTM motor uses up to 32% less energy than traditional motors while still delivering 5.0 hp of performance
- Equipped with medical/rehab specific features such as a 3% decline to 15% incline range, reverse speed up to 3 mph and adult and pediatric medical handrails
- MyFlex™ deck cushioning system delivers proportional cushioning effects regardless of user weight and is so durable it has a lifetime warranty
- Large 22" x 62" belt provides ample walking space and is constructed from carbon-weave, low friction material that is resistant to static build-up
- -3-12 mph range in .1 mph increments
- -3-15% incline range • 5.0 hp ECO-POWR™ motor
- Full medical handrails standard
- User rated to 500 lbs. • Weight: 352 lbs.
- Dimensions: 83”L x 33”W x 56”H

**14-83650me**

- Same as 650me, but without the backward speed range.

**14-83610hr**

- 77” x 37” x 54”; motor: 3.0 hp DC; running surface: 20” x 58”; speed range: 0.1 - 11 mph

**T620 TREADMILL**

- The T620 is a perfect fit for an array of fitness facilities
- Equipped with a visually stimulating dot matrix display
- Large 22” x 61” running surface
- 3.2 hp motor delivers powerful performance
- MyFlex™ deck cushioning system automatically adjusts based on user weight and never loses resiliency
- Tri-color dot matrix display with multiple programming options

**14-83T620**

**AC5000M MEDICAL TREADMILL**

- Speed range from .1 - 10 MPH with reverse speeds to 4 MPH
- -3% to +12% elevation in .5 increments of adjustment
- Side handrail switches for speed and elevation
- Reversible eucalyptus deck with shock absorption
- Commercial grade 3” crowned rollers
- Oversized walking surface
- Fit-Key™ technology, optional
- Heart Rate compatible with most wireless technology, and contact heart rate
- Integrated reading rack and water bottle holder
- Dual emergency stop for added safety
- Includes side hand rails

**14-160AC5000M**

**PROFESSIONAL LOWER BACK EXERCISER**

- Heavy gauge steel oval tubing-stronger than rectangular tubing
- Contoured and bolstered cushions for comfort and support with no exposed folds or flaps
- Cold rolled solid steel plates with integrated incremental weights on most units, to allow for 3lbs and 6lbs increments
- Gas assisted seat adjustments and color coded range of motion limiters
- Kevlar reinforced belts, internally lubricated cables and deep channel pulleys with sealed bearing centers
- Selectorized strength series item • Weight Stack: 242 lbs. • Length: 59”; Width: 49”; Height: 70”

**14-83A932**
ECONOMY BACK EXTENSION EXERCISER

- 6-Step Bi-directional Adjustable Resistance
- Smooth Hydraulic Resistance Output
- Professional & Ergonomic Design
- Streamline Shape, No Pressure Point Design
- Muscle Strengthening and Rehab
14-155774

PROFESSIONAL EXERCISE TABLE

These exercise tables are specifically designed to strengthen and develop specific leg muscle groups through progressive resistance exercises. Some of their outstanding features are: Ease in changing resistance patterns by varying angles between two lever arms. Rotating, sliding and adjustable padded leg rests. Clearly visible range of motion indicator. Available in all Bailey colors.
Disc weights not included.
- Permitting hip extension exercises, hamstring curls, quadricep strengthening exercises, as well as upper extremity exercises. The tapered backrest is operated by gas spring and adjusts from 0° to 90°.
- Adjustable headrest (removable)
- Contoured handholds with non-slip grips
- Thigh support strap (removable)
- Two permanently mounted chrome plated torque units with sealed ball bearings
- Each torque unit has one adjustable 6˝ weight-holder and one 8˝ screw-in weight-holder
- 30˝ wide x 22˝ deep x 30˝ high
- Back height 27-1/2˝ to top of headrest
- Top upholstered in Black vinyl
14-26345

ECONOMY LEG PRESS

- Size: 1620(L)X610(W)X1260(H)mm
- 6-Section Adjustable Resistance
- Smooth Resistance Output
- Professional & Ergonomic Design
- Streamline Shape, No Pressure Design
- Muscle Strengthening
- Circuit Training Applicable
- Train Muscle Group - Quadriceps, Gluteus Maximums
14-155765

ECONOMY EXERCISE TABLE

- One torque unit (interchangeable)
- One adjustable 6˝ weight holder
- 30˝ wide x 31˝ deep x 30˝ high
- Top upholstered in Camel vinyl
14-26351
A Revolution in Chiropractic Therapy

PowerVibe Whole Body Vibration devices provide a safe, fast and effective way to accelerate rehabilitation and make adjusting easier. WBV allows the user to gain all of the physiological benefits of exercise in only 10 minutes a day! It is easy to implement and easy to use, and practitioners can bill insurance or charge cash for vibration therapy.

PowerVibe Motion
Oscillating Vibration
- Promotes Weight Loss
- Increases Mobilization
- Expands Range of Motion
- Strengthens the Core

PowerVibe Balance
Elliptical Vibration
- Best for Elderly Patients
- Improves Balance & Coordination
- Increases Circulation

PowerVibe Pro II
Vertical Vibration
- Accelerates Training
- Strengthens Muscle
- Increases Flexibility
- Combats Osteoporosis

All three devices come with exercise and training guides for easy use and implementation.

Expand your practice offerings with PowerVibe!
WHOLE BODY VIBRATION

POWervibe Pro II

The PowerVibe Pro II uses vertical vibration for maximum muscle toning, lymph drainage, and flexibility. The Pro II is constructed with an all steel frame and high-grade ABS outer shell. Wheels on the back make the WBV machine easy to move. The easy to use controls let you focus on gaining strength and flexibility.

- Frequency Range: 20 - 50 Hz
- Frequency Adjust: 1 Hz increments
- Max. User Weight: 300 lbs
- Machine Weight: 45 kgs / 99 lbs
- Unit Dimensions: 30” wide x 31” deep x 53” tall
- Platform Area: 25.5” wide x 20” deep
- Time Settings: 1 - 10 minutes
- Auto Programs: 10 variable time/Hz settings
- Input Voltage: 110V

66-168PROII

Powervibe Zen Pro

The PowerVibe Zen Pro uses vertical vibration for maximum muscle toning, lymph drainage, and flexibility. The Zen Pro is constructed with an all steel, heavy-duty frame. The personal coach in the control panel lets you focus on gaining strength and flexibility exactly where you want to.

- Frequency Range: 20 - 50 Hz
- Frequency Adjust: 5 Hz increments
- Max. User Weight: 100 kgs / 220 lbs
- Unit Dimensions: 29.5” wide x 30.0” deep x 55.7” tall
- Surface Plate Dimensions: 21” wide x 14” deep
- Time Settings: 1 - 10 minutes
- Auto Programs: Total body, Upper Body, Abdominal, Lower Body, Manual
- Input Voltage: 110V ~ 120V

66-168ZENPRO

Powervibe Motion I

The PowerVibe Motion I uses oscillating vibration for maximum core strengthening and fat loss. The Motion I is constructed with an all steel frame. Wheels on the back make the WBV machine easy to move. The easy to use controls let you focus on increasing mobility and strength.

- Frequency Range: 20 - 50 Hz
- Frequency Adjust: 1 Hz increments
- Max. User Weight: 100 kgs / 220 lbs
- Unit Dimensions: 25” wide x 23” deep x 51” tall
- Surface Plate Dimensions: 21” wide x 14” deep
- Time Settings: 1 - 10 minutes
- Auto Programs: 5 variable time/Hz settings
- Input Voltage: 110V

66-168MOTI

POWervibe Balance I

The PowerVibe Balance I uses elliptical vibration for maximum balance, stability, and rehabilitation. The Balance I is constructed with an all steel frame. Wheels on the back make the WBV machine easy to move. The easy to use controls let you focus on training your balance. 66-168BALI
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UPPER AND LOWER EXTREMITY, ROM AND STRENGTH TRAINING

PRONOSUPINATOR™ EXERCISER

The magnetic resistance Wrist Exerciser is constructed with a steel base for secure wall mounting, and it has ultra quiet adjustable magnetic resistance for smooth operation. Bidirectional rotation allows exercise in either direction. Digital display for objective documentation. Space saver. 14-1553

MAGNETIC RESISTANCE MINI BIKE

The Magnetic Resistance Restorator is constructed with a steel base and high friction rubber feet for secure floor or OT table positioning, and it has ultra quiet adjustable magnetic resistance for smooth operation. This portable minibike is somewhat different than other similar products in the market. The manufacturer added an additional pulley and belt inside to obtain a smoother exercise experience. Plus, a smart design that integrates with the rest of this line of equipment separates it from the competition. 14-1555

CHURNER™ EXERCISER

The magnetic resistance Churner™ Exerciser is constructed with a steel base and suction cups for secure OT table positioning, and it has ultra quiet adjustable magnetic resistance for smooth operation. Bidirectional rotation allows exercise in either direction. Digital display for objective documentation.

- User’s arm length determines the most suitable handle adjustment necessary
- 5-Section adjustable resistance
- Strengthen the muscle group of upper arm and shoulder
- To train the extension of shoulder joints
- Fashionable design match clinic/home display
- Can be moved and affixed by suction cups

14-1551

SLIDER™ MINI BIKE EXERCISER

The magnetic resistance Wall Mount Mini Bike Exerciser is constructed with a steel base for secure wall mounting, and it has ultra quiet adjustable magnetic resistance for smooth operation. Bidirectional rotation allows exercise in either direction. Digital display for objective documentation. The position of the bike can be adjusted to exercise upper and lower extremities, can accommodate wheelchair patients and can be used in sitting or standing positions. Space-saving is one of its popular features. 14-1552

Ph: 305-994-9294 • Fax: 305-994-9295 • www.meditronics.net • email: info@meditronics.net
Shoulder ROM & Strength Training

Adjustable Dual Finger Ladder
This height adjustable dual shoulder finger ladder is wheelchair friendly and has two different ladders with different step sizes allowing the therapist the freedom to choose the more suitable ladder for his patient according to their level of impairment. 14-1556

Rangemaster™ Shoulderciser™
The magnetic resistance Wall Mount Rangemaster™ Shoulderciser™ is constructed with a steel frame for secure wall mounting, and it has ultra quiet adjustable magnetic resistance for smooth operation. Bidirectional rotation allows exercise in either direction. Digital display for objective documentation. The position of the Shoulderciser™ can be adjusted to exercise either in standing or in sitting position and can accommodate wheelchair patients. Patient improvement can be challenged continuously adjusting the length of the bilateral arms demanding more range of motion from the patient. Space-saving is one of its popular features. 14-1554

HOME USE Shoulder Pulley
Complete with two Soft Touch Foam Padded handles with Lock Ball Adjustor, cord, nylon pulley with door attachment and instructional booklet. Poly bagged. 14-53SSPSBK

Magnetic Resistance Shoulder Wheel Exerciser
The magnetic resistance Shoulder Exerciser is constructed with a steel base for secure wall mounting, and it has ultra quiet adjustable magnetic resistance for smooth operation. Bidirectional rotation allows exercise in either direction. Digital display for objective documentation. 14-1560

AXIAL Resistance Shoulder Wheel
The most versatile wheel manufactured today.
- 6” to 39” range of motion
- Smooth resistance, calibrated to monitor progress
- Choice of grips, exactly right for each exercise
- Height adjustment for standing or seated patients
- Interchangeable attachments with holder/bracket
- Chrome plated • Wall mounted
14-26600

SHOULDER Finger Ladder
A single vertical unit with 36 steps at 1.25” intervals. Offers progressive mobility of arm at shoulder, elbow and wrist joints. Smooth finished hardwood construction.
- 2” wide x 54” long x 1.375” thick
- Hardwood with natural finish
- Mounting hardware not supplied
14-24A4020

Wall Pulley
- Consists of wall bracket, pulley, rope and 2 handles
- 5” wide x 20” long x 18” high
14-26757

Hardwood Shoulder Wheel
Ball bearings and brake shoe linings make the resistance mechanism more sensitive to motion. Shoulder wheel is mounted on hardwood frame. Arc of motion ranges from 10” to 39” by moving the handle.
- Adjustable in height as much as 26”
- Diameter 37.5” • Wall mounted
14-26605 chrome-plated
14-24ASW413 powder painted (not shown)
CHEST PULLEY SYSTEMS

A. Tripex Pulley Ceiling Mount
Three pairs of padded handles mount at floor level, chest height and from the ceiling. Clearance should be 10’ (3m) to install. 14-14C922184

B. Duplex Pulley System
Choose the Pulley Weight system that suits your therapeutic needs. All systems include 10 disc weights totaling 25 lbs. Each plate is approximately 2.5 lbs. Assembly required. Mounting hardware not included. Pulley Accessories (below) expand exercise options on all Pulley Weights. Latex free. 14-14C922182

C. Single-Column Pulley System
Choose the Pulley Weight system that suits your therapeutic needs. All systems include 10 disc weights totaling 25 lbs. Each plate is approximately 2.5 lbs. Assembly required. Mounting hardware not included. Pulley Accessories (below) expand exercise options on all Pulley Weights. Latex free. 14-14C922181

ELGIN PULLEY SYSTEMS

Pulleys feature a durable & attractive nickel-chrome-plated finish over heavy-gauge tubular steel frames, special weight pans for slotted disk weights, floor-to-ceiling adjustment capabilities in 1.25 lb. increments, overhead bars for triplex capabilities and durable polyester braided rope.

A. Deluxe Single Pulley System 14-5401664
B. Lightweight Single Pulley System 14-5401665
C. Lightweight Double Pulley System 14-5401665D

SYNERGY COMPLETE SPINE REHAB SYSTEM

This system offers multi-use applications for all spinal rehabilitation. The first “no headache” implementation rehab program, includes instructional videos specific to injury, progresses patients through a 3-phase rehab program. Durable, cushioned rehab equipment assures comfort for maximum office compliance. All accomplished in just a few feet of space! Everything you need for Complete Spine Rehab:

- Professional Wall Mounted Stations:
  - (2) 3’ Brackets, (1) Triangle Bracket,
  - (3) Oversized Clamps, Installation Hardware
- Clinical Support Implementation includes step by step procedures, current CPT codes, Rehab Forms, plus more.

14-4233026
WALL GYMS

Wall Gym 2000

A quality fitness / rehab system that is easy to install, easy to use, is professional high quality and extremely versatile. The Lifeline Wall Gym 2000 can be used for clinical or home rehab or fitness training. For Physical therapists, all rehab practitioners, fitness facilities and at-home fitness. By having interchangeable pulleys that change heights in seconds as well as interchange cables in seconds. This allows for multiple angles of resistance and multiple resistance levels.

Wall Gym 2000 comes with:

- (8) 2.5’ resistance cables (two of each: R2, R4, R6 and R8)
- (1) 5’ R6 resistance cable
- (1) height adjustable 3-in-1 cable pocket
- (2) triple grip handles
- (1) lifting bar
- (1) ankle/wrist attachment
- (6) snap lock pulleys
- (1) extended overhang
- (1) fitness/rehab instruction book

14-53-6WG2000

Wall Gym 4000

The Lifeline Wall Gym 4000 is a total rehab fitness center for home or the office. It combines the best features of a wall pulley/weight machine and a treadmill. If you’re short on time and space, the Wall Gym 4000 is a great all-around value.

Wall Gym 4000 comes with:

- (7) 5’ resistance cables (R3-R9)
- (2) triple grip handles
- (2) cardio belts
- (1) lifting bar
- (1) ankle/wrist attachment
- (6) snap lock pulleys
- (1) extended overhang
- (1) fitness/rehab instruction book

14-53-6WG4000

Workstation

The Lifeline Work Station provides an unmatched level of convenience and versatility. Speed through a complete workout by having everything you need in one spot.

- lightweight and easy to use
- perfect for beginners to intermediate users
- excellent for aerobics classes, sports training and at-home training

Workstation comes with:

- (8) 30” resistance cables (two of each: R2, R4, R6 & R8)
- (1) height adjustable 3-in-1 cable pocket
- (2) triple grip handles
- (1) lifting bar
- (1) cardio belt
- (1) ankle/wrist attachment
- (1) fitness/rehab instruction DVD

14-53-6WS
WALL GYMS & TREATMENT FURNITURE

Rehabilitation & Exercise Equipment

WEB-SLIDE EXERCISE RAIL SYSTEM

Utilizes exercise devices that provide resistance, ROM, stretching and traction. It is compact and includes everything needed - fixtures, exercise devices, and instructional materials - to quickly and effectively train and monitor patients. Mounting hardware included.

14-89830

CLASSIC TRAINING STAIRS

Small, straight staircase designed for use where space is limited. Platform: 24” L x 30” W Two steps: 30” W x 6” H Three steps: 30” W x 4” H. 14-24S500030

TRAINING STAIRS W/REMOVABLE BUS STEP

- Straight staircase designed for departments with lower ceilings
- Overall length 55” Over all height 40”
- Height to platform is 12”
- Comes complete with Bus Step
- Width 30”
- 3 Steps and 2 Steps
- Riser Size 6” x 10” and 4” x 10”
- Platform size 30” x 24”
14-26809

PLATFORM MOUNTED PARALLEL BARS

- Stainless steel handrails with bumper ends
- Uprights are ultra-heavy telescoping steel tube
- Adjustable height and width
- Height controlled by spring loaded plungers for easy adjustment
- Platforms have durable satin topcoat and solid hardwood ends
- Safety treads at both ends on platform models
14-24PP2007

POSTURE MIRRORS

An invaluable aid to Physical, Speech, Occupational Therapy and Sports Medicine Departments. May be used in a variety of ways: in exercise and weight rooms, or with parallel bars and training stairs. Generously sized, distortion-free 1/4” plate glass mirrors are mounted in natural finish hardwood frames. Mobile units furnished with 2” casters.

A. Without wheels 14-26702
B. With wheels 14-26700
C. 3-Way Mirror 14-26701

FOLDING PARALLEL BARS

Stainless steel handrails. Easy storage when not in use. Unique stabilizer bars stiffen the rails. Heavy gauge steel uprights with spring plungers and sure lock, positioning knobs allow for sure, easy height change. Height: 22” to 35” Width: 16” to 24” Length: 7’
14-24PF30A

FOOT PLACEMENT LADDER

Foot Placement Ladder with adjustable cross bars for different length steps. Reinforced metal crossties. An aid in coordinating hip and knee flexion while walking. Dimensions: 12” W x 70” L
14-26210
Power height adjusting parallel bars. Digital display on conveniently located, user-friendly control panel shows exact bar height. Memory buttons allow storage and recall of four separate bar height settings. Microprocessor control unit ensures synchronous operation of all four columns. Heavy-gauge 1½" diameter (3.8 cm) stainless steel handrails on three-section slim line lifting columns that provide maximum lateral stability, even in the highest bar position. Height adjusts monitoring functions ensure reliable operation and safe switch-off in case of a fault. Slip-resistant platform.

- Weight Capacity: 400 lbs (181kg) on stainless steel hand rails
- Height Range: 26" to 48" electrically adjusted
- Width Range: 15" to 25" manually adjusted
- 29" w between columns
- Platform: 7’ or 10’ x 43” w

14-169700  7 feet
14-169702  10 feet

These sturdy and stable folding parallel bars with a 42˝ base require only 14˝ of floor space when not in use. Wood base unit comes with one stabilizing bar to lock parallel bars in open position. Steel case unit comes with two stabilizing bars. To store the space saving bars, simply unlock and slide until handrails are nearly touching. Add 3˝ to length when folded.

A. Length 7’ (shown)
- Wood base measures 5” x 36 “ x 1”thick • Handrail size 1.5”
- Height adjusts from 28” to 42” • Width between rails 22.5”
14-26597W7

B. Length 7’ (shown)
- Steel Base 5” x 42˝ x 0.25” • Same features as above
14-26597S7

C. Length 5’ Pediatric (not shown)
- Toddler size • Handrail size 1”
- Steel base measures 5” wide x 42” long
- Height adjusts from 14” to 20” • Width adjusts from 15” to 25”
14-26596

The assessment protocols are designed to quantify a person’s ability to maintain balance while standing. While the subject stands on the platform, data from force sensors, at each corner of the plate are collected. These data are then processed to compute the motion of the CoP, which is compared to the Standard Limit of Stability of the subject. This information is then used to produce printable reports displaying the Stability Scores along with other balance related parameters. The physician report also displays normative data for age matched normal population for comparison purposes. The software includes provisions for both static and dynamic balance assessments through the availability of diversified types of tests, test patterns and difficulty levels. Therapists may use the built-in training modes with a great deal of ease and flexibility. In addition, the system allows the design of unique, individual training protocols when specific deficits are identified during the test phase. The system enables positive visual feedback to the patient and automatically calculates results based on the person’s weight and level of difficulty.

Wall Mount Folding Parallel Bars

Adult size wall mount bars that solve space problems by folding against a wall. Single plunger/lock keeps bars steady when in use. Wood base plate included.

- Wood base measure 5” wide x 42” long x 0.75” thick.
- Height adjusts from 26” to 42”
- Length 7’ • Handrail size 1.5”
- Width between handrails 22.5”
14-26595
MOBILE 2-SIDED STORAGE RACK AND CUFF WEIGHT SET

This sturdy double-sided mobile storage rack by Elgin™ holds up to 300 lbs. The white vinyl-coated pegboard allows you to design your own storage layout. Made of heavy gauge welded-steel, this rack is powder-coated with an attractive coffee color. Complete with 16 hooks and chrome-plated lower rack for convenient additional storage.

14-5404WCDPLUS

WALL MOUNT CUFF WEIGHT RACK SET

- 90 lb. total capacity
- Holds up to 6 cuff weights
- Polished stainless steel rack
- Set includes 6 cuff weights from 1/2 lb. to 3 lbs.

14-124WMCWRS

DELUXE EXCURSER™

- Used for upper or lower body exercises at home, the office or while traveling.
- Automatic, multi-functional electronic monitor with LED display.
- Quick dial with variable resistance.

14-618010

WALL MOUNT LADDER BAR RACK EXCURSER

Can be used as a flexion shoulder ladder and/or a bar rack to store bars (Weight bars not included.) 8 levels provide a wide range of motion.

14-244716B

ECONOMY PEDAL EXCURSER™

Can be used for upper body exercises by placing it on a table and using your arms or for lower body exercises placed on the floor and pedaled with your feet. Extremely lightweight: 5 lbs (2.25 kg).

14-618020

THERAPY STRAIGHT WEIGHTS WALL RACK & BARS

- Steel construction
- Angled slots for bars
- Brown powdercoat finish
- Holds 5 bars
- No assembly required
- 14” W x 3” D x 17” H

19-1127300

WALL MOUNTED DUMBELL RACK SET

The racks are designed to hold up to ten dumbbells. They are constructed of solid welded steel and chrome-plated finished. The set includes the wall rack and a vinyl dumbbell color-coded set.

Vinyl Dumbbell Set:
- 1 each: 1 thru 10 lb. Dumbbells

14-5404WCD4
**Treatment Furniture**

**Treatment Furniture & Patient Handling**

---

**UPHOLSTERED MAT PLATFORM**

- Six solid oak legs held in place with three bolts each
- Extra center support
- Ultra firm 2” thick padding
- Custom bumper strips protects vinyl top
- Frame secured by steel angle
- 18” standard height with 21” height option

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14-24MO24046</td>
<td>4’ x 6’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-24MO24047</td>
<td>4’ x 7’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-24MO24057</td>
<td>5’ x 7’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-24MO24068</td>
<td>6’ x 8’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FOLDING MAT PLATFORM**

This efficient, space saving, upholstered top mat platform locks into position against the wall when not in use. Extending out a mere 7” when folded, it leaves the surrounding floor space clear for other use.

- 4’ x 7’ x 20’ with 2” top
- Mounting hardware not included
- Herculite (R) #20 Navy standard
- Extends 7’ from wall when folded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14-26458</td>
<td>4’ x 7’ x 20”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**STEEL FRAME MAT TABLE**

- Welded tubular steel frames and legs, with fully finished and burnished welds.
- 34 oz. Heavy-duty vinyl with Permablock 3(R) bacterial protection.
- 2” Firm density foam tops.
- Radiused, seamless corners on upholstered components
- 900 lb. Weight capacity
- Electric models feature 120 volts, 60 Hz motor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21-169640</td>
<td>4’ x 7’ electric height adj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-169642</td>
<td>4’ x 7’ manual adj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-169644</td>
<td>4’ x 7’ fixed height</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ALLIANCE™ HYDRAULIC PATIENT LIFT HE**

- Designed to provide the utmost in safety, comfort and affordability to the caregiver and patients.
- Multi tilt spreader bar for additional stability and comfort
- Lift/Lower emergency backup system
- Interchangeable battery system
- Foot pedal base opening for wheelchair/commode access
- Large easy grip handles
- Low 4.5” base height for maximum stability
- 400 lb. safe working load weight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21-61900</td>
<td>heavy duty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ALLIANCE™ BATTERY POWERED PATIENT LIFT**

- Designed to provide the utmost in safety, comfort and affordability to the caregiver and patients.
- Multi tilt spreader bar for additional stability and comfort
- Lift/Lower emergency backup system
- Interchangeable battery system
- Foot pedal base opening for wheelchair/commode access
- Large easy grip handles
- Low 4.5” base height for maximum stability
- 400 lb. safe working load weight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. 21-61902</td>
<td>heavy duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 21-61904</td>
<td>heavy duty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MAT TABLE HA90M**

The Hill Adjustable Mat Table is specially designed to be dependable and sturdy, as well as the most attractive and affordable mat table on the market. All of the working mechanisms for the HA90M are safely enclosed within an acrylic, thermo-plastic base which is not only durable, but easy-to-clean. A vinyl bumper guard protects the edges of the table-top from damage and recessed support legs on the steel welded framework permit obstruction-free movement around the table. Powered by an electric actuator, the Hill Adjustable Mat Table adjusts smoothly and quietly from 20’ to 33’.

**Standard Features:**
- 2 1/2” medium-density Ultra Cell foam for comfort and support
- Standard height of 20” - 33”
- Lifting capacity of 700 lbs.
- Elevates from low to high in 15 seconds
- Protective vinyl bumper guard surrounds perimeter of table top
- Upholstered with highly-durable, low-maintenance vinyl in choice of 20 colors
- Choice of gray or beige base
- Electric requirement - 110 volt, 60 Hz, 2.7 amp.
- One-year warranty on parts and labor
- UL Listed

21-136HA90M

---

**STAND-ASSIST LIFT**

- Designed to provide the utmost in safety, comfort and affordability to the caregiver and patients.
- Multi tilt spreader bar for additional stability and comfort
- Lift/Lower emergency backup system
- Interchangeable battery system
- Foot pedal base opening for wheelchair/commode access
- Low 4.5” base height for maximum stability

21-61906

---

**PH: 305-994-9294 • Fax: 305-994-9295 • www.meditronics.net • email: infome@meditronics.net**
Examination, Treatment and Adjusting

Adjusting Table W/Face Cutout & Armrests - 860

- Overall Height: 22" (56cm)
- Overall Width: 24" (61cm)
- Overall Length: 72" (183cm)
- Frame Type: Powder Coated Steel
- Weight Capacity: 400 lbs (183kg)
- Face Cutout: Yes

APEX Stationary Table

- Size: 24” x 72” L; 19-28” height adjustment
- Table foam thickness: 3”
- Armrests: 2”
- Headrest: 4”
- Frame Type: Powder Coated Steel
- Weight Capacity: 450 lbs

APEX Lift Table

- Size: 24” x 72” L; 21.625 - 29.25”, with optional 25.625 - 37.25” height adjustment
- Table foam thickness: 3”
- Armrests: 2”
- Headrest: 3”
- Frame Type: Powder Coated Steel
- Weight Capacity: 450 lbs

LuKA-BASIC

- Smooth, reliable electric lift actuator
- Easy foot controlled powerlift height adjustment
- Lifting Capacity: 442 lbs / 201kg
- Length: 77” / 196cm (Table top)
- Width: 27” / 68cm
- Weight: 125lbs/57kg
- Height Range: 19.7”/50cm ~ 35.5”/90cm
- Cushion: 2.5”/6.5cm multi-layer Soft-foam system
- Upholstery: Durable standard PVC upholstering
- Strong pneumatic lift controlled headrest
- Height adjustable lowered armrest
- Angle adjustable lowered armrest

1-125LUKAB

Treatment Table 851

- Overall Height: 30” (76cm)
- Overall Width: 28” (71cm)
- Overall Length: 72” (183cm)
- Frame Type: Powder Coated Steel
- Weight Capacity: 400 lbs (183kg)
- Face Cutout: Yes
- Weight: 82 lbs (37kg)
- Additional Height Available: Yes
- Height 1: 19” (48cm)
- Height 2: 25” (64cm)
- Height 3: 36” (91cm)

1-12851

Examination Table 850

- Overall Height: 30” (76cm)
- Overall Width: 28” (71cm)
- Overall Length: 72” (183cm)
- Frame Type: Powder Coated Steel
- Weight Capacity: 400 lbs (183kg)
- Face Cutout: No
- Weight: 82 lbs (37kg)
- Additional Height Available: Yes
- Height 1: 19” (48cm)
- Height 2: 25” (64cm)
- Height 3: 36” (91cm)

1-12850

Examination Table 857

- Overall Height: 30” (76cm)
- Overall Width: 28” (71cm)
- Overall Length: 72” (183cm)
- Frame Type: Powder Coated Steel
- Weight Capacity: 400 lbs (183kg)
- Weight: 96 lbs (43kg)
- Additional Height Available: Yes
- Height 1: 25” (64cm)
- Height 2: 36” (91cm)

1-12857

SEE FOOT STOOLS ON PAGE 65.
Adjusting, Hi-Lo, IST & Adjusting Tool

**CHIRON**

The Chiron is light to carry, effortless to open (no loose parts) and simple to manipulate. The Chiron is tough enough to withstand the requirements of the most demanding use. Available in your choice of contoured or straight top. Includes five position face rest and user-friendly paper roll holder.

- Width: 21"
- Length: 66"
- Height: 18"
- Weight: 23 lbs (Standard Version)

130-134CHIRON

**CHIRON PRO WITH DROPS**

- Flexible Face Rest Range
- Lumbar Adjustment
- Thoracic Adjustment
- Hand Rests
- Width: 21"
- Length: 66"
- Height: 18"
- Weight: 23 lbs (Standard Version)

Options:
- Top Straight, Contoured (Drop version available in Contour Top Only)
- Carry Case

130-125CHIRONPRO

**EUROTECH BENCHMARK ADJUSTABLE - E9141**

- Adjustable tilt headpiece
- Adjustable height
- Heavy duty steel frame
- Paper holder/cutter
- Powder coat durable finish (black/white)
- Arm rests
- Seamless cushions
- High impact levelers
- 24" wide x 72" long (82" w/extension)
- 2" High density foam thickness
- Fixed heights available: 19", 22", and 25"
- Table weight approx. 90 lbs.
- Working weight 450 lbs.

11-134E9141

**EUROTECH BENCHMARK STATIONARY - E9138**

- Heavy duty steel frame
- Paper holder/cutter
- Powder coat durable finish (black/white)
- Arm rests
- Seamless cushions
- High impact levelers
- 24" wide x 72" long (82" w/extension)
- 2" High density foam thickness
- Fixed heights available: 19", 22", and 25"
- Table weight approx. 90 lbs.
- Working weight 450 lbs.

11-134E9138

**THOMAS HERITAGE 7 DROP TABLE**

- Drop Pelvic
- Drop Chest
- Drop Headpiece
- Tilting Headpiece
- Paper Attachments
- Variety of colors, cloth or naugahyde
- Any height 16" to 30", specify height

12-1304502E

**ERGOSTYLE BASIC - EB9050**

- Tilt headpiece
- Accelerator pelvic drop
- Paper roll holder and cutter
- Unitized steel frame
- Seamless cushions
- Adjustable from 18" - 24".

Options:
- EB89295 – Elevating Pelvic Section
- EB89288 – E-Z Tilt Headpiece
- EB89493 – Forward and toggle drop with tilt and elevation

12-134EB9050

**ERGOSTYLE BENCH - EB9030**

- Unitized steel frame
- Seamless cushions
- Multi-fit arm rests
- Paper roll holder and cutter
- Bottleneck shape
- Available from 18" - 24"

11-134EB9030

**CHIROPRACTIC ADJUSTING TOOL**

The smart choice in thrust adjustment devices. When only light force or precise line of thrust are required, the reflex gun is the solution. 0-32 lb. adjustable thrust range, replaceable soft tips available and 120 day warranty.

67-4215064
**MagikSolution Vita**

- Max weight capacity: 600lbs/270kg
- Length: 73"/186cm (Table top), including headrest 83.6"/213cm
- Width: 30"/76cm
- Weight range: 30": 54lbs/24.5kg
- Fixed height: 30.5"/77.5cm
- Cushion: 2.5" thick multi-layered soft-foam system
- Upholstery: Super durable standard PVC upholstering
- 4-end rounded corner
- Both-end outlets for headrest
- Super-strong European beech wood
- A reinforced arm sling included
- Includes headrest

**1-125VITA**

---

**MagikSolution Key West + Box + AH**

- Max weight capacity: 600lbs/270kg
- Length: 71.6"/ 182cm (Table top), including headrest 82.2"/209cm
- Width: 28"/71cm, 30"/76cm available
- Weight range: 28": 77lbs/35kg, 30": 83.7lbs/38kg
- Cushion: 3" thick multi-layered soft-foam system
- Upholstery: Super comfort Skin-touch luxurious upholstering
- Rounded corners
- Sliding cabinet door
- Headrest outlets on both-ends
- Double leg lock knobs
- Adjustable height from 22" up to 32"
- Super-strong European beech wood
- Luxurious headrest and armrests included

**284-125KEYWEST**

---

**MagikSolution Vita + Tilt**

- 11-Position elevating back rest
- Max weight capacity: 600lbs/270kg
- Length: 73"/186cm (Table top), including headrest 83.6"/213cm
- Width: 30"/76cm
- Weight range: 30": 54lbs/24.5kg
- Fixed height: 30.5"/77.5cm
- Cushion: 2.5" thick multi-layered soft-foam system
- Upholstery: Super durable standard PVC upholstering
- 4-end rounded corner
- Both-end outlets for headrest
- Super-strong European beech wood
- A reinforced arm sling included
- Includes headrest

**1-125VITA-T**

---

**MagikSolution Life w/Face Cut-Out**

- Max weight capacity: 600lbs/270kg
- Length: 72.8"/ 185cm (Table top)
- Width: 30"/76cm
- Weight: 30": 72.7lbs/33kg
- Fixed height:30.7"/78cm
- Cushion: 2" thick multi-layered Soft-foam system
- Upholstery: Super durable standard PVC upholstering

**1-125LIFE**

---

**MagikSolution Vita + Shelf**

- An open storage shelf
- Max weight capacity: 600lbs/270kg
- Length: 73"/186cm (Table top), including headrest 83.6"/213cm
- Width: 30"/76cm
- Weight range: 30": 54lbs/24.5kg
- Fixed height: 30.5"/77.5cm
- Cushion: 2.5" thick multi-layered soft-foam system
- Upholstery: Super durable standard PVC upholstering
- 4-end rounded corner
- Both-end outlets for headrest
- Super-strong European beech wood
- A reinforced arm sling included
- Includes headrest

**1-125VITA-S**

---

**MagikSolution Life + Tilt**

- Max weight capacity: 600lbs/270kg
- Length: 72.8"/185cm (Table top)
- Weight: 30": 83.7lbs/38kg
- Fixed height:30.7"/78cm
- Cushion: 2" thick multi-layered Soft-foam system
- Upholstery: Super durable standard PVC upholstering

**1-125LIFE-T**
**ATT 300**

- Intersegmental traction.
- Ultra smooth nylon massage rollers.
- Roller pressure is adjustable with LED roller height indicator.
- Vibration is selectable.
- Timer: 0-30 minutes
- Treatment for full spine or selectable for one area.
- Comes with neck and knee pillow
- Standard dimensions: 25”H x 22”W x 72”L
- Weight: 220 lbs.

17-134ATT300

Optional 26” wide top. 120-134ATT300-HC
Optional remote control. 120-134ATT300-WT

**THOMAS HERITAGE 10**

- Paravertebral mobilization
- 8 massaging rollers
- Spring-loaded carriage
- Built in foam pad
- Extra wide 24” table
- Adjustable Vibration
- 30 minute flush mounted timer
- Split face and pillow included
- Standard height: 26”
- Available in any height up to 30”
- Variety of colors, cloth or naugahyde
- One year, unconditional warranty (excluding upholstery)

17-1304551B

**ERGOWAVE**

- Intersegmental traction.
- Size: 24”H x 25”W x 78”L
- Treatment Area: 25”
- Roller Height Adjustment: 3”
- Timer: 30 Minutes
- Cycle Time: 13 Seconds
- Roller Rotation: Counterclockwise
- Max Patient Weight: 350 lbs.
- Optional leg bolster

17-69080

**QUANTUM 400**

- Intersegmental traction.
- Simple and easy to use controls
- Remembers last treatment settings
- Lock feature prevents patient from changing settings
- Ultra smooth nylon massage rollers
- Roller pressure is adjustable with LED display
- Vibration is selectable (0-30 minute timer)
- Treatment for full spine or selectable for one area
- Includes gel neck roll, bolster knee pillow and protective cover for foot area

17-133Q400

17-133Q400P w/patient assist bar
The 3D ACTIVE TRAC is the most advanced traction/decompression, manipulation and treatment table ever made. Its all-in-one design and state-of-the-art technology give you the widest range of therapeutic techniques available. The 3D table can be adjusted to accommodate painful postural deformities that are impossible to treat with conventional traction/decompression tables. And traction can be applied in conjunction with manual techniques to improve spinal posture and mobility.

The ELITE Traction is a state-of-the-art traction table with a four piece top offering two friction free lockable sections as well as a lift up back section. The design of this table allows for complete freedom in all traction set-ups. Features the Surround Elevating Bar and Quality Actuators and Gas Struts.

17-55ELITE

ADP 400 TRACTION TABLE W/TX UNIT

- Electric High-Low • Hand Control
- Optional Foot Control • Optional Factory Installed Castors
17-66874K package (includes traction stool, CTD and harness)
17-66876 TTET traction plan (not shown)
17-66878K TTFT traction plan (not shown)

The 3D ActiveTrac consists of an adjustable table and a traction force generator. It is designed to exert a therapeutic distraction force on the patient’s spine to relieve pressures on structures that may be causing pain. It produces the forces and positions required to cause decompression of the intervertebral discs, that is, unloading due to distraction and positioning. Conditions that may be treated include back pain, neck pain, herniated disc, protruding disc, degenerative disc disease, posterior facet syndrome and sciatica. 17-1083DACTIVE
**INTEGRATING HEALTH & WELLNESS**

**Pivotal Health Solutions**

**Doc Innovative Decompression Table**

*FDA Cleared*

$15,999

Includes 90 days of FREE SUPPORT from Dr. Bryan Hawley. To learn more about Dr. Hawley visit our website.

**Free Demo Video**

**DOC Decompression Table**

**Ergostyle Ergonomic Flexion Tables**

Ergostyle FX counterbalanced flexion addresses the core needs of chiropractors. The Ergostyle FX is a sophisticated table that offers full, ultra smooth counterbalanced flexion at its lowest height (19") and quietly elevates to its full height of (32").

**Ergostyle™ FX**

Pivotal Health Solutions was formed with the mission of becoming one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of quality built, technology driven products to the health and wellness industry. In this journey Pivotal Health has strategically brought together some of the industries finest brands.

Spinal decompression is defined as vertebral unloading due to distraction and spinal positioning. Spinal decompression may not be an alternative for spinal surgery.

**Medical Electronics**

MAKE THE PIVOTAL CHANGE

Your Local Dealer: Medical Electronics, Inc., Miami, FL

www.Meditronics.net | (305) 994-9294 or (866) MEDITRO
Decompression

Decompression

Eurotech DOC Decompression Table - E9011

Take your Chiropractic practice to the next level with Eurotech’s DOC Decompression Table. The unique design of the new DOC table utilizes a state-of-the-art digital command center for specific vertebral targeting, separate lumbar and cervical decompression programming and continuous readout and graphing of treatment protocols. In addition, the digital command center also controls table elevation and rear flexion all at the push of a button. 12-134-E9011BS

Standard Features

The DOC list of standard features is impressive:
- Digital (DOC) Command Center which includes:
  - Specific Vertebral Targeting
  - Separate lumbar and cervical decompression programming
  - Continuous readout and graphing of treatment parameters
  - Interactive color display
- Pre-Programmed lumbar and cervical decompression protocols
- Customizable treatment protocols
- Traction Belting System - Can enhance restraint for optimal decompression. This helps the body create greater internal disc pressure which aids in the reduction of spinal problems.
- Built-in safety features
- User-defined treatment hold and relax times
- Real-time digital treatment tracking
- Table elevation
- Reference library - including patient setup and training materials
- CD player with AM/FM radio and headphones for patient relaxation

Axial Rotation and Lateral Flexion

Axial Rotation and Lateral Flexion can be done simply with the press of a button and manipulation of the guide bar at the rear of the pelvic section. The doctor or practitioner can move the flexing section to its proper position such as lateral flexion or axial rotation. This is unlike other units that have a direct and straight pull only. In addition, this system comes with auto flexion capabilities.

Options

- Printer
- Snap on upholstery covers
- Elevation foot pedal
- P-A Flexion foot pedal
- Slow Motor
- Black or white base

Technical Specifications

- Power consumption: 120V 50/60 Hz
- Current consumption: 5 Amps Max

Standard Table Dimensions

Retracted length 77”
Extended length 86”
Max length with touch screen arm 92”
Thoracic/Lumbar cushion width 24”
Cervical cushion width 17”
Hand pad to hand pad width 30”
Hand pad to touch screen arm (max width) 44”
Standard height to top of cushion (min) 21”
Standard height to top of cushion (max) 29”
Standard height to top of touch screen arm 36”
**ELECTRIC FLEXION DISTRACTION**

**ELECTRIC FLEXION TABLE E9100**

Eurotech tables are specifically designed for the doctor who wants the ease and convenience of an electric flexion table that does more than simply flex up and down or laterally side to side, limiting treatment parameters at best. Our tables offer superior quality, excellent features, and the most affordable price tag on the market today. You may look harder, but you will not find any better.

**Standard Features:**
- Adjustable Face Cushions
- Extension / Flexion Headpiece
- Paper Roller, Cutter and Guide Bar
- Ankle Extension w/ Elevation
- Handle Bars
- Break-Away Abdominal
- P-A Flexion (Electric)
- Variable Speed Control
- Flexion Timer
- Black Base
- Flexion Handle (Rear Flexion Only)
- Comfort Cushions
- SST Straps

**ErgoStyle™ FX Optional Features:**
- Upgrade to autoFlexion – In the automatic mode, complete control of manual flexion and reproduction is maintained.
  - All critical information is displayed on the digital interface control:
    - Range • Speed • Timer
  - Auto Set feature that logs minimum and maximum angles set manually and reproduces in AutoFlexion Mode. Speed, time and angles are adjustable during treatment.
  - Comfort Zone: patient initiated safety feature reduces flexion speed and angle, and gradually increases with each stroke to original set points.
- Patented Accelerator™ III Manual Cocking Drops provide faster acceleration with increased tension. Available for Thoracic, Lumbar and Pelvic sections, and can be added at purchase or as a future upgrade. (Patent #6,679,905)
- Break-away elevating chest with infinite locking capability and single side control assures proper patient “fit”
- Choice of 4 headpieces
- T-Bar for manual Flexion
- Package includes all air handling hardware, hoses, flow controls and air cylinders with mounting hardware. Does not include air compressor.

**Additionl Options:**
- Rear Lateral Flexion
- Front Lateral Flexion
- Axial Rotation (Rear Flexion Only)
- Long Axis Distraction – administered via remote digital module this feature allows the doctor to administer long axis traction or spinal decompression by distracting the pelvic section away from the center line as little as one eighth inch to as much as six inches.
- Cervical Distraction Headpiece – this feature allows the doctor to apply manual distraction, decompression and/or flexion to the cervical vertebrae.
- Electrically Assisted Manual Flexion - this feature allows the doctor to use the electric flexion table as an electrically assisted manual flexion table giving the doctor complete control over the flexion.
- Elevator • Toggle headpiece
- Drops: cervical, thoracic, lumbar, pelvic
- Air Drops • Snap Covers
- Extended length for 4 drop option
- Special width cushions (2” or 4” wider)
- Extended heights beyond 26”

**ErgoStyle® FX Optional Features:**
- Electric Elevation from 19” to 32” (48 cm - 81 cm) with single foot control and expanding covers over lifting mechanism
- Speed: 19” to 32” (48 cm - 81 cm) in 13 seconds
- Manual flexion distraction with variable electric spring tension allows smooth, counterbalanced flexion, extension or circumduction with the touch of a finger (flexion 17°, extension 14°, side bending 40° total)
- Tilting headpiece with fixed face cushions
- Extending self-locking ankle rest with ankle cuffs
- Lift Capacity: 400 lbs (181 kg)
- Table Length: 69.5” to 76” (177 cm - 193 cm)
- Table Weight: 320 lbs (145 kg)
Eurotech’s Manual Flexion adjusting and manipulation table allows optimum correction of spinal or disc problems and yet can still do double or triple duty as an exam, adjusting or therapy table. This fully biomechanical table allows the doctor to perform all ranges of spinal correction, flexion, extension and axial rotation. Eurotech tables include a sturdy base and frame system with contoured grips and new powder coating.

**Base Table Standard Features:**
- Adjustable Face Cushions
- Extension / Flexion Headpiece
- Paper Roller, Cutter and Guide Bar
- Ankle Extension w/ Elevation
- Black Base • Handle bars
- Flexion Handle (Rear Flexion only)
- Comfort Cushions • SST Straps
- P-A Flexion (Manual)

**ErgoStyle HYLO Standard Table - EH9510**

- Fixed table height: 23.5” (60 cm)
- Tilting degrees: 0 to 63 degrees
- Tilting mechanism: Gear drive hydraulics with a “soft stop” in the down position
- Constant flow electronics allow a constant tilt speed with Automatic Weight Compensation regardless of patient’s weight and height
  - Tilt speed Up: 9 seconds
  - Tilt speed Down: 11 seconds
- 23.5” (60 cm) seamless cushions with multi-density foam
- Powered front and rear sections allow full power adjustment of table length
  - Powered chest extension: Extends 14.5” (37 cm)
  - Powered pelvic extension: Extends 14.5” (37 cm)
- Single side controls to power chest and pelvic extension
- Table length adjustment: 4’ 6” - 6’ 11” (137 cm - 212 cm)
- Footplate: Foldaway
- Ankle Rest: Fixed position
- Controlled safety system: 2 step tilt down control
- Table weight: 405 lbs (184 kg)
- Improved ergonomics that include bilateral control placement, handle design, free falling accelerating drops and gas spring assist on headpieces and drops
- Modular design, allows for future upgrades

**ErgoStyle HYLO Optional Features:**
- Break-away elevating chest with infinite locking capability and single or bilateral side control assures proper patient “fit”
- Elevating pelvic section with single or bilateral controls and gas spring assist for ease of use
- Choice of 4 headpiece model upgrades from basic tilting to full drops, all with adjustable face cushions
- Patented modular Accelerator III
- Tuck-away footboard

**Standard Table Dimensions**
Any table may be ordered from 21” to 26” as measured from the floor to top of cushions.
- Length 65”
- Extended 75”
- Ankle Extension width 23”
- Pelvic cushion width 22”
- Thoracic/Lumbar cushion width 20”
- Cervical cushion width 16”

**Customize Your Table With These Additional Options**
- Rear Lateral Flexion
- Front Lateral Flexion
- Axial Rotation (Rear Flexion Only)
- Long Axis Distraction – administered via remote digital module this feature allows the doctor to administer long axis traction or spinal decompression by distracting the pelvic section away from the center line as little as one eighth inch to as much as six inches.
- Cervical Distraction Headpiece – this feature allows the doctor to apply manual distraction, decompression and/or flexion to the cervical vertebrae.
- Toggle headpiece
- Elevation
- Drops: cervical, thoracic, lumbar, pelvic
- Air Drops
- Snap Covers
- Extended length for 4 drop option
- Special width cushions (2” or 4” wider)
- Extended heights beyond 26”

12-1349110
**Stationary Drop Tables**

**EUROTECH STATIONARY DROP TABLE**
- Adjustable Face Cushions
- Extension / Flexion Headpiece
- Paper Roller, Cutter and Guide Bar
- Ankle Extension w/ Elevation
- Black Base
- Comfort Cushions
- Length 65"
- Extended 75"

Options:
- Elevation
- Drops: cervical, thoracic, lumbar, pelvic
- Snap Covers
- Extended length for 4 drop option
- Special width cushions (2” or 4” wider)
- Extended heights beyond 26”

12-134-9130

**ERGOSTYLE ES2000 STATIONARY TABLE**
- Tilting headpiece with fixed face cushions
- 22” (56 cm) width seamless cushions with multi-density foam
- Paper Roll Holder and Cutter
- Extending Ankle Rest
- Lifting Capacity: 400 lbs (181 kg)

Optional Features:
- Upgrade to Auto-Cocking Simple selector switches allow choice of one, two or three drops in any combination for repeated use.
- Patented modular Accelerator™ II manual and Auto-Cocking drop design provides faster acceleration with increased tension and future upgradeability
- Break-away elevating chest with infinite locking capability and single or dual side control assures proper patient “fit”
- Choice of 4 headpiece model upgrades from basic tilting to full drops, all with adjustable face cushions
- Optional Drops with bilateral controls

Table Options:
- ES95005 – Breakaway/Elevating Chest
- ES95006 – Accelerator™ II Thoracic Drop
- ES95007 – Accelerator™ II Lumbar Drop
- ES95008 – Accelerator™ II Pelvic Drop
- ES95009 – Elevating Pelvic Section

12-134ES9100 elevation; 12-134ES9200 elevation w/auto cocking
12-134ES9110 elevation 230V; 12-134ES9210 elevation 230V w/auto cocking

**EUROTECH TRADEMARK TABLE**
- Adjustable Face Cushions
- Extension / Flexion Headpiece
- Paper Roller, Cutter and Guide Bar
- Ankle Extension w/ Elevation
- Adjustable Abdominal
- Comfort Cushions
- Length 65"
- Extended 75"

Additional Options:
- White Base or Black Base
- Electric Lift Elevation (18”-26”, 21”-29”, or 24”-32”)
- Drops: cervical, thoracic, lumbar, pelvic
- Foot Cocking Drops (shown on closeup)
- Special Width Cushions (2” or 4” wider)
- Extended Height beyond 26”

12-134-E9012
Ph: 305-994-9294  •  Fax: 305-994-9295  •  www.meditronics.net  •  email: info@meditronics.net

Winco’s 653N CareCliner is the standard in the line. Non-porous blow molded fold down side trays with cup recess are mounted on both sides. Each chair in the CareCliner Series features a standard Trendelenberg release with handle accessible from either side. It also has a built-in ergonomic headrest, adjustable elastic bands on the back frame that provide exceptional comfort and an elastic open seat base. All of these features combine to create the ultimate in comfort, durability and value. For use in Dialysis, Oncology, Acute Care & other clinical environments.

1-12653N

The 585 Lifecare Recliner features blow-molded side panels with convenient recessed grip areas and a one-section foot/legrest. It has such standard features as 5” TotalLock casters, non-porous blow molded tray with removable locking function and heavy gauge expanded vinyl. Winco model 586 is identical but removes the tray option.

17-134iTRAC

The 681 Transfer Recliner provides all the comfort of a resident chair with all the versatility of a stretcher. The chair can lay completely flat and both arms can lower. The legrest is both independent and adjustable with a foldout footrest. The 681 has all the standard features of the Classic Comfort Series like 5” TotalLock casters, heavy gauge expanded vinyl and steel reinforced frame. 400 lb. weight capacity/21” seat width.

1-12681

Increase your standards for Cervical Curve Restoration
Patented technology  •  modern presentation  •  versatility

A new era in extension traction therapy, patented iTrac technology offers the exclusive variable rate progressive traction to maximize patient comfort and effectiveness of traction treatments

Five years of research and development bring you the most technologically advanced, computer-controlled cervical extension traction system. The iTrac’s revolutionary treatment logic provides doctors with an exceptionally effective tool to deliver scientifically researched and proven therapy protocols for restoring the cervical curve and reducing forward head posture. iTrac offers innovative design, high-tech predictability and patient-pleasing comfort to forward-thinking corrective care practitioners.

Effective Patient Management
Software allows you to record and monitor patient progress. Easily enter and retrieve exam and x-ray information.

Valuable Report Tool
Allows you to print professional treatment recommendation reports and progress reports at the touch of a button.

17-134iTRAC
POWER ECHO IMAGE TABLE

Table features an all-welded steel base and frame, plus a dependable, safe, single-motor, enclosed lift mechanism. The table also includes an 11-position headrest, easy wheelchair access, a hospital-grade plug, a hands-free foot control and an 8” wide x 11” deep drop leaf window. 110 volt/60 Hz./2.8 amps. Capacity is 400 lbs. 1-244620

VASCULAR TABLE

The vascular table features an electric adjustable height range and electric tilting table top (head and foot end tilt 20°), protractor for table top angle measurement and manual lift back with switch activated gas spring. Includes a 2.5” thick, high density, foam padding, an all-welded steel base and frame, a fold-down echo window, an 8” wide x 11” deep fold-down section, hands-free foot controls and 110 volt/60 Hz./2.8 amps. Capacity is 400 lbs. Approximate weight 225 lbs. You have your choice of upholstery colors with grey base. 1-244690

PAIN MANAGEMENT TABLE

This radiographic translucent table will be a valuable solution for your pain management procedures. 240-134FLUORO

EPIDURAL POSITIONING DEVICE

Increase your efficiency in operating rooms, labor and delivery suites, pain centers, and anywhere epidurals and spinal blocks are performed. The Epidural Positioning Device (EPD) allows you to position patients correctly and comfortably by encouraging cervical, thoracic and lumbar flexion while maintaining a solid and stable position. The chest is amply supported to stabilize the back. The EPD is very useful at Pain Centers and any other facilities where operating room (OR) table clamps are not available. With smooth, rolling casters you can position the EPD for any seated patient. Locking brakes anchor the EPD in place. For added stability the stand features a locking tether for securing it to a bed or a gurney. The small footprint of the LDS allows for easy storage when not in use. With simple adjustments and ease of mobility, the EPD Package 2 is always ready to use. 191-134EPD

SIGNATURE SERIES EXAM TABLE

The 5100 series line of precision built exam tables come standard with the most innovative and requested feature in the industry. UMF’s high quality doesn’t come at the expense of practicality or affordability. Every UMF exam table is designed to provide maximum patient comfort and years of trouble-free use. There’s a reason the 5100 series is the most recognized and imitated line of exam tables in the industry. Width: 26.5” (67.3cm) Height: 35” (88.9cm) Length: 51”-72” (129.5cm-182.9cm) 1-1525190

PODIATRY TABLE -HA90P

The Hill Adjustable Podiatry Model is designed with several features usually associated with far more expensive podiatry chairs. Powered by electric actuators, the HA90P has three distinct adjustable motions. Adjustable height provides a comfortable 23” to 36” working range. A recline feature tilts the entire chair to any desired angle. The electric tilt back may be completely lowered to convert the HA90P to a flat table. Special features include a pull-out foot section for taller patients; a removable, adjustable-angle, stainless steel pan; an adjustable headpiece for patient comfort; and fold-back armrests.

Standard Features:
- Electric foot-pedals to control height, back, and tilt angle of seat
- Height may range from 24” to 37”
- Foot section extends within a 12” range
- Removable stainless steel pan slides out of sight under foot section
- Fold-up arm rests
- Plastic cover over foot section
- Width - 24”

13-136HA90P
**PHYSICAL THERAPY**

**ADAPTA TREATMENT TABLES**

This undercarriage access allows for sitting or standing upright during treatment without compromising your posturing or positioning. Never compromise your back, or your patient’s comfort again, with the easy height adjustment. The Adapta adjusts from 18” to 38” (46 cm to 97 cm), lowering for easy wheelchair access or raising to 38” (97 cm) for accommodating gurneys.

**MANUAL PROFESSIONAL TILT TABLE**

- This table requires 15 percent fewer turns than previous units. Heavy duty gears and bearings will provide years of trouble-free service.
- 32° high.
- Retractable adjustment handle.
- Tilts from full vertical to 12° below horizontal.
- Chrome plated frame.
- Black vinyl is standard.

21-269500

**ELECTRIC PROFESSIONAL TILT TABLE**

- Powered by a quiet, heavy duty electric motor that assures smooth, vibration-free adjustments. The pneumatic hand-held control pendant provides safety and control on either side of the table, and comes with an 84” cord.
- 32° high.
- Motor: 115 VAC, 2.7 AMPS and thermal overload protection.
- UL hospital grade plug.
- Power cord 120” long.
- Tilts from full vertical to 12° below horizontal.
- Chrome plated frame.
- Black vinyl is standard.

21-269505

**ADAPTA MESA**

- Adapta i-Skin patient surface
- Economical Naugahyde option
- 450 lb. lift capacity
- Gas-assist moving sections
- Integrated retractable caster system
- 18” - 37” height range adjustable via six easy-to-reach cordless pedal controls

21-633191

**ADAPTA SUMMIT 7**

- 7 section treatment platform
- PosturFlex (optional)
- i-Skin patient surface • 450 lb. lift
- Gas-assist moving sections
- Integrated retractable caster system
- 18” - 37” height range adjustable via six easy-to-reach cordless pedal controls

21-633211 i-Skin
21-633221 PosturFlex

**ADAPTA SUMMIT 3**

- 3 section treatment platform
- PosturFlex (optional)
- i-Skin patient surface • 450 lb. lift
- Gas-assist moving sections
- Integrated retractable caster system
- 18” - 37” height range adjustable via six easy-to-reach cordless pedal controls

21-633201 i-Skin
21-633231 PosturFlex

**ADP 300/100/340/140 TREATMENT TABLES**

- ADP 300 features 2 fully adjustable sections:
  - Head section: 30° to -90° (one finger control)
  - Foot section: 0° to 75°
- 400 lb lift capacity
- Adjustable height range between 17.5” to 38” (45 cm to 97 cm)
- Standard hand control for elevation
- Optional foot control
- Integrated rear casters
- Optional retractable front caster

21-6ADP300 300 treatment table
21-6ADP100 100 treatment table

Bariatric 40 wide / 500 lb. lift
21-6ADP340 340 treatment table
21-6ADP140 140 treatment table
CHANGING AND BARIATRIC

CHANGING TABLE
(A MUST FOR FACILITIES ACCOMMODATING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS)

The motorized table effectively lowers to 18” above the floor for easy access, allowing patient transfer with little assistance. This helps eliminate back strain and pain from lifting and transferring patients. Also, with an elevation of 37”, the caregiver can tend to the patient in an upright position. Hi-Lo Changing Table with one section top piece and side rails that pivot down for easy patient transfer and access. Sturdy X-Frame design uses 11 gauge steel tubing. Ideal for those schools accommodating children with special needs.

- Top dimensions: 60” x 25”
- 34 oz vinyl with antimicrobial / antibacterial protection
- Height range: 18” - 37”
- 1.5 inches of firm density foam
- 4 swivel locking casters
- Footswitch control
- 400 lb. capacity
- 120-volt 60hz motor
- Moves smoothly up and down with no horizontal travel

21-169SX1060
21-169SX1072  72 x 25 table

BARIATRIC TREATMENT TABLE
(SUPER DUTY 800 LBS.)

Top Section: Three Piece
Width: 36” • Length: 76” • Nose Opening
15” x 36” Raises 45 degrees, Lowers 90 degrees, Contoured Face/
Center Section: 22” x 36” Does not Raise
Foot Section: 39” x 36” Raises 70 degrees
Other: Four Total Lock Swivel Casters
Capacity (lbs): 800

Features:
- 34 oz. Heavy-duty vinyl with Permablok 3 bacterial protection.
- 1½” Firm density foam tops.
- Radiused, seamless corners on upholstered components.
- Top sections have welded steel support frames.
- Pivoting joints house hardened steel shoulder bolts with locking nuts to ensure years of trouble-free operation.
- Footswitch control.
- Power assisted caster system (unless noted otherwise).
- 110 volts, 60Hz motor (220 volts, 50 Hz available on special order).
- 400 lb. Lifting weight capacity (unless noted otherwise).

21-169368

BO-BATH TREATMENT TABLE

- Width: 40” • Length: 76” • 40” x 27” Rises 74 degrees
- Body Section: 40” x 49” • Minimum Height: 18”
- Maximum Height: 37” • 500 lb Lifting Capacity

21-169240

LUKA-MAT

- Lifting Capacity: 462 lbs / 210kg
- Length: 80” / 202cm (Table top), including headrest: 90”/229cm
- Width: 40”/102cm • Weight: 159lbs/72kg
- Height Range: 19.7”/50cm ~ 35.5”/90cm
- Cushion: 2.5”/6.5cm multi-layer Soft-foam system
- Upholstery: Durable standard PVC upholstering, CE Certificated
- Extra large size table top • Easy to use foot pedal
- Super quiet, strong power lift
- Both end outlets for optional headrest

21-125LUKAMAT

TREATMENT TABLE W/BAR ACTIVATED HI-LO CONTROL SWITCH

- Width: 27” • Length: 76”
- 15” x 27” Raises 45 degrees. Lowers 90 degrees.
- Contoured Face/ Nose Opening.
- Center Section: 22” x 27” Rises 30 degrees and has a spring loaded lock that must be released before the section will raise.
- Foot Section: 39” x 27” Raises 73 degrees. • Capacity (lbs): 400 lbs.
- Heavy duty steel tube Hi Lo control allows adjustment of the table height while keeping both hands on the patient and both feet on the floor. The control is designed to allow easy access from anywhere around the table without disrupting the treatment.

All AM-BA Series Treatment Tables share these features:
- Minimum Height : 18” • Maximum Height : 37”
- 34 oz. Heavy-duty vinyl with Permablok 3 bacterial protection.
- 4 Caster Base with 4” Total Lock ball bearing casters
- 110 volts, 60Hz motor

21-169BA150  1 Section  76 x 27
21-169BA234  2 Section  76 x 34
21-169BA334  3 Section  76 x 34
Cream, Oil and Lotion

MASSAGE CREME

Bon Vital® Massage Creme uses natural oils and emulsifiers to create a surface that therapists can effortlessly glide over. This creme is perfect for all skin types. This greaseless creme is available in ‘Multi-Purpose’ (fragrance free) and ‘Therapeutic Touch’ formulations.

23-25CREMEGAL Multi-Purpose with jojoba oil 1 gallon
23-25CREME36oz Multi-Purpose 36 oz. pump
23-25-TTMASSCREE Therapeutic Touch w/olive oil 1 gallon

FOOT BALM

When your feet are battle-worn, tired and sore, chances are the rest of you looks and feels that way too! For generations, hikers in the Alps relied on a combination of mountain herbs and essential oils to maintain the health, comfort and strength of their feet. Bon Vital® Foot Balm has captured the very best of these ingredients in a precisely blended creme.

100-25338T 3.38 oz.; 100-2536P 36 oz.; 100-25GaL 1 gallon; 100-25DISP dispenser

MASSAGE CREME

Bon Vital® Massage Creme uses natural oils and emulsifiers to create a surface that therapists can effortlessly glide over. This creme is perfect for all skin types. This greaseless creme is available in ‘Multi-Purpose’ (fragrance free) and ‘Therapeutic Touch’ formulations.

23-25CREMEGAL Multi-Purpose with jojoba oil 1 gallon
23-25CREME36oz Multi-Purpose 36 oz. pump
23-25-TTMASSCREE Therapeutic Touch w/olive oil 1 gallon

FOOT BALM

When your feet are battle-worn, tired and sore, chances are the rest of you looks and feels that way too! For generations, hikers in the Alps relied on a combination of mountain herbs and essential oils to maintain the health, comfort and strength of their feet. Bon Vital® Foot Balm has captured the very best of these ingredients in a precisely blended creme.

100-25338T 3.38 oz.; 100-2536P 36 oz.; 100-25GaL 1 gallon; 100-25DISP dispenser

MASSAGE OIL

The perfect blend for a soothing massage. The smooth and silky feel will satisfy everyone. A high quality product, with economy in mind.

23-25MASSOILGAL 1 gallon
23-25MASSOIL1/2GAL 1/2 gallon
23-25TTMASSOILGAL 1 gallon

MASSAGE GEL

A new concept in silky smooth massage oil has arrived! Bon Vital® Massage Oil-Gel Formulation uses the same fine traditional oils used by massage therapists but we have added a natural vegetable wax that disperses like a lotion and glides on like silk. You’ll notice a difference immediately as you feel the balanced glide of this great new product. We know you’ll agree that Bon Vital® Massage Oil-Gel Formulation will bring a whole new meaning to the word “Massage”. Because of its water dispersability, it leaves sheets oil free.

23-25OIL/GEL 1/2 gallon

MASSAGE LOTION

Bon Vital® Massage Lotion acts greatly different than other products in its category. This multi-vitamin (A, B5, C & E) fortified lotion shows the characteristics of an emollient creme allowing for effortless workability, smooth glide and texture. Bon Vital Massage Lotion is enriched with Aloe Vera for exceptional skin care benefits.

Swedish lotion 1 gallon 23-25LOTGALSW
Deep Tissue lotion 1 gallon 23-25LOTGALDT

FOOT BALM

When your feet are battle-worn, tired and sore, chances are the rest of you looks and feels that way too! For generations, hikers in the Alps relied on a combination of mountain herbs and essential oils to maintain the health, comfort and strength of their feet. Bon Vital® Foot Balm has captured the very best of these ingredients in a precisely blended creme.

100-25338T 3.38 oz.; 100-2536P 36 oz.; 100-25GaL 1 gallon; 100-25DISP dispenser

MASSAGE GEL

A new concept in silky smooth massage oil has arrived! Bon Vital® Massage Oil-Gel Formulation uses the same fine traditional oils used by massage therapists but we have added a natural vegetable wax that disperses like a lotion and glides on like silk. You’ll notice a difference immediately as you feel the balanced glide of this great new product. We know you’ll agree that Bon Vital® Massage Oil-Gel Formulation will bring a whole new meaning to the word “Massage”. Because of its water dispersability, it leaves sheets oil free.

23-25OIL/GEL 1/2 gallon

PROSSAGE™ HEAT SOFT TISSUE THERAPY

A uniquely blended ALL NATURAL area specific warming ointment. It was formulated specifically for deep tissue work, myofascial release and trigger point therapy. It is a revolutionary breakthrough for effective treatment of symptoms of soft tissue pain and dysfunction throughout the body. The non-slip controlled glide allows the therapist to work more effectively and easier, and is less painful for the patient or athlete.

23-1903357 3 oz. bottle; 23-1903358 8 oz.; 23-1903359 32 oz. bottle

MASSAGE OIL

The perfect blend for a soothing massage. The smooth and silky feel will satisfy everyone. A high quality product, with economy in mind.

23-25MASSOILGAL 1 gallon
23-25MASSOIL1/2GAL 1/2 gallon
23-25TTMASSOILGAL 1 gallon

MASSAGE GEL

A new concept in silky smooth massage oil has arrived! Bon Vital® Massage Oil-Gel Formulation uses the same fine traditional oils used by massage therapists but we have added a natural vegetable wax that disperses like a lotion and glides on like silk. You’ll notice a difference immediately as you feel the balanced glide of this great new product. We know you’ll agree that Bon Vital® Massage Oil-Gel Formulation will bring a whole new meaning to the word “Massage”. Because of its water dispersability, it leaves sheets oil free.

23-25OIL/GEL 1/2 gallon

MASSAGE LOTION

Bon Vital® Massage Lotion acts greatly different than other products in its category. This multi-vitamin (A, B5, C & E) fortified lotion shows the characteristics of an emollient creme allowing for effortless workability, smooth glide and texture. Bon Vital Massage Lotion is enriched with Aloe Vera for exceptional skin care benefits.

Swedish lotion 1 gallon 23-25LOTGALSW
Deep Tissue lotion 1 gallon 23-25LOTGALDT

FOOT BALM

When your feet are battle-worn, tired and sore, chances are the rest of you looks and feels that way too! For generations, hikers in the Alps relied on a combination of mountain herbs and essential oils to maintain the health, comfort and strength of their feet. Bon Vital® Foot Balm has captured the very best of these ingredients in a precisely blended creme.

100-25338T 3.38 oz.; 100-2536P 36 oz.; 100-25GaL 1 gallon; 100-25DISP dispenser

MASSAGE GEL

A new concept in silky smooth massage oil has arrived! Bon Vital® Massage Oil-Gel Formulation uses the same fine traditional oils used by massage therapists but we have added a natural vegetable wax that disperses like a lotion and glides on like silk. You’ll notice a difference immediately as you feel the balanced glide of this great new product. We know you’ll agree that Bon Vital® Massage Oil-Gel Formulation will bring a whole new meaning to the word “Massage”. Because of its water dispersability, it leaves sheets oil free.

23-25OIL/GEL 1/2 gallon

PROSSAGE™ HEAT SOFT TISSUE THERAPY

A uniquely blended ALL NATURAL area specific warming ointment. It was formulated specifically for deep tissue work, myofascial release and trigger point therapy. It is a revolutionary breakthrough for effective treatment of symptoms of soft tissue pain and dysfunction throughout the body. The non-slip controlled glide allows the therapist to work more effectively and easier, and is less painful for the patient or athlete.

23-1903357 3 oz. bottle; 23-1903358 8 oz.; 23-1903359 32 oz. bottle
TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

CONVENIENT MASSAGE APRON

Keep your oils and lotions within easy reach while protecting your clothes from oil stains with this high quality apron. The design of this comfortable apron is so that the pump bottles won’t get in your way as you’re reaching out to clients. 3 Roomy Pockets! Suggestion for use with Hot Stones: Warm up your hands prior to or during the massage by dropping a few into the roomy pockets! Also great for keeping them easily accessible during the massage. You can also use the big pocket for a massage tool or activator tool.

23-134APRON

iMAGIK™ BOLSTER

Easy-to-clean PU upholstering and foam filling provide superior comfort and support for your clients. Place it under the knees, ankles or lower abdomen to relieve tension. #1 Bolster features a zippered outer case and strap handle.

27-125MFR925  6” x 25”
27-125LFR925  9” x 25”

iMAGIK™ BREAST COMFORT CUSHION

Dimensions: 18” X 25.5” X 4”
This environmentally friendly pillow is made of non-CFC foam, and specially designed for women’s specific comfort needs. It provides an extra level of support for the female body by helping relieve the stress on breasts and the lower abdomen caused by lying face down.

27-125BCC

EARTHLIGHT TABLE CART

Enjoy the ease of rolling your table wherever you go. The table cart works with all massage tables. It has a telescoping handle, 6 inch wheels, stair glides and folds very compactly.

16-18CART

BODY BONE II MASSAGE TOOL

The Body Bone II has a wishbone end to effectively massage both sides of the spine. The Body Bone massage tool’s unique ergonomic shape gives you the leverage to apply pressure where needed with less hand and wrist strain. Ideal for trigger point, deep tissue, Reflexology, seated massage or practically any modality.

23-13412MTBB2

iMAGIK™ PAPER ROLL HOLDER

Convenient paper roll holder can be attached to the foot of most massage tables. No tools needed. Plug and use.

23-125PRH

iMAGIK™ BOTTLE HOLSTER

This convenient holster holds your oil bottle and keeps it within hands reach at all times. With an adjustable strap you can hang it on your shoulder or wrap it around your waist. The holster holds 6oz bottles and comes free with one or two promotional 6oz pump bottles.

23-125SH-B  single bottle
23-125DH-B  double bottle

iMAGIK™ FIVE SPARE FINGERS SET

Anyone can give an expert massage with the iMAGIK Five Spare Fingers set and enjoy giving it! The ergonomic design imparts unbelievable pleasure to the recipient. Broad circular or vertical strokes, moderately paced, are effective de-stressors for large muscle groups, such as the back, buttocks, chest, and thighs. Small circular strokes are used to focus on specific tension areas, like the neck and shoulders. Sold as a pair.

23-125FSFS
**Bolsters**

**ANGLE BOLSTER**
20 inches x 10 inches x 27 inches
27-18350

**CARRY CASES**
A. Deluxe Carry Case
Features four convenient pockets to hold all of your supplies. The main pocket fits any Earthlite bolster. Available in teal, purple, navy, black and white for the Infinity, Luna, Spirit and Avalon tables. 23-18DCC

B. Magic Standard Carry Case
Has a large pocket for accessories. Available in black only. 23-18SCC

**CORE LADIES COMFORT CUSHION**
Provides face down comfort for large-breasted patients. We use high-quality, precision-cut foam in a durable, vinyl cover to provide durability and comfort. Available in black. 27-213010

**MAX-RELAX FACE CUSHION**
Turns a flat surface into a clinical table. Offers full access to back and neck without the discomfort of turning the head to one side. Also excellent for those who must recline face down. Can be folded to create a cervical support. Available in black. 27-21970

**MEMORY FOAM FACE CRADLE**
Soothing memory foam more comfortably conforms to your face. Our vinyl-covered version features a memory foam layer on a therapeutic foam base. Available in black. 27-21971

**FULL ROUND BOLSTER**
6 inches x 26 inches
27-18353

**JUMBO ROUND BOLSTER**
9 inches x 26 inches
27-18357

**NECK BOLSTER**
3” x 6” x 20”
27-18358

**SOOTHE-A-CISER’**
A great tool for face-up treatment techniques. This cushion places your client in a comfortable, therapeutic position. While you’re working, the cushion helps relieve your client’s tension headaches and neck pain. Its patented design helps your client relax and works to restore proper neck posture. Durable; wipes clean. Available in black.
A. Cotton Cover 27-21440
B. Vinyl Cover 27-21441

**HEADRESTS/CUSHION**
A. Deluxe Adjustable Headrest
*Best headrest available.* A single cam lever provides both height and angle adjustments. 23-18DAH

B. Crescent Headrest 23-18CH

C. Memory Foam Cushion
It conforms to the contours of your client’s face for a custom fit and previously unheard of comfort. 23-18MFC

D. iMagik™ Standard Face Cushion 23-125FRES

**JUMBO/FULL HALF ROUND BOLSTER**
A. Jumbo Half Round Bolster
4.5” x 9” x 29” 27-18355

B. Full Half Round Bolster
3” x 6” x 26” 27-18356
**Accessories and Supplies**

**ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES**

**DELUXE FLANNEL SHEET SET**

Each set consists of a flat sheet, a fitted sheet, and a fitted face cover. The flat sheet is generously oversized and measures 61"x100" to work for all your clients. The fitted sheet is hemmed in elastic all the way around for a snug, comfortable fit and will work for tables up to 32" wide. Our fitted face cover is designed for comfort and will protect your headrest from facial oils and makeup. Available in natural. Fitted Sheet: 7.5" drop – 36" x 78" Flat Sheet: 61"x100" Face Cover: 15" x 6" One set/package 23-125FLAN

**DELUXE FLEECE SHEET SET**

Synthetic (90% polyester and 10% Arcrylic) This deluxe fleece cover set includes a fitted fleece crescent cover and fitted tables cover to add a luxurious feeling to your table; it’s twice the thickness of standard fleece. It has elastic stitched all around the edge for a snug fit and fits tables up to 33" wide. It will keep your clients warm in the winter. It comes in a natural color. 23-125FLEE

**DIGITAL ELECTRIC WARMER PAD**

- Keeps you comfortably warm while you receive a massage
- Timer to shut off the power on time
- Variable heat setting
- Elastic straps to secure warmer to table
- Safe for upholstery, pillow and coverings
- Overheating protection. 23-125DEWP

**THERATHERM DIGITAL MOIST HEAT PACKS**

Theratherm comes with a digital hand control allowing the operator to program treatment temperature, treatment time, and on/off. 7”x15” 71-61030 14”x14” 71-61031 14”x27” 71-61032

**DISPOSABLE FACE CRADLE COVERS**

- Twice thickness as regular non-woven fabric covers.
- Soft, non-noisy absorbent medical grade fiber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pkg/Ctn</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-125DFCC-B</td>
<td>100/pk</td>
<td>1000/pk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-125DFCC-C</td>
<td>100/pk</td>
<td>1000/pk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISPOSABLE FITTED HEADREST COVERS**

- Elastic design for fitted disposable headrest cover to wrap the face cushion perfectly.
- Asepsis to avoid bacterial infection and anaphylasix of the body. Professional packing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pkg/Ctn</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-125DFHCC-B</td>
<td>100/pk</td>
<td>1000/pk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-125DFHCC-C</td>
<td>100/pk</td>
<td>1000/pk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CITRUS II**

A. Instant Hand Sanitizing Lotion
Moisture-rich gel kills 99.99% of most common disease-causing germs on the hands in seconds. 34-36632712303 34-3673929 wall bracket (not shown)

B. Hospital Germicidal Deodorizing Cleaner
No Alcohol Formula. Safe on Vinyl. Cleans, deodorizes and disinfects surfaces, equipment and non-critical instruments. 34-3616019P 34-36633712298 1 gallon 34-36633712927 22 oz. 34-3663712928 1 gallon

**DISPOSABLE DRAPE SHEETS**

Durable full sheet construction blankets patients in lightweight comfort. Choose from 2 or 3-ply tissue or Tissue/Poly/Tissue for an added moisture barrier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Pkg/Ctn</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-359810824</td>
<td>40” x 48”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-35918312</td>
<td>40” x 90”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VALUE WHITE TERRY TOWELS**

Sold by the dozen. Dimensions: 20” x 40”. It comes in handy to help with hot and cold pack applications and during massage. It comes in handy when the budget is tight. 20-73LT4

**HEADREST SQUARES**

A. Headrest Sheets w/ facial slit 12” x 12” 26-35980881
B. Headrest Sheets w/ facial slit 12” x 24” 26-35980883
**Accessories and Supplies**

**Designer Gel Warmers**
- EXO-kote, exterior coating
- Cool to the touch
- Improved energy efficiency
- Temperature Limit Switch (TCO)
- Individual Heating Sleeves
- UL listed (120/220 Volt)

**Home Use Ultrasound 1 MHz/5 cm²**

- Power: AC Adapter (24VDC)
- Frequency: 1 MHz
- Auto-time setting: 15 minutes
- Output intensity: Low (0.46 w/cm²) High (0.60 w/cm²)
- Continuous or Pulse

**Home Use Ultrasound 3 MHz/5 cm²**

- Power: AC Adapter (24VDC)
- Frequency: 3 MHz
- Auto-time setting: 10 minutes
- Output intensity: Low (0.24 w/cm²) High (0.36 w/cm²)
- Continuous or Pulse

**Biofreeze® Pain Relief That Works**

Soothes a variety of everyday aches and pains, including arthritis, backache and sore muscles & joints. Your patients will immediately feel a substantial reduction in their pain.

- 100-19BBOTANIC  4oz. tube
- 100-19BBIO3R0  3oz. roll-on
- 100-19BUSAP16024  16oz. pump
- 100-19BBIO32  32oz. pump
- 100-19BBI0GAL  1 gal.
- 100-19BUSAS04144  4oz. spray
- 100-19BUSAS16018  16oz. spray

**OrthoGel™ Cold Therapy Pain Relief**

Topical analgesic with glucosamine, MSM, aloe, vitamin E, ILEX and natural cox II inhibitors. It is for the fast temporary relief of pain. Most people begin to feel the effects and relief in approximately 5 to 25 minutes after the first application when used as directed.

- 100-204121 3oz. roll-on
- 100-204125  16oz. pump
- 100-204124  32oz. pump
- 100-204123  1 gallon
- 100-204122  4oz. jar

**Sombra Warming Gel**

Enriched with capsaicin, camphor and menthol with a refreshing scent of orange peel extract and witch hazel. Sombra is completely alcohol free, non-greasy, and non-staining. It is called the “miracle gel” by many.

- 100-22SC072  3oz. roll-on
- 100-22SC075  4oz. jar
- 100-22SC080  8oz. jar
- 100-22SC095  1 gallon

**Hydrocollator® 4 Pack Heating Unit**

10'L x 8"W x 15"H • E1
Includes 4 standard packs.

**ProM-710 TENS/EMS Combo**

**MaxTens 2000 W/TIMER**

6-72000

**MaxTens 1000 W/TIMER**

6-71000

**Home Use Ultrasound 1 MHz**

- Power: AC Adapter (24VDC)
- Frequency: 1 MHz
- Auto-time setting: 30 minutes
- Output intensity: Low (0.11 W/cm²) High (0.47 W/cm²)
- Pulse only

**Home Use Pulse Ultrasound 1 MHz**

- Power: AC Adapter (24VDC)
- Frequency: 1 MHz
- Auto-time setting: 30 minutes
- Output intensity: Low (0.11 W/cm²) High (0.47 W/cm²)
- Pulse only

**Retail Pain Relief Products at Your Massage Establishment or Spa and Increase Revenue without a Sweat.**

- Ph: 305-994-9294 • Fax: 305-994-9295 • www.meditronics.net • email: infome@meditronics.net
ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES

RELAXING ROLLER
Massage muscle tissue. Roll the 3 bumpy balls along large muscle areas or along the arms and legs to stimulate tissue and promote blood flow through tired, cold muscles. Nodules deepen the massage. Handles with ergonomic grip for comfort.
23-155BAR6

MASSAGER W/INFRARED DOLPHIN STYLE
For home use. This ergonomically designed massager features an adjustable (hi/low) massage setting and an infrared light for deeper penetration. 23-114PM140

TRAVEL PERSONAL MASSAGER
For home use.
• 2 vibration speeds • 9 foot cord
• Multiple attachments to customize massage for different parts of your body, including the face
• Includes instructions in spanish.
23-72TPM

FOOT PRONGED ROLLER
Roll on the sole of the foot to increase your circulation, relieve tension, relax foot muscles and revitalize the body. Nodules deepen the massage.
23-155BR3160

MAGNETIC HEAD MASSAGER
Every point is a magnet that brings relief and pleasure when rubbed against scalp, causing an interesting relaxing sensation when self-administered or administered by somebody else. Chrome-colored.
23-125MGM

OMNI CERVICAL RELIEF PILLOW
The OMNI Cervical Relief pillow uses an ergonomically contoured shape to comfortably "cradle" the head and neck allowing total relaxation of neck, shoulder and back muscles. It’s an amazing experience in mind and body relaxation. Improper cervical curvature is one of the leading causes of headaches. Use the OMNI pillow for minutes a day to help restore proper cervical curvature and release you from neck pain and headaches.
27-1340CRP

SOOTHING STICK
Massage muscle tissue with one hand. Access hard to reach areas. Simply roll the pronged ball along large muscle areas or along the arms and legs to stimulate tissue and promote blood flow through tired, cold muscles. Nodules deepen the massage. Handle with ergonomic grip for comfort.
23-155HS9

ORBIT MASSAGER®
You can use The Original Orbit Massager to give the perfect massage to yourself or to someone you care about. Its ergonomic shape fits perfectly in the palm of your hand while the innovative, gliding action of its freely rotational ball kneads the muscles in the same way the professional massage therapist works to loosen and relax soft tissues.
Dimensions: 3.0 " W x 3.0 " H x 4.4 " D
23-134ORBITRR

THE ORIGINAL VIBRASSAGER
This innovative rolling massager is equipped with two knobbed wheels that actually feel like they vibrate as they are rolled across the back giving a delightful, relaxing massage.
Dimensions: 1.0 " W x 1.0 " H x 1.0 " D
23-134VIBRAPUR

BACK BUDDY
The Back Buddy provides natural traction that helps reverse the effects of spinal compression caused by everyday activities like sitting. A few minutes a day helps relieve chronic back pain, increase flexibility and improve posture. The sturdy wooden frame is covered by comfortable foam padding and wipe-clean vinyl. 16"L x 10"W x 4"H.
• Helps restore natural curvature
• Relieves pressure along the spine
• Supports up to 250 lbs.
27-18073550

INFLATABLE CERVICAL DEVICE
This device should be used under the supervision/instruction of a healthcare practitioner. Physicians use this device for Headaches, Neck Pain, Tight Muscles, Joint Pain, Disc Pressure, Nerve Pressure, etc.
Easy to Operate - Squeeze Bulb to Inflate
17-156PN-R Regular (16 and less)
17-156PN-L Large (17 - 20 Neck Size)
17-156PN-XL X-large (20 - 23 Neck Size)
### SPA AND PORTABLE TABLES

#### CALISTOGA STATIONARY CHAIR
- **Size:** 24"H x 25"W x 78"L
- **Treatment Area:** 25" x 25"
- **Roller Height Adjustment:** 3"
- **Timer:** 30 Minutes
- **Cycle Time:** 13 Seconds
- **Roller Rotation:** Counterclockwise
- **Max Patient Weight:** 350 lbs.

**28-18CALST**  
28-18CALSH w/shelf option  
28-18CALCA w/cabinet option

#### CALISTOGA LIFT TABLE
- **Weight:** 220 pounds
- **Available in:** 25", 27" and 30" widths
- **Length:** 61"
- **Adjustable height range:** 25" to 37"

**283-18CALLIFT**

#### EVEREST TILT MASSAGE TABLE
- **Weight:** 235 lbs
- **Available in:** 28", 30" and 32" widths
- **Adjustable height range from:** 25" to 37"
- **Tilt top**

**283-18EVETILT**  
283-18EVE w/o tilt (not shown)

#### ELLORA TILT MASSAGE TABLE
- **Weight:** 185 lbs - (28"x73" table)
- **Available in:** 28", 30" and 32" widths
- **Adjustable height range from:** 17" to 36"
- **Tilt top**

**283-18ELLOTILT**  
283-18ELLO w/o tilt (not shown)

#### SEDONA TABLE
- **Weight:** 105 pounds
- **Available in:** 28", 30" and 32" widths
- **Adjustable height range from:** 23" to 33"
- **All hard maple construction**

**28-18SEDTILT**  
284-18SEDCAB w/cabinet (not shown)

#### HARMONY DX
- **High quality hard maple from a managed forest**
- **Available in 29" width**
- **Adjustable height range of 23" to 33"**
- **Quality hardware and cabling**
- **Soft feel, high density CFC-free foam padding**
- **Squeak-proof**
- **Designed for easy set-up**
- **Exceptionally strong - dynamic load tested at 550lbs**

**282-18HARMIII** (package)  
Package includes table, deluxe head, and carrying bag

#### CONVERTIBLE MASSAGE TABLE™
The remarkably space efficient EarthLite Convertible Massage table has many practical and functional uses. Perfect for entertaining and teaching, the EarthLite Convertible Massage Table easily converts into an elegant banquet table or classroom desk for massage schools. When not in use, the Convertible’s two-piece clamshell design folds for easy storage under a bed or in a closet.
- **Weight:** 38lbs.
- **Height Range:** 23" – 35"
- **Maximum working weight:** 450 lbs

**282-18CMT**

#### LUNA™
Looking for a truly portable massage table? Earthlite’s advanced engineering team used dynamic load and finite elements analysis to optimize the design of this super-strong, lightweight aluminum portable table. With a reiki ready frame and radical weight saving deck, this table is functional, strong, and easy to transport.

**282-18LUNA**
SPA AND PORTABLE TABLES

DYNASTY
This table is designed to allow the therapist to work more ergonomically and efficiently. With the touch of a foot-pedal, the table can be effortlessly adjusted to the optimum height, for the best possible body mechanics, without disturbing your client. The mid section of this table is also adjusted electrically while the tail section is manually adjusted. Features foot control and locking casters.
• Height Range: 20" - 38"
• Weight: 180 lbs.
• Load Rating: 400 lbs.

MAJESTY
This electric lift therapy table provides exceptional quality and value for Therapy, Massage and Bodywork practitioners. The Lift Brace design provides stability and heavy lifting capabilities. Each table provides a unique contour top with rounded corners for convenience to move around the table. Plush padding provides a very comfortable and sturdy treatment surface.
• Height Range: 20” - 38”
• Weight: 209 lbs.
• Load Rating: 400 lbs.

REGENCY
The Regency provides exceptional quality and value for massage and bodywork practitioners. The lift brace design provides stability and heavy lifting capabilities. Features foot control and locking casters.
• Height Range: 20” - 38”
• Weight: 168 lbs.
• Load Rating: 400 lbs.

ELEGANCE PRO
BRAND NEW PRODUCT! Includes Adjustable Face Rest and Pillow. Made in the USA. Qualifies for a Section 44 ADA tax credit.
• Height Range: 18” - 34”
• Weight: 116 lbs.
• Load Rating: 500 lbs.

STUDENT MASSAGE TABLE PACKAGE
30” economic, light and sturdy beginner table where future professionals can experience and practice with all the free options that would cost extra on any dream table for professional body work. The package includes deluxe headrest, hanging solid armrests, lateral arm supports, sport face cutout and carrying case. Available in burgundy, agatha, blue and jade.

MASSAGE BUSINESS BASICS KIT
We strive to provide a comprehensive Business Basics Kit at an affordable price for students and massage practitioners. Custom Craftworks presents the Business Basics Kit - a comprehensive package containing everything a massage therapist needs to begin their career. This kit includes all the quality massage equipment and supplies that massage therapists use the most. Our Business Basics Kit - Simplicity includes:
• A Simplicity massage table with carry case, front arm sling, and stationary face rest
• A Melody massage chair with carry case
• Wooden folding stool
• Round bolster
• Oil/lotion holster with an 8 oz. bottle of massage lotion
• Lyfio hot/cold LyfPak with protective sleeve

The Destiny is a multi-purpose portable table that allows you to expand your menu of choices, to include all forms of traditional massage, reflexology, facials and waxing. The tilt back mechanism easily adjusts to 10 different levels.
• Height Range: 23” - 32”
• Weight: 34 lbs.
• Load Rating: 450 lbs.

Ph: 305-994-9294 • Fax: 305-994-9295 • www.meditronics.net • email: info@meditronics.net
Chairs and Stools

PNEUMATIC ADJUSTABLE STOOL

• 4" deluxe foam cushion
• Adjusts from 19”-24”
• Available in Burgundy, Teal, Agate Blue, Navy Blue, Black and Beige

19-134MS-02AGAT Agate blue
19-134MS-02BURG Burgundy
19-134MS-02TEAL Teal
19-134MS-02NAVY Navy Blue
19-134MS-02BEIG Beige
19-134SS7677 Black

PERLA PORTABLE MASSAGE CHAIR

The well-known light, but sturdy design sold successfully worldwide now gets even better, introduced by Magik Solution and featuring a more accommodating molded chest pad ready to receive breast implant clients, large breasted clients, pregnant women clients or even large-bellied clients. Available in burgundy, agatha, teal and purple.

281-125PERLA

HEAVY DUTY PNEUMATIC STOOL

Our Rolling Stools are adjustable in height from 19” to 27”, and will make your work much easier. Features include all metal rugged construction, 3” padded seat and choice of color and vinyl. Also available with back rest. Call or see page 169 for color selection.

19-18STOOL

PNEUMATIC ADJUSTABLE STOOL W/ ADJUSTABLE BACK

High-quality therapy stool with round, 3” upholstered swivel seat. 350 Pound Lifting Capacity Convenient gas spring makes raising and lowering of the stool height simple. Available in Burgundy, Teal, Agate Blue and Black

19-134SS3227 Black
19-134SS3241 Teal
19-134SS3352 Agate Blue
19-134SS3453 Burgundy

MELODY PORTABLE MASSAGE CHAIR

Arm Height and Angle Adjustments • Adjustable Chest Pad • Prone or seated, this adjustable chest pad provides the best client support and comfort. Removable Sternum Pad • Provides ultimate support for large breasted women, pregnant clients and mastectomy patients. Adjustable Headrest • Height and angle adjustments provide comfort for any size and shape head. Seat Height and Angle Adjustments • Match your working height and relieve strain on your client’s lumbar spine. Simple and Easy To Use • The functional design folds and totes easily. Only 18 lbs! • Available in burgundy, agatha, teal, purple, jade, yellow and orange.

• Load Rating: 300

281-125MELODY

SIDEKICK PORTABLE

The Sidekick is a smaller piece of equipment for ease and mobility. Comes standard with carrying case. Great for corporate massage sessions at the client’s desk.

• Weight: 17 lbs.
• Load Rating: 300 lbs.

281-134SIDEKICK

AVILA II MASSAGE CHAIR

• Infinitely adjustable • Ultra compact
• Quick setup • Redesigned and softened armrest
• Lengthened for increased leg support
• New Soft Support™ • 50% wider
• Dual layer cushioning system for unmatched comfort
• Redefined seat position for improved support
• Call or see page 169 for color selection.

28-18106
G5™ MODEL GK-3®
MASSAGER/PERCUSSOR

Offers the same quality components as all the G5™ professional units, but in a more economical package. This series evolved from the classic, original French-made massage machines. The G5™ Model GK-3 comes with a continuously-variable Directional-Stroking speed range of 20 to 60 cycles-per-second. A head assembly holder and carriage handle are provided. The standmount style additionally provides you with an applicator tray.

A. Professional Therapy applicator package
   23-6488PT-PKG
B. Respiratory Therapy applicator package
   23-6488RT-PKG
C. Optional Applicators
   Shown in chart above right.

Spa Treatment Package:

CELLUTEC® MASSAGE/PERCUSSION W/SPA TREATMENT PACKAGE

The Cellutec produces a non-invasive therapy treatment for skin, scalp, tissue, muscles, lymph nodes and the circulatory system. Extraordinary results are achieved with the famous Directional-Stroking action, which combines vertical and parallel forces to produce effective and comfortable percussion, oscillatory massage, deep tissue mobilization, kneading and compression, skin layer resonation, and other aesthetic therapy techniques, such as cellulite reduction, exfoliation, lymphatic drainage, body contouring, skin toning and muscle relaxation. Comes complete with caster stand, accessory tray, and Spa Treatment applicator package.

23-64CL120W

G5® PLUS

G5 massage machines have been sold and used successfully for over 50 years. They provide very deep penetrating massage using frequencies from 15 to 55 CPS. G5 massage machines are the only massagers with Directional Stroking®, not vibration. They are reliable, durable and quiet. Using G5 massage machines over a hot pack or cold pack seems to drive in the heat or cold. They can be equally-effective when used over toweling or clothing, and won’t tangle in hair.

The G5 Plus is the newest massager in a long line of clinical models. It features modern design with a digital display that shows speed and time. Speed is adjustable from 15 to 60 cycles per second (CPS). The G5 Plus maintains its velocity, regardless of load. “Directional Stroking®” provides very deep penetration that can more effectively deliver hot or cold pack treatments. The cart has a pneumatically-balanced height control that allows easy adjustment from 34” to 46”. The G5 Plus is ideal for physical therapy clinics and sports medicine. It helps in trigger point reduction, treatment of muscle spasm and pain relief. It’s a powerful and quiet machine, perfect for busy clinics.

Motor: 1/17 horsepower
Input: 110 VAC, 60 Hz or 220 VAC, 50 Hz
Assembled Dimensions: 18” x 22” x from 34” to 46”
Assembled Unit Weight: 40 Lbs.
Shipping Dimensions: 43” x 19” x 18”
Shipping Weight: 47 Lbs.
Applicator Package: PRO-PKG
Approvals: CE
23-64G5PLUS

G5™ APPLICATORS & COVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Multiple Prong</td>
<td>23-64AP215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Soft Sponge Rubber, 3.5” dia.</td>
<td>23-64AP212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Four Ball Firm Rubber</td>
<td>23-64AP216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Curved Flex Soft Sponge Rubber</td>
<td>23-64AP230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Large Round Firm Rubber</td>
<td>23-64AP229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pointed Tip Firm Rubber</td>
<td>23-64AP227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Percussion Adaptor</td>
<td>23-64AP209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Soft Sponge Rubber, 2.625” dia.</td>
<td>23-64AP210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Half Ball Firm Rubber</td>
<td>23-64AP217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Two Ball Firm Rubber</td>
<td>23-64AP223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Scalp and Skin Surface</td>
<td>23-64AP225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Small Cover (package of 12)</td>
<td>23-64APC234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Medium Cover (package of 12)</td>
<td>23-64APC235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Curved/Large Cover (package of 12)</td>
<td>23-64APC236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MAGIKSOLUTION MASSAGER

The MagikSolution Massager is a lightweight two-speed massage unit with ergonomic handles that provides soothing muscle relief from stress and tension. The simple-to-use variable speed setting makes giving a massage easy. Our massager will help relieve shoulder, neck, back, thigh, and foot pain.

The sturdy, reliable, and maintenance-free handheld massager has two speeds—high (3500 rpm) and low (2800 rpm)—to give less or more massage intensity as needed.

Features:
- Weight: 6 lbs
- Vibrating Frequencies: 3500 rpm (High), 2800 rpm (Low)
- Power Requirements: 120 V, 60 Hz, 1 Amp
- 10-Foot Power Cord.
23-144MAGIKMASSA

JEANIE RUB® VARIABLE-SPEED MASSAGER

The ULTIMATE in versatility, the Jeanie Rub variable-speed delivers a custom massage between 1400-4600 rpm. Easily adjustable rheostat switch lets you be in control. Featuring the unique Orbissage® four-point, orbital, single-cam action design.
23-21M73625A

MEDI-RUB BODY MASSAGER

The Medi-Rub Body Massager is the first choice of Chiropractors, doctors, massage therapists and professional athletes. DEEP, therapeutic massager improves circulation, muscle tone and helps prevent muscle atrophy. Designed for professional use with ball bearing oscillating action. Easy to use vinyl pad. PRECISION CRAFTED.
23-74RUBBODYM

MEDI-RUB FOOT MASSAGER

Gives INSTANT RELIEF to tired aching feet. This two-speed amazing massager is designed with oscillating action, increasing blood circulation and at the same time it stimulates thousands of nerve endings located in the soles of your feet.
23-74RUBFOOTM

THUMPER SPORT

Thumper Sport is a conveniently priced, portable, “feel good” massager designed specifically for home use. It was developed for active individuals who need to relax their muscles after exercise and for those who don’t get enough exercise and need to improve their circulation. It is ergonomically designed for easy self-use. Weighing only 3 lbs., it is ideal for the office, gym, home or anywhere you can plug it in.
23-170TS
EXILIS

Transforming Appearances

- An elegantly designed system for both face and body needs
  - Facial wrinkles
  - Body Contouring
- The fastest and most powerful treatment system on the market
- Treatment takes less than 5 minutes with measurable results after only two visits, best results after 4 sessions
- The only RF system delivering the power of high frequency with total control
- State-of-the-art safety control systems DTC and EFC incorporated in the ergonomic handpiece
- Easy to use touchscreen interface with preset parameters
- Programmable user protocols
- With open software system your device will grow with your needs
- No pain / no anesthesia
- No downtime
- Progressive and measurable results
- Significant minimally-invasive body modification has never been so affordable for your clients
- Profitable novelty on the market
- Short treatment time means time for more procedures
- Treatment can be delegated to trained personnel
- Financial advisory assistance
- Rapid return on investment

53-52EXILIS
53-52EXFA  Facial Applicator
No-Needle Mesotherapy™ (NNM™) is a modern alternative to traditional injection mesotherapy method. NNM™ uses pulses of electrical energy specially designed to relieve the congested tissue. The NNM™ treatment is based on a new technique called Aquaphoresis™, which uses laser technology and specialized electrical waveforms to help reactivate specific physiological processes in tissue that contribute to the formation of cellulite. These processes include microcirculation, lymph drainage and enhanced blood flow.

The Aquaphoresis™ process is based on the synergic effect of:
- Laser stimulation
- Effect of active substances in deep tissue
- Muscle toning & stimulation
- Lymphatic stimulation

Protocol: Buttock, age: 38 years, cellulite stage: 2 --> 1

- Electro-Acoustic Therapy*

Electro-Acoustic Therapy* is the ultimate strategy for non-invasive skin tightening.

- Unique treatment of skin laxity, cellulite, scars and striae
- Fights results of aging
- Helps regenerate and rejuvenate affected soft tissue
- BTL’s proprietary technology using the combination of acoustic and electrical waveforms

58-52EAT
PHOTOTHERAPY SKINCARE

BEAUTY LIGHT SLD

High intensity light produced by SLD has been studied and recommended for use in medical aesthetics and rehabilitation because there is evidence that this form of electromagnetic energy is biomodulating and facilitates healing. The clinical effects of light are thought to be related to the direct effect of light energy, photons, on intracellular chromophores in many different types of cells. A Chromophore is the light absorbing part of molecule that gives it color and that can be stimulated by light energy to undergo chemical reaction. There is evidence that light has a wide range of effects at cellular and subcellular levels.

• Stimulating ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE production
• Altering the production of cytokines involved in inflammation
• Alter nerve conduction velocity and regeneration
• Promote collagen production
• Inhibit bacterial growth (S. aureus, P. aeruginosa,...)
• Non-invasive
• Hands-free option available
• Profit generating
• Affordable
• No recovery time

Technical specifications
• 4.3” color touch screen
• Illustrated therapy guide software
• Preprogrammed treatment protocols
• Built-in battery; transportable unit
• 630nm & 450 nm wavelengths
• Hands-free articulated arm & cart available

38-52BL-SLD

AKLARUS PHOTOTHERAPY SYSTEM

The Aklarus is a multi-wavelength phototherapy system FDA cleared and medically proven to provide a drug-free and pain-free treatment for acne, photodamaged skin and wrinkles.

Aklarus Blue and Red Combination System is an effective, drug-free alternative for treating acne & photodamaged skin. The non-invasive Aklarus treatment has been shown to significantly reduce inflammatory acne lesions. The narrow band blue light destroys the P. Acne bacteria while the Red light penetrates deeper stimulating cellular mechanisms responsible for tissue repair and regeneration.

Aklarus Anti-Aging Infrared and Red Combination System is used to treat wrinkles & photodamaged skin by stimulating collagen synthesis and increasing the amount of dermal elastic fibers.

Treatment Protocol
The typical course of treatments for acne or wrinkles lasts 4 weeks with 8 total treatments. It may be necessary to have some additional maintenance treatments for acne (typically once a month).

38-136AKLA1W 1 wave length
38-136AKLA2W 2 wave lengths

Aklarus with stand and control box.

Before  After
The Anesi Parafango Treatment Kit is a comprehensive spa treatment for inch loss, skin conditioning, and cellulite reduction. It is designed to be customized for the unique needs of each client. Customization allows you to optimize the treatment for maximum results. Parafango combines mineral-rich sea mud and paraffin in a powerful restorative body mask that has a geothermal effect. This effect increases the body temperature which then stimulates circulation and lymphatic drainage thus helping the body release toxins and unwanted fat stores from the tissue.

Contents:
- Parafango Warmer with 6.6 pounds of Parafango
- Aminocel Ampoules (20)
- Aminodren Ampoules (20)
- Cremfoliant (7.04 oz)
- Lipoaminocel (17.6 oz) with pump
- Aminofirm (17.6 oz) with pump
- 7 oz Aminofirm
- 7 oz Lipoaminocel
- 17 oz Cryoslim Wrapping Lotion
- Parafango Pamphlets (50)
- .18 oz Lipoaminocel Cream Samples (25)
- .18 oz Aminofirm Cream Samples (25)
- Anesi Bottle Pump
- Body Brush
- Film Cutter
- Roll of Film
- 3 Plastic Bed Sheets
- Technician DVD

A. 15-10PCK   Parafango Complete Kit
B. 15-10PM   Parafango Mud 6.6 lbs. (no shower needed)
C. 15-10PW   Parafango Warmer w/6.6 lbs. parafango
D. 15-10PRF   Parafango Roll Of Film 275 Yards
E. 15-10PBCF   Parafango Bed Cover Sheets - 30 Pack
F. 15-10AOML   Anesi Objectif Minceur Lipoaminocel 17.6 oz
G. 15-10BB   Body Brush 3
H. 15-10PAA   Parafango Aminocel Ampoules 20 Pack (10 Ml Each)
I. 15-10PC   Parafango Cremfoliant 7.04 Oz
J. 16-MSC25W   Parafango Cart (walnut)
K. 16-MSC25B   Parafango Cart (black)
Anatomical Charts & Models

CHARTS

1. The Skeletal System
2. The Nervous System
3. The Cardiovascular System
4. The Respiratory System
5. The Muscular System
6. The Male Reproductive System
7. The Female Reproductive System
8. The Endocrine System
9. The LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
10. The Urinary System

Product listings:
- 57-658946FL 57-658946G
  20" x 26" 42" x 62"
- 57-658026FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-658024FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-658881FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-658943FL
  57-658943G
  20" x 26" 42" x 62"
- 57-65978158779952
  20" x 26" SPANISH
- 57-659989FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659781587799839
  20" x 26"
- 57-659850FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659790FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-658026FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659791FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659803FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-65978158779976
  20" x 26" SPANISH
- 57-659781587795633
  20" x 26"
- 57-659900FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659780781782289
  20" x 26" SPANISH
- 57-658949FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659780781782425
  20" x 26"
- 57-659990FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-658943FL
  20" x 26" 42" x 62"
- 57-658949FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659781587799952
  20" x 26" SPANISH
- 57-659780781773027
  20" x 26" SPANISH
- 57-659970FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-658943FL
  20" x 26" 42" x 62"
- 57-659780781782128
  42" x 62"
- 57-659790FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659791FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659970FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659803FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-65TRPCFL
  20" x 26"
- 57-XXSA1904
  20" x 26"
- 57-659850FL
  20" x 26"
- 57-659781587791123
  20" x 26"
- 57-659780781773027
  20" x 26" SPANISH
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Anatomical Charts & Models

CHARTS AND MODELS

Muscled Shoulder w/card 57-65-G181

Basic Knee w/key card (rigid) 57-65-G100

Muscle Spine with Disorders with Stand 57-65CH5900

Highly detailed life-size model. 57-65CH59X

Cervical Vertebral Column flexible 57-65-A72

Functional Joint Models
A. Shoulder 6.5”x5”x8” 57-65A80
B. Hip 8.5”x6”x12” 57-65A81
C. Knee 5”x5”x13” 57-65A82
D. Elbow 5”x5”x15.5” 57-65A83

Lumbar Vertebral Column flexible 57-65-A74

Flexible desk-size model with femur heads. 57-65CS85X

Vertebral Column and Femoral Heads 57-65A59/1F

Budget Bucky Skeleton. Life-size. Articulated. Adult plastic model. 57-65CH10

Lumbar Herniated Disc Simulator 57-65VS1000

Basic 3 Piece Lumbar model 57-65G150

Basic 3 Piece Lumbar model 57-65G176

57-659780781786706 20” x 26”

57-659780781786676 20” x 26”

57-6519-A-L male 36” x 24”
57-6520-B-L female 36” x 24”

57-655009L 35” x 23”
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VALUE PLUS+ CHIROPRACTIC SYSTEM

- Standard Frequency 400 mA 125 kVp X-Ray Control with Transformer
- Fits in ceiling heights starting at 89.5"
- Chiropractic Tubestand with 6’ Rails and Analog Positioning Control (Magnetic locks control longitudinal and vertical movement)
- General Purpose Non-Tilting bucky stand with magnetic locks also includes 14” x 17” Heavy Duty Grid cabinet with Heavy Duty Tray, Panel Front & 8:1 103 Line Grid Focus 40-72"
- Toshiba X-Ray Tube 1.0 – 2.0 FS with 180° horn angle
- Proflex 15’ High Tension cables (pair)
- Certified Manual Collimator

24-38SYS5
Optional tilt mechanism available for bucky stand. High frequency upgrade available. Call for specs on these 2 also available systems.

LOCAL PLANNING AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE.

THESE SYSTEMS CAN BE RETROFITTED FOR DIGITAL X-RAY DR OR CR.

SPECTRA 30HF RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

The Spectra 30HF incorporates the latest technology available today. From automatic line compensation that adjusts for variance in incoming line voltage, to tube protection, which prohibits exposures with excessive kVp and mAs. Safe, reliable and consistent performance of the Spectra 30HF generator is what you can expect.

24-3930HF
**ORTHOPEDIC X-RAY SYSTEM**

- Standard Frequency 400 mA, 125 kVp X-Ray Control with kVp, mA, & mAs digital readouts. Provided with SCR’s, tube limit protection and self-diagnostic program
- X-Ray Tube: Toshiba 1.0-2.0 mm focus tube 90° horn angle
- Heavy Duty Medical Tubestand with magnetic locks, 8’ floor rail and Analog Positioning Control. Port Mount
- 20’ High Tension cables (pair)
- Certified Manual Collimator
- Four Way Float Table
- (2 each) 14’ x 17’ Grid cabinets, Heavy Duty Trays, and 10:1 103 line Grids and front panels
- Non-Tilt Bucky Stand with Magnetic Locks
- Optional High-Frequency control

*24-38SYS12*

*24-38SYS10U* General Practice or Pediatrics w/ wall bucky upgrade

Call for specs.

---

**URS RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEM**

The Optima URS is a universal swivel arm x-ray system. With ease of operation it allows swift radiographic procedures of all parts of the body. It allows exposures of patients in standing, sitting or laying position. The Optima URS has a compact design and is easy to install.

*24-38URS*

---

**TXR CERTIFIED HIGH FREQUENCY X-RAY CONTROL WITH 3 POINTS CONSOLE**

May be custom configured in the field for medical, chiropractic, veterinary or special procedures. Special technique programming, allows permanently adding or changing regions or views. Automatic calibration from console, programming from console or by laptop connection. Prepared with interface, for use with film base, CR, DR or CCD applications.

1 Phase 220/240 VAC, 1 Tube, 20 kW 125 kV, 320 mA, 500 mAs, 1ms-10sec. *24-38SHF210*

1 Phase 220/240 VAC, 1 Tube, 32 kW 125 kV, 400 mA, 500 mAs, 1ms-10sec. *24-38SHF310*

Call for optional pedestal stand.

---

This system can be retrofitted for digital X-ray DR or CR.
UNIVERSAL RADIOLOGY SYSTEM FOR FILM OR CR APPLICATION

- 40 kW, 500 mA, 500 mAs High Frequency generator
- Universal radiographic stand – fully motorized
- Bucky on left is a standard configuration
- X-Ray Tube - 200,000 heat unit 270° cable arms, 125 kVp, 0.6-1.5mm focal spot, 3” anode, 14° target, LS
- Optional grid for CR application
- Optional mobile patient table not shown

24-UNIVERSALXRAY

HOSPITAL GRADE BUDGET X-RAY ROOM

This room can be custom configured by Medical Electronics, Inc. engineers according to your budget, your patient flow and your procedural needs.

Generator options:
- 32 kW, 40 kW, 50 kW, 64 kW and 80 kW High Frequency
- 400 mA and 500 mA Standard Frequency, Single Phase
- Touchscreen generators available from 50 kW, 65 kW and 80 kW High Frequency

Table options:
- Elevating, 4-Way Floating and Stationary

24-HGBXRAY

THESE SYSTEMS CAN BE RETROFITTED FOR DIGITAL X-RAY DR OR CR.
AUTOMATIC X-RAY FILM PROCESSOR

- JP-33 Microprocessor Controlled and User Friendly
- New retractable feed tray provides space savings for small dark rooms
- Exceptionally quiet operation
- High quality developing
- Easy installation, use and maintenance
- Automatic replenishment
- The control panel digitally displays
  - Replenishment rate
  - Developer & dryer temperatures
  - Heater & blower timer
  - Clock
  - Processing film counter
- Water level sensor prevents overflowing of tank
- Stand-by mode for energy saving
  242-37JP33
  242-37JP33VS variable speed

X-RAY GRIDS

These economical level grids provide quality image enhancement without the expense of higher level grids, making them the primary choice of hospital off-site facilities, doctor's offices and chiropractors. Good grids at great prices! Call for sizes and prices.

We also provide grids with Protect-A-Grid™ for mobile x-ray systems with the necessary protection and contamination reduction in order to eliminate downtime, shrink repair bills and reduce wasted film and misdiagnosis. Call for sizes and prices.

PLASTIC FILM BIN

Made of durable, ABS plastic construction. 3 film compartments, accommodates 3 film sizes up to 14" x 17", including the film carton! Spring loaded top cover with full length hinge and double light seal protects film from fogging. Will mount to wall. Dimensions: 19"W x 18"H x 7.5"D. 242-80FB18

HOPE MICROMAX

Digital Controls: Advanced digital logic system, LCD read-out displays developer, fixer and dryer temperatures. Automatic Standby: The Micro Max incorporates an automatic standby with jog cycle for water and energy conservation.

242-116MICROMAX

APRON AND GLOVE RACK

Steel construction with a durable epoxy coating holds 2 aprons without creasing and 2 pair of gloves for quick evaporation of inside moisture. Wall mounted, (hardware included).

240-39333

LEAD APRON/ MINI-SKIRT

240-80MET Lead Apron
240-80HA2 Mini-skirt (M)
240-80HA3 Mini-skirt (L)

SILVER RECOVERY SYSTEM W/MOUNTING BRACKET

- EPA compliant for fixer solution
- Completely disposable
- Compact
- D: 12"H x 4.75"D x 4.75"W
- Heavy duty core lasts longer
- 6 ft. power cord

242-56STWDB
242-56STWD replacement w/out bracket

ECONOMY SAFELIGHT

- 18" fluorescent
- UL Approved
- Slide on/off switch mounted in plastic housing
- "Key hole" mount slots on back

242-40SLFL30

MANUAL I.D. PRINTER

- Cast aluminum, robust, reliable construction
- Just insert the film and ID card, hold down the exposure plate (appr. 3-4 seconds), and lift lever to stop exposure.

242-4205016

FLOOR STANDING FILM BIN

Floor standing bin is constructed of steel and provides lightproof protection and capacity of up to 6 cartons of film. Interchangeable metal inserts allow for flexible storage. Dimensions: 21 1/8"W x 32 7/8"H x 12 7/8"D. F. 242-4206038

AUTOMATIC FILM Duplicator

Constructed in durable baked enamel, our duplicators can be used with any available duplicating film. To operate the duplicators, simply place the film to be duplicated on the plexiglass screen with a sheet of duplicating film on top, close the cover and set the exposure time. The red light will signal you when exposure is complete. Develop your duplicating film.

242-4205065
**Film and Cassettes**

**FILM, CASSETTES AND MOBILE WORK ACCESSORIES**

### X-RAY CASSETTE/SCREEN COMBOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>ECONOMY</th>
<th>PREMIUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 x 17</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>240-37G1417</td>
<td>240-37G1417P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green High Speed</td>
<td>240-37GH1417</td>
<td>240-37GH1417P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>240-37B1417</td>
<td>240-37B1417P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 x 14</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>240-37G1114</td>
<td>240-37G1114P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green High Speed</td>
<td>240-37GH1114</td>
<td>240-37GH1114P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>240-37B1114</td>
<td>240-37B1114P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 x 12</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>240-37G1012</td>
<td>240-37G1012P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green High Speed</td>
<td>240-37GH1012</td>
<td>240-37GH1012P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>240-37B1012</td>
<td>240-37B1012P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 10</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>240-37G810</td>
<td>240-37G810P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green High Speed</td>
<td>240-37GH810</td>
<td>240-37GH810P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>240-37B810</td>
<td>240-37B810P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 x 36</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>240-37G1436</td>
<td>240-37G1436P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green High Speed</td>
<td>240-37GH1436</td>
<td>240-37GH1436P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>240-37B1436</td>
<td>240-37B1436P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Window cassettes available. Call customer service for details.

### IMAGING PROCEDURE FILM ENVELOPES

- 241-35950220 Storage envelope 14.5” x 17.5” (500/case)
- 241-50AFG100 Storage envelope 14.5” x 17.5” (100/case)
- 241-35950219 Mammography film storage envelope 10.5” x 12.5” (1000/case)

### X-RAY FILM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>ITEM #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 x 17in.</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>241-41G1417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>241-41B1417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 x 14in.</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>241-41G1114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>241-41B1114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 x 12in.</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>241-41G1012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>241-41B1012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 10in.</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>241-41G810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>241-41B810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 x 36in.</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>241-41G1436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>241-41B1436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 x 30cm</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>241-41G2430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>241-41B2430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 x 35cm</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>241-41G3035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>241-41B3035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

241-41DUPF Duplicating Film 14 x 17in.

### TWO BANK ILLUMINATOR

Same as right, with two viewing panels. Dimensions: 28.3”W x 21”H x 3.5”D

240-39340

### WE SELL DRY LASER FILM FOR AGFA DRYSTAR AND KODAK DRYVIEW LASER PRINTERS.

### THERMAL FILM CARRYING CASE

A helpful tool for the mobile x-ray companies. 240-40PPFCC

### PATIENT CALIPER

This aluminum caliper is calibrated in inches and centimeters. 240-80TC2

### L & R MARKER CLIP

Quickly slips easily over the cassette frame. 240-103LRMC

### SINGLE BANK ILLUMINATOR

Steel construction with white powder coat finish, includes instant lamp turn-on, and self adjusting gravity roller grip. Wall mounted. Includes 6 foot power cord. Power: 115 volt, 60Hz. UL and CSA approved. Dimensions: 14.5”W x 21”H x 3.5”D 240-39337

### 14” x 36” SPINAL ILLUMINATOR

- Economic and durable
- Steel Construction
- Self adjusting gravity roller grip 240-391071
MEDISON/POSKOM PORTABLE X-RAY UNIT 100kV/20mA

Output: Tube Vol/Current: 100kV / 20mA • Voltage Range: 40-100kV, 1kV Step mAs Range: 0.3mAs - 50mAs, 22 Steps • Max. Output: 1.6kW@80kV
X-ray Tube: Application: TOSHIBA D-124 • Focal Spot: 1.2mm
Collimator: Min. Light Field: 5cmX5cm@1m SID • Max. Light Field: 35cmX35cm@65cm SID Lamp: 50 Watt Halogen Lamp • Auto Timer: 30 Sec • SID Scale Length: 2m
Power: Input: AC 110V/22V • Frequency/Phase: 50/60Hz, single Phase
Special Features: 7-segment LED read-out reversible, Hand switch remote control function 4APR • Light Weight (9kg)
35-45XPX20HF (x-ray unit without cart); 35-3XCART
35-45XPXM20BT (x-ray unit without cart with battery option)

MEDISON/POSKOM PORTABLE X-RAY UNIT 100kV/35mA

Output: Tube Vol/Current: 100kV / 35mA • Voltage Range: 40-100kV, 1kV Step mAs Range: 0.4mAs - 100mAs, 25 Steps • Max. Output: 2.4kW@80kV
X-ray Tube: Application: TOSHIBA D-124 • Focal Spot: 1.2mm
Collimator: Min. Light Field: 5cmX5cm@1m SID • Max. Light Field: 35cmX35cm@65cm SID Lamp: 50 Watt Halogen Lamp • Auto Timer: 30 Sec • SID Scale Length: 2m
Power: Input: AC 110V/22V • Frequency/Phase: 50/60Hz, single Phase
Special Features: 7-segment LED read-out reversible, Hand switch remote control function 8APR • Light Weight (12Kg)
35-45XPX40HF (x-ray unit without cart); 35-3XCART
35-45XPXM40BT (x-ray unit without cart with battery option)

POX-100BT

Powerful strength of 100mA and ideal design for mobile application. Experience high imaging resolution, user-friendly operation and smooth movement.
• High power and Strong Solution for Hospital Use • Integrated Battery
• X-ray Tube: 100mA/110kVp • Generator: 5.0kW • mAs range: 0.4 - 200mAs(38step)
• Focal spot: 1.5mm • Power Input: 100-264Vac • Frequency: 70kHz
• LCD display and anatomical programming • Preset techniques • Store switch
35-45POX100BT

HF120/60HPPWV POWERPLUS™

For maximum power, MinXray’s HF120/60HPPWV PowerPlus™ portable x-ray unit (seen above) is the unit of choice. The breakthrough electronic design of this unit makes it the most powerful portable x-ray unit pound-for-pound available today. The total weight of the system, including the innovative XGS MK IV stand, is 96.5 lb. (43.8 kg). The HF120/60HPPWV PowerPlus™ produces up to 120 kVDC and over 200 mAs. This unit also features 5 memory stations to store and easily recall frequently used exposure techniques. Never before has so much power been available in a portable x-ray unit.

The XGS MKIV stand comes in two configurations: XGS MKIV LW with 16” wheels and XGS MKIV SW with 10” wheels. The XGS MKIV SW mobile stand is easy to transport and maneuvers exceptionally well in tight quarters. With the 16” wheel XGS MK IV LW much ground can be covered quickly.
35-125PPLUS

WE CAN RETROFIT THIS UNIT WITH A PORTABLE CR TO MAKE A REAL CR-BASED PORTABLE DIGITAL X-RAY UNIT.
**SR-115 PORTABLE**

The SR-115 is a user friendly system designed for high reliability, and the durability required for the Diagnostic Outreach Market. Providing state of the art technology, the SR-115 produces 1.5 kW of power. It’s 60 lb. net weight makes it the lightest portable x-ray system on the market today. The SR-115 weighs significantly less than other systems that produce less output. It provides clinicians invaluable maneuverability and agility around beds and other essential equipment in tight areas where space is at a premium, especially in private homes. Utilizing a small foot print, the SR-115 is an ideal system to transport in small vehicles that are economically viable for Diagnostic Outreach Services. The SR-115 can be used in clinics, nursing homes, private homes, orthopedic practices, sports medicine and correctional facilities.

- **High Power Output (1.5 kW)** • 100 kV, 15 mA, 60 mAs
- **Limited 3 year Warranty**
- **High frequency Resonant Inverter Microprocessor controlled**
- **1.5kw Output - Fully Regulated mA / kVp**
- **KVP Range: 40-100 • Extremity Range - Adjustable in 1kVp steps**
- **MA Range: 15 Fixed • Constant mA - Independent of kV or Time**
- **MAS Range: 0.15 - 60**
- **Optimum Range - Provides quality soft tissue & bone resolution**
- **Exposure Time: 0.01 - 4.0 Seconds**
- **96 steps - Provides accurate technique settings**
- **X-Ray Tube: Stationary anode, 15° Target, 1.0 fs 20,000 Heat Unit Storage**
- **Collimator: R72/32-ET • 200° Rotation - High output lamp**
- **Exposure Switch: 2 Position - Prep/X-Ray • 15’ Cable**
- **Mechanical Stand: Welded Aluminum construction**
- **Tube Counter-Balance: Gas filled locking piston**
- **Smooth Operation - Positive Lock**
- **Rotational Movements: Needle Bearings Adjustable Friction**
- **Smooth Operation - Field Adjustable**
- **Braking System: Heavy Duty - Manual Lever**
- **System Dimensions Operation Mode / Storage Mode: 26”W x 42”L x 53”H / 26”W x 53”Lx 28”H**

35-158SR115

---

**Portables High-Frequency**

**PowerMax 1260**

Provides maximum power, state of the art technology, system reliability and low maintenance, all in a small footprint, lightweight package.

- **Maximum Power Output**
- **3.0 kW Across Full Range**
- **120 kV, 15 – 60 mAs**
- **High Frequency - Power Factor Correction**
- **Universal Input Voltage**
- **Microprocessor Control**
- **CR/DR Compatible**
- **Light Weight**
- **Designed for Reliability**
- **Durable Powder Coat Finish**

35-158PM1260

---

**SR-130 PORTABLE**

The SR-130 was designed with agility in mind. It’s compact, lightweight construction makes it easy for the operator to move the system effortlessly. Delivering maximum mR/mAs, the SR-130 produces 3 kW of power that provides hospital quality imaging, performed anywhere, anytime a Portable X-Ray System is transported to a patient. With it’s 3 kW output power, the SR-130 is an ideal system for organizations (Complies with CFR 21 Subchapter J) considering the purchase of a CR-System. CR-Systems currently operate at around the middle 200 speed. The SR-130 provides the power required to compensate for this slower operating speed without compromising image quality. The SR-130 can be used in hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, private homes, orthopedic practices, sports medicine, correctional facilities and military field deployable applications.

- **Higher Power Output (3.0 kW) • 100 kV, 30 mA, 120 mAs**
- **High Frequency • Microprocessor Control**
- **CR/DR Compatible • Light Weight • Designed for Reliability**
- **Durable Powder Coat Finish • Limited 3 year warranty**
- **High frequency Resonant Inverter Microprocessor controlled**
- **3.0kw Output - Fully Regulated mA / kVp**
- **KVP Range: 40-100 • Extremity Range - Adjustable in 1kVp steps**
- **MA Range: 15 & 30 Operator Selectable**
- **Constant ma - Independent of kV or Time**
- **MAS Range: 0.15 - 120**
- **Optimum Range - Provides quality soft tissue & bone resolution**
- **Exposure Time: 0.01 - 4.0 Seconds**
- **96 steps - Provides accurate technique settings**
- **X-Ray Tube: Stationary anode, 15° Target, 1.0 fs 30,000 Heat Unit Storage**
- **Collimator: R72/32-ET • 200° Rotation - High output lamp**
- **Exposure Switch: 2 Position - Prep/X-Ray • 15’ Cable**
- **Mechanical Stand: Welded Aluminum construction**
- **Light weight - Durable Powder Coat Finish**
- **Tube Counter-Balance: Gas filled locking piston**
- **Smooth Operation - Positive Lock**
- **Rotational Movements: Needle Bearings Adjustable Friction**
- **Smooth Operation - Field Adjustable**

35-158SR130

---

**PowerMax 1260**

Provides maximum power, state of the art technology, system reliability and low maintenance, all in a small footprint, lightweight package.

- **Maximum Power Output**
- **3.0 kW Across Full Range**
- **120 kV, 15 – 60 mAs**
- **High Frequency - Power Factor Correction**
- **Universal Input Voltage**
- **Microprocessor Control**
- **CR/DR Compatible**
- **Light Weight**
- **Designed for Reliability**
- **Durable Powder Coat Finish**

35-158PM1260

---

**SR-130 PORTABLE**

The SR-130 was designed with agility in mind. It’s compact, lightweight construction makes it easy for the operator to move the system effortlessly. Delivering maximum mR/mAs, the SR-130 produces 3 kW of power that provides hospital quality imaging, performed anywhere, anytime a Portable X-Ray System is transported to a patient. With it’s 3 kW output power, the SR-130 is an ideal system for organizations (Complies with CFR 21 Subchapter J) considering the purchase of a CR-System. CR-Systems currently operate at around the middle 200 speed. The SR-130 provides the power required to compensate for this slower operating speed without compromising image quality. The SR-130 can be used in hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, private homes, orthopedic practices, sports medicine, correctional facilities and military field deployable applications.

- **Higher Power Output (3.0 kW) • 100 kV, 30 mA, 120 mAs**
- **High Frequency • Microprocessor Control**
- **CR/DR Compatible • Light Weight • Designed for Reliability**
- **Durable Powder Coat Finish • Limited 3 year warranty**
- **High frequency Resonant Inverter Microprocessor controlled**
- **3.0kw Output - Fully Regulated mA / kVp**
- **KVP Range: 40-100 • Extremity Range - Adjustable in 1kVp steps**
- **MA Range: 15 & 30 Operator Selectable**
- **Constant ma - Independent of kV or Time**
- **MAS Range: 0.15 - 120**
- **Optimum Range - Provides quality soft tissue & bone resolution**
- **Exposure Time: 0.01 - 4.0 Seconds**
- **96 steps - Provides accurate technique settings**
- **X-Ray Tube: Stationary anode, 15° Target, 1.0 fs 30,000 Heat Unit Storage**
- **Collimator: R72/32-ET • 200° Rotation - High output lamp**
- **Exposure Switch: 2 Position - Prep/X-Ray • 15’ Cable**
- **Mechanical Stand: Welded Aluminum construction**
- **Light weight - Durable Powder Coat Finish**
- **Tube Counter-Balance: Gas filled locking piston**
- **Smooth Operation - Positive Lock**
- **Rotational Movements: Needle Bearings Adjustable Friction**
- **Smooth Operation - Field Adjustable**

35-158SR130
PORTABLE HIGH-FREQUENCY DR SYSTEM AND PODIATRIC DR AND CR BASED SYSTEMS

**SR-130D**

The model SR-130D Direct Capture Digital Portable X-Ray System was designed for today’s demands of general Radiography, trauma, and patient bedside care.

The SR-130D utilizes the Canon 50G (14” x 17”) light weight digital Receptor that produces consistent high resolution digital radiographic images.

The SR-130D has an integrated touch screen computer with integral keyboard for selecting Anatomical Programming and Patient data Storage. It also provides the ability to export patient study lists to PAC systems for clinical history and follow-up exams.

The SR-130D is a 100kV/30mA, 3 KW system that can reduce exposure times on difficult radiographic anatomical views, thereby minimizing patient motion problems and enhancing image quality.

**PODIATRIC DR-BASED DIGITAL X-RAY SYSTEM**

This handrail system, ADA friendly low base, and “SR” series tilting bilateral tube head eliminate awkward, unsafe patient maneuvering and adds to exam efficiency. Couple that with our unique CCD sensor design that allows for a 22-48% larger imaging surface than current analog (film) or computed radiography (CR) processing.

- Patented Tilt Head System (eliminates need to rotate patient for AP views)
- 6 inch high base (improved height for patient use)
- Patient support rail allows access from side or front
- 29” SID AP/Oblique view • 36” SID Lateral view • “SR” series proprietary tube
- Low voltage exposure switch • May qualify for ADA Tax Credit

**PODIATRIC CR-BASED DIGITAL X-RAY SYSTEM**

The Advance Step is a dedicated podiatry X-ray system, which provides superior imaging performance for podiatry radiology. Fully weight balanced and capable of 90 degrees of angular movement and 8” of linear front to back movement, the Advance Step orthoposer is easy to position for any foot or ankle shot. The powerful Advance Step x-ray generator can easily image even the largest patient and is designed for use with CR systems. The Advance Step generator can be plugged into any 110V outlet and does not require a dedicated line.

**X-ray Features:**
- Orthoposer platform • 90kV / 15mA X-ray • Weight-balanced X-ray positioning arm
- 90 degrees vertical to horizontal
- 8” front to back • Vertical cassette holder for 10” x 12” and 8” x 10” cassettes
- Half-cassette exposure blocker for 10” x 12” cassettes
- 90kV max, 15mA high frequency generator • Minimize exposure time
- Clear images for any patient • Push button controlled digital display
- Four programmable settings • 12ft remote hand switch cord • Input voltage: 110VAC

The digital image is obtained using a standard Kodak PoC 140 CR. The PoC 120 or PoC 360 CR’s will be available upon request depending on your practice needs.
CLEAR VISION DR 9000F DIRECT DIGITAL X-RAY FOR RACE HORSES

This system consists of two main components. The 9020HF portable x-ray machine that is lighter and more powerful than almost any other equine unit and the DR Xmaru 1210P with the FEEL 2.0 acquisition and manipulation software and a laptop computer.

X-ray Features:
This hand held generator is small enough to be held and positioned easily yet strong enough for even the most difficult stifle and spine exposures. The 9020HF comes digital-ready, with both our standard heavy duty handswitch and an RJ-11 cord socket for interfacing with digital detectors.

- High frequency inverter type generator (100kHz)
- Digital display: kV, mAs
- Self-diagnosis function to detect error conditions
- Self manageable APR function with memory key (5 exposure conditions)
- Excellent reproducibility not affected by line voltage variation
- Max output power: 1.44 kW
- High frequency inverter type (100kHz)
- kV rating: 40~90kV, 1kV increment
- mA rating: max 20 mA
- mAs rating: 0.4 ~ 32 mAs, 93 steps at each kV step
- Exposure time: 0.02 ~ 2.0 sec
- Cool-down period: 2 min at maximum output
- Total filtration: min. 2.55 mm Al eq.
- X-ray tube: focal spot size: 1.22mm, target angle: 19 degrees
- Anode heat storage capacity: 10kJ
- Full field light beam collimator with laser pointer
- Weight: Approx. 13 lbs (6kg)
- Dimensions: 144(W) x 295 (D) x 157(H), excluding hand grip
- Line input power: 110VAC or 220VAC, 50/60Hz

FPD Xmaru 1210P Specs:
- 2080x2560, 127µm
- Portable case (750x520x175) included
- Positioning bar and foot board included

VETERINARIAN DIRECT DIGITAL PORTABLE SOLUTION

PDX-1210 DR system is integrated with VET-20BT Hybrid Battery portable X-ray unit including wireless sync. model designed with Radio-Frequency (R/F) Communication device.

It is designed for radiographic applications where high mobility, fast results and superior image quality is required for a clinical examination. The systems are very useful for ambulatory practices where veterinarians want to diagnose in the field so that they can prescribe treatment immediately and eliminate multiple on-site visits.

The PDX-1210 incorporates with the VATECH 10” x 12” Amorphous Silicone TFT direct capture digital X-ray detector panel which is very slim (22.5 mm thickness) and very light weight (3.4 kg). DR image acquisition and viewing program is integrated by DX-R software being designed with a simple and user friendly GUI (graphic user interface method) operated by PC mouse or Touch Screen (Option). In addition, DR-X software allows integration with X-ray generator CPU providing a smooth systematic workflow and control through a wireless RF communication module.

35-45PDX1210
COMPUTED RADIOGRAPHY (CR)

The PoC CR family combines a laser scanner, erasable phosphor plates, advanced image management software and PC-based review station in one compact affordable package. Std pkg. includes two 14”x17” and two 10”x12” cassettes and plates. Additional cassettes and plates are available upon request at an additional cost.

A) 51-40CR120  20 plates per hour
B) 51-40CR140  40 plates per hour
C) 51-40CR360  60 plates per hour
D) 51-40CRVITA  44/67 plates per hour (light weight)

Medical Electronics, Inc. can customize this solution for a mobile diagnostic company by installing the system inside a vehicle and by providing the necessary hardware/software for proper function of the system by wireless phone transmission of the image to a remote DICOM device.

PORTABLE CR

With military specs, superior image quality and durability, this CR was designed with tough in mind. This portable or stand alone CR offers a flexible digital imaging solution for all medical imaging environments. It is also the only CR to withstand several vigorous military environmental testing. It is a true portable CR only at 55 lbs. It can be mounted on to existing mobile X-ray units such as Min Xray, instantly converting existing analog portable equipment into a digital solution. It streamlines your workflow because it is simple to use and fast.

- One moving part
- 300,000 + images per plate
- Superior image processing software
- Ultra thin cassettes for easy handling

CR READER 50 14”X17” PLATES/HR

- 4 cassettes • Acquisition Software
- DICOM Viewer • Desktop PC and Monitor
- Available with either medical, chiropractic or veterinary software
- Optional stitching function, additional cassettes, cart and PACS

51-40CR50

KODAK/CARESTREAM POINT-OF-CARE CR FAMILY

KODAK PoC ROLLER CLEANING KITS

51-154-AS00075  Cleaning Kit for Kodak PoC blue tray
51-154-BTCK  Cleaning Kit for Kodak PoC black tray

WE OFFER A COMPLETE SELECTION OF ADDITIONAL CASSETTES OR REPLACEMENT PLATES FOR KODAK, AGFA AND OTHER CR SYSTEMS.
DOCTOR, ARE YOU TAKING FULL SPINE X-RAYS?
YOUR DIGITAL X-RAY RETROFIT SOLUTION HAS ARRIVED AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!
NO FILM TO BUY. NO CASSETTES TO LOAD. NO MORE DAMAGING CHEMICALS. NO MORE DARK ROOM.

FULL SPINE DR SOLUTION

This DR is another first in digital imaging and it completely revolutionizes how long bone imaging is done. It also eliminates the need for image stitching software. Long bone iDR encapsulates a 14” x 51” plate which creates a full spine image in one exposure. Workflow is once again streamlined by reducing three separate x-rays to a single exposure hence reducing dose and discomfort to the patient. Because the full image is taken in one shot and image stitching is eliminated, iDR increases your productivity and throughput. By implementing this solution in your practice, you will instantly become part of the Innovation.

- Easy to use and efficient image acquisition software
- Full spine imaging in one exposure
- One moving part
- Sealed scan head technology
- Touch screen capable image processing software
- ICE-2 (image clarity enhancement) image processing
- Easy integration to any x-ray room
- Turnkey solution includes the digital sensor with wall mounting hardware, the computer, monitor and acquisition and image quality enhancing software

52-173FSDR

Medical Electronics, Inc. can customize this system to your existing x-ray room.
TRAINING and COLLABORATION

Medical Electronics, Inc. engineers have traveled the world to be trained on digital x-ray technology at the manufacturer’s or system integrator’s facilities. We can collaborate with your IT team to accommodate your needs.

EXPERIENCE

We have been installing new complete systems or retrofitting existing systems to digital since 2005. WE CAN DO IT ALL! We have installed from Ocala, North Florida and Cape Coral on the west coast to West Palm Beach, Broward and Miami areas.

CLIENTS

Multi-specialty Medical Clinic with Emergency Service
Imaging Diagnostic Centers
Multi-modality Mobile Diagnostic Companies
Mobile Diagnostic Ultrasound Companies
Chiropractic Clinics
NAOMI is the ultimate medical device of the next generation. While being beneficial to both Doctors and patients, NAOMI relieves the environment from the toxic chemical wastes of the regular X-Ray development process. NAOMI is a Digital Radiography (DR) system using unique CCD Solid State technology on a matrix array. There are no moving parts; this yields magnificent reliability.

Great Bargain for a High Quality Resolution Digital Image!

Easy to retrofit to your conventional X-Ray.

Use the Dark Room dead space for convenient profitable purposes.

52-7NAOMI

---

VIZTEK 20/20 DR SYSTEM

The C-DR 1417 sensor directly captures the image data and displays it on a monitor within 10-12 seconds. It is adaptable to most existing grid cabinets with our universal hang-on-adapter or utilizing the optional Trans-Former™ grid cabinet. Experience the enormous clinical and business benefits of direct radiography to your chiropractic practice with the C-DR 1417. Finally, small steps in technology deliver a giant leap in patient care.

SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS, FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

• NO CASSETTES Eliminate “wear & tear” associated with CR plates
• Maximum Throughput > 100 images processed per hour
• Sensor Type CCD
• Customized Grid Channel Used with existing or new grid
• Active Image Matrix 14” x 17”

52-72020

---

Naomi Wins 2010 Red Herring 100 Global Award for its contribution to the world’s medical market with its unique technology. Naomi is used in hospitals & clinics in 40 countries.
This is a Digital Radiography (DR) system using unique CCD Solid State technology on a matrix array. There are no moving parts; this yields magnificent reliability.

Great Bargain for a High Quality Resolution Digital Image!

Easy to retrofit to your conventional X-Ray.

Onsite job performed by Medical Electronics, Inc. engineers.

Now you will be able to choose where to shoot your digital x-rays.

**System Components:**
- Acquisition computer and LCD display
- Two matrix arranged CCD sensors
- Acquisition, image enhancement and tools software
- Required hardware and protection devices
- Optional DICOM WAN send

**SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS, FEATURES AND BENEFITS:**
- **NO CASSETTES** Eliminate “wear & tear” associated with CR plates
- Maximum Throughput > 100 images processed per hour
- Sensor Type CCD
- Customized Grid Channel Used with existing or new grid
- Active Image Matrix 14” x 17”
- Flat Panel Detector requires less space
- Eliminates darkroom film processing and associated costs (film, chemistry, film processor cleaning/maintenance, film storage)

**52-174DUALDR**
DIRECT DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY

DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEM
(MANUAL POSITIONING)

• 50 Kw/150 Kv anatomical program high frequency generator
• APR/AEC
• Universal radiographic stand – manual movement
• Electromagnetic brakes for all movements
• Manual rotation for swivel arm 150° / - 150°
• PC workstation acquisition and processing software with LCD monitor
• Radiographic moving table with brakes on two wheels

24-40DRS50

DIGITAL UNIVERSAL RADIOLOGY SYSTEM W/ FIXED DIGITAL PANEL

• 50 kW, 640 mA, 640 mAs High frequency generator
• Generator integration with acquisition computer
• Universal radiographic stand – fully motorized
• Fixed DR panels
• Acquisition computer
• 19” Touch screen monitor with generator integration
• DICOM Modality Worklist
• Canon LANMIX MLT processing software
• Optional mobile patient table shown

24-40DUR50

DIGITAL UNIVERSAL RADIOLOGY SYSTEM W/ 9 MEGA PIXEL CCD RECEPTOR

• 40 kW, 500 mA, 500 mAs High frequency generator
• Generator integration with acquisition computer
• Universal radiographic stand – fully motorized
• Digital Detector
• Acquisition computer
• 21 inch / 2 mega pixel monitor
• Stitching software
• Unlimited license for viewing stations
• Optional mobile patient table shown

24-40DUR40
HOSPITAL GRADE DIGITAL X-RAY SYSTEM

Ceiling Suspension Digital Flat Panel Radiography System Universal

This system designed with a two-digital-detector configuration; one in the table and one in the wall stand, allows for faster workflow and patient throughput.

This system is based on modular components for tracking and move-to-position settings that automatically align the tube and detector to maintain source-to-image-distance (SID) with automatic collimation for all pre-set exam protocols.

Provided in the system, DICOM connectivity for work list management, modality performed procedure setup, automatic printing, and media distribution.

- X-Ray Generator (50 kW, 150 KVp, 640 mA) with digital interface
- Generator integration with acquisition computer
- Ceiling tube suspension
- Digital display for the SID, X-Ray tube angulations and indication of the position
- Automatic Exposure Control (AEC)
- X-Ray tube (150 KVp 300,000 HU)
- Radiographic Floating Top Table
- Four ways floating top/Bucky table with electromagnetic brakes
- Super speed moving Bucky

24-38HGDXR

DIGITAL UNIVERSAL RADIOLOGY SYSTEM DR FLAT PANEL BASE

This room can be custom configured by Medical Electronics, Inc. engineers according to your budget, your patient flow and your procedural needs.

Generator options:
- 32 kW, 40 kW, 50 kW, 64 kW and 80 kW High Frequency
- 400 mA and 500 mA Standard Frequency, Single Phase
- Touchscreen generators available from 50 kW, 65 kW and 80 kW High Frequency

Table options:
- Elevating, 4-Way Floating and Stationary

24-38DUR32 32 kW
24-38DUR40 40 kW
24-38DUR50 50 kW
24-38DUR64 64 kW
24-38DUR80 80 kW

System with touchscreen generator:
24-38DUR50TS 50 kW
24-38DUR65TS 65 kW
24-38DUR80TS 80 kW
WEB-ENABLED PACS ARCHIVE WITH PRE-CONFIGURED SERVER AND PACKAGED WITH DIAGNOSTIC VIEWING SOFTWARE FOR DIAGNOSTIC CENTERS

OmniArchive® is a turnkey imaging archival and distribution system. Simply set this PACS appliance as your destination for CR, DR and any other DICOM modalities. Your images will be stored on redundant RAID 1 or RAID 5 hard drives and can be immediately accessed by the diagnostic viewing software.

Auto Routing
After storing DICOM images, OmniArchive® allows the user to automatically send images to another destination. Using DICOM Storage SCU, OmniArchive® can automatically route images to an offsite archive for disaster recovery, to a physician’s desk for a second read or to a permanent location for centralized storage of multiple clinics.

Storage
OmniArchive® uses the DICOM Storage SCP to allow images from CR, DR, CT, MR, US, NM and any other DICOM modality to be received and stored automatically. OmniArchive® utilizes an SQL database for security and scalability. Thanks to an embedded DICOM file compressor, images can be stored as DICOM uncompressed or lossless JPG to maximize storage space.

Scalable
OmniArchive® servers comes pre-configured and pre-tested in any number of scalable storage sizes – from a few thousand to over a million DICOM images. Multiple images can be received from multiple modalities, and multiple servers can be linked across the network. OmniArchive® supports Query & Retrieve SCP and is the perfect central archive for multiple diagnostic workstations and Web-based concurrent viewers.

Local and Remote Viewing/Diagnostic Capability Included
Every OmniArchive® system comes bundled with multiple copies of the industry-leading OmniVue® and OmniVue® Web diagnostic viewing software, which will easily access and view images stored on the OmniArchive® database.

WEB-ENABLED PACS ARCHIVE SOLUTION DEPLOYABLE ON CUSTOMIZED SERVER ACCORDING TO THE FACILITY NEEDS

Edge PACS is an enterprise level, feature rich, and yet cost effective PACS application, with vast potential that allows you to optimize your workflow and significantly improve operations and patient care, thus, enhancing patient safety and hospital productivity. Edge PACS has a client-server architecture and has MS SQL database.

Edge PACS is a web enabled system that integrates multiple modalities to provide image management and streamlined workflow. Edge PACS is DICOM 3.0 conformant, and allows to capture, store, diagnose, share and distribute, including routing, medical images in an organized and efficient manner. Edge PACS enhances the ability to communicate with referring physicians and affiliated facilities.

Edge PACS has three components – the Edge PACS server, Edge PACS viewer and the Edge PACS Web viewer. (continued on next page)
PACS

PACS Server
PACS Server is a DICOM server, Database server and Web server rolled into one. Edge PACS server is a DICOM compliant system that is designed to receive DICOM and Non-DICOM modalities (through a DICOM converter) and archive them on a DICOM server. Edge PACS has a robust scalable architecture that supports all the DICOM 3.0 functions. Edge PACS is available in both Windows and Linux platforms. It supports clustered server functionality and has multi threading architectural feature. Edge PACS server has a routing component that provides an intelligent rule-based system to route patient images and studies to other DICOM based sources in multi-modality and high volume environments.

PACS Viewer
PACS viewer is a Win 32 application that is designed to view and manipulate patient studies from the Edge PACS server. The images thus received can be added into template-based reports or burned into CD/DVDs or printed out in DICOM printers through a customizable DICOM print composer. Edge PACS viewer has an intuitive user interface that includes high-performance 2D image processing, annotation & measurement tools and 3D imaging with multi-planar reconstruction (MPR), region segmentation with volume measurements and cutaway viewing and interactive VOI. Edge PACS viewer gives the option to have a customizable toolbar based on the user preferences.

Web Viewer
Web viewer is a web based application that allows retrieving medical images stored in the Edge PACS server by using the internet explorer, while being connected to the internet or intranet. It provides physicians with dynamic tools to manipulate and analyze images.

Benefits:
This PACS is a feature – rich cost effective PACS solution. Some of its benefits are:

- Go digital with minimal investment – Adapts to existing hardware with standard system requirements
- Scalable solution – Configurable to your current needs and adapts to future requirements
- Hardware independent – Customer can choose their own hardware manufacturer
- Integration with existing HIS/RIS through HL7 broker
- Open architecture – Connect to DICOM based components from other vendors
- Access patient images from anywhere through internet explorer
- Clustered server functionality - enables the hospital to have a server breakdown - free network.
- Multi-Threading functionality – it will receive images from multiple modalities simultaneously, deleting the time lag in receiving patient studies from the various modalities.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR HIPAA COMPLIANT IMAGE TRANSMISSION?
ARE YOU TIRED OF THE VPN ISSUES?
THEN MEDICAL ELECTRONICS, INC. HAS A SOLUTION FOR YOU!

We can offer you on-site solutions including storage of your images in Dicom format, burning CDs and DVDs, as well as remote web access of your images. We can also provide you with HIPAA-compliant image transmission to a remote off-site location for reading or for redundant image repository.

Image Encryption & Transmission Software
with Lossless Compression for Quick Image Transfer

We can offer you on-site solutions including storage of your images in Dicom format, burning CDs and DVDs, as well as remote web access of your images. We can also provide you with HIPAA-compliant image transmission to a remote off-site location for reading or for redundant image repository.
**DICOM COMBINATION FILM & PAPER DIGITIZER/SCANNER**

The NEO S60 uses the same scan path to digitize conventional x-ray film as well as paper documents, creating a series of DICOM images you can add to existing digital imaging systems. At 4.7 maximum optical density, the NEO S60 produces superb quality digital images. Boasting a small footprint and weighing under 20 lbs, the NEO S60 is the lightest digitizer in the market as well as most economical. In combination with OmniVue® Acquisition & Viewing Software, the NEO S60 system is an all-in-one capture, storage and distribution system. With 60 sheets per hour throughput, the NEO S60 provides a fast and efficient way to convert all analog records into the industry standard DICOM format for digital storage, duplication and transmission.

**Optional Multi-Sheet Film Feeder**

An optional Multi-Sheet Film Feeder allows for multiple films to be digitized at one time. Up to 15 mixed-size films can be placed in the feeder for single-click operation. Films are automatically scanned, cropped, adjusted and delivered to the acquisition software. The Multi-Sheet Film Feeder plugs directly into the back of the digitizer for a fast and seamless upgrade without the need for an additional power source.

**Features:**
- Maximum Resolution: 600 dpi
- Optical Density (DMAX): 4.7
- Bit Depth: 16 bits output
- Speed: 60 sheets/hour
- Interface: Hi-Speed USB 2.0
- Weight: 19.82 lbs. (9 kg)
- Dimensions: 10.2” x 18.7” x 9.3”

246-154NEO

**AGFA DRYSTAR 5302 TABLE TOP IMAGER**

- Table Top Design
- 8x10, 10x12, 11x14, 14x14, 14x17 Media Sizes
- Two Media Supply Drawers
- DICOM 3.0 PMS Package
- Up to 6 DICOM Connections
- A+ Sharp Image Technology
- 320 ppi Resolution
- Throughput up to 140 sheets per hour
- Access Time as low as 77 seconds
- 198 lbs
- 28.7x28.1x26.6 Dimensions in Inches

245-405302

**CONVERT YOUR C-ARM FLUOROSCOPE OR DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND TO DICOM**

While going digital and switching to EHR, DICOM and PACS, many facilities are faced with medical devices without DICOM connectivity or costly DICOM interfaces offered by manufacturers. We can offer you two solutions to capture most video signals to DICOM. They also provide CD/DVD burning.

88-99iMAG  Converter for static images to DICOM
88-99PHO  Converter for static images and video to DICOM

**DIGITAL MEDICAL IMAGING SOLUTIONS**

FactorY trained and certified engineers can sell, install and maintain your digital imaging technology at a lower price and with a bigger smile than any other company in the world. Extended warranties and service contracts available exclusively for our capital equipment clients.
EASYDocs 5™ software takes the work out of reporting with quick keyboard entry of intake information, questionnaires, and objective musculoskeletal testing. Then it automatically creates tables and graphs, formats text, interprets questionnaire scores, and performs calculations for objective tests like CV, norms, averaging, and validity.

**AESTHESIOMETER 2-POINT DISCRIMINATOR**
- Designed to measure cutaneous two point threshold of touch
- Slide scale measures up to 14 cm in 0.1 cm increments

**DOLORIMETER/ALGOMETER**
The worldwide preferred pressure threshold and pain tolerance gauge of physicians, chiropractors and physical therapists.

**BUBBLE INCLINOMETER**
Accurately measures range of motion of any joint.

**3-POINT DISCRIMINATOR**

**GONIOMETERS**
- 12 inch 22-81112
- 8 inch 22-8118
- 6 inch 22-8116
- 3 Stripes 22-14FLAT

**TUNING FORKS**
- 128 Cycles 22-281314
- 256 Cycles 22-281315
- 512 Cycles 22-281316

**BABINSKI HAMMER**
Adjustable head can be oriented in two directions. Use pointed bottom as a “gross” aesthesiometer. 10” handle.

**PINCH GAUGE**
Measures tip, key and palmar pinch strength of healthy hands. Indicator remains at the subject’s maximum reading until reset.

**7 PIECE HAND EVALUATION SET**
All instruments needed for a full hand evaluation. Grip strength is measured by the hydraulic hand dynamometer and pinch strength by the mechanical pinch gauge. Other instruments included are stainless steel goniometer, 2-point discriminator with 3rd point, Wartenburg pinwheel, finger circumference gauge and functional finger motion gauges. Sets available with dial or digital gauge dynamometers.
ROM and Hand Evaluation

**Arthrodial Protractor/Large Joint Goniometer**

Measure range-of-motion for all major articulations, cervical rotation, lateral flexion of the head and anterior-posterior cervical flexion. Bubble level assures measurement on horizontal plane. Two 180° opposing scales in 5° increments.

*22-71AP*

**Hydraulic Wrist Shovel Handle Dynamometer**

The table mount bracket provides stability and mounting capability for the Baseline Hydraulic Wrist/Forearm Dynamometer.

*22-71HWS  
22-71BFTM bracket for table mount*

**Smedley Spring-Type Hand Dynamometer**

Measures grip strength; adjustable handle comfortably accommodates any size hand and locks into place. Indicator remains at maximum setting until reset for new measurement. 200 lb capacity with dual scale measures both pounds and kilograms. Comes with carrying case.

*22-71SMED*

**Petrometer**

Measures vertical & horizontal body and extremity range of motion.

**Set includes:**
- Dual design meter for multi-directional readings.
- Inclinometer needle for vertical measurements (Flex/Extend).
- Transometer needle for horizontal measurements (rotational).
- Rotational-degree ring for zeroing the meter on the patient.
- Headband assembly for secure, hands-free cervical testing.
- Meter attachment strap that frees hands for patient stability.
- Protractor, MM, and inch scales for X-ray analysis.

*22-42PETRO*

**Wrist Inclinometer**

Allows total range of motion to be accurately measured. Inclinometer measurement techniques have been codified and appear in the AMA Guide to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment, third edition.

*22-71WI*

**Wall Mount ROM Measurement**

Use to measure thoracic and lumbar ROM, lateral and forward flexion and extension of the spine. Height adjustable goniometer can be adjusted to align with the client’s L4 and L5 axis points for measurements.

*22-71WMRM*

**Smedley Digital Spring-Type Hand Dynamometer**

Digital lightweight Smedley spring dynamometer offers digital grip strength readout.
- Has 5-preset grip sizes
- Auto captures and displays maximum grip force
- Assesses results according to age and gender
- Saves/stores results for fast retrieval for up to 19 users

*22-71DIGSM*

**Dualer IQ Digital Inclinometer**

The Dualer IQ Inclinometer is the faster, easier, smarter way to measure spine and extremity ranges of motion without a computer. Dualer IQ speeds up spine evaluations with dual inclinometry protocols recommended by the AMA and automatic data collection. For extremities, Dualer IQ helps you to quickly evaluate motion using dynamic dual inclinometry and static single inclinometry (similar to using a goniometer) protocols.

- Records and stores results for up to 19 tests for faster ROM evals without stopping
- Dual inclinometry reduces repetitions and instrument placements for spine ROM
- Subtracts extraneous movement to display true spine ROM results
- Displays Primary and Secondary inclinometer values necessary for AMA impairment rating
- Meets AMA spine validity requirements with up to six repetitions per test
- Simulates simple goniometer techniques for efficient extremity evaluations
- Easily records ankylosis and antalgic restriction

*22-71DUALER*
**Blood Pressure**

**Wallmax™ Aneroid**

Large 6” easy-to-read gauge is attached to a 110° swivel wall mounting bracket. Blue Accumax™ cuff includes 8’ coiled tubing. Cuff can be stored behind gauge. **22-28222**

**Mobile Aneroid Sphygmomanometer**

Large 6” easy-to-read gauge is mounted on a tip resistant 4-wheel base. Blue Accumax™ cuff includes 8’ coiled tubing. Cuff can be stored behind gauge. **22-28223**

**Labtron® Economy Sphygmomanometer**

Blue nylon cuff. Two-tube latex bladder with standard air and end valves. Comes with zippered case. **22-28165NBL**

**Stainless Steel Deluxe Stethoscope**

The stainless steel dual head chestpiece has a non-chill ring for patient comfort. The internal spring binaurals ensure acoustic sensitivity. 22” latex-free tubing keeps acoustic sound intact, even in the noisiest settings. Comes complete with two pairs of contoured eartips. Black only available. **22-287100**

**Labtron® Dual Head Stethoscope**

Anodized aluminum rotating chestpiece with recessed non-chill ring and adjustable chrome-plated brass binaurals. 22” latex-free “Y” tubing.

- **22-28400** blue
- **22-28400BL** black
- **22-28400GY** grey

**Diagnostix 703 Palm Aneroid**

- Revolutionary palm style manometer (#804) with integral latex-free bulb and trigger style air release valve for one-hand convenience
- Precision crafted 300mmHg no-pin stop German movement tested to 200,000 cycles
- Movement housed in a patented double shell ABS impact resistant polymer casing
- Ambidextrous infinite control trigger release air valve
- Adcuff™ nylon cuff • Dip molded latex inflation bladder withstands heavy use
- Quick release luer slip connector
- Complete with leatherette carrying case with self repairing nylon zipper

**Omron Blood Pressure Monitor W/Intellisense Digital**

ComFit™ cuff with Sigma technology is pre-formed for a quick and comfortable fit for regular and large arms (fits arms 9” to 17”) • Intellisense technology helps ensure accurate and comfortable readings • Simple silent 1 touch automatic operation • Extra large display • AC adapter and 4 AA batteries included • Advanced Diagnostics Including: • Hypertension indicator • Irregular heartbeat detector • 2 users with a total of 200 memory storage with date/time stamp • 2 operations mode: TruRead™ mode takes 3 consecutive measurements with AHA recommended 1 minute intervals and automatically displays the average and Single read mode with Advanced Averaging

**Economy Automatic Digital Blood Pressure Unit W/IQ System™**

Our economy blood pressure monitor is an easy to use, fully automatic unit with the simplicity of single button operation - just put the cuff on and press start. In addition to saving up to 30 readings for two people, this economy blood pressure monitor also stamps each one with a time and date, and can display an average of your readings. It also shows systolic, diastolic, and pulse on its easy to read digital display at the touch of a button. Use IQ System™ for a quick and more comfortable measurement. Latex free cuff and unit. Standard Cuff fits arms: 9.7” - 12.9”. Requires 4 AA batteries (not included).

**22-72MFBP**

**22-72XLC** extra large cuff (12.6 - 16.9)
Blood Pressure and Temperature

Blood Pressure and Temperature

**LITTMANN® CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC**

The Littmann Classic II Pediatric stethoscope features a 1-inch traditional bell combined with a floating diaphragm. This stethoscope features a solid stainless steel chestpiece for high acoustic sensitivity.

22-472113

**LITTMANN® LIGHTWEIGHT II S.E.**

This general-purpose, entry-level stethoscope is an excellent, affordable choice for basic blood-pressure and limited physical assessment. Littmann quality is apparent from the soft-sealing eartips down to the combination bell/diaphragm chestpiece.

22-472450

**LITTMANN® CLASSIC II S.E.**

Patented floating diaphragm assures high acoustic sensitivity.
- Compact & Durable
- Single-lumen tubing
- Solid stainless steel combination chestpiece

22-473M2201

**WELCH ALLYN® EAR TEMPERATURES WITH BRAUN ThermoScan® Pro 4000**

The new Braun ThermoScan PRO 4000 is the only electronic ear thermometer with a preheated probe and sensor for reliable temperature readings on patients of all ages. Featuring exclusive ExacTemp™ technology to ensure proper positioning and improved accuracy in three to seven seconds, the new PRO 4000 is one of the fastest thermometers ever developed. Lightweight, simple, fast, accurate, and affordable, the new PRO 4000 is the perfect solution for any medical practice or hospital setting.

22-48040002 22-485075800 disposable probe covers (800pk)

**WELCH ALLYN® TYCOS DURASHOCK™ INTEGRATED ANEROID**

Gear-free DuraShock™ design is much more durable than traditional aneroids with gears. Part of our Bronze Series, the DS44 Integrated features a FlexiPort cuff-mounted design that is compact and lightweight for ease of use.
- Premium inflation system
- Latex-free

22-48420TB 22-48420TBO 22-484700-60 mobile stand

**LITTMANN® CARDIOLOGY III**

The Littmann Cardiology III stethoscope offers two tunable diaphragms which allows the user to conveniently alternate between low- and high-frequency sounds without turning over the chestpiece. The large side can be used for adult patients, while the small side is especially useful for pediatric or thin patients, around bandages, and for carotid assessment.

22-473128

**ORAL THERMOMETER PROBE COVERS FOR SURETEMP**

22-4805031-101 case of 1000
40 boxes of 25/box

**ThermoScan® Pro Series INSTANT THERMOMETER PROBE COVERS**

22-485075800 case of 800

**WELCH ALLYN® SPOT VITAL SIGN® MONITOR**

- Measures noninvasive blood pressure (NIBP), pulse rate, temperature and SpO2 in about 30 seconds
- IR Connectivity to Electronic Medical Records
- Lightweight and portable with a variety of mounting options
- All configurations include NIBP, pulse rate and MAP.
- Optional—Stand, SureTemp thermometry, Masimo or Nellcor pulse oximetry

22-48420B 22-48420TB 22-48420TBO BP only
22-484700-60 BP, Temp & SpO2 mobile stand

**WE lc H allyn ® ty c O s duras HO c K TM**

The Gear-free DuraShock™ design is much more durable than traditional aneroids with gears. Part of our Bronze Series, the DS44 Integrated features a FlexiPort cuff-mounted design that is compact and lightweight for ease of use.
- Premium inflation system
- Latex-free

22-48420TB 22-48420TBO 22-484700-60 mobile stand

**WE lc H allyn ® s PO t V ital sign® MO nit O r**

- Measures noninvasive blood pressure (NIBP), pulse rate, temperature and SpO2 in about 30 seconds
- IR Connectivity to Electronic Medical Records
- Lightweight and portable with a variety of mounting options
- All configurations include NIBP, pulse rate and MAP.
- Optional—Stand, SureTemp thermometry, Masimo or Nellcor pulse oximetry

22-48420B 22-48420TB 22-48420TBO BP only
22-484700-60 BP, Temp & SpO2 mobile stand
PULSE OXIMETER, RESPIRATORY, EYE CHART AND WEIGHT MANAGEMENT

FINGER TIP PULSE OXIMETER

Version: FDA 1.0C22. Portable, non-invasive spot check of oxygen saturation of arterial hemoglobin (SpO2) and pulse rate. For home and hospital use. Not for continuously monitoring. The 18705 requires no routine calibration or maintenance other than replacement of batteries. Uses two AAA batteries (included).

- Operation of the product is simple and convenient.
- The product is small in volume, light in weight and convenient for carrying.
- Power consumption of the product is low and the two originally equipped AAA batteries can be operated continuously for 30 hours.
- Low voltage warning will be indicated in visual window when battery voltage is low enough that normal operation of Oximeter might be influenced.
- The product will automatically be powered off when no signal is in the product for longer than 8 seconds.
- OLED display.
- SpO2 display range 0-99%.
- Resolution: ±1% for SpO2 and ±1BPM for Pulse rate.

18-72POX

SALTER-STYLE ADULT NASAL OXYGEN CANNULA W/ 7FT TUBING

Clear, lightweight nasal cannula with unique, one-piece, anatomical design. Eliminates the need for flap, which can cause irritation resulting in maximum patient comfort. Over-the-ear style ensures secure positioning, allowing complete freedom of movement. Provided with three-channel safety tubing or smooth bore tubing in various lengths. Latex-free.

201-162SSANOC

MICRO MIST NEBULIZER KIT

- Optimal particle size delivered at efficient nebulization rates
- Consistent performance at angles up to 90° allowing clinicians to administer medication to patients positioned horizontally or with special treatment requirements
- Easy-seal, threaded cap and 6cc capacity anti-spill jar to prevent leakage
- 7ft tubing • Standard Connector • Adult Mask

Case quantity only

201-162MMNK

BASELINE® SKINFOLD CALIPER

Spring-loaded arms and floating tips assure accuracy and reliability. Includes booklet and carrying case. 18-73SFC

ECONOMY PLASTIC SKINFOLD CALIPER

An economical choice to measure subcutaneous tissue for body fat assessment. Spring-loaded arm assures reproducible pinch. Read directly from 50mm scale. Comes with instructions and tables.

18-71EPSC

BODY LOGIC PRO HBF ANALYZER

This hand held body fat analyzer is an affordable and easy way to measure body fat. After inputting data, a measurement can be started by simply holding the grip electrodes and pressing the START button. Results in 7 seconds for both Bioelectrical Impedance Method and BMI (Body Mass Index) calculation. Save time with 9-person profile memory.

18-145HBFLP

SNELEN EYE CHART

Non-reflective, matte finish with green and red color bars. 20’ distance. The Snellen eye chart is the familiar chart with the big letter or symbol at the top and progressively smaller letters at the bottom of the chart down to 20/20 or better. This is a chart for measuring visual acuity at a distance - in other words, how well you can see things that are far away.

201-281240
MECHANICAL PHYSICIAN SCALE

Read weight in kilograms or pounds up to 200 kilograms or 440 pounds from either front or back of scale. Height rod measures 35 to 72 inches or 89 to 183 centimeters. Durable, dependable and easy to operate, move and store. Manufactured by an ISO 9001 Registered Company.

Standard Features
- Capacity: 440 lb x 0.25 lb (200 kg x 0.1 kg)
- 10.75” x 14.75” Platform
- Removable slip-resistant plastic base cover
- Retractable aluminum height rod
- Rear wheels make the scale easy to move around

18-175-102613

EYE-LEVEL, DIGITAL PHYSICIAN SCALE

Professional physician scale provides precision weight measurements up to 550 pounds. Features include BMI, reweigh and hold-mode allowing operator to lock measurement and transfer unsteady patients before recording. EMR ready. Manufactured by an ISO 9001 Registered Company.

Standard Features
- Capacity: 550 lb x 0.2 lb (250 kg x 0.1 kg)
- Platform Dimensions: 14.65” x 15” x 3” (372 mm x 381 mm x 76.2 mm)
- AC adaptor and internal rechargeable battery
- Unit of measure: lb only, kg only, lb/kg
- RS-232 output

Eye-Level Physician Scale
- Height measuring rod measures from 35” to 82” x 1/8” (90 cm to 209 cm x 1 mm)
- Integrated wheels for ease of portability

18-175-100124  550 lbs. / 250 kg  120 VAC
18-175-100127  550 lbs. / 250 kg  230 VAC

BARIATRIC/HANDRAIL SCALE

High capacity handrail scale is designed for weighing patients who need extra support and safety. Advanced movement compensation technology eliminates error caused by involuntary movement of unsteady patients. Two heavy-duty rear wheels and patented hinge-joint make it simple and effortless to move, fold and store. EMR ready.

- Capacity: 700 lb x 0.2 lb (310 kg x 0.1 kg)
- Platform dimensions: 20” x 25” x 3”
- Handrails for extra support and safety
- Integrated wheels for ease of portability
- Large 1” LCD display
- Low battery indicator/automatic power-off
- BMI (body mass index) function
- Hold function
- Unit of measure: lb only, kg only, lb/kg
- RS-232 output

18-175-BHS

DIALYSIS SCALE

The Summit Dialysis Scale is designed to be mounted in a pit flush with the floor, or above ground with optional ramps for easy-access, multipurpose weighing. The patient simply walks, or is wheeled, onto the weighing platform and is weighed. The heavy-duty handrail provides patient safety and convenience, and is positioned to remain clear of wheelchairs.

The Summit Dialysis Scale provides exceptional performance in dialysis centers and hospitals. While value-priced, the Summit Dialysis Scale also employs a rugged design to deliver efficient installation and operation.

- 36 in W x 36 in L - 1,000 lb mild steel painted scale with anti-slip rubber surface
- 36 in H x 30 in W handrail and mounting hardware
- Large 1 in LCD Indicator Display
- AC adaptor and internal rechargeable battery
- Pushbutton or manual entry of tare weight
- Unit of measure: lb only, kg only, lb/kg
- 10 ft interface cable from scale to indicator
- RS-232 port
- BMI (body mass index) function
- Reweigh function
- Hold function

Options/Accessories:
- Pit frames and Access Ramps
- Custom size and capacity scales available

18-175-DS

DIGITAL BABY SCALE 354/364

- Capacity: 110 lbs / 50 kg (seca 364), 44 lbs / 20 kg (seca 354)
- Graduation: 1 oz < 44 lbs > 2.5 oz/10 g < 10 kg > 20 g (seca 364), 0.5 oz < 22 lbs > 1 oz / 20 g (seca 354)
- Dimensions (WxHxD): 22” x 6” x 13”
- Weight: 6.5 lbs • Power supply: Batteries
- Functions: TARE, Auto-HOLD, BMIF, kg/lbs switch-over
- It can be used either as a baby scale or as a floor scale for small children.
- With the breast-milk-intake function the amount of milk the baby has drank when breast fed can be determined.

18-102354  44 lbs. / 20 kg
18-102364  110 lbs. / 50 kg

18-175-HBFLP
INTEGRATED DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS AND WALL TRANSFORMER SETS

A convenient, modular package that puts everything needed for fast, accurate diagnoses at arm's length. By combining a wall aneroid, ophthalmoscope, otoscope, specula dispenser, and thermometer (optional), Welch Allyn puts all the basic diagnostic tools within easy reach. These systems are attractive, modular, and easy to order and install. Customize your Wall Set to match your individual needs.

- OptiSense™ sensor automatically turns handles on when they are removed from the cradles and off when they are replaced
- Optional Tycos® 767 Wall Aneroid
- Optional KleenSpec® Diagnostic or Pneumatic Specula Dispenser
- Optional digital clock with pulse timer
- Optional third handle module for an additional instrument head
- Choose one of four halogen ophthalmoscopes, including the innovative PanOptic™ Ophthalmoscope. Choose either PanOptic model 11810 or model 11820 with cobalt blue filter and corneal viewing lens. Other options include the traditional Standard Ophthalmoscope (11710) and the sealed (dust-free) Coaxial Ophthalmoscope (11720)
- Otoscope options include the MacroView™ Otoscope, which provides 30% more magnification and nearly twice the field of view of traditional otoscopes
- Additional otoscope options include the Diagnostic Otoscope with Halogen HPX light source for 30% more light output than traditional halogen lamps
- Handle-based rheostats for quick light-intensity adjustments
- 767 Wall Aneroid with easy-to-read dial face, certified accuracy and lifetime calibration program
- KleenSpec® Plus Disposable Specula Dispenser, prefilled with ear specula
- Sturdy, predrilled mounting board mounts easily to any wall, preventing loss or theft
- Optional SureTemp® Plus Electronic Thermometer for accurate oral readings in approximately 4 to 6 seconds, rectal readings in approximately 15 seconds

CALL US AT 305-994-9294 TO CUSTOMIZE A SUITABLE CONFIGURATION WITHIN YOUR BUDGET AND YOUR NEEDS.

Some Optional Accessories:

- **MacroView Otoscope**
  A nearly complete view of the tympanic membrane with 30% greater magnification than a traditional otoscope.

- **PanOptic Ophthalmoscope**
  5x larger field of view of the fundus vs. standard ophthalmoscopes in an undilated eye (25° vs. 5°).

- **SureTemp Plus Electronic Thermometer**
  Provides accurate oral temperature readings in about 4 to 6 seconds and rectal temperature readings in about 10 seconds.

- **A Welch Allyn® 3.5V Wall Diagnostic Set**
  Constant supply of power for optimum true-color examination. Automatically turns on when lifted and off when replaced. Otoscope and Ophthalmoscope heads included. 22-4776700

- **B. Specula Dispenser**
  Holds both sizes of the 524 series disposable specula. Convenient and inexpensive. (Specula not included.) 22-4752400

- **C. Disposable Specula**
  2 popular sizes made to fit Welch Allyn Otoscope models 20000, 25020, 25000, 24000, and 21110. Pediatric: 22-4752432; Adult: 22-4752434

- **D. Welch Allyn Pocket Diagnostic Set**
  2.5V PocketScope Ophthalmoscope uses halogen illumination for true tissue color and consistent, long lasting illumination. It has 6 aperture selections for general and specialist use, and 48 lenses for better resolution. 2.5V Otoscope also has built in throat illuminator - two in one instrument! Features halogen illumination and fiber optics for a cool light with no reflections or obstructions, plus a rectangular viewing lens for instrumentation under magnification. 22-4792821

- **E. Replacement Bulbs, generic**
  Otoscope: 22-483100; F. Ophthalmoscope: 22-484900

- **F. Replacement Batteries, generic (for desk diagnostic set)**
  3.5V: 22-17772300WA (orange) (fits 71000-A, 71020-A, 71000-C, 71020-C, 71050-C, 71055-C); 2.5V: 22-17772200WA (black) (fits 71670, 71000, 71020, 71003, 71010, 71015, 71022, 71050, 71051, 71054, 71055, 72200, 72207); 3.5V: 22-17772200WA (red) (fits 60700, 70700, 70710, 70715, 70720, 70750, 70751, 70754, 70755, 71500, 72000)

Other replacements for Welch Allyn bulbs and batteries are available upon request.

Ph: 305-994-9294 • Fax: 305-994-9295 • www.meditronics.net • email: infome@meditronics.net
Spirometers and EKG's

KOKO Legend™ SPIROMETER

- Intuitive Touch Screen Operation
- Hi-Resolution Incentive Display
- Tests Performed: FVC, SVC, Pre-Post BD
- Parameters Measured:
  - Expiratory: FVC, FEV1, FEV1/FVC%, FEV3, FEV3/FVC%, FEV5, FEV5/FVC%, FEV6, FEV6/FVC%, FEV16%, PEFR, FEF25%, FEF50%, FEF75%, FEF25-75%, FEF2-1.2, FEF75-85%, Tpeak(mSec), Vext%, Vext(L), MET(S), Texp(S), Vext(L)
  - Inspiratory: FVC, FIV1, FIV1/FIVC, FIV3, FIV3/FIVC, PIFR, FIF50%, FIF25-75%, FIF2-1.2, FIF50/FEF50, MIT(S), Tinsp(S)

99-33314000
99-33392242 nose clips
99-33810000 filters
99-33222156 mouthpiece (pkg of 100)
99-33395010 paper roll (pkg of 4)

Diagnostic & Evaluation

Calibration Syringe

- 3-liter calibration syringe
- This 3-liter calibration syringe is designed to maintain accuracy in the challenging environment of a busy PFT lab
99-33510000

Cardiocare 2000

In the 12 channel ECG, Cardiocare2000 is the first FDA approved product in Korea. Because it detects 12 channel cardiac data which acquired in the same time, it provides the more accurate and detailed diagnosing information than 3 or 6 channel ECG does. Through the modem interface the ECG data can be transmitted directly into the fax machine in the other area for the consultation. Also convenient PC-based operation environment is available with PC software "EKGPLus™". Another advantage is the economical maintenance fee resulted from normal fax paper usage instead of expensive ECG paper.

- PC interface (RS-232): PC monitoring and printing with normal printer.

When you buy from us you will receive a set of Multi-Clips and a grounded power cord in addition to the standard patient cable, and a roll of paper.
2-178C2000;
210-61BNPAPER paper roll (box of 5);
62-97BNC replacement patient cable

EKG Resting Tab Disposable Electrodes

- 21 x 34mm size provides for superior contact.
- Ag/Ag Chloride
- Hypo-allergenic, Latex Free
- 24 month shelf life assures product freshness
- When used with a Niko Clip universal adapter, a stable base is created which allows the highest percentage of first-time recordings
- Compatible with all machines
220-44ED3000 500/box (packaged 100/pouch)

EKG Reusable Electrodes Kit

- 6 Universal Suction Chest Electrodes
- 4 Adult Limb Clamps
- 1 Conduction gel: Transparent gel in bottles of 280 grams
220-178CKIT Complete Kit
220-1786USCE Set of 6 universal suction chest electrodes
220-1784EC Set of 4 extremism clamps
220-17846CE Set of 4 extremism clamps and 6 universal suction electrodes

We stock made in U.S.A. replacement patient cables for most popular EKG machines.
BURDICK ATRIA 3100
This ECG monitor assures an accurate report and gives ECG protocol choices, helps eliminate transcription errors, and improves workflow.
- Stores 50 ECGs
- Manual or automatic 3-, 4-, 6-, and 12-lead ECG printouts
- Standard with wired Ethernet, wireless 802.11, and Bluetooth; complies with FAA requirements
- Bi-directional communication with our HeartCentrix connectivity software
- AccuPrint feature restricts ECG printing if lead wires are not properly attached
- Option to use the University of Glasgow ECG interpretation algorithm
2-98ATRIA3
210-987983  Z-fold 8.5” x 11” paper 200 sheets/pk.

BurdiCK atria 6100
The Atria 6100 ECG helps streamline workflow with a friendly user interface and clear, readable color display for easy reading of ECG waveform data.
- Large color monitor to view 3-, 6-, and 12-lead ECG printouts in real-time
- Portable ECG stores up to 300 electrocardiograms
- Manual or automatic 3-, 4-, 6-, and 12-lead ECG printouts
- Standard with wired Ethernet, wireless 802.11, and Bluetooth; complies with FAA requirements
- Bi-directional communication using HeartCentrix connectivity software
- AccuPrint feature restricts ECG printing if lead wires are not properly attached
- Option to use the University of Glasgow ECG interpretation algorithm
2-98ATRIA6
210-987983  Z-fold 8.5” x 11” paper 200 sheets/pk.

Stock Paper For Burdick Machines.
EKG Sundry Supplies

**Diagnosis & Evaluation**

**EKG Sundry Supplies**

**MADE IN USA EKG PATIENT CABLES**

Replacement Patient Cables for Popular EKG Machines
- 62-97BNC for Bionet, CardioCare and CardioTouch
- 62-9745507 for AT1, AT10, AT2 and AT6
- 62-9745503 for BurdickEK10, Elite and Eclipse LE
- 62-9745508 for Burdick Eclipse LE II

**EKG PAPER**
- High Density, Long Life and Glossy
- Dark and Vivid Printout
- Accurate Sensor Mark
- Scratch Resistant
- Water Resistant

- 210-987983 red Z-fold 8.5” x 11” 200 sheets/pk. Atria, Eclipse Plus, Quest
- 210-617958 red roll 50 mm x 150 EK10, Elite, Elite-II, Medic-5
- 210-617868 red Z-fold 8.5” x 11” 200 sheets/pk. 10/case E350, E350i, E550, LE-II, LE-IIi, E600, E700, Eclipse, E500TW
- 210-617979 red Z-fold 8.5” x 11” 200 sheets/pk. 10/case Eclipse-8, 850i, 800i, 800m, 800n
- 210-61OP-69TE red roll 210 mm x 30m 25/box Fukuda FCP-4101, FX-4010, FX7402
- 210-61OP-119TE red roll 63 mm x 100’ 20/box Fukuda FCP-2201, FCP-2101, FC-2155, FX-2111, FCP-15
- 210-61215712a-SCH red Z-fold 210mm x 80’ (400 sheets) 10/box aT-10, SP-10
- 210-61215725a-SCH red Z-fold 3.5” x 3.5” (175 sheets) 10/box aT-1, SP-10
- 210-61BNPaper paper roll 5/box CardioCare, CardioTouch, Meridian

**EKG RESTING TAB DISPOSABLE ELECTRODES**
- 21 x 34mm size provides for superior contact.
  - Ag/Ag Chloride
  - Hypo-allergenic, Latex Free
  - 24 month shelf life assures product freshness
  - When used with a Niko Clip universal adapter, a stable base is created which allows the highest percentage of first-time recordings
  - Compatible with all machines
  - 220-44ED3000 500/box (packaged 100/pouch)

**STRESS TEST AND ECHO ELECTRODES**

This monitoring electrode is designed to perform under rigorous conditions. The adhesive gel offers maximized contact, to reduce motion artifact and minimize gel residue and cleanup. Hypoallergenic and Latex free to prevent sensitivity issues. Compatible with all machines.
- Foam, Solid Gel
- Ag/Ag Chloride
- Latex Free
- 220-44ED1000 300/box (packaged 30/pouch)

**CUSTOMIZED HOLTER RECORDING KIT**

This kit is good for any 7 leads or less holters using a 9 volt battery. Includes in a sealed plastic bag: 7 ConMed Cleartrace Electrodes, 1 9V bat. and 1 prep razor.
- 211-GS081G71DDAV

**ECG MOUNTING FORMS FOR EK-10, ELITE, ELITE II**
- Mounts recording paper beautifully
- Convenient pressure mount
- Quick and easy to use
- 210-98007857 100/box

**MULTI-CLIP CLEAR CHOICE**

Universal adapter clips for use with tab or snap type electrodes. Now you can stock only one kind of adapter for all your cardiology equipment.
- 212-44ADA34 set of 10

**WE CAN CUSTOMIZE A KIT TO FIT YOUR NEEDS.**

**HOLTER ELECTRODES**

Instatrace EKG electrodes-our conmed adult diaphoretic foam electrodes feature excellent adhesion, hard plastic mounting tray, and silver/silver chloride gel. Good for 5 leads holters.
- 220-441590-005 50/box (packaged 5/pouch)
- 220-441590-0033 30/box (packaged 3/pouch)
- 220-441590-006 600/case (packaged 3/pouch)

---

Ph: 305-994-9294 • Fax: 305-994-9295 • www.meditronics.net • email: info@meditronics.net
HEARTSTRIDE

With its point-and-click interface, enhanced clinical features, and optional connectivity capabilities, HeartStride is simple to use and powerful. Configure HeartStride with a Cardiac Science TM55 or TM65 medical treadmill and your office will be up and running.

Features:
- Eight standard, preprogrammed protocols, a pharmacological protocol, and manual control options
- Simple Point-and-click interface
- Logistep software guides testing, step by step
- Compatible with XML protocols and our HeartCentrix connectivity solution

Q-STRESS

The Quinton Q-Stress is the hospital industry’s gold standard. The PC-based cardiac stress system, winner of multiple awards (most recently Frost & Sullivan’s Market Engineering Award) is now in its ninth generation.

Q-Stress is designed with you in mind. Its easy-to-learn left-to-right workflow and simple-to-understand icons and intuitive controls guide technicians through the stress test. Busy stress labs use QuikLists to enter comments quickly and efficiently.

Our proprietary algorithm, baseline wander, and motion artifact filters reduce noise and produce clean ECG tracings even at high speeds and steep grades. Perfect for pharmacological stress tests as well. Patients will appreciate getting the best test results the first time.

BTL 08 MT PLUS SPIRO PRO SYSTEM

12-CHANNEL ECG & SPIROMETRY SPIRO PRO WITH COLOR TOUCH SCREEN

- Multifunction cardio-pneumology system
- Combination of the professional ECG with spirometry
- The unique combination of the 12-channel MT Plus ECG and spirometry
- Large color touch screen for simple and effective operation
- Advanced 12-channel electrocardiograph
- Print on 112 (MT Plus) or 210mm (LT) thermal ECG paper
- Cheap print on external laser printers
- Large memory capacity
- Wide range of print profiles
- Automatic best test selection with manual correction
- Bronchoprovocative & bronchodilation tests
- Wide range of clinical parameters and predictive values
- Automatic interpretation (Enright, BTS, ATS)
- Automatic BTPS correction
- Disinfectable or sterilizable sensors
- Low operational costs

2-52BTL08MTP

HEART STRIDE

PH: 305-994-9294 • FAX: 305-994-9295 • www.meditronics.net • email: infome@meditronics.net
HEART 2000 HOLTER MONITORING SYSTEM

Designed for Windows platform, the system incorporates NMSC’s exclusive beat detection and arrhythmia analysis algorithm in conjunction with state-of-the-art digital technology to deliver unparalleled accuracy and reduced scanning time. Has a number of advanced features only found in high end holter software. Full studies and reports can be quickly and easily generated in fully automatic mode. Or, if you prefer, full data review and editing can be easily performed using its user-friendly graphical interface by just clicking on any of the self-explaining “smart buttons”.

Recorder: Compact Flash Card 7-lead bonded cable. Worn under the clothing for maximum patient comfort inside a convenient canvas holster.

- 2-124H2000 holter system (includes installed software, Dell computer, flat-panel display, laser printer, cart, digital recorder, and memory card.)
- 2-147DVX3 digital recorder
- 211-GS081G7G1DDAV holter patient kit (razor, bat., and 7 electrodes)

TYMPANOMETER/AUDIOMETER

TM 262™ AutoTymp with IPSI Reflex Testing and Audiometer. This advanced diagnostic system allows the user to conduct tympanometry and ipsilateral acoustic reflex testing, with the option to add manual audiometry. Unit detects and documents otitis media, perforated tympanic membrane, patent tympanostomy tube, ossicular disruption, tympanosclerosis, and cholesteatoma. System includes laminated wall chart to assist patient education. 22-4726230 Printer paper 5 rolls/pack 201-4723400

SCREENING AUDIOMETER/OTOSCOPE

Halogen light and fiber optics provide a brilliant view of the tympanic membrane. A unique ear-tip design eliminates the need for earphones. Also features choice of 3 screening levels: 20 dB HL, 25 dB HL and 40 dB HL at 500, 1000, 2000, and 400 Hz for all ages. Random tone intervals. Lightweight for hand-held portability. Complete AudioScope® 3 System includes the handheld AudioScope unit, charging stand, audiospecs and recording forms. 22-4792680 Audiospecs pkg. of 3 (S/M/L) 201-4723400 AudioScope w/transf. and forms 22-4792600

MICROTYPYMP® 2 TYMPANOMETRIC INSTRUMENT

- Reimbursable
- Produces accurate, objective measurement of middle ear status
- Helps detect perforated tympanic membrane, patent tympanostomy tube, ossicular disruption, tympanosclerosis and cholesteatoma
- One second to test, five seconds to print result
- Word prompts guide operator through middle ear testing
- Lightweight and hand-held for portability
- Results can be viewed in tympanogram, numerical form, or interpretive messages
- Includes handle, printer/charger, 1 roll of paper and 1 set of color coded probe tips

22-4793690 Printer paper 5 rolls/pack 201-4756100B

GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS DIAGNOSTIC

MICRO H2

The Micro H2 is an innovative handheld Hydrogen monitor designed for simple screening of lactose or other sugars mal-absorption, bacterial overgrowth and the measurement of intestinal transit time in an office setting. Combining accuracy and simplicity at an economical price, the Micro H2 provides a fast and easy-to-read display of expired Hydrogen levels in ppm. For adults or older children, exhaling slowly through the Micro H2 meter is all that is required to obtain a measurement. For young children unable to comply with the test, an optional gas sampling system is available. Operates from a single 9v PP3 battery. 22-146H2

EAR WASH SYSTEM PLUS

An easy to afford, easy to use ear irrigation system to remove cerumen without the mess. Ear washing is one of the most commonly performed procedures in the primary care office. The Welch Allyn Ear Wash System provides a safe and effective way to remove cerumen from patients of all ages. This method of irrigation is much cleaner and safer than other irrigation methods currently on the market. Since it is easy to use with built-in safety and simplicity, it can be used by any health-care worker within your facility. Multi-functional disposable tip provides a seal at the ear canal. It has an outflow channel to direct water back to the drain, and a filter in the tip collects the cerumen allowing the practitioner to see when the cleaning is complete. The tips can be used on children and adults. 22-4829350 Disposable ear tips box of 100 201-4629360
< CADWELL SIERRA II NCV/EMG/EP

• Soft Carrying Case
• Laptop Computer
• Sierra II Wedge Base Unit
• Handheld Electrical Stimulator
• Two-channel Amplifier
• Four-channel Amplifier optional

EP capabilities are built in so there’s no need to purchase additional hardware devices to get these features. The Report Generator allows for unlimited custom templates to be created and assigned to specific tests, or choose from an extensive list of factory-set report templates.

55-43CSIINCV2 2 channels
55-43CSIINCV4 4 channels

WE EXPORT WHOLESALE EMG NEEDLES IN BULK. PLEASE CALL US FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTE.

< CADWELL EASY II EEG

• Customized system design suits almost any need.
• Options include Synchronous Digital Video, Ambulatory EEG, spike detection and other special analysis software packages.
• Advanced 32-channel amplifier design reproduces clean, precise waveforms.
• Complex network solutions for ultimate flexibility.
• Expandable to full PSG capabilities for use in EEG and sleep labs.

55-43EASYIIEEG

√ CADWELL EASY II SLEEP & VERSATILITY PLUS!

• Dual-purpose PSG with EEG for night and day use.
• Advanced computer hardware options suit any lab.
• 32 channels
• 4 or 8 DC channels
• Internal oximeter
• Q-Sleep features
• CAPS Viewer
• Scorer-to-Scorer QA module
• EDF Data Export Tool
• Complex network solutions for ultimate flexibility.

Configuration:
• Easy II 32 channel Amplifier
• DC Amplifier with 4 or 8 channels
• 21” Video Monitor
• Desktop Computer

55-43EASYIIISLEEP
LIFE DOPPLER
FETAL DOPPLER
- Increased probe sensitivity with comfortable easy-to-hold probes, including 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 MHz and 2 MHz waterproof probes that are interchangeable with each unit
- Superior sound quality design and advanced probe sensitivity that eases the exam, and saves valuable time
- Over 400% increase in battery life – resulting in over 1,250 one-minute exams
Call our customer service department to order the appropriate probe with the unit for your particular procedure.
90-95L150; 90-95L250 w/display (not shown)

VISTA AVS (ADVANCED VASCULAR SYSTEM)
The Vista AVS is a full-featured ABI/Segmental system designed to make the ABI and other arterial exams faster and easier to conduct, interpret and document. The system features an on-screen guide with a convenient hand-held controller to ease the exam. The Vista AVS will allow you to configure your segmental exam to fit your protocol, with full page reporting and PC download.
- Seated ABI - A first in the market (US Patent Pending)
- Automatic cuff inflation/deflation system
- Three modalities – Doppler, PVR, and arterial PPG
- Automatic ABI & TBI calculation
- Custom segmental exams to fit your needs
- Take pressures using Doppler or PPG probe for supine ABI and Segmental exams
- Graphic waveform display with step-by-step instructions
- Includes 9 cuffs, Qty 2-10cm, Qty 4-12cm, Qty 1-1.9cm digit cuff, Qty 2-17cm
- 8MHz Bi-Directional probe
- Software package with full page reporting and exam storage, download capability to EMR systems in pdf or csv format
90-95L500WA

ECHOHEART® TRANSVAGINAL DOPPLER
The new EchoHeart is the first transvaginal audio Doppler probe in the world. It is intended as an economical and convenient method to determine fetal viability in very early stages of pregnancy. With EchoHeart you can determine fetal viability as early as 6 weeks. Perfect for high-risk (multiple viability exams), retroverted uterus or obese patients. Prior to EchoHeart the only option was imaging. The EchoHeart probe can quickly be interchanged with standard Summit Doppler 2 and 3 MHz probes, maximizing your equipment investment.
90-95EH

LIFE DOPPLER™ ABI SYSTEM FOR DIAGNOSING PAD
The LifeDop™ ABI Systems contains many unique features not found in other ABI systems. The LifeDop™ ABI meets Medicare reimbursement criteria and is one of the most economical and capable systems on the market. It contains many features including:
- 8 MHz Bi-directional Doppler with the same optimal beamshape and sensitivity as our non-directional LifeDop™ 8 MHz, one of the most advanced probes for audibly identifying tri-phasic flow.
- Fast Bi-directional waveform printing on a rechargeable battery powered printer. Complete printout takes only 10 seconds compared to over 60 seconds for some competitor’s units.
- Printer is compact, durable, battery-powered, and easily transportable. Includes belt clip.
- Special peel and stick label paper saves time when preparing the patient record. No need for cutting and taping. Printed waveform attaches to formatted report form.
- Doppler waveform is continually buffered in the LifeDop’s memory during the exam. With a simple button press, the previous four seconds of Doppler waveform is automatically sent to the printer. No need to worry about losing the vessel while printing.
- Automatic waveform scaling is provided. No need to repeat tests due to “clipped” or tiny waveforms.
- Calibration is automatic. Unlike some units, there is no need for a “calibration pulse” that wastes time and paper.
- Paper loading is fast, easy, and error free.
- LifeDop™ display includes a signal bar to indicate flow direction and a battery life indicator.
- The LifeDop™ Doppler can be used with or without the printer unit. The buffered waveform is buffered in the LifeDop™ memory and will automatically print once connection with the printer is established.
- The LifeDop™ unit can display a full range of Error Diagnostics including printer status.
90-95L250AC w/ 2 cuffs; 90-95K180 paper rolls (5/pkg); 90-95K160 additional cuffs (10cm & 11cm)
The MicroMaxx system comes with a wide range of ultrasound transducers for multiple clinical applications. With MicroMaxx, SonoSite is extending the capabilities of hand-carried systems by adding high-performance features, such as high-frequency linear and multi-plane transesophageal imaging.

The MicroMaxx system also includes SonoCalc IMT, which is proprietary edge-detection software that enables clinicians and cardiology specialists to quickly and easily measure intima-media thickness of the carotid artery for assessment of arterial wall disease progression and cardiovascular risk.

SonoSite products and technology deliver proven reliability and durability in conventional medical settings, as well as some far more challenging environments, such as supporting rescue operations following natural disasters. Sonosite products are also built to military specs. Extensive quality controls, such as “drop testing,” ensure that SonoSite products continue to set the industry standard for both reliability and durability.

**MICROMAXX DIAGNOSTIC COLOR DOPPLER ULTRASOUND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transducer</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P17 5-1 MHz</td>
<td>50-99MMP17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICTe 8-5 MHz</td>
<td>50-99MMICTe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L38e 10-5 MHz</td>
<td>50-99MML38e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C60e 5-2 MHz</td>
<td>50-99MMC60e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroMaxx Cart</td>
<td>50-99MMCART</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**M-TURBO DIAG. COLOR DOPPLER ULT.**

This is a very versatile system for abdominal, nerve, vascular, cardiac, venous access, pelvic, and superficial imaging. The M-Turbo® ultrasound tool comes with SonoGT™ and SonoHD™ imaging technology, enhanced color flow, and the optional SonoRemote™ control. The M-Turbo has 16 times the processing power of our previous generation and still weighs under 7 pounds.

- Drop-tested from three feet
- Boots in seconds
- Sealed, fluid-resistant interface for thorough disinfection
- Surprisingly easy to use

The M-Turbo ultrasound tool is engineered to give you radically better image quality with sharp contrast resolution and clear tissue delineation. You can better visualize detail, improving your ability to differentiate structures, vessels and pathology. Because the more you can see, the more you can do for your patients.

**M-TURBO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transducer</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P21x 5-1 MHz</td>
<td>50-99MTP21x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICTx 8-5 MHz</td>
<td>50-99MTICTx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L38x 10-5 MHz</td>
<td>50-99MTL38x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C60x 5-2 MHz</td>
<td>50-99MTC60x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Turbo Cart</td>
<td>50-99MTCART</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SONOGRAM, VIDEO PRINTERS, SUPPLIES AND VESTIBULAR SYSTEM

> THERMAL PAPER FOR VIDEO PRINTER

110mm x 20mm • high quality
50-371100S  5 rolls/box

> SONY VIDEO PRINTER PAPER

110S
10 Rolls/Box 270 Prints/Roll
50-158110S

110HD
5 Rolls/Box 270 Prints/Roll
50-158110HD

> ULTRASOUND PROBE COVERS

This probe cover is made of natural rubber latex sheath which is used on probes of Ultrasound Imaging System, especially those used in transvaginal and transrectal imaging. This probe cover is straight-walled with a smooth surface, round-ended and its features are closely related to a condom. Ultrasound probe covers provides hygienic protection for patient and doctor during ultrasonic examinations.
50-49UPC  144/bag

> VIDEO VESTIBULAR TESTING SYSTEM

Diagnostic component - InfraRed/Video ENG
System provides complete two or four channel Videonystagmography. The patient looks into the goggle or Ocular Motor Module and all the tests can be performed instantly! With the most streamlined and user-friendly Windows based software, tests are performed with the fastest station available in the industry today. State-of-the-art Air Atmos caloric tests are included.
• The test can be performed in an examination room.
• An additional unique feature is the IR pickup to accurately record the horizontal and vertical movements of the head.
• Unlike other systems, there is no light bar assembly or calibration required.
76-150VNG

MITSUBISHI B/W VIDEO PRINTER

• 260 dpi printhead
• 1022 x 1000 dot resolution with 256 shades of grey
• Choose from 7 different print sizes
• Accepts both composite NTSC and PAL images
• Normal print speed is less than 6 seconds
50-49P93W

SONY B/W VIDEO PRINTER

• Ideal for ultrasound printing
• Smaller and lighter by 12% compared to the 895 series printer
• User friendly controls on front panel
• Fast print speed - approximately 2.0 seconds
• Space Saving Design
• Worldwide Power Supply
50-49897MD

SEE SOUNDHEAD CLEANSING/DISINFECTANT SOLUTION ON PAGES 58 AND 59.

SEE GEL WARMERS ON PAGE 59.

SEE ULTRASOUND GEL ON PAGE 59.

SEE REHAB ON PAGES 72-92.

VNG QUICK & SIMPLE!
**MULTI-PARAMETER PATIENT MONITORS AND LIGHTING**

**ECG, SPO2, NIBP, HR PATIENT MONITOR**
- 5.7” Color TFT Display
- 200-set Vital Sign Data Storage
- And Recall
- Graphic & Tabular Trend Information
- Auto Measurement of Blood Pressure, Programmable Cycle 1 Minute to 120 Minutes.
- Applications from Neonate to Adult
- Networking Capability

**Optional:**
- Recorder
- Low perfusion (SAC)
- Ambulance 12V DC application

81-151UT4000A

**ENERGY EFFICIENT AND LONG-LASTING MINOR SURGERY LIGHT**
- Illuminance: 45,000 Lux (4,200 FC) at 1 meter (39.37 in.)
- Color temperature: 4300 K • CRI (Color Rendering Index): 92
- Diameter of Lighthead: 51 cm (20 in.)
- Light Field Diameter: 33 cm - 38 cm (13 in. - 15 in.)
- Depth of Illumination: 137 cm (54 in.)
- Focusing: Adjustable by rotating center handle
- Light Sources (LED): Light Emitting Diodes (LED)
- Rated Life of LED Lamp: 20,000 hours

80-179ALEDSC  single ceiling; 80-179ALEDDC  double ceiling;
80-179ALEDW  wall mount; 80-179ALEDFL  floorstand

**FANCY MINOR SURGERY LIGHTING**
- Illumination: 99,000 Lux at 24”, 45,000 Lux at 36 inches
- Color temperature: 3100 K • CRI (Color Rendering Index): 96
- Compact 20-inch/51cm diameter lighthead
- Larger and adjustable light pattern
- Uses three 50-watt halogen bulbs with 2000-hour bulb life
- Extremely smooth focus mechanism with autoclavable handle in the center
- 360° limitless arm and mounting system rotation around vertical axis (single ceiling models)
- 120 volt standard; 100/240 volt models available
- Y-shaped lighthead pushes light pattern free of cast shadows

80-179A50SC  single ceiling; 80-179A50DC  dual ceiling
80-179A50W  wall mount; 80-179A50FL  floorstand

**ECG, SPO2, NIBP, HR, RESP, TEMP PATIENT MONITOR**
- 5.7” color monitor with high resolution
- Compatible with Nellcor reusable sensor
- Disposable SpO2 sensor
- Direct 12V DC input (cigar jack) for transport capability
- PC interface (RS-232)

81-45BM3

**MINOR SURGERY LIGHTING**

The Ritter 355 Minor Surgery Light is the perfect balance between quality and affordability. And speaking of balance, it's counterbalanced to provide precise positioning without drifting. Less than 2½ pounds of force allow the physician to easily maneuver the light to the position they desire. Available in five-caster and single or dual ceiling mount versions, the Ritter 355 appears as an operating room light... but has the economical price of an exam room light. Other features include a large pattern size with an even distribution of light throughout, unsurpassed shadow control and superior footcandle illumination. Provides a truer color temperature with less heat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Single mount</th>
<th>Double mount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>80-48355025</td>
<td>80-48355018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single mount</td>
<td>80-48355022</td>
<td>80-48355026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double mount</td>
<td>80-48355031</td>
<td>80-48355034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VIDEO COLPOSCOPES AND ELECTROSURGERY/HYFRECATION

VIDEO COLPOSCOPE

- Accurate diagnosis of cervical erosion and cancer
- Excellent image quality with better depth perception
- Easy-to-use
- Green filter aids in the examination of important blood vessel patterns with color contrast

DIGITAL VIDEO COLPOSCOPE

- Electronic green filter to enhance vascular image display without decrease of illumination.
- Real-time display of acetic acid and iodine reaction tests.
- Advanced and fast auto-focusing technology ensures clear image under high magnification status.
- Patented LED cold light source. It displays genuine tissue color and tone.
- Integrated management of image capture, observation, processing, saving and printout
- Powerful comparison and statistic analysis function
- Printing of multi-format diagnosis report
- Colposcopy REID evaluation
- Case data management based on SQL server management

Optional:
- Colposcopy image software, Capture card
- Trolley
- Swing Arm

OB/GYN TOTAL ELECTROSURGICAL SYSTEM SOLUTION

A total system solution designed specifically for the OB/GYN practice. Includes Aaron 1250 Generator Package (120 Watts, with power cord, user’s guide, two handpieces, three extra electrodes, grounding cord, and five split grounding pads), Loop Electrode Kit (contains ES09 10mm x 10mm loop, ES11 15mm x 10mm loop, ES12 20mm x 8mm loop, ES13 20mm x 15mm loop, & ES15 10mm x 8mm square). Smoke Shark Package (smoke evacuator, power cord, user’s guide, filter, hose, footswitch, and reducer fitting for attaching to speculum), and a versatile mobile stand. Sturdy five caster stand includes instrument tray and bottom smoke evacuator tray. Two wheels are lockable for stability when not in motion. This 120 Watt generator can be used in many different procedures ranging from plastic surgery, to LLETZ/LEEP, to urological procedures.

HOSPITAL GRADE ELECTROSURGERY UNIT

- Variety lines of Innovative ESU series (200W, 300W, 400W)
- Various Function with Compact Design
- R.E.M. (Return Electrode Monitoring)
- Most Compact and Lightest System

A. 46-45200 200W; 46-45300 300W; 46-45400 400W
B. 46-45400V 400W Vision w/TFT display
ValuEklave 1730

Designed for the cost-conscious laboratory, the Valueklave 1730 is a basic sterilizer at an economical price. Its compact, 7” chamber makes it a perfect primary unit for small laboratories or a secondary unit for larger ones. Fast cycle time and heated drying ensure a quick turnaround for wrapped or unwrapped instruments. The simple controls and easy-closing door make this unit a breeze to operate. Includes a one-year warranty on parts and labor. F.o.b. Ronkonkoma, NY.

- The speed and quality you demand with the value you deserve.
- Unit has a fast, standard, unwrapped cycle time—9 min from a hot start
- Model features automatic shutoff at the end of the sterilization and dry cycles
- Long-lasting electro-polished chamber and door
- Double safety-locking device prevents door from opening while chamber is pressurized
- Overheat cutoff prevents burnout of heating elements in case of insufficient water in the chamber
- Drain valve is located on the front, allowing for quick and easy draining of water reservoir
- Dual safety thermostat protects against overheating

The improved technique for dry heat sterilization in the shortest possible time. Sterilizes instruments, needles syringes, dressings at 320 – 360° F (160 – 180° C). Sharp instruments remain sharp; no steam or moisture to corrode the finest edge. Exclusive internal-wall tubular heating system is burn-out proof. 115V AC. UL/CSA listed. Dry Heat Sterilizer kills bacteria without moisture and will not dull sharp instruments. Plus, they can be used to dry wet packs or as a back-up sterilizer in your practice - the perfect complement to an autoclave.

Inner Dimensions: 12.5”W x 5”H x 7.5”D • 500W 8-288375
Inner Dimensions: 15”W x 7.5”H x 9”D • 650W 8-288376

 showcases the Valueklave 1730 and the Steaminator, two popular sterilizers available from Meditronics.net.

- Automatic shut off at the end of both the sterilization and dry cycles
- Double safety-locking device prevents door from opening while chamber is pressurized
- Overheat cutoff prevents burnout of heating elements in case of insufficient water in the chamber
- Drain valve is located on the front, allowing for quick and easy draining of water reservoir
- Dual safety thermostat to protect against overheating

**Valueklave 1730**

The Tutttnauer fully automatic autoclaves fill, sterilize, exhaust and dry at the touch of a button.

**Features:**
- **Closed door active drying system to maintain sterility and ensure efficient drying of packs and pouches**
- **High efficiency air pump circulates hot air after the sterilization cycle for fast drying**
- **Hea filter 0.2µm air filter (replaceable)**
- **Pre-loaded cycles for: unwrapped instruments; wrapped packs; liquid and additional drying cycle**
- **All program parameters can be customized and stored**
- **Automatic shut off at the end of both the sterilization and dry cycles**
- **Constant monitoring of temperature and pressure for sterilization**
- **Fully automatic Kwiklave model available (reduce sterilization cycle by 50%)**
- **Optional printer for date, time, temperature and pressure**

**Manual Autoclaves M/MK and EA Series**

**Valueklave 1730**

- Designed for the cost-conscious laboratory, the Valueklave 1730 is a basic sterilizer at an economical price. Its compact, 7” chamber makes it a perfect primary unit for small laboratories or a secondary unit for larger ones. Fast cycle time and heated drying ensure a quick turnaround for wrapped or unwrapped instruments. The simple controls and easy-closing door make this unit a breeze to operate. Includes a one-year warranty on parts and labor. F.o.b. Ronkonkoma, NY.
- The speed and quality you demand with the value you deserve.
- Unit has a fast, standard, unwrapped cycle time—9 min from a hot start
- Model features automatic shutoff at the end of the sterilization and dry cycles
- Long-lasting electro-polished chamber and door
- Double safety-locking device prevents door from opening while chamber is pressurized
- Overheat cutoff prevents burnout of heating elements in case of insufficient water in the chamber
- Drain valve is located on the front, allowing for quick and easy draining of water reservoir
- Dual safety thermostat protects against overheating

**Steam Sterilizer Indicator**

Provides visible proof of steam sterilization. For use in steam sterilizers at 250 – 285° F. When processed, indicator bars will turn as dark or darker than center color standard. If not, indicates inadequate steam sterilization. 8-288350
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ABI system 157
auditory 38, 119, 146, 147, 155
ActiPulse therapy 40
activator 94
acupuncture 31
Adapta® Mesa 105
Adapta® Summit 3 105
Adapta® Summit 7 105
Adhesive electrodes 23, 24, 30
adjusting table 93
ADP-400 Traction Table 97
aesthesiometer 2-point discriminator 144
Aesthetics 118-121
Airdyn® Exercise Bike 78
Aklarus 120
alcohol 56, 57, 66, 67, 111
alcohol pump dispenser 66
alcohol swabs 67
Amrex 25, 26, 28
Analgesic 56, 111
Anatomical Charts/Models 122-124
aneroid 146, 147, 150
ankle 48, 54, 71, 73, 88, 100, 132
antimicrobial foam dispenser 57
antimicrobial foaming sanitizer 57
appli cators 29, 30, 46, 61, 66, 116
apron 108
Archxerciser® 73
Armot® E2 Elbow CPM 54
Armot® S3 Shoulder CPM 54
Armot® SP2-2M Ankle CPM 54
Atria 3100 152
Atria 6100 152
ATT 300 96
Attended EMS 25, 27, 30-32, 37
audiometer/otoscope 155
autoclaves 162
Autoprism 7-9, 35
Autosound 7, 8, 9, 11, 34
Avila II™ massage chair 115
B

Babinski Hammer 144
baby scale 149
back cushion 68
back exercisers 81, 82
back support 68
balance 73, 74, 79, 80, 84, 90, 160
ball 22, 65, 73, 74, 75, 82, 91, 106,
112, 117, 161
ball rack 75, 91
balls 61, 74, 75, 79, 91, 112
balm 104, 107
banana 18, 25, 26, 28
bands 74, 75, 103
BAPS Board 73
bariatric 105, 106, 149
bariatric/handrail scale 149
bars 40, 77, 87, 89, 90, 91, 101, 148,
162
battery 150
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pains relief 56, 111
pain relieving cryotherapy 56
pain relieving gel 56
pain relieving products 56
pain relieving warm therapy 56
paper 58, 60, 152
paper roll holder 108
Parafango 121
paraffin 22, 43, 121
paraffin cart 42
paraffin units 43
patella strap 69
patient cables 21, 26, 27
patient lift 92
patient monitor 160
pegboard 76, 91
pencil electrode set for attended EMS 18, 25
percuosser 116
Perla massage chair 115
petrometer 145
phototherapy 120
physician scale 149
Pillows 60
pin 18, 25, 26, 28, 146
pinch gauge 144
plastic film bin 128
plastic stacking cones 76
plastic sundry jar set 61
pneumatic adjustable stool 115
pocket diagnostic set 150
podiatry 50, 104, 132
portable 7, 35, 115, 130, 132
portable CR 134
Portable X-ray Unit 130-131
Power Echo Image Table 104
PowerVibe 83, 84
Pre-Mod 14, 18
printer 128, 143, 151, 155, 157, 159, 162
Prol Upper Body Ergometer 79
probe 13, 17, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 59, 62, 147, 155, 157, 159, 160
probe covers 62, 147, 159
Pronex Pneumatic Cervical Traction Unit 53
pronosupinator exerciser 85, 167
ProStretch® 73
protractor 145
pulley 85-88
Q
Quadro Interferential 7, 9, 34
Quadstar Elite 20
Quadstar II® 20
Quantum 400 Table 96
Quatro EMS 25
QuickWrap™- Deluxe Universal Belt System 52
R
rack 46, 73, 74, 75, 81, 88, 91, 128
radiographic system 125
ramp 72
range of motion 54, 68, 71, 73, 75, 77, 79, 81, 82, 86, 91, 144, 145
reachers 72
rebounder 74, 75
recliner 65, 103
RecoveryWrap System 47
recumbent 78, 79, 80
recumbent bike 78
Rehab 73, 79, 81, 87, 88
resuscitator 62
rib belts 68
roll dispenser 58
ROM measurement 145
S
safelight 128
sanitizer 57, 58
SaniZene® 58
Saunders Cervical Traction 53
scales 149
Self-adhesive electrodes 23, 24, 30
Shockwave therapy 40, 119
Shortwave Diathermy Autotherm® 41
Shortwave Diathermy SWD100 41
shoulder finger ladder 86
shoulder immobilizer 71
shoulder pulley 86
shoulder ROM 86
shoulder wheel exerciser 86, 167
Sitback Rest® 68
skin care 116-121
skinfold caliper 148
SLD 34, 35, 50, 120
Slider™ Mini Bike 85, 167
Slimest™ 68
sling 71, 95, 114
Snellen Eye Chart 148
soap 57
solenoid applicators 44
Sombra 56, 111
sound head 8, 13, 14, 29, 30, 34, 59
spa 60, 111, 113, 114, 116, 117, 121
specula dispenser 150
speculum 66, 161
sphygmomanometer 146
spirometer 151
Spiro Pro system 154
split 50, 68, 69
sponge 28, 30, 64
spray 59
stability trainer 73
stabilizer 30, 69, 89
stairs 89
stationary chair 113
stationary table 102
stepper 80
sterilizer 162
sterilizer indicator 162
stethoscope 146, 147
stimulator 7, 9, 11, 18, 25, 28, 30
stools 65, 93, 115
storage rack 74, 75, 88, 91
stress test and echo electrodes 153
suction cup 27
sundry 58, 61, 64, 66, 74, 153
sundry jar set 61
SuperStim 23, 24
swabs & swabsticks 66-67
syringe 64, 151
T
table 51, 60, 82, 93, 97, 100, 102, 104, 105, 108, 113, 138
table warmer 110
tape 64, 149
Taylor Percussion Hammer 144
Teezer 166
TENS 111
TerraQuant® 17
terry covers 46
test strips 67
thera-band 112
therapist hammer 7, 8, 9, 11, 34
Therasound 8, 9, 25
TheraTherm® 46, 110
Theratouch 9, 11, 34
thermal field carrying case 129
thermal paper 159
THERMODERM® 56
thermometer 42, 46, 47, 62, 147, 150
thermoplastic 50
Thomas Tables 94, 96
Thumper Sport 117
Tilt Table 105
timer 9, 11, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 34, 41, 43, 48, 51, 54, 55, 59, 67, 96, 100, 110, 111, 113, 128, 130, 150
tissue 58
toners 74
tongue depressors 61
towels 59, 110
TQ 17, 32, 37
traction 4, 49, 52, 53, 89, 96, 97, 100, 101, 103, 112
traction stand 52
Trademark Chiro Table 102
trainer 73, 80, 90
transvaginal doppler 157
treadmill 81, 88, 154
Treatment Supplies 56-76, 122-124
TREATMENT system 106
TTET-200 Traction table 52
tuning forks 144
TurboSonic 166
TX® Traction unit 52
tympanometer/audiometer 155
U
ultrasound 4, 8, 12, 14, 59
universal adapter clips 153
universal cervical collar 69
universal cervical traction halter 52
universal elbow support 71
universal radiology system 127, 140
universal single pull pelvic belt 52
universal thoracic restraint 52
universal wraparound elastic knee 69
urine reagent strips 67
US 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 25, 29, 34, 141, 150, 157
utility cart 22
V
Vac 14, 27
Vacuum unit 14
vascular system chart 157
vertebral column 124
vestibular disc 73
vestibular dome 73
vestibular system 159
veterinarian digital x-ray 133
video colposcope 161
video printer 159
video vestibular testing system 159
Vita CR 134
VitalWrap® System 46
W
walker 72
wall gym 88
wall transformer sets 150
warmer 42, 110
warm therapy 56
web-enabled PACs archive 141
wedge 70
weight bars 91
Welch Allyn® 147, 150
wheelchair 72, 79, 85, 86, 92, 104, 105
whirlpool 48-50, 58, 167
whirlpool disinfectants 58
Winner 7, 11, 34
wipes 57
wobble boards 73
wraparound knee support 69
wrist exerciser 76
wrist inclination 145
wrist shovel handle dynamometer 145
wrist splint 69
X
X-RAY 4, 60, 125, 126, 127, 130, 135, 138
x-ray cassette 129
x-ray film 129, 143
x-ray grids 128
x-ray systems 125, 126, 128
Z
Zen Pro 84
Featured Products

A DIFFERENT TYPE OF WHOLE BODY VIBRATION

TurboSonic PROFESSIONAL
- Frequency Range: 3~25Hz, 25~50Hz
- Weight Capacity: Max 484 lbs (220 kg)
- Power Source: 110 ~ 120V 60 Hz AC or 220V, 230V / 50Hz, 60Hz
- Power Consumption: 300 Watt
- Size: 27.9"X 34.5"X57.5" (708mm X 876mm X 1460mm)
- Plate Size: 21.75" X 27.5" (552mm X 699mm)
- Weight: 328.7 lbs (149 kg)
- Weight of Body: 86.7 lbs (39.4 kg)
- Voice Coil: 216x2
- Audio RMS Power: 2 ohm / 2400W
- Operating Temperature: 32 -140F
- Programs: 3 weight loss, 3 strength, 1 manual, 1 auto
- Finish: Metallic powder coat
- Colors: Metallic Red or Metallic Silver

TurboSonic X7
- Frequency Range: 3~25Hz, 25~50Hz
- Weight Capacity: Max 507 lbs
- Power Source: 110 ~ 120V 60 Hz AC or 220V, 230V / 50Hz, 60Hz
- Power Consumption: 300 Watt/500 watts
- Size: 35.5" X 39.4" X63" (905mm X 999mm)
- Unit Weight: 361 lbs
- Voice Coil: 216x2
- Audio RMS Power: 2 ohm / 2400W
- Operating Temperature: 32 -140F
- Programs: 12 Pre-set programs: 1-12, Program 1 Standard Mode, Program 2: Children, Program 3 Elderly, Program 4 Massage, Programs 5 through 12 target different body parts. Two Manual modes (low & high frequency)
- Finish: Metallic powder coat
- Colors: Ice Blue, Creme Gold, White Silver, Tropical Red, Sonic Black

TurboSonic X5
- Frequency Range: 3 ~ 50Hz
- Weight Capacity: Max 330 lbs
- Power Source: 110 ~ 120V 60 Hz AC
- Power Consumption: 300 Watts/500 watts
- Size: 32" X 37" X61" (813mm X 939mm)
- Unit Weight: 281 lbs
- Sonic Vibration Coil: 267x1
- MP3 Audio Jack: In & Out
- Operating Temperature: 32 -140F
- Tough Finish: Metallic powder coat
- Colors: White, Silver
- Programs: 12 Pre-set programs; Program 1: Standard Mode, Program 2: Children, Program 3: Elderly, Program 4: Massage, Programs 5 through 12 target different body parts. Two Adjustable Manual modes (frequency and intensity)

TurboSonic OVATION
- Frequency Range: 3 ~ 60Hz
- Intensity: 0 ~ 99
- Max Amplitude: 27mm
- Weight Capacity: 120kg/250lbs
- Power Source: 110 ~ 120V 60 Hz AC or 220V, 230V / 50Hz, 60Hz
- Power Consumption: 300W, 500W
- Sonic Wave Generator: 245mm x 1
- Operating Condition: Temp: 0-40°C (32-104°F), Humidity: 0-82%
- Size & Weight: L 670 x W 905 x H 1395mm / 110kg
- Finish: Metallic Powder / Acrylic
- Color: Black & Silver
- Mode: 12 Auto Modes, Manual

TEETER
THE DFM™ VERTICAL TRACTION INVERSION TABLE

The slanted foam bed provides an effective stretching platform and is designed with a detachable foam piece to allow for comfortable treatment in the prone position. Adjustable knee bolsters provide knee flexion when supine and support the legs when prone. Adjustable forearm rests can be adapted to fit to the height of any user and help to achieve proper positioning during treatment. The knee-high easy-reach ankle closure opens with the simple push of an ergonomically shaped handle, assisting patients with limited mobility. To ensure user security, the weighted handle design closes automatically upon table rotation should this vital step be overlooked.

The gravity lock ankle clamp system, constructed of aerospace grade stainless steel parts, serves as a secondary mechanism to prevent accidental opening of the ankle clamps in the inverted position. A durable UL-Listed motor, standard 115V, with push button control enables smooth and accurate rotation to any angle. Interlocking gears in the motor enable bed stabilization at any angle for hassle free treatment. Table features a 300 pound load rating.

66-134OVAT
Featured Products

**MAGIKSOLUTION VITA**
1-125VITA  See page 95.

**MAGIKSOLUTION VITA + TILT**
1-125VITA-T  See page 95.

**MAGIKSOLUTION VITA + SHELF**
1-125VITA-S  See page 95.

**MAGIKSOLUTION KEY WEST + BOX + AH**
284-125KEYWEST  See page 95.

**MAGIKSOLUTION LIFE w/FACE CUT-OUT**
1-125LIFE  See page 95.

**FERNO ILLE 304 JUNIOR HI-LO WHIRLPOOL**
Call for details.

**2 SHELF UTILITY CART**

**METAL EASY ACCESS WIDE ELECTROTHERAPY CART**
16-MSC3S  See page 22.

**ICE COLLAR**
(ELASTO-GEL CERVICAL COLLAR)  Call for details.

**CHURNER™ EXERCISER**
14-1551  See page 85.

**SLIDER™ MINI BIKE EXERCISER**
14-1551  See page 85.

**MAGNETIC RESISTANCE SHOULDER WHEEL EXERCISER**
14-1550  See page 86.

**PRONOSUPINATOR™ EXERCISER**
14-1553  See page 85.
Walk-ins and Carry-out - 10862 N.W. 27 St., Miami, FL 33172
Walk-ins are welcome. You are always invited to visit our huge showroom and try most of the products featured in this catalog. We can gladly fill your order the same day and you can carry your products with you or we can deliver and install in your facility. Some restrictions apply. An appointment is suggested with your sales representative in advance.

Order by Phone - (305) 994-9294 • Nationwide: 1-866-MEDITRO (633-4876)
A live person will answer the phone from 9 am - 5:30 pm Monday - Friday. For locals, you can place an order over the phone and we will deliver the next day for in-stock items. Same day pick-up is available upon request. You can order 24/7 using this catalog’s item numbers and the answering machine.

Order Online/Email - www.meditronics.net / infome@meditronics.net
Browse and order through our website or email your orders and inquiries about this catalog to infome@meditronics.net.

Order by Fax - (305) 994-9295
You can photocopy and fill out the order form found on page 172 of this catalog and fax it to (305) 994-9295.

Order by Mail
You can send your order by mail to Medical Electronics, Inc., 10862 N.W. 27 St., Miami, FL 33172.

Custom Orders
All custom orders are subject to the manufacturers terms and may cause a delay in shipping or additional, non-published fees and are non-returnable.

Shipping and Handling
We will deliver your local order of $200.00 or more for free within the greater Miami area. For orders of less than $200.00, ground UPS rates will apply or a minimum delivery charge. For non-local orders, orders placed by 12:00 noon EST Monday - Friday will be shipped UPS Ground the same day using standard UPS rates. PO Boxes, APO’s, FPO’s and Virgin Island addresses must be shipped via USPS. We are not responsible for lost or damaged USPS packages. Expedited shipping can be arranged at an additional cost to accommodate the customer’s needs. Some larger items are oversized and require special handling. Additional handling charges will apply.

Damaged Merchandise
We take great care in filling, checking and packing your order. On rare occasions, a package may be damaged or lost in transit. The carrier is responsible for merchandise after it leaves our warehouse. For your protection please follow these procedures: 1) Carefully inspect each carton for damage. 2) Check shipment against carrier’s delivery receipt to make sure you received all cartons listed. 3) Have the driver note shortages or damage, even if slight, on the delivery receipt. 4) Immediately after delivery, open all cartons and inspect for concealed damage. If you find damage, DO NOT discard the carton or any contents of your package. 5) Please contact Medical Electronics, Inc. Customer Service immediately at (305) 994-9294. We will provide any assistance we can.

Order Discrepancies
Please examine your order carefully upon arrival. If you find an error was made, call Customer Service immediately. Claims will be honored when communicated with Medical Electronics, Inc. within 10 days from receipt.

Returns
Medical Electronics, Inc. will exchange or reimburse you for the cost of product (freight not included) for any item returned within 30 days. There will be an applied 20% restocking fee after 30 days and 30% restocking fee after 60 days. No returns will be accepted after 90 days. Exceptions to this return policy include custom-ordered items, oils, lotions, personal care products, creams, books, videos, CDs, DVDs, brochures, software, washed linens, worn clothing, used disposable garments and used electrodes for which no returns are accepted. All returns must be unopened, not expired and in salable condition. A return authorization number must have been issued.

Important Disclaimer
All products and risk of loss are FOB seller’s warehouse. All shipping charges are the responsibility of the purchaser.
Levante Vinyl Upholstery Colors:
Levante upholstery offers quality vinyl that is supple, easily cleaned and wears well. Colors may vary. For an exact color match please contact customer service for a fabric sample.

- Agate
- Teal
- Burgundy
- Buff
- Black

Duratouch Urethane Upholstery Colors:
Duratouch upholstery is luxuriously supple and upholsters beautifully with excellent cleanability and a slip resistant surface. Colors may vary. For an exact color match please contact customer service for a fabric sample.

- Sapphire
- Amethyst
- Ivory
- Ebony

Custom Craftworks Solutions Urethane Upholstery Colors:
Custom Craftworks Solutions Urethane is only available on our Solutions Series Tables & Massage Chair. This high quality urethane offers durability, the feel of leather and warms to skin temperature faster than other upholsteries for added comfort. Colors may vary. For an exact color match please contact customer service for a fabric sample.

- Agate
- Navy
- Teal
- Burgundy
- Crème
- Purple
- Black

Vinyl Upholstery Colors For: Eurotech And TrademarkK Brand Tables And Benches
Pivotal’s high quality vinyl offers, durability, feel of leather and warms to skin temperature faster than other upholsteries for added patient comfort. For an exact color match please contact us for a sample swatch. Upgrade to the plush Admiral upholstery for an additional charge.

- Khaki
- Bone
- Navy
- Black
- Cerulean
- Charcoal
- Merlot
- Nightshade
- Loden
- Elephant
- Anthracite
- Patina

Vinyl Upholstery Colors For ErgoStyle Brand Tables And Benches
ErgoStyle Tables come standard with Nagahyde® colors. Cleaning is a breeze with Nagahyde® brand fabric and its Advanced BeautyGard protective finish. While staining and soiling exposures are common to upholstery fabrics, most stain and soiling may be removed by using soap and water.

- Black
- Dove
- Midnight Gray
- Blue Ridge
- Imperial Blue
- Burgundy
- Mocha
- Camel
- Putty
- Dusty Jade
- Forest
- Green Tea
- Cognac
- Cashew
- Cappuccino
- Antelope
- Gravel
Equipment Leasing Application

CREDIT APPLICATION

Business Information
(Please list the Company name as listed with the Secretary of State)

Legal Name: ____________________________________________

Business Number: ( ) Fax Number: ( )

Address: _____________________________________________ City: ______ State: ______ Zip: ______

Years in Business: ______ Years in Business Under Present Control: ______ Description of Business: ____________________________

Type of Business: (circle one please) Corporation; General; Partnership; Proprietorship; Other: ____________________________

Ownership Information

Name: ____________________________________________ Title: ____________________________________________ % Ownership: ______

Home Address: ____________________________________________ City: ______ State: ______ Zip: ______

Social Security Number: ____________________________ Home Number: ( )

Name: ____________________________________________ Title: ____________________________________________ % Ownership: ______

Home Address: ____________________________________________ City: ______ State: ______ Zip: ______

Social Security Number: ____________________________ Home Number: ( )

Credit References

Bank: ____________________________ Telephone: ( )

Contact Person: ____________________________ Account Number: ____________________________

Type of Account: Checking ______ Savings ______ Loan ______ Other ______

Bank: ____________________________ Telephone: ( )

Contact Person: ____________________________ Account Number: ____________________________

Type of Account: Checking ______ Savings ______ Loan ______ Other ______

Previous Bank Reference: ____________________________

Trade References
(Please list three references minimum)

Name: ____________________________________________ Telephone: ( )

Contact: ____________________________________________ Account Number: ____________________________

Name: ____________________________________________ Telephone: ( )

Contact: ____________________________________________ Account Number: ____________________________

Name: ____________________________________________ Telephone: ( )

Contact: ____________________________________________ Account Number: ____________________________

Equipment Information

Vendor: Medical Electronics Companies, Inc. Contact: ____________________________

Description: See Attached Location if Different from Above: ____________________________

Cost: ______ New/Used: ______ Terms/Program: ____________________________

I hereby authorize Medical Electronics, Inc. and/or any Leasing company or other financial institution chosen by Medical Electronics, Inc. to make a complete investigation on our company and the principals of same and relate this information to others as necessary to secure a lease or loan approval. I also authorize all credit reporting agencies, banks or trade references to release by telephone, fax or email information requested by any of the above named parties. I further certify that all of the information provided above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Signature: ____________________________ Title: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________
## COPY OUR CONVENIENT FAX ORDER FORM

**NAME** ___________________________________________________________________________  **ACCOUNT NUMBER** _________________

**ADDRESS** ___________________________________________ **CITY**___________ **STATE** ___ **ZIP**________

**PHONE NUMBER** _______________________________  **FAX NUMBER** _______________________________

**E-MAIL** __________________________________________
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**SUB TOTAL** _______________________________

**FL Residents tax** _______________________________

*Shipping Charge* _______________________________

**TOTAL** $_______________________________

• Fax orders are received 24 hours a day.
• Call us if you do not see what you are looking for.

*Check catalog insert for prices.

*Upon review of your faxed order, we will call you with the appropriate shipping charges.*

**FAX NUMBER: 305-994-9295**

10862 NW 27 Street • Miami, FL 33172

Phone: 305-994-9294

Fax Order Sheet
IN-HOUSE CERTIFIED, FACTORY-TRAINED SERVICE CENTER

CALibrATIONS, SAFETY TESTS, REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
WE OFFER CUSTOM TAILORED SERVICE CONTRACTS.

EXAMPLES OF EQUIPMENT:
- Blood Pressure Units
- Centrifuges
- Chiropractic Tables
- Cold LASERs
- Cold Pack Units
- Defibrillators
- Digital X-Ray
- EKG/ECG Recorders
- Electrical Stimulation Units
- Examination Lights
- Hot Pack Units
- Holters, Recorders and Analyzers
- Hydrotherapy Tables
- NCV Units
- Ophthalmoscopes/Otoscopes
- Physician Scales
- Power Medical Tables
- Pulse Oxymeters
- Rehab Bikes
- Rehab Treadmills
- Spirometers
- Sterilizers
- Stress Test Systems
- Ultrasounds
- Vestibular Equipment
- Whirlpools
- Whole Body Vibration
- X-Ray Equipment

EXAMPLES OF MANUFACTURERS:
- AMREX-ZETRON
- AMERICOMP
- BIONET
- BLOOMEX INTERNATIONAL
- BTL INTERNATIONAL
- BURDICK/CARDIAC SCIENCE
- CADWELL LABORATORIES
- Carestream HEALTH
- CHATTANOOGA GROUP/DJO
- JPI HEALTHCARE
- KODAK PoC
- LSI
- LW SCIENTIFIC
- MEDISON/POSKOM
- METTLER ELECTRONICS
- PIVOTAL HEALTH SOLUTIONS/Eurotech
- POWERVIBE
- RICH-MAR
- SCHILLER
- SECA
- SIDMAR HYDROTHERAPY
- STERNE
- TINGLE X-RAY
- TUTTNAUER
- WELCH ALlyn
- WHITEHALL MANUFACTURING

WE HELP YOU COMPLY WITH:

[Logos of AHCA, FCC, FDA, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, NFPA, Joint Commission]
PRODUCT CATALOG

ELECTROTHERAPY • LASER • ULTRASOUND • X-RAY • DIGITAL X-RAY
DIGITAL IMAGING SOLUTIONS • PACS • NEURODIAGNOSTIC AND CARDIOLOGY EQUIPMENT
HYDROMASSAGE TABLES • CHIROPRACTIC AND REHAB EQUIPMENT • PT-OT MODALITIES
MASSAGE TABLES & CHAIRS • SERVICE AND CALIBRATIONS
IMPORT • EXPORT • TRADE • WE BUY USED EQUIPMENT

COME AND VISIT OUR HUGE SHOWROOM!!!
COMPLETE SET-UPS ARE OUR SPECIALTY.
FREE FACILITY PLANNING.

CALL FOR USED EQUIPMENT
AVAILABILITY.

Hablamos Español.

ONE SOURCE FOR CHIROPRACTIC,
MASSAGE, PHYSICAL THERAPY, IMAGING AND
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES!!!

CONTACT US NOW:
PH: 305-994-9294 • FAX: 305-994-9295
TOLL FREE: 1-866-MEDITRO (633-4876)
email: info@meditronics.net
www.meditronics.net

Medical Electronics, Inc.
10862 NW 27 Street
Miami, FL 33172
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